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ABSTRACT

The late Quaternary stratigraphy of three Paleoindian archaeological sites, located on
the edge of Shaw Creek Flats in the middle Tanana Valley, Alaska, consist of up to 2
meters of calcareous eolian sand, loess, and buried paleosols.

Two Paleoindian

occupations at the Broken Mammoth, Swan Point, and Mead sites date from 11,800 to
11,000 yr B.P. and from 10,800 to 9500 yr B.P. Well-preserved faunal remains, worked
mammoth ivory, stone and organic tools, and at Swan Point, the early occurrence of
microblades dating to 11,700 yr B.P., are associated with buried paleosols at the base of
the loess.
Stratigraphic and radiocarbon-chronological correlations between the sites, and at
similar geological sections, suggest the presence of a regionally-correlative, eolian
stratigraphy consisting of three main units: 1) a basal gray eoUan sand, overlying a
deflated, ventifacted, bedrock surface, was deposited as bluff-top sand sheets probably
during the Birch Period transition from periglacial steppe-tundra environments to shrub
tundra about 12,000 to 14,000 yr B.P. 2) An overlying lower loess unit contains three
paleosol complexes, classified as Typic Cryorthents, which consist of a series of
cumulative Abk horizons overlying Ck loess parent material. The lower paleosol complex
dates to 11,800 to 11,000 yr B.P. as is associated with the initial occupation of the sites.
The middle paleosol complex dates from 10,800 to about 9500 yr B.P. and is associated
with the second Paleoindian occupation. The upper paleosol complex is weakly developed,
contains no cultural material, and reflects an increase in loess deposition rates. Abundant
pedogenic carbonate features indicate dry, warm, alkaline soil conditions. Faunal remains,
soil characteristics, and regional palynological studies indicate a warm, dry, open parkland
of poplar-willow scrub forest during the deposition of the lower loess, paleosol formation.
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and Paleoindian occupations. 3) An upper loess unit, up to a meter thick, lacks paleosols,
has been leached of carbonate, and has a late Holocene Alfic Cryochrept soil developed on
its upper surface. Rapid, coarse-grained loess deposition occurred from about 9500 to
7500 yr B.P. By 4500 yr B.P., slow, fine-grained loess deposition began under boreal
forest conditions and continues today.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Introduction
The Tanana Valley in central Alaska has long been an important region for
Quaternary studies. One only has to look at some of the classic publications on the
Quaternary of Alaska, such as the Paleoecology of Beringia (Hopkins and others, 1982)
and Pewe's Quaternary Geology of Alaska (1975a), to realize the region's importance.
Being part of unglaciated Beringia (Figure 1.1), the area is a rich storehouse of Quatemary
information recorded in thick stratigraphic sequences of loess, eolian sand, and in
permafrost-rich, valley-bottom muck deposits. The region is also critical in deciphering the
puzzle of the peopling of the New World. Some of the earliest evidence for humans in the
Americas consists of artifacts found in bluff-top loess and paleosol sequences in the Tanana
Valley and its tributaries (West, 1996). This project investigates the loess stratigraphy,
soils, and environments of several archaeological sites of this nature and their regional
setting in the Shaw Creek Flats area of the Tanana Valley (Figure 1.2).
The location of the University of Alaska in Fairbanks (UAF) (Figure 1.2) and the
presence of a well-developed road system (a rarity in Alaska) has allowed numerous
investigators from a variety of disciplines to conduct smdies into the Quatemary of the
Tanana Valley. A few of the more important Quatemary topics relevant to this project are
given below.
1) The origin, age, and stratigraphic relationships between the thick hillside loess
deposits, solifluction debris, and fossiliferous, valley-bottom muck (organic-rich silt)
exposed in placer gold mines has been investigated primarily by Pewe (1955, 1975a,
1975b) and provides a Quatemary stratigraphic framework for the region.
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Figure 1.2 Map of the Middle Tanana Valley showing location of Paleoindian sites investigated in this study.
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Loess - wind-blown silt - forms a thick, extensive, surficial mantle on the hillsides of
unglaciated central Alaska, where it is the most common surficial deposit (Pewe, 1975a).
The loess originated as glacially-produced silt deposited on large, braided, outwash plains
emanating north from the Alaska Range during Quaternary time. Winds entrained and
transported the silt over a wide region bordering the Tanana and Yukon Rivers (Figure
1.1).

Once deposited on the hillslopes, a variety of slope processes transported this

primary loess downslope, where it accumulated in valley bottoms, mixing with organic
material to produce extensive, permafrost-laden, organic-rich, retransported loess deposits,
locally termed muck. The loess incorporated a variety of plant and animal remains on its
way downslope to form the well-known vertebrate fossil localities uncovered by placer
gold mining operations (Pewe, 1975a; Guthrie, 1990). Numerous volcanic ash layers in
the loess, characterized and dated by Westgate and others (1990), show loess deposition in
the Fairbanks region spans the last 3 million years. Pewe (1951,1965, 1975a) was the first
worker to investigate the eolian stratigraphy in the Shaw Creek Flats area. His early work
in the area and the need for its revision, in light of recent data and radiocarbon dates from
this project, is discussed in detail in Chapter Two.
2) Periglacial features, such as permafrost and ice wedges, along with fossil plant
and animal remains dating to the late Wisonsinan steppe-tundra, are well preserved in the
famous Permafrost tunnel operated by the Army Corps of Engineers Cold Regions
Research and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) and the University of Alaska. The tunnel
and its rich evidence of past environmental change has been summarized by Hamilton and
others (1988). Periglacial features, such as solifluction debris sheets, colluvium-filled
gullies, and fossil ice and sand wedge casts are common in the project area (Pewe, 1965;
Pewe and Reger, 1983) and are exposed in stratigraphic sections beneath the late
Quaternary eolian stratigraphy investigated in this project. These features are important in
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understanding the earlier, pre-late Wisconsinan history of the area and are discussed
throughout this report
3) The abundant Pleistocene faunal remains, including frozen mammoth and steppe
bison mummies, and the paleoecology of the extinct steppe-tundra of Beringia has been
extensively reported on by Guthrie (1968a, 1968b, 1982, 1990), Matthews (1982), and
Hopkins and others (1982). Late Pleistocene faunal remains are one of the most common
items recovered in the Shaw Creek Paleoindian sites.

Their presence and types are

important paleoenvironmental clues to the study area. These fossil remains are discussed in
detail in Chapter Five.
4) Palynological studies in the middle Tanana Valley conducted by Ager (1975,
1982, 1983) document extreme vegetational changes in the region during late Quaternary
time. Late Wisconsinan herbaceous steppe-tundra was replaced by the late Holocene
spruce, birch, and poplar boreal forest of today. Paleoenvironmental investigations of plant
and insect macrofossils by Matthews (1974, 1982) support and add to this scenario of
environmental change. One of Ager's most important pollen-coring localities. Birch Lake,
containing a 15,000 year record of vegetational change, is 27 kilometers from the Shaw
Creek Flats sites and will provide the main body of evidence for interpreting past vegetation
in the project area. These records are discussed in detail in Chapter Five of this study.
5) Tributary stream valleys to the Tanana River, such as the Nenana and Etelta River
valleys, draining north out of the Alaska Range contain important glacial records, in the
form of moraines, till sheets, outwash, and terraces. These glacial records document the
various late Quaternary glaciations of the northern Alaska Range and have been extensively
investigated by numerous workers. The Nenana Valley sequence, near the entrance to
Denali National Park, has been studied by Wahrhaftig (1958), TenBrink and Waythomas
(1985), and Thorson (1986). The Delta Valley sequence (Pewe, 1965, 1975a) has not
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been as extensively studied but is more pertinent to this project and is discussed in detail in
Chapter Two and its past environmental implications are discussed in Chapter Six.
6) Numerous late Pleistocene archaeological sites are found in deeply-stratified
eolian sediments capping bluffs and terraces, especially in the Ncuana Valley and in the
Shaw Creek area (West, 1996; Dixon, 1993). These sites document the arrival of the first
humans into the region, if not the New World. They are some of the oldest, deeplystratified, well-dated sites in Alaska, and their geologic settings are the focus of this study.
This project investigates the late Quaternary loess stratigraphy, radiocarbon dating,
soils, and paleoenvironments of three deeply-stratified Paleoindian archaeological sites
located in the Shaw Creek Hats region of the Tanana Valley (Figure 1.2). These three
Paleoindian archaeological sites: Broken Mammoth (XBD-131), Mead (XBD-071), and
Swan Point (XBD-156), are extremely important for they are some of the oldest, richest,
well-dated, deeply-stratified sites in Alaska that date prior to 11,000 yr B.P. These sites
have important implications for any models developed for the peopling of the New World
(West, 1996; Hamilton and Goebel, 1996; Hoffecker and others, 1993). In addition, in
order to better imderstand the geological history and context of these sites, regional
comparisons of other eolian sections in the region and other Paleoindian sites in the Tanana
and Nenana Valleys were conducted.
The word "Paleoindian" is being used in this dissertation in its original sense, as
first used by F.H. Roberts (1940). It is not meant to imply any specific archaeological
culture. He used the term merely to refer to sites of some antiquity, associated with the
remains of extinct fauna, and indicative of cultures adapted to conditions totally unlike
those of modem times (HoUiday and Anderson, 1993). At other times, he used the term
simply to refer to older or earlier Indians. Many archaeologists may have problems with
this loose usage of the term and would prefer to restrict it to certain artifact types or to
areas outside Alaska. However, since the sites in question have not been formally assigned
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to any specific ancient Alaskan archaeological culture and fit Roberts' original use, the term
is used here.

Furthermore, given the state of flux

currently existing in Alaskan

archaeology, it is probably wise not to specifically designate these sites as belonging to a
certain cultural group. Alaskan archaeological cultures are not as defined as once thought,
due in part to the sites investigated in this project
While this dissertation is geologic in scope, the archaeology plays an important role
in interpreting the stratigraphy and radiocarbon dating of the sites and is the main reason the
project was initiated. More about the archaeology will be discussed as appropriate and in
depth in Chapter Five.
Brief introductions to the three primary archaeological sites investigated for this
project are presented below.
The Broken Mammoth site (XBD-131) is located on a 20 meter-high bluff
overlooking the Tanana River just downstream of its confluence with Shaw Creek. Four
cultural horizons, including two Paleoindian levels, are found in a 2 meter sequence of
calcareous eoUan loess and sand interspersed with buried paleosols. The site is well dated
by 23 radiocarbon dates spanning the last 11,800 years (Holmes, 1996).

Paleoindian

artifacts include worked mammoth ivory, mammoth ivory rods, a bone sewing needle,
several bifaces, and abimdant faunal remains from over 20 species, including elk, bison,
fur-bearers, waterfowl, and fish (Yesner, 1996). The site is particularly noteworthy for its
sttatigraphic integrity, age, excellent faunal preservation, artifact assemblage, and organic
tools of bone and ivory.
The Mead site (XBD-071) is located on a 10 meter-high bedrock terrace remnant
capped by over two meters of calcareous eolian loess and sand overlooking Shaw Creek
Flats. The site has a similar suratigraphy to the Broken Mammoth site and also has four
cultural horizons, including two Paleoindian levels. The dates on the cultural levels are
similar to those from Broken Mammoth. The site is securely dated by 11 radiocarbon dates
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spanning the last 11,600 years (C.E. Holmes, pers. comm., 1996). Artifacts from the
Paleoindian levels include worked mammoth ivory, lithic artifacts, and well-preserved
faunal remains.
The Swan Point site (XBD-156) is located on a 30 meter-high bluff of an isolated
bedrock hill overlooking Shaw Creek Flats. Swan Point also has two Paleoindian levels
and is dated by 9 radiocarbon dates spanning the last 11,800 years. Artifacts on the oldest
level include worked mammoth ivory, microblades, and microblade-technology lithic
debris (Holmes and others, 1996). The presence of this microblade technology associated
with radiocarbon dates in excess of 11,600 yr B.P. makes it the oldest microblade site in
the New World and has forced archaeologists to rethink their models of the early peopling
of the Americas.
The presence of three deeply-stratified, well-dated Paleoindian sites located within 7
km of one another, with correlative stratigraphy, similar radiocarbon ages, and cultural
occupations, provides an excellent opportunity for not only archaeologists to do detailed
regional work but for geologists to investigate loess deposition, and soil and site formation
processes across a region, and how these reflect past environmental changes.

It also

allows for regional comparisons of both archaeology and geology between the
concentrations of Paleoindian sites in the Nenana Valley (Powers and Hoffecker, 1989)
and those in the middle Tanana Valley located around Shaw Creek Flats.

These two

regions, located within 150 km of one another in the Tanana Valley, contain 7 of the 9
Paleoindian sites in Alaska which date older than 11,000 yr B.P. (West, 1996). An eighth,
Owl Ridge, is located in the Teklanika Valley, 22 km to the west of the Nenana Valley, and
is similar to those sites in terms of geomorphic setting, stratigraphy, and cultural
occupations (Hoffecker and others, 1996; Phippen, 1988). For the purposes of this study,
the Owl Ridge site is considered a Nenana Valley site. The ninth site is the Mesa site (Kunz
and Reanier, 1994, 1996) located on the northern flank of the Brooks Range in arctic
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Alaska and it does not have the stratigraphic integrity of the sites investigated in this study.
It is obvious that to fully understand Alaska's contribution to models of peopling of the
New World one must understand the well-stratified Paleoindian sites found in bluff-top
eolian sequences in the Tanana Valley and its tributaries.
Loess and paleosol sequences have an extensive literature and have long been used to
understand past climate and environmental changes (For reviews, see Eden and Furkert,
1988; Nickling, 1986). However, most of these studies are concerned with thick loess
and paleosol sequences associated with continental glaciations in Europe and in midcontinental North America and are on glacial/interglacial time scales.

Thinner, less-

developed paleosol sequences foimd in late Quatemary and Holocene loess, in areas still
undergoing active loess deposition, have not been well studied. The environmental factors
controlling loess deposition versus soil formation and the repeated burial of soil surfaces to
form

paleosols consisting of a cumulative series of buried A horizons are not well

understood. Why do some loess sections in a region contain paleosols while others do
not? Also poorly understood are the exact processes in which eolian dust, silt, and fine
sand are incorporated into soils and altered into a geologic deposit called loess. The very
definition of what is loess is debated among various workers, as is the amount of soQ
development allowed before a deposit either is or is not loess. As Pecsi (1990) points out
"loess is not just the accumulation of dust".
The well-dated sequences of loess and paleosols in the Shaw Creek sites, along with
the other numerous exposures of eolian sediments in the middle Tanana Valley, provide an
opportunity to investigate the nature of soil and paleosol formation versus loess deposition
and the environmental factors responsible for the observed stratigraphic record. Because
of the relatively large amoimt of previous work done on the late Quatemary environments
of the Tanana Valley, there is an excellent opportimity to synthesize these data and reflect
upon how the interaction of these various environmental factors, such as glacial, stream.
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vegetation, and climatic changes affect the stratigraphic record. The loess and paleosol
sequences in the area also provide an opportunity for geologists to help archaeologists
define and date the stratigraphy of the sites in a regional context, to identify site formation
processes, and to put this into an environmental context. It is with these opportunities in
mind that this project was undertaken.

Purpose
The purpose of this study is five-fold and is outlined below:
1) to define, date, correlate, and interpret the stratigraphy of the three Shaw Creek
Flats Paleoindian archaeological sites, including loess units, eolian sands, paleosols, soils,
and archaeological units, and to put these sites into a regional stratigraphic and
environmental context;
2) to define and characterize, both physically and chemically, the various soils and
paleosols at the sites and through them investigate the nature of the soil-forming processes
which have affected the sites;
3) compare the regional eolian and paleosol stratigraphy of archaeological and
geological sections in the middle Tanana Valley with similar sections from the Nenana
Valley Paleoindian sites allowing for the interpretation of past environmental factors
operating in both regions and why these two areas were so attractive to Paleoindians.
4)

investigate the nature of loess deposition, soil formation, and paleosol

preservation and the environmental factors which contribute to them in order to better
explain why certain loess sections contain buried paleosols and others do not;
5)

to reconstruct the late Quaternary environments and history of the area by

incorporating stratigraphy, soils, radiocarbon dating, palynology, glacial, fluvial and
archaeological evidence from around the region.
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The reconstruction of the late Quaternary environments by synthesizing the available
regional environmental information will provide archaeologists with a better understanding
of the physical environment that was experienced by the early Americans creating these
sites. It will also allow for a better understanding of the soil formation versus loess
deposition problem.
It is to be hoped that this project wiU provide a well-dated, solid geologic context in
which to interpret these three important Paleoindian sites in central Alaska. Further, it will
facilitate archeologists in identifying site formation processes, site locations, and aid in the
future survey for discovering more of these rare, elusive, deeply-buried Paleoindian sites.

Historv of Project
The history of this project begins with the discovery of the Broken Mammoth site in
the Fall of 1989 by Charles E. Holmes and D. McAllister of the Alaska Department of
Natural Resources Office of History and Archaeology (OHA). The discovery of mammoth
tusk fragments, other faunal remains, and lithic tools eroding from eolian sediments at the
top of a roadcut bluff on the Richardson Highway prompted further testing which indicated
a multi-component site with at least one deeply-buried Paleoindian occupation associated
with a radiocarbon age of over 10,000 yr B.P. Despite extensive damage due to highway
construction in the 1970's, a significant portion of the site remained intact. A joint program
was initiated between die OHA headed by Holmes and the University of Alaska,
Anchorage (UAA) headed by David Yesner (Holmes, 1996). Students, volunteers, and
professional archaeologists and geologists combined to excavate and investigate the sites.
This author, along with Kristine Crossen of the Geology Department at UAA, began
geological investigations at the site in 1990. The first summer of 1990 was spent defining
and describing the stratigraphy and taking reconnaissance trips in order to better understand
the regional significance of the site's stratigraphy. Given that the Shaw Creek area has
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long been an area of Quaternary research (Pewe, 1965, 1975a; Pewe and Reger, 1983),
there were many exposures and landforms to get acquainted with in the region. The
presence of numerous roadcuts along an abandoned section of the Old Richardson
Highway, with newer roadcuts along the new section of highway, and several gravel
quarry pits in the immediate vicinity, provided excellent stratigraphic exposures (usually
rare in heavily vegetated central Alaska). It was soon apparent from the numerous local
exposures that a consistent regional stratigraphy could be found composed of a 1-2 meterthick eolian loess cap overlying a thick gray eolian sand, which in tum rested either on
heavily weathered, frost-shattered gneissic bedrock or, commonly, on a variety of
periglacial units such as solifluction debris, colluvium, or sandy rubble-filled gullies with
occasional sand or ice wedge casts.

Quartz ventifacts were commonly found at the

bedrock/eolian sand contact indicating a period of wind erosion and deflation. The summer
of 1990 ended with enough archaeological and geological data to realize the area demanded
much more investigation.
The summer of 1991 resulted in the discovery of the Swan Point archaeological site
by this author and R. VanderHoek working under the direction of C. E. Holmes. An initial
test revealed a rich, multicomponent site with worked mammoth ivory and artifacts at the
loess/bedrock contact that indicated a late Pleistocene age. Archaeological excavations
continued at Broken Mammoth and a team also started to excavate at the Mead site, located
at an abandoned gravel quarry off Shaw Creek Road (Pewe, 1965; Pewe and Reger,
1983). Geologic investigations continued at the Broken Mammoth site, began at die Mead
and Swan Point sites, and at a newly discovered non-archeological section, 288 Bluff. 288
Bluff is a roadcut approximately 1 km west of the Broken Mammoth site at milepost 288 of
the Richardson Highway. 288 Bluff is an important section for it exhibits a nearly identical
stratigraphic sequence of loess and paleosols as Broken Mammoth's sequence. However,
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288 Bluff is in a non-archeological context indicating the stratigraphy at Broken Mammoth
is not entirely due to cultural processes.
The summer of 1992 was the most productive of the project, in geologic terms, as
numerous sections around the area were described and sampled including dunes near Delta
Junction, and ongoing work at Mead, Swan Point, and Broken Mammoth continued. By
this time, publications and papers at conferences had begun to come out about the project
including the initial reports on the Broken Mammoth and Mead sites (Holmes and Yesner,
1992; Yesner and others, 1992), and on the sites' geology GDilley, 1991; Crossen and
Dilley, 1992, Crossen and others, 1991, 1992).
Sedimentological and soil chemistry analysis conducted by this author began in the
winter of 1991 while attending the University of Arizona (Dilley, 1991) and continued
during the winters of 1992, 1993, and 1995.
The summer of 1993 was the last summer of excavation at the Broken Mammoth site
and worked also continued at the Swan Point and Mead sites. The primary investigation of
the stratigraphy at the Swan Point site was conducted during the summer of 1993,
including work on dunes located nearby on Shaw Creek Flats.
In 1994, geological reconnaissance was conducted in the Nenana Valley to become
better acquainted with the geomorphology of that area, and the loess and paleosol
stratigraphy of the Dry Creek and Walker Road Paleoindian sites was examined.
Geological and archaeological reconnaissance work was conducted by this author and R.
VanderHoek in the Delta area, along the Tanana River, exploring for more Paleoindian sites
and deeply- stratified loess and paleosol sequences. Several important loess sections were
located, including Bluff Cabin Ridge near Delta Junction, and a newly discovered, deeplystratified, multi-component archaeological site at North Gerstle Point near the confluence of
the Gerstle and Tanana Rivers (VanderHoek and Dilley, 1997).
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In August of 1994, field work was conducted farther upstream on the Tanana River
above the town of Tok, Alaska where a series of deeply-stratified, multicomponent
archaeological sites were discovered by this author and Georges Pearson, then at UAF.
These sites were also in bluff-top eolian sediments containing paleosols and hinted that a
gross regional eolian stratigraphy might be found along the Tanana River from Shaw Creek
Hats to Tok.
Another round of papers and publications arrived in 1994, including the first reports
on Swan Point (Hohnes and others, 1994) and a series of papers by Yesner on the faunal
remains and zooarchaeology of the sites (Yesner, 1994; Yesner and Crossen, 1994).
The summer of 1995 was a short field season spent excavating at the Swan Point site
and conducting geological investigations there and in the vicinity of the site including dunes
on Shaw Creek Flats.
The summer of 1996 was the last field work conducted to date concerning this
project.

Stratigraphic and soil studies were conducted at the Gerstle River Quarry

archaeological site, another deeply-stratified bluff-top loess and paleosol-bearing sequence
with cultural levels dating back to 10,000 yr B.P. (C.E. Holmes, pers. comm., 1996).
This author also assisted G. Pearson in teaching UAF's archaeological field school in the
Nenana Valley at the Moose Creek Paleoindian site, another pre-11,000 yr B.P.
archaeological site located on a high bluff top with a stratigraphic sequence of loess and
interspersed paleosols. Stratigraphic and soil studies were carried out in conjunction with
teaching at the field school.
In 1996, another round of papers came out including the most comprehensive to date
concerning the Broken Mammoth site (Holmes, 1996) and Swan Point (Holmes and
others, 1996). Detailed histories of the various excavations for each site can be found in
these papers. The topics, no longer concerned mere site reporting, were branching off into
more theoretical issues such as Yesner's (1996) treatment of human adaptation and dietary
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diversity at the Pleistocene-Holocene boundary in eastern Beringia based on his work on
the faunal remains from Broken Mammoth. Interpretations of the stratigraphic record from
the sites in terms of environmental changes at the Pleistocene-Holocene boundary and the
effects on human populations in the area were presented by Dilley and others (1995).
Holmes (1995) assessed and presented comprehensive radiocarbon date lists from the
Tanana Valley sites.
In summary, a total of seven summers, from 1990-1996 were spent in the field
investigating late Quaternary loess and paleosol sequences in the Tanana and Nenana
Valleys of central Alaska. Seven different Paleoindian sites were investigated and over a
dozen archaeological sites were discovered by this author and his colleagues in the field.
Numerous deeply-stratified loess and paleosol stratigraphic sections were located,
examined, and described. Plans exist for UAA to conduct another field school during the
summer of 1998 at Broken Mammoth. This author plans to continue his work on the loess
stratigraphy of the region and anticipates expanding the study into further investigations of
the dune sequences and some other older periglacial and fluvial units in the area as well.

Methods
Both field and laboratory techniques were incorporated to define and describe the
various stratigraphic and soil units encountered in the project area. Over 60 sU"atigraphic
and soil exposures were measured, drawn, and described. Exposures were located by
geologic reconnaissance, during archaeological surveys looking for new sites, and through
literature research. The sections were evaluated on the basis of their ability to provide
important evidence to the region's geological,

pedological, archaeological, and

environmental history. Stratigraphic exposures and soil profiles were commonly found at
road cuts, archaeological sites, gravel quarries, hand-dug soil pits, archaeological test pits,
and along natural stream cuts and terraces.
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Stratigraphic sections and soil profiles were described in relation to landforms they
were associated with, slope, aspect, drainage, topography, vegetation, and location.
Geologic units were described by color, thickness, grain-size, mineralogy, sorting,
bedding thickness and type, stratigraphic relationships, extent of the deposit, contacts, and
geomorphic relationships.
Soil properties were described as outlined by Birkeland (1984) and Catt (1990).
Horizons were identified and described in terms of type of horizon, thickness, field-moist
Munsell colors, texture, structure, dry consistence, mottling, gleying, abundance and type
of pedogenic carbonate features, reaction to 10% hydrochloric acid, type of lower
boundary, and type of parent material. Lateral continuity of the horizons and geologic units
was noted if it could be observed at the exposure.
At certain exposures, deemed important to understanding the region's geologic
history or providing evidence of environmental change, samples were taken from each soil
horizon and geological unit for later laboratory analysis to characterize the physical and
chemical nature of the deposits and soils. Systematic samples were taken with depth and
grab samples were taken from various units and horizons where features were well
expressed. Radiocarbon samples were also collected whenever the oppormnity arose if the
exposure contained enough charcoal or other datable material. Detailed scale drawings
were made of the exposures and photographs taken.
Five detailed stratigraphic sections were selected for in-depth laboratory analysis,
radiocarbon dating, and extended field investigation. Three are the main stratigraphic
sections from the three Paleoindian sites in the area and two geologic sections were selected
which best demonstrated the region's loess and paleosol stratigraphy. The stratigraphic,
physical, and chemical results from these five sections are presented in Chapter Three and
provide the basis for a regional eolian stratigraphy.
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Laboratory analysis consisted of characterizing the physical and chemical aspects of
the five selected sections and a few miscellaneous samples from sections that expressed
particularly interesting features or were for comparison purposes. Eight main laboratory
analyses were performed on over 120 samples collected from the five selected sections and
more than 25 miscellaneous samples from various sections around the region. A total of
nearly 1200 individual laboratory analyses were conducted to better characterize the soils
and sediments in the area. All of the laboratory work was conducted at the Department of
Soil and Water Science laboratories at the University of Arizona.
Laboratory techniques generally followed those outlined by Singer and Janitzky
(1986) and by Page and others (1982). Particle-size distribution was determined by clay
dispersal of the < 2-mm fraction in sodium pryophosphate, wet sieve separation of the sand
fraction, and pipette extraction of the silt and clay fractions at 1 Phi intervals. The sand
fraction was oven-dried and sieved at 0.5 Phi intervals using a rototap. Organic matter in
the A horizons and in the paleosol A horizons was removed prior to particle size analysis
by oxidation with hydrogen peroxide.
Soil pH was determined in a 1:1 soil-to-water ratio with distilled water. The samples
were initially stirred, allowed to sit for 30 minutes, stirred again, allowed to settle for 30
minutes, and an initial reading was taken. Another reading was taken 1 hour later and the
two readings were averaged for the reported results.
Calcium carbonate content was determined using the Chittick apparatus following
Singer and Janitsky (1986). Samples were crushed, placed in the apparatus and allowed to
digest in 6 N hydrochloric acid for five minutes and a reading was taken. This reading
should reflect only the amount of calcium carbonate in the soil and not any magnesium
carbonates, which are much slower to react.
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Organic carbon was determined colormetrically using a modified Walkley-Black
method of oxidation (Singer and Janitzky, 1986) followed by colormetric measurement
using a Bausch and Lomb Spectronic 21 spectrophotometer.
Wet-chemical extraction techniques were used to determine the amount and type of
pedogenic iron and aluminimi following the procedures outlined in McKeague (1967),
McKeague and Day (1966), and elaborated on by McFadden and Hendricks (1985). A
0.1 M solution of sodium pyrophosphate was used to extract organically-bound iron and
aluminum oxides (Fep and Alp) from the soil samples. An ammonium oxalate solution
was used to extract amorphous and non-crystalline iron and aluminum sesquioxides (Feo
and Alo) from the soil samples. Since all of the soils in this project are relatively young (<
15,000 yr B.P.) and unweathered, dithionite-citrate extraction was not performed on the
soil samples. Dithionite extracts amorphous and crystalline iron and aluminum oxides
(McKeague and Day, 1966). The soils in this study are considered too young to have
developed appreciable amounts of pedogenic crystalline oxides, especially give the slow
rate of chemical weathering in the subarctic. Preliminary results from the pyrophosphate
and oxalate extractions supported this assumption and dithionite extraction was not
performed. Once extracted from the samples, concentrations of the various oxides was
determined using atomic absorption techniques with an Instrumentation Laboratory Video
12 aa/ae spectrophotometer.
Radiocarbon samples from 288 Bluff and the Camp section were cleaned and
pretreated for the removal of carbonates and humates by this author at C. V. Haynes'
laboratory at the University of Arizona. All other radiocarbon samples reported for the
Broken Mammoth, Mead, and Swan Point sites were sent to a variety of commercial and
university radiocarbon laboratories and received standard pretreatments for the removal of
carbonates and humates. Specific information about each radiocarbon sample is reported in
tables in Chapter Three.
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CHAPTER TWO
REGIONAL SETTING

Location and Physiography
The middle Tanana River valley is located in east-central Alaska (Figure 1.1). For
the purposes of this study it covers the area from Healy Lake to Fairbanks (Figure 1.2).
The specific project area investigated in this study concentrated on that portion of the
middle Tanana River valley centered on Shaw Creek Flats and the Delta area from near the
Gerstle River in the east to Birch Lake in the west (Figure 2.1). The area includes portions
of three major physiographic provinces of Alaska. From north to south, these are the
Yukon-Tanana Upland, the Tanana Lowland, and the eastern part of the Alaska Range
(Figure 1.2). These provinces have been described in detail by Warhaftig (1965).
The Yukon-Tanana Upland is a region of low rounded mountains and smooth
ridgeUnes composed chiefly of Precambrian schist and gneiss with scattered small granitic
intrusions. Elevations in the vicinity of the project area range from about 210 m along the
Tanana River up to 1250 m on the higher ridgeline crests within 25 km north of Shaw
Creek Rats. The uplands are covered with a thick mantle of wind-blown silt and the
valleys have thick accumulations of muck.

Alluvial deposits of gold are common

throughout the upland. There are no modem day glaciers in the area and it is underlain by
discontinuous permafrost (Ferrians, 1965).
The Tanana Lowland is a broad structural depression located between the YukonTanana Upland to the north and the Alaska Range to the south.

The area primarily

encompasses the broad floodplain of the Tanana River and its tributaries. Thick deposits of
floodplain alluvium cover most of the area. In the eastern portion of the project area near
Healy Lake, the Tanana River is at 365 m and drops to about 245 m near Birch Lake. The
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Figure 2. 1 Map of the Middle Tanana Valley showing location of Paleoindian sites and geologic sections of regional
importance. Geologic sections located in the Shaw Creek Flats area located on Figures 2.4 and 2.5.
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entire area is underlain by discontinuous permafrost and thaw lakes are abundant on older
terraces. Large tracts of land are covered in spruce muskeg and bog environments. Shaw
Creek Flats, the main focus area of this smdy, is part of the Tanana Lowlands immediately
adjacent to the Yukon-Tanana Upland and consists of muskeg bog environments developed
on silt and peat overlying older Tanana River terrace alluvium.
The eastern part of the Alaska Range lies to the south and west of the project area.
The eastern massif of the Alaska Range, comprising steep, rugged, heavily-glaciated
mountains, rises to elevations of 4200 m within 75 km of Shaw Creek Flats. Large vaUey
glaciers, up to 50 km long and 8 km wide radiate from the mountains. Several large
glacially-derived braided streams, including the Delta River (Figures 1.2 and 2.1), flow
north from the Alaska Range and are major tributaries to the Tanana River, both in terms of
discharge and sediment load. Donnelly Dome, a northerly outlier of the Northern Foothills
of the Alaska Range, lies 55 km to the south of the Broken Mammoth site and marks the
general down-vaJley limit of the late Wisconsin DoimeUy Glaciation. Large Pleistocene
glaciers left semi-circular belts of morainal topography near the lower ends of tributary
streams draining the Alaska Rage near the boundary with the Tanana Lowland. Older,
more extensive glaciations, such as the Delta Glaciation (lUinoian?), reached the Tanana
Lowlands and deposited moraines there (Pewe, 1975a). These glaciations and their
deposits are discussed in detail in the Quaternary Geology section of Chapter Two.

Tanana River
The Tanana River flows northwest from headwaters near the Canadian Border for
380 km through east-central Alaska to its confluence with the Yukon River (Figure 1.1). It
has a drainage basin area of over 114,000 sq. km and is the largest tributary to the Yukon
River (Anderson, 1970). The river occupies the middle Tanana Lowland, a 21,000 sq. km
basin. The lowland is a tectonic ttough filled

with Tertiary and Quaternary fluvial and
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glaciofluvial deposits up to 250 m thick (Pewe and Reger, 1983). The structural floor of
the basin lies below sea level in much of the trough and the sediments bury a fairly rugged
topography, the hilltops of which now form small bedrock knobs above the alluvial plain
(Pewe, 1975a). Coalescing, well-drained, 50-km-long aUuvial fans emanate north from
the Alaska Range and the deposition of a thick apron of outwash gravel has forced the
Tanana River to the northern edge of the basin against the Yukon-Tanana Upland. The
northern flank of the valley consists of swampy floodplains and terraces of the Tanana
River and its smaller south-flowing tributary streams draining the Yukon-Tanana Upland.
Shaw Creek Flats is a good example of this type of landform.
The Tanana River changes its channel characteristics several times in its
downstream course due to changing gradients, loads, and discharges. In the upper Tanana
Valley, nearTok, Alaska, the Tanana River flows through extensive, stabilized Pleistocene
sand dunes (Femald, 1965) and has a low gradient, a fine-grained load, and is a large
meandering stream with numerous oxbow lakes and meander scars on a wide floodplain.
In the middle Tanana Valley, from Tok to Delta, Alaska, the river receives a coarser load
from braided outwash streams flowing north from the Alaska Range. It has a steeper
gradient and becomes an anastomosing stream. At the confluence of the Delta River, the
Tanana River receives a large volume of coarse bedload, develops a steeper gradient, and
becomes more braided. In the vicinity of Fairbanks, with gender gradients and finer
sediments the river becomes more meandering.

Downstream from Fairbanks to its

confluence with the Yukon River, the Tanana meanders widely across its floodplain.
Gauged discharge records for the Tanana River and its tributaries is sporadic and of
short duration covering only portions of the last fifty years (Bigelow and others, 1989).
The Tanana River has an average annual discharge near its confluence with the Delta River
of about 425 cubic meters per second (14,950 cfs) with flows averaging about 1000 cubic
meters per second (35,000 cfs) in August. The record maximum discharge at this location
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was 1780 cubic meters per second (62,800 cfs) in July 1949. The Tanana River varies
widely in mean monthly discharge with the highest discharges usually occurring during
spring runoff in May and June. In the winter, under a cover of ice and snow, discharges
can drop as low as 115 cubic meters per second (4050 cfs).
North-flowing, braided streams originating from glaciers in the Alaska Range
supply about 85% of the discharge to the Tanana River (Anderson, 1970). A few of the
larger of these north-flowing tributary rivers in the vicinity of the project area are, from east
to west, the Gerstie River, Delta River, Delta Creek, and Little Delta River (Figures 1.2 and
2.1). These streams are all braided outwash streams emanating from glaciers in the Alaska
Range and supply most of the sediment carried by the Tanana. About 99% of the annual
sediment load carried by these streams is transported in the summer months from May to
October.
Burrows and others (1981) conducted a 6-yr (1974-1979) study of the sediment
load carried by the Tanana River in the Fairbanks area. The average annual load was 20 to
24 million metric tons of suspended load in the silt to very fine sand size-range. The
bedload averaged about 300,000 metric tons in the fine sand to coarse gravel range.
During this period, annual mean discharge ranged from 475 to 613 cubic meters per second
and averaged 540 cubic meters per second (19,000 cfs).
South-flowing streams draining the low, rounded, vegetated hills of the YukonTanana Upland contribute only about 15% to the discharge of the Tanana River. These
streams are smaller, commonly have low gradients across old terraces, and have tannic-rich
water draining bogs and muskeg flats. A few of the more important of these south-flowing
streams in the vicinity of the project area from east to west are the Healy River draining
Healy Lake, the VoUanar River across the Tanana River from the mouth of the Gerstie
River, the Goodpaster River, which drains a large muskeg bog flats similar to the Shaw
Creek Flats, Shaw Creek draining the Shaw Creek Flats, and the Salcha River to the north
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of the project area (Figures 1.2 and 2.1). These streams carry little sediment and flow clear
most of the time. About 50% of the annual load carried by these streams is transported in
a few weeks during spring breakup, generally in May.
It is instructive to compare some gradients of different segments of the Tanana
River to help explain changes in its channel characteristics in the project area. The Tanana
River flows generally northwest through the project area for 155 km from near Healy Lake
in the east to near Birch Lake to the north (Figure 2.1). In that distance it drops from about
365 m in elevation to 245 m elevation. This gives the Tanana River an overall gradient of
about 0.8 m/km (4.3 ft/mile) in the project area. However, examining just the segment of
the Tanana River above its confluence with the Delta River, the Tanana River drops 61 m in
a distance of 93 km for a gradient above the Delta confluence of 0.65 m/km (3.6 ft/mile).
Below the confluence with the Delta River, the Tanana has a gradient of about 1.0 m/km,
with the segment near the Broken Mammoth site as high as 1.5 m/km (8.1 ft./mile).
It is also helpful to examine the gradient of the Delta River. The Delta River is part
of an extensively braided outwash plain with numerous tributaries originating from
glaciers. The outwash plain is up to 2500 m wide and sparsely vegetated. It is common
for large amounts of loess to be generated along the Delta River by strong winds blowing
down the valley from the Alaska Range. The Delta River originates in the Tangle Lakes
region at 853 m elevation and flows northward for 135 km to its confluence with the
Tanana River at 305 m elevation. The Delta River has a high gradient of 4.1 m/km (22
ft./mile) with a large, coarse-grained bedload. The combination of these two factors causes
the Tanana River to become more braided in the vicinity of the Broken Mammoth site just
15 km downstream from the confluence of the two rivers. The many large sand and gravel
bars in the vicinity of the Broken Mammoth site is the direct result of the confluence of the
Tanana and Delta Rivers. These sandy gravel bars have provided extensive, nearby source
areas for the eolian sediments foimd in the project area.
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Due to the close relationship of the Tanana River and its sediment sources in the
glacially-derived southern tributaries emanating from the Alaska Range, the Tanana River
responds to glaciation in adjacent parts of the Alaska Range by alluviation of its valley.
Two discontinuous gravel terraces have been mapped in the Tanana Valley by Blackwell
(1965). Blackwell (1965) and Pewe (1965) have ascribed the higher terrace, 10-15 m
above the modem Tanana River, to aggradation of the Tanana Valley during the Delta
Glaciation (EUinoian?). The lower terrace, about 4-5 m above modem river level, is
thought to have been formed by aggradation during the late Wisconsin Donnelly Glaciarion.
Furthermore, the high aggradation of the Tanana Valley during the Delta Glaciation
was thought by Blackwell (1965) and Pewe (1965) to have caused the formation of several
lakes in the Tanana Valley. As the Tanana Valley aggraded, south-flowing streams of the
Yukon-Tanana Upland were dammed in many places forming lakes along the north side of
the valley. These lakes are dammed on one side by Tanana River gravel and are flanked by
bedrock hills on the other sides. Harding, Birch, Quartz, and Healy Lakes (Figure 1.2),
among others, were thought to have formed on the upper terrace by this process. More
recendy, however, pollen coring and radiocarbon analysis by Ager (1975, 1982) has
shown that at least Harding and Birch Lakes are too young to have formed entirely in this
manner (Pewe and Reger, 1983). Shaw Creek Flats is a reentrant into the Yukon-Tanana
Uplands that is underlain by Tanana River alluvium and Quartz Lake is formed on the
upper terrace in outwash gravel of the Tanana and Delta Rivers (Pewe and Reger, 1983).
These landforms are discussed further in the Quaternary Geology section of Chapter Two.
Climate
The climate of the project area is a subarctic continental climate with long, very cold
winters and short warm summers. Climatological data from the nearest weather station at
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Delta Junctioii (Figure 2.1) is summarized in Table 2.1 (National Climatic Data Center,
1996). The area is one of extremes with average daily temperature ranging from about
-20°C in January to +15°C in July.

However, average temperature values do not

emphasize the extreme range that can occur. In winter it is not uncommon for temperatures
to fall to the -30°C range for several weeks, while in simimer it occasionally exceeds
+30°C.
In general, the climate reflects weather patterns in the North Pacific and the Gulf of
Alaska. Streten (1969, 1974) has summarized some of the more important aspects of
summer and winter climates of interior Alaska. In winter, high pressure areas tend to
develop over land and low pressure areas over the oceans, while in the summer the pattern
is reversed. The Alaska Range, to the south, limits the influence of warmer, moist air from
the Gulf of Alaska and the area is generally dry with only about 29 cm of precipitation
occurring annually.
Winters are long, cold, dark, and windy. There are more than 4 months of mean
daily minimum temperatures below -17°C.

The amount of daylight in late December

averages about 4 hours per day. Winds are the most frequent and have the highest speeds
in the winter, with four months of mean winds speeds above 15 kph. Winter snowfall, at
about 113 cm, is considered light for Alaska. However, the frequent strong winds can
cause extreme wind chill factors and cause considerable drifts to appear. Other areas are
blown free of snow, especially the braided channels and gravel bars of the Delta and
Tanana Rivers.
The local climate is strongly influenced by the Tanana River Valley. It is common
for strong, semi-permanent temperature inversions to develop over the valley bottoms of
interior Alaska in the winter. Due to these inversions, the coldest mean temperatures are
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Table 2.1 Climatological data from Delta Junction, Alaska (National Climate Data Center,
1996). Maximum and minimnm temperatures are mean daily maximum and
minimiims-

Location: 64°00'00"N 145°44'00"W
Elevation: 386 m
Mean

Max.

Annual
Temperature* (°C)

-2.4

2.6

January
Temperature (°C)

-19.9

-15.9

July
Temperature (°C)

15.5

20.9

Mean Annual
Precipitation (cm)

29.3

Mean Annual
Snowfall (cm)

Mean Wind
Speed (kph)
Maximum Wind
Speed (kph)

Min.
-7.2
-24
10.3

49
49
49
51

113

51

Annual

January

13.1

17.3

118

Period of Record (vrs)

118

* Record high temperature: 33.3°C June 1969
Record low temperature: -52.8°C January 1947

July
9.6
100

23
23
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found in tiie valley bottoms with warmer temperatures on the higher ground during the
winter. These inversions can set up microclimates that have as much as 12°C temperature
differences in just 100 m of relief (Streten, 1969).
The transition periods between summer and winter and vice versa are rapid with
almost perceptible daily changes in temperature and the amount of daylight hours. Spring
breakup and snowmelt generally occur over about a two week period in mid April to early
May.
Summer temperatures, while mild, are considered warm for Alaska with daily
maximimis generally in the 18-26°C range.

Long summer days with 18-21 hours of

daylight allow for rapid vegetation growth. About one half of the annual precipitation falls
in the summer, mainly in June and July. Potential evapotranspiration is approximately 47
cm resulting in a precipitation deficit of about 18 cm. Leaching is a minor soil process in
the region and pedogenic carbonate crusts and laminations form in the driest upland sites.
Thunderstorms, accompanied by lightening, are common in the summer and result in
numerous wildfires in the region.

The average frost-free period is about 114 days

generally from mid May through early September. Potatoes and barley are common crops
in the area.
The Delta area experiences a high frequency of strong winds compared to other
places in interior Alaska. The mean wind velocity in IDelta Junction is about 13 kph
compared to about 8 kph at Fairbanks. Winds in the Delta area follow a seasonal pattern
due to the geographic setting.

Wendler and others (1980) conducted a study on the

frequency of strong winds in the Delta area in order to determine soil erosion susceptibility
on farmland associated with the Delta Barley Agricultural Project Using meteorological
records and data derived from anemometers placed in the barley fields, it was shown that
the winds in the Delta area differ with a winter and summer pattern. In winter, strong
katabatic winds bring cold air down from the high country east of Delta Junction. This
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generates prevailing winds blowing to the west down the Tanana Valley. Nearly 90% of
the strong winds in the winter come from the east.
In the summer, air flow from the Gulf of Alaska comes down mountain passes in
the Alaska Range, to the south of Delta Junction, creating winds blowing north down the
Delta River Valley. Nearly 70% of the winds in the summer flow north down the Delta
Valley. Rarely do strong winds blow from the north or west.

The crossover times

between the winter and summer wind regimes are in April and September. These strong
seasonal wind patterns based on geographic influences have important implications for
interpreting the extensive late Pleistocene eolian sediments found in the region and will be
discussed further in Chapter Five.
Vegetation
Vegetation in the project area is a complex mosaic of plant communities within the
larger boreal forest (taiga) of interior Alaska and has been described by several workers
(Gallant and others, 1995; Van Cleve and others, 1996, 1986; Viereck, 1973; and Viereck
and Little, 1972). The pattems and species composition of the communities are controlled
by the interrelationships among relief, hillslope aspect, permafrost, surface water, wildfire,
SOU characteristics, and the stages of primary and secondary succession. The interplay of
these factors gives rise to a finely-textured, complex pattem of vegetational communities.
Dry, warm, south-facing slopes develop a closed spruce-hardwood forest typical of the
uplands. Poorly-drained, permafrost-rich, north-facing slopes and older alluvial terraces
develop closed spruce-hardwood forests, bogs, and muskeg common of the lowlands.
Ager (1975) estimated that about 640 species and subspecies of vascular plants can be
found in the regional vicinity of the project area based on range maps published by Hulten
(1968).
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Approximately one-quarter of the regional flora is restricted to tundra environments
outside, but adjacent to, the immediate project area around the Shaw Creek Flats and Delta
areas. Two types of tundra, alpine and shrub, are found in the region generally above the
local treeline which occurs between 750 and 900 meters elevation. Alpine tundra is a
sparse vegetation of low heaths {Ericaceae), willows {Salix spp.), mountain-avens (Dryas
spp.), grasses (jGramineae ), sedges (Cyperaceae ), and other low herbs. It is foimd on
high rocky ridges in the Alaska Range and Yukon-Tanana Uplands outside of the study
area. Shrubby, moist tundra is widespread along the northern foothills of the Alaska
Range and interior upland. It includes dwarf birch {Betula nana ), bog birch (Betula
glandulosa ), heath, willows, sedges, grasses, tussocks of cotton grass {Eriophorium
vaginatum ), and patches of alder (Alnus spp.) along streams. Shrub tundra occurs in the
highlands immediately adjacent to the study area.
The dominant vegetation in the project area is taiga. Taiga is the wooded vegetation
of subarctic latitudes and subalpine elevations which occupies the climatic zone adjacent to
the treeless tundra (Van Cleve and others, 1986). The northern boreal forest of interior
Alaska is primarily open, slow-growing spruce {Picea spp.) interspersed with occasional
stands of mixed spruce and hardwood forests and treeless bogs (Viereck, 1973). Taiga is
preferred over the term boreal forest in order to differentiate it from the faster-growing,
closed forests of the southem boreal forest. There are four general types of forests found
within the taiga and the project area: I) closed spruce-hardwood forests of the uplands; 2)
open spruce-hardwood forests of the lowlands; 3) white spruce {Picea glauca )-balsam
poplar {Populus baisamifera ) closed forests of the bottomlands; and
treeless bogs.

4) muskeg and
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Most of the Yukon Tanana Upland is composed of closed spruce-hardwood
forests. They are the dominant type of forest on the uplands in the project area. Pure and
mixed stands of spruce, paper birch (Betula papyrifera ), quaking aspen {Populus
tremuloides), willow, and alder occupy a patchwork pattern that reflects drainage, aspect,
presence or absence of permafrost, fire history, and successional stage.
On warm, dry south-facing slopes where drainage is good and permafrost is
absent, white spruce is the dominant component in a forest of birch and quaking aspen. In
later secondary stages, if left undisturbed by fire, white spruce wiU replace birch, aspen,
willow, and alder.

Understory shrubs include prickly rose (Rosa acicularis ), high

bushcranberry (Viburnum edule), Labrador-tea (Ledum spp.),
(Shepherdia canadensis ).

and

buffaloberry

Herbs such as twinflower (Linnaea borealis ) and feather

mosses, such as Hylocomium splendens and Pleurozium schreberi provide ground cover.
On a few of the more xeric, steep, south-facing colluvial bluffs and riverbluffs
along the Tanana River, near the Broken Mammoth site, is a scattered community
dominated by Artemisia frigida (wormwood/sagebrush). Associated with the Artemisia
are scattered grasses (Festuca), purple reed-grass (Calamagrostis purpurascens), prickly
rose, and occasional willows, aspen saplings and a variety of perennial herbs. Young
(1982) has suggested these local xeric Artemisia fades may be relict populations of the late
Pleistocene steppe-tundra vegetation that once covered large portions of periglacial
Beringia, specifically the loess-steppe, of which the Tanana Valley was a major
component Young uses these present-day loess slopes and unstable bluffs and cliffs as a
modem analog for the loess steppe. He feels that a slighdy richer variant of this vegetation
once covered vast areas of interior Alaska during late Wisconsin Beringian times especially
those low to middle elevations that are now white spruce forest, black spruce muskeg, and
sedge meadow. It should be noted that Ritchie and Cwynar (1982), in the same volume,
state this is improbable because these modem local communities lack many of the perennial
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herbs found in Beringian pollen cores, have unlikely pollen influx values, and have
inconsistent paleotemperature constraints. Whether or not these xeric south-facing slopes
with Artemisia communities represent true Beringian vegetation, they are probably as close
to it as we see existing today.
On cool, moist, north-facing slopes with poor drainage, underlain by permafrost,
open spruce-hardwood forests are stimted, and black spruce (Picea mariana ) dominates
with lesser amounts of paper birch.

A shrub understory is composed of bog birch,

Labrador-tea, and blueberry/cranberry {Vaccinium spp).

The ground has a patchy to

continuous layer of feather mosses. Sphagnum spp., and lichens such as Peltigera spp.
and Cladonia spp.
In the wet, permafrost-rich lowlands, open spruce-hardwood forests are similar to
those found on the north-facing, permafrost-rich slopes. On north-facing slopes, the forest
conditions are controlled by north aspect causing colder soil temperamres, permafrost, and
poor drainage. On the floodplain, forest conditions are controlled by primary succession.
Older alluvial lowlands and terraces usually have permafrost near the surface and black
spruce, with occasional larch (tamarack) {Larix laricina ), is the dominate tree. Understory
shrubs include willows, prickly rose, blueberry, dwarf and bog birch. Heaths, mosses,
grasses, and sedges provide ground cover.
On more recent alluvial terraces and floodplains,

where permafrost has not yet

developed, closed white spruce-balsam poplar forests occur. Understory shrubs include
alder, willows, prickly rose, and herbaceous species such as horsetails {Equisetum spp.),
and bluejoint (Calamagrostis canadensis ). Associated with this community, along fresh
gravel bars, streambanks, and lake margins are tall scrub communities dominated by
willow and alders, with a sparse understory and occasional moss patches. Near tteeline,
tall scrub communities are dominated by birch {Betula glandulosa and B. Papyrifera).
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Bogs and muskeg underlain by peraiafrost are common in the project area,
especially in Shaw Creek Flats. Muskeg, a bog with scattered black spruce and larch with
a groimd cover of tussock sedges, heaths, and sphagnum moss is a widespread community
throughout interior Alaska. It is the main vegetational pattern on Shaw Creek Flats where
bog flats are interrupted by higher, better-drained grotmd of levees and sand dunes
commonly having stands of black spruce, larch, and paper birch.

The understory is

composed of willow, alder, Labrador-tea, and blueberry with a surface cover of sphagnum
moss. On the flats between the higher ground, is a low scrub bog community characterized
by low shrubs of bog birch, dwarf birch, Labrador-tea, and blueberry mixed with sedge
tussocks {Eriophorum vaginatum, Carex spp.). Mosses form a continuous mat between
the tussocks. Around the numerous oxbow lakes and thermokarst ponds found on Shaw
Creek Flats are communities with common bog components such as sedges, grasses,
mosses, and aquatic plants with scattered shrubs of willow, bog birch, and dwarf birch.
The pattern and makeup of the various vegetational communities found within the
project area is due to the interrelationships between aspect, relief, drainage, parent material
characteristics, and the presence or absence of permafrost. Superimposed on these factors
are the changes associated with primary and secondary succession which further influence
the texture of the vegetational mosaic.
Forest succession along the Tanana River and its tributaries has been investigated
by Viereck (1970) and by Van Cleve and others (1986, 1996).

Both primary and

secondary succession have profound influences on the type of vegetation and soils in a
given area. Primary succession is the slow, regular changes in the regional development of
plant communites culminating in a climax conununity representative of a specific
geographic environment. Secondary succession involves changes in pre-existing
communities due to disturbances such as fire, flooding, windthrow, or pests and diseases.
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Van Cleve and others (1996) have recognized 12 stages of primary succession and
vegetational development along ±e floodplains of the Xanana River. These range from the
initial formation of a silt bar to the eventual climax development of black spruce stands
underlain by permafrost on the oldest terraces of the active floodplain.

Critical turning

points have been identified that are short periods of transition between stages when major
environmental changes take place that drastically alter the ecosystem. The more important
of these are outlined below:

1) the development of an alluvial silt bar available for

colonization; 2) initial stages of colonization with scattered willows and herbs; 3)
development of a closed alder and willow tall scrub community, loss ground herbs and
development of a ground cover of Equisetum; 4) about 25-30 years after initial
colonization, balsam poplar trees form a canopy with an understory of alder; 5)
development of old balsam poplar with mixed white spruce commonly represented by 80
yr-old poplar and 40 yr-old white spruce; 6) about 250 years after initial colonization, an
open mixed forest of several age populations of white spruce and paper birch in the stand;
7) introduction of black spruce and development of nearly continuous moss ground cover.
Permafrost becomes common and more developed; 8) open black spruce forest with larch
and some paper birch, thick permafrost and moss cover. This is the most prevalent forest
on the older terraces adjacent to the Tanana River; and 9) open black spruce forest with
interspersed thaw ponds and bogs.

Wetlands are a combination of old sloughs and

channels and thermokarst ponds from the thawing of the underlying permafrost. Muskeg,
composed of black spruce, thaw ponds, and bogs with thick, continuous sphagnum moss
and sedge tussocks, represents the final, climax stage of succession on the floodplains of
interior Alaska.
These successional changes also greatly affect the physical and chemical properties
of the imderlying soils. Through time, soil temperatures become colder and permafrost
developments because of canopy closure and the thickening of the insulating, surface moss
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mat With the development of permafrost, drainage becomes impeded, soils become water
saturated, reducing conditions prevail, and soils become gleyed and mottied. Soil changes
are further discussed in the Soils section of Chapter Two.
Secondary succession in interior Alaska mainly concerns vegetational changes after
fire. Viereck (1973) has summarized the important role wildfire plays in the taiga of
Alaska. Wildfires occur very frequendy in interior Alaska due to the low precipitation,
high summer temperatures, low relative humidity, and frequent lightning storms. The fire
season usually lasts from June through the beginning of August. Large fires may be up to
300,00 ha in size and bum all summer. Average bums range from 1600 to 2200 ha. Fire
frequencies, at any given site, are on the scale of every 50 to 250 years.
Wildfire also has effects on soils causing some soils to thaw deeply and become
drier while others show little change after fires (Swanson, 1996). Soils with permafrost on
the coldest, wettest sites show little change after fire.

Permafrost soils on warmer drier

sites may exhibit deep thawing following severe fires.

Permafrost-free soils show litde

physical post-fire change. However, fire does affect the chemistry of soils causing a loss
in surface organics and a rise in pH due to the loss of the acidic organic matter (Van Cleve
and others, 1996).
The vegetational mosaic of the taiga in Alaska is primarily the result of wildfires.
Van Cleve and others (1996) have recognized seven stages of secondary successional
development on south-facing uplands following fire. Starting with newly bumed areas, the
sites go through a seedling and herb stage dominated by fireweed {Epilobium spp.), to a
shrub and sapling stage, followed by a dense hardwood forest of paper birch and aspen
usually 30 to 50 years after a fire. Between 60 to 100 years following a fire, white spruce
become codominate with the paper birch and aspen.

The final stage of secondary

succession on upland sites is the development of a mature white spruce forest, 100 to 250
years in age. Usually these stands rebum before they reach the oldest successional stage.
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age. On uplands, the interaction of fire frequency and topography plays the dominate role
in controlling the pattern of vegetation. On floodplains, the periodicity of fluvial processes
determines ecosystem age and patterns through primary succession. Maximum vegetation
age in both environments approaches several hundred years.

Soils
Soils in the Shaw Creek/Delta area have been described, classified, and mapped in a
reconnaissance fashion by Schoephorster (1973) and by Rieger and others (1979).
Schoephorster mapped the soils on a local series level by giving series names to groups of
profiles sharing similar characteristics such as horizons, parent material, drainage,
topographic position and presence or absence of permafrost (Figure 2.2; Table 2.2). Many
of these soil series names are used throughout central Alaska to describe similar soils
(Rieger and others, 1963). Rieger and others (1979) mapped and described soil subgroups
and their associations throughout Alaska on a 1: 1,000,000 scale. Upland soils in the area
are formed mainly in silty, micaceous loess and colluvium overlying bedrock slopes.
Lowland soils are formed in sUty alluvium and valley-bottom retransported loess. Some
selected, widespread, local soil series and soil subgroups are described in Table 2.2.
SoU temperature has an important role in determining the various soil subgroup
classifications in Alaska. Soil temperature is interrelated to numerous soil factors such as
vegetative cover, drainage, and the presence or absence of permafrost. All soils in Alaska
have either a cryic or pergelic soil temperature regime (Rieger and others, 1979). Cryic
soils have a mean annual soil temperature between 0° and 8°C at 50 cm depth and the
difference between summer and winter soil temperatures is less than TC. Soils underlain
by permafrost have a pergelic soil temperature regime with a mean annual soil temperature
of < 0°C at 50 cm depth. Pergelic soil temperamres can commonly create aquic moisture
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Figure 2.2 Schematic cross-section of upland and flood plain environments in the Tanana Valley showing relationships
between topography, vegetation, and soils. Modified from Van Cleve and others (1996) and Ager (1972).
Soil subgroups are described in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2 Description of some selected soil subgroups found in the middle Tanana Valley.
Topographic positions of soil subgroups illustrated in Figure 2.2. Information
compiled from Schoephorster (1973); Dement (1962); Rieger (1983); Rieger and
others (1979); Soil Survey Staff (1990); and Van Cleve and others (1996).
Soil
Subgroup

Local
Soil Series

Alfic
Cryochrepts

Fairbanks

Soil
Subgroup

Local
Soil Series

Typic
Cryochrepts

Steese

Description

Inceptisols with cryic (0-8°C) mean
annual soil temperature (MAST) at
50 cm depth. Ochric epipedon with a
cambic horizon consisting of a weak color B horizon (Bw) containing thin clay-rich
lamellae within 75 cm of surface. Occur on south-facing, gende sloping to steep, welldrained, permafrost-free uplands. SUt loam developed on thick. (> 100 cm) loess over
bedrock. Vegetation consists of white spruce and paper birch, with aspen common in
bumed areas. Upper topographic boundary usually with Steese soils, lower boundary with
Minto soils.
Description

Cryochrepts occuring on southfacing, moderately sloping to steep,
well-drained, permafrost-free up
lands. Silt loam developed on loess (50-100 cm thick) over bedrock. Vegetation consists
of paper birch, aspen, and white spruce. Upper topographic boundary with Gilmore soils,
lower boundary with Fairbanks soils.

Gilmore

Typic cryochrepts occuring on
moderately sloping to steep, welldrained, permafrost-free, high ridges and ridge-tops. SUt loam developed on thin (< 50
cm thick) loess over bedrock. Vegetation is predominately paper birch , apen, and white
spruce. Lower topographic boundary with Steese soils on sou^-facing slopes, with Ester
soils on north-facing slopes.
Sou
Subgroup

Local
Soil Series

Aerie
Cryaquepts

Minto

Description

Inceptisols with a cryic (0-8°C)
MAST, groundwater within 100 cm
of the surface at some time of the
year, and have a chroma of 3 or more in more than 40 percent of the mass of one or more
horizons between depths of 15 and 50 cm. Occur on south-facing, nearly level to strongly
sloping, moderately well-drained foot slopes underlain by discontinuous, large ice masses
at depUis of 2 m or more. SUt loam developed on primary and retransported loess (> 100
cm thick) over bedrock. Vegetation consists of paper birch, aspen, and white spruce, but
black spruce is common in some permafrost-rich, poorly-drained areas.
Upper
topographic boundary with Fairbanks soils, lower boundary with Coldstream, Saulich, or
Tanana soils.
(continued on next page)
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Table 2.2 continued
Soil
Subgroup

Local
Soil Series

Histic Pergelic
Cryaquepts

Coldstream

Description

Cryaquepts with a histic epidedon and
a pergelic (< 0°C) MAST. Occur on
nearly level to gently sloping, poorly
drained, permafrost-rich broad alluvial lowlands. Organic-rich silt loams developed on
alluvial silt and retransported loess. Vegetation consists of sedge tussocks, mosses, low
shrubs, willow, and tluck stands of stunted black spruce (muskeg). Upper topographic
boundary with Minto soils on south facing slopes, and with Saulich soils on north-facing
slopes. Lower boundary with Salchaket, Tanana, or Lameta soils.

Saulich

Similar to Coldstream soils, but
found on slightly higher elevations on
foot slopes of north-facing hills underlain by shallow, continuous permafrost. Silt loams
developed on retransported loess covered with Sphagnum moss and thick stands of
stunted black spruce. Upper topographic boundary with Ester soils, lower boundary with
Coldstream soUs.

Ester

similar to Saulich soils, but found on
strongly sloping to steep north-facing
uplands. Poorly-drained, underlain by shallow, continuous permafrost, and shallow
depths to bedrock. Thick organic horizons of sphagnum moss with stunted black spruce,
alder, willow and low shrubs with scattered paper birch. Upper topographic boundary
with Gilmore soils, lower boundary with Saulich soils.
Soil
Subgroup

Local
Soil Series

Pergelic
Cryaquepts

Tanana

Soil
Subgroup

Local
Soil Serie.s

Typic
Cryofluvents

Salchaket

Description

Cryaquepts with a pergelic (< 0°C)
MAST occur on nearly level,
poorly-drained,
permafrost-rich,
broad alluvial terraces and plains. Organic-rich loams developed on thick silty alluvium.
Coldstream soils have a thicker, peaty O horizon. Vegetation consists of thick stands of
stunted black spruce. Upper topographic boundary with Lameta, Saulich, Coldstream, or
Minto soils.
Description

Entisols with cryic (0-8°C) MAST
developed on alluvium. Alternating
recentiy deposited layers of sand and
silt loam, with buried organic layers. Occur on level, well-drained, permafrost-free, low
alluvial terraces and floodplains. Vegetation consists of white spruce, poplar, willow, and
alder. Associated with Pergelic Cryaquepts of the Tanana Series.

(continued on next page)
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Table 2.2 continued
Soil
Subgroup

Local
Soil Series

Pergelic
Cryofibrist

Lameta

Description

Histosols with a pergelic (< 0°C)
MAST with three-four^ of its
volume composed of fibers derived
from Spagnum moss. Occur on level, poorly-drained peat bogs underlain by continuous
permafrost Muskeg soils; peaty organic horizon greater than 150 cm may contain layers of
sedge peat Vegetation consists of scattered black spruce and tamarak with dense stands of
low shrubs and sedges and a ground mat of Sphagnum moss. Associated with poorlydrained Coldstream and Tanana soils.
Aquic and
Scattered isolated rocky Entisols with a cryic soil temperature
Pergelic
uplands in study area
regime with aquic moisture regime
Cryorthents
(Aquic Cryorthents) or Entisols with
a pergelic soil temperature regime
(Pergelic Cryorthents) occur on rocky upland ridges above and near tree line with poorlydrained or permafrost-rich substratum. Vegetation consists of upland timdra shrubs and
mosses with stands black spruce near tree line. Lower topographic boundary with Ester
soil on north-facing slopes and with Gilmore soils on south-facing slopes.
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conditions if the permafrost impedes drainage and soils become poorly or very poorly
drained. This leads to the growth of a surface sphagnum moss mat, the accumulation of
organic matter, and the development of an organic-rich histic epipedon. The thick surface
organics act as an insulating blanket, keeping soil temperatures low, and allowing further
development of permafrost. Soils with permafrost become susceptible to alteration and
thawing upon disturbance of the siuface organic mat because of the relatively warm
(> 1.5°C) permafrost temperatures in the project area (Ferrians, 1965). Disturbances, such
as wildfire and human intervention, can result in warmer soil temperatures and a lowered or
thawed permafrost table.

The Cryic-Pergelic soil temperature zone corresponds

approximately to the zone of discontinuous permafrost and the location of the project area.
Three principle soil orders occur in the study area (Figure 2.2; Table 2.3). Entisols
(immature soils with relatively unaltered parent material) are associated with early primary
successional forest ecosystems on floodplains underlain by coarse alluvium and are
generally well drained and permafrost free (Van Qeve and others, 1996). These soils are
represented in the study area by Typic Cryofluvents of the Salchaket series. Entisols also
occur on steep, xeric, south-facing slopes and riverbluffs dominated by colluvium and in a
few, isolated, exposed rocky areas at the summits of the higher bedrock hills and ridges
where isolated patches of permafrost may occur. Histosols (peats) are associated with
poorly-drained, fine-grained alluvial lowlands imderlain by

permafrost

(Pergelic

Cryofibrists of the Lameta series). On older floodplain terraces, thick surface organic
layers insulate the soil and allow permafrost to develop. Histosols may also form on northfacing slopes where poor drainage impeded by permafrost can allow thick organic layers to
develop.
Inceptisols (soils with minor modification of the parent material) are the most
common soil order in Alaska. They are formed in many different parent materials under a
wide range of climatic conditions and vegetative types (Rieger, 1983). In the project area.
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Inceptisols occur mainly on loess-covered bedrock slopes and on older floodplain terraces
and alluvial plains underlain by permafrost.

On south-facing slopes, Inceptisols are

warmer and drier than those with northern aspects which promotes permafrost and poor
drainage. Since Paleoindian archaeological sites in central Alaska are found predominately
on loess-covered landforms with southern exposure, Inceptisols are the primary modem
surface soil order investigated in this study.
Topography plays a dominate role in the distribution of various soil subgroups
across the landscape in central Alaska (Figure 2.2). Local topography modifies the cold
regional climate by controlling the amount of solar radiation received at ground level. This
greatly influences soil temperature and the presence or absence of permafrost.

In the

uplands, on 30% hillslopes, southern aspects receive 94% of the radiation received on a
horizontal surface, while northem aspects receive only 74% (Van Cleve and others, 1996).
North-facing slopes are dominated by cold, wet, permafrost-rich Inceptisols
classified as Histic Pergelic Cryaquepts of the Ester and Saulich series (Table 2.2). These
soils commonly have a gleyed cambic B (Bg) horizon mottled to a grayish to blue gray
color due to water-saturated, reducing conditions.

Allan (1969) investigated the clay

mineralogy and geochemistry of permafrost-dominated soils in interior Alaska and
concluded that gleization was the dominate process affecting these soils. On the surface,
they have thick, insulating mats of sphagnum moss with stunted stands of black spruce and
scattered paper birch. Cold wet soils also occur in lowland locations removed from the
active portions of the floodplain and are associated with the latter stages of primary
succession (Histic Pergelic Cryaquepts of the Coldstream series, Pergelic Cryaquepts of
the Tanana series, and Pergelic Cryofibrists of the Lameta series). On south-facing slopes,
cold wet soils can occur where depressions impede drainage leading to thick insulating
surface moss mats creating permafrost conditions. At the foot of south-facing slopes,
under heavily forested conditions, discontinuous masses of ice at depths of 2 meters or
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more can form and lead to water-saturated, reducing

conditions producing gleyed

Cryaquepts (Minto series).
However, in general, southern aspects are warmer, better drained, and permafrost
free. The dominate soil tjqjes on these locations are Cryochrepts developed on thick loess
deposits mantling bedrock slopes. These Cryochrepts, formerly termed Subarctic Brown
Forest soils, are weakly-developed soils consisting of an ochric epipedon and a reddishbrown cambic B horizon (Bw) overlying relatively unaltered parent material with a cryic
temperature regime (Rieger, 1983). Ochric epipedons are surface horizons with small to
moderate accumulations of organic matter insufficient to meet the requirements of a mollic
or umbric epipedon. It is common in central Alaska for Cryochrepts to contain a thin,
grayish to grayish brown eluvial (E) horizon at or near the surface above the brown cambic
B horizon.
Brown cambic horizons (color B horizons) are altered horizons that do not have the
dark color or organic matter content to be a part of a histic, moUic or umbric epipedon and
do not have the iron, aluminum, or organic matter content to qualify for a spodic horizon.
Brown cambic horizons have at least some of the following characteristics: redder hues
than the underljdng horizon due to brunification; evidence of the removal or redistribution
of carbonates; destruction of original sedimentary structure by plant roots, animal
burrowing, or frost action; and weathering in place to form clay-size particles.
Brunification is the dominate process affecting brown cambic B horizons. Brunification is
the chemical release of iron oxide by weathering of primary minerals, or the decay of
organics, and its accumulation at the site of release.

It involves in-situ weathering with

little or no illuviation taking place as compared to the iUuvial uranslocation of material
involved in podzolization and the creation of spodic horizons (Rieger, 1983).
Two subgroups of Cryochrepts occur in the project area (Figure 2.2; Table 2.3).
Typic Cryochrepts occur on south-facing, gentle to steeply-sloping, well-drained.
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permafrost-free, loess-covered bedrock landforms and are represented in the project area by
the Steese Series and Gilmore Series. It is common for these soils to have subsurface
accumulation of carbonates, which have been leached from the overlying cambic horizon.
Alfic Cryochrepts occur in similar topographic positions and also contain subsurface
carbonate accumulations, but differ in that they contain thin, clay-rich lamellae within 75
cm of the surface. Alfic Cryochrepts are represented by the Fairbanks series and are the
modem surface soil tj'pe found at the five main stratigraphic sections analyzed in Chapter
Three. These two subgroups of Cryochrepts are the warmest and driest of the soils in the
project area and support the most productive ecosystems in the uplands (Van Cleve and
others, 1996).
The thin clay bands present in the Alfic Cryochrepts of the project area have been
investigated by several workers (DeMent, 1962; Ager, 1972; and Dilley, this study). The
clay bands are thin (2 mm - 10 mm), discontinuous, undulating, reddish-brown, clay-rich
laminations commonly occurring at the base of the brown cambic Bw horizon of the
modem surface Alfic Cryochrept soU.

They are generally parallel to the surface and

undulating but occasionally fork and merge back together. The five main soil profiles
analyzed in detail in Chapter Three all have occurrences of these clay bands.
There is a disturbing tendency by archaeologists in the field to ascribe these clay
bands to paleo-permafrost tables having blocked downward translocated clay building up a
thin accumulation. This hypothesis fails to take into account two significant points. First,
die clay bands occur at relatively shallow depths indicating a young age.

They are

commonly observed at depths of less than 45 cm on south-facing, well-drained slopes with
thin organic surface horizons. These are the very locations least susceptible to permafrost
development

There is no evidence supporting die hypothesis that these sites had

permafrost during the late Holocene. There are no convoluted stratigraphic units, no
gleyed horizons, and artifact levels appear to be relatively horizontal. Secondly, and more
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importantly, DeMent (1962) during a study on the genesis of Subarctic Brown Forest soils
in the Fairbanks and Delta areas did an exhaustive investigation into the origin of the clay
bands including field studies, textural analysis, clay mineralogy, micromorphology, and
chemical analysis.

DeMent concluded the clay bands were largely inherited from the

primary loess with little translocation of clays adding to the accumulation. Depositional
zones of higher clay content in the primary loess have been concentrated into thin bands by
normal, seasonal freezing pressures.

The bands become slightly thicker and better

developed due to the additions of small amounts of clay and organic matter from downward
percolating water. DeMent based his conclusion on the following: 1) the clay mineralogy
of the band (mainly mica and vermiculite) is the same as that of the surrounding material; 2)
the clay mineral suite cannot be explained entirely by weathering in place; 3) clays
weathered in the past prior to loess deposition, and therefore inherited, appear to have been
deposited with easily weatherable minerals that still persist in the soils; 4) little of the mica
is weathered; 5) other fresh mineral grains are abundant, 6) absence of appreciable
clayskins; and 7) that the entire modem soU is extremely fresh and unweathered. DeMent
does note in the Fairbanks area the clay bands are thicker, have more clayskins, and appear
to be turning into thin argillic horizons. However, due to the low clay content of the
original loess, this would be a very slow process. Rieger (1983) postulates that the clay
laminations occur only in material that has been stable with no new additions for thousands
of years. Radiocarbon and soil data presented in Chapter Three suggest this process may
be occurring faster than Rieger's estimate.

It can be shown that the clay bands are

associated with soils that have had up to 40 cm of loess deposited on them in the last 4500
years.
DeMent (1962) also investigated the degree to which these Subarctic Brown Forest
soils are undergoing podzolization. The presence of thin, discontinuous, grayish brown E
horizons overlying the Bw horizons suggest there is some degree of leaching occurring.
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The climate in the study area is in the transition zone between where Cryochrepts and
Spodosols form. Central Alaska is considered too dry for Spodosols to fully develop.
They are found only in a few limited areas in the interior above treeline and in a few
isolated areas below treeline developed on coarse material (Rieger and others, 1979). With
increased precipitation and leaching, Cryochrepts could convert to Spodosols.
concluded there is litde to no evidence of podzolization occurring.

DeMent

Evidence against

podzolization include: 1) the lack of a well-expressed albic and spodic horizons: 2) free
iron oxide and clay were highly correlated in the soils which is a characteristic of soils with
cambic and argillic horizons but not soils with spodic horizons; and 3) by performing
reduction treatments before and after removal of organic matter, DeMent showed that the
reddish-brown color is predominately from iron content rather than from organic matter. In
Spodosols, organic matter plays an important part in formation of the dark reddish-brown
color of the spodic B horizon. Rather than podzolization occurring, DeMent suggests the
Alfic Cryochrepts in the study area are on a path, with increasing time, towards becoming
Alfisols with argiUic horizons.
DeMent (1962) was among the first workers to recognize buried A horizons
composed of organic matter and charcoal fragments in the loess sections of the area. He
presented four dated profiles with a total of five radiocarbon dates showing the age of the
charcoal increased with depth. Based on this dating, and other factors discussed in the
Quaternary Geology section, he concluded that the sUt parent material was wind-blown
loess and that it had buried previous surfaces forming buried paleosol horizons in the study
area. These buried soils are one of the primary objects of investigation in this study. They
contain the Paleoindian cultural material that initiated the project and are one of the most
important aspects of the loess stratigraphy in the region.
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Bedrock Geology
The bedrock geology of the project area has been mapped in a preliminary fashion
on a 1:250,000 scale by Weber and others (1978). Earlier reconnaissance work in the
region was performed by Holmes (1965) and by Holmes and Foster (1968). The exact
nature of the local bedrock is somewhat obscure due to the lack of adequate exposures.
The number of outcrops is limited by an extensive cover of loess, colluvium, alluvium,
glacial deposits, and vegetation. Outcrops are limited to a few isolated ridge tops, river
bluffs, quarries, and road cuts. The dominate rock types cropping out in the area are
gneiss and schist, formerly mapped as the Birch Creek Schist. These rocks are mapped
today as part of the Yukon Crystalline Terrane (Yukon-Tanana Terrane) described by
Tempelman-Kluit (1976).

The Birch Creek Schist (Mertie, 1937; Moffit, 1954) is a

complexly-metamorphosed group of rocks ranging from slate and phyllites through schists,
amphibolites and gneiss, with minor amounts of marble and quartzite.

These rocks

underlie most of the Yukon-Tanana Upland. Abundant white, milky quartz veins cut the
metamorphic rocks. The metamorphic rocks are thought to have sedimentary and igneous
protoliths of late Precambrian and early Paleozoic age, which have underwent several
episodes of deformation. The metamorphic rocks are locally intruded by Cretaceous to
early Tertiary stocks of granitic rock ranging in composition from granodiorite, quartz
monzonite, and granite. Occasional dikes, of mafic through felsic compositions, cut both
the metamorphic and granitic rocks. An earlier set of dikes cuts the metamorphic rocks. It
is generally not possible to distinguish areas underlain by metamorphic rocks from igneous
rock based on topographic position or by aerial photographs.
In limited exposures around Shaw Creek Flats, the dominate rock types are quartzbiotite gneiss, augen gneiss, quartzite, and mica schist. Much of the exposed bedrock in
the area is weathered to a yellowish-brown color and is extensively frost-shattered into
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angular fragments. Quartz ventifacts are common, having been derived from the numerous
quartz veins permeating the rocks. Pedogenic carbonate crusts are common on both the
weathered bedrock and the ventifacts.
Ouatemarv Geology
The middle Tanana River valley near the project area has a rich record of Quaternary
deposits including glacial, alluvial, eoUan, periglacial, colluvial, and organic sediments.
General summaries can be found in Pewe (1965, 1975a, 1975b) and Pewe and Reger
(1983).

The surficial geology of the Big Delta quadrangle has been mapped in a

preliminary fashion on a 1:250,000 scale by Weber and others (1978).

More detailed

maps, at a scale of 1:63,360 have been produced for portions of the region by Weber and
others (Big Delta A-2 and A-3 quadrangles; 1977), Holmes and Pewe (Mt. Hayes D-3
quadrangle; 1965); and Pewe and Holmes (Mt. Hayes D-4 quadrangle; 1964). Holmes
(1965) produced a reconnaissance geologic map along the Alaska Highway from Delta to
Tok, Alaska on a scale of 1:125,000. Preliminary engineering maps of the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline route were produced by Weber (1971) on a scale of 1:125,000. Most of these
maps were primarily concerned with mapping the relationship between the various glacial
deposits and outwash in the Delta area and the eolian sand and loess found beyond the
glacial limits (Figure 2.3).
A surficial geologic map was produced for this project to highlight some of the
more important Quaternary units in the Shaw Creek Flats area (Figure 2.4; Table 2.3).
Most of the units have poor age constraints except for the units associated with the late
Wisconsin Donnelly Glaciation and Holocene loess units. Ages for the other units are
inferred based on stratigraphic and landform relationships, weathering characteristics, and
tenuous correlations.
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Table 2.3 Description of surfidal geologic map units. Modified from Weber (1971) and
Weber and others (1978).

Qaf
ACTIVE FLOODPLAIN DEPOSITS
well-stratified,
unconsolidated, silt, sand, pebbles, cobbles, and boulders of variable composition; up to
60 m thick near bedrock hills and up to 200 m thick along and under Tanana River; occurs
in active channels, gravel bars, and islands with minor vegetation cover in the active
floodplains of major rivers; excellent drainage; permafrost absent
Qsp - FLUVIAL SILT AND PEAT - massive, unconsolidated, well-sorted
silt with abundant intermixed organic layers; locaUy motded by iron staining; 1-90 m
thick; widespread in Shaw Creek Flats and valley bottoms; associated with alluviated
valley bottoms and numerous small lakes; commonly filling old oxbows and meander
charmels; poor drainage due to nearly continuous permafrost, except under lakes and near
loess contact; depth to permafrost 0.3-1.5 m in v^ey bottoms; permafrost 1-50 m thick;
ground ice abundant as lenses and wedges commonly arranged in polygonal networks.
QI - LOESS COVERED BEDROCK SLOPES - massive, unconsolidated,
well-sorted, buff to tan gray, eolian silt on upper slopes and hilltops; forms loess cap over
bedrock, consists mostly of mica, quartz, and feldspar; locally calcareous, interbedded
with organic paleosol stringers, sand lenses, and mottied by iron staining; various amounts
of coUuvial reworking; 1-60 m thick; widespread on hillslopes east of Tanana River from
Big Delta northward; good surface drainage and permeability; permafrost generally absent
on hilltops and south-facing slopes; discontinuous ground ice in north-facing slopes and
poorly-drained areas.
Qs - GRAY EOLIAN SAND - unconsolidated, stratified to non-stratified,
well-sorted, fine to medium-grained, light gray to brown, rounded sand; mosdy quartz;
0.3-60 m thick; occurs in reentrants in hills north of Shaw Creek, along cliff heads
bordering the Tanana River edge of Shaw Creek Rats and in dunes west of the Delta River;
up to 60 m relief north of Shaw Creek, elsewhere dunes 3-6 m high, 30-150 m long, and
15-30 m wide; excellent drainage; permafrost absent
Qgo - GLACIAL OUTWASH - well-stratified layers of unconsolidated, wellrounded, poorly to moderately well-sorted, silt, sand, and gravel of heterogeneous origin;
up to 90 m thick; locally mantled by organic-rich silt or eolian sand; located in terraces and
outwash plains along Delta River; broad, gentle-sloping surfaces; excellent drainage; little
to no permafrost in gravel-rich areas. Predominately of Donnelly age.
Qal - ALLUVIUM - well-stratified, unconsolidated, silt, sand, and gravel of
variable composition and ages; up to 60 m thick; locaUy covered by up to 6 m of alluvial
silt; may support dense cover of vegetation with large trees; borders active floodplains of
major rivers and may be separated from them by a low terrace scarp; occurs as flat plains
with small active streams and abandoned meander channels filled with organic-rich silt;
excellent drainage; permafrost generally absent, may be up to 1 m thick in older parts of
fioodplain.
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Pewe (1952, 1965,1975a) has recognized at least three Pleistocene glaciations in
the Delta area, each less extensive than the previous. During each advance, glacial ice from
the Alaska Range flowed north down the Delta River valley and the other north-flowing
tributaries to the Xanana River, such as the Gerstle River and Delta Creek, to the Xanana
Lowland forming terminal moraines (Figure 2.3).
Only the most recent, late Wisconsin advance, the Donnelly Glaciation, is welldated. Radiocarbon dates indicate the Donnelly Glaciation began about 25,000 yr B.P. and
ended by 9500 yr B.P (Pewe and Reger, 1983). Xhe Donnelly Glaciation conelates with
the Riley Creek Glaciation in the Nenana River Valley in the western part of the Alaska
Range and like it, is composed of several advances (Wahrhaftig, 1958; XenBrink and
Ritter, 1980; XenBrink and Waythomas, 1985; Xhorson, 1986).
Xhe age of the older Delta Glaciation remains controversial and may be either of
niinoian age or early Wisconsinan age.

Most workers (Hamilton and others, 1986)

correlate it to the Healy Glaciation in the Nenana Valley, which is considered to be of early
Wisconsinan age (Wahrhaftig, 1958).

Pewe originally thought the Delta Glaciation dated

to the early Wisconsin. He later revised his chronology and correlated the Delta Glaciation
with the niinoian Glaciation based on relative-age dating criteria, mainly its subdued
morphology, oxidized weathering profile, and thick loess cover. Based on the correlation
of river terrace alluvium, interpreted to be outwash of the Delta Glaciation (Blackwell,
1965), dated vertebrate fossils, and redeposited volcanic ash at the Canyon Creek locality
(Figure 2.1; Appendix A), Weber and others (1981) conrelate the Delta Glaciation, at least
in part, to an early Wisconsinan age.

Recently, however, Berger and others (1996)

identified the retransported tephra at Canyon Creek as the Sheep Creek tephra.

Using

thermoluminescence dating of bracketing loess at several exposures in the Fairbanks
vicinity, they conclude the age of the tephra is about 190,000 ± 20,000 yr B.P. Xhis age
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would support Pewe's model that the Delta Glaciation is older than the last interglacial
episode.
The earliest recorded advance is the Darling Creek Glaciation of early Quaternary
age. End moraines from this advance are absent and the glaciation is mainly recognized in
the Delta area by isolated remnants of glacial drift 600-900 m above the valley floor.
Pewe's (1952) reconsU^ction of this glaciation has the ice front extending down to and
crossing the Xanana Valley abutting against the Yukon-Tanana Uplands. Ice from this
event may have abutted against the bedrock ridge the Broken Mammoth site is located on,
though there is no evidence at the site to support this hypothesis.
There is evidence for one or more cold periods prior to the next glaciation.
Scattered periglacial units such as fossil ice wedge casts, sand wedges, soHfluction debris
sheets, and colluvium indicate cold periods sometime prior to the Delta Glaciation. These
units are found beneath Delta-age correlated units and show varying amounts of
weathering. These units are only exposed in a few isolated places along river bluffs,
roadcuts and quarries. They have not been mapped on Figure 2.4 due to their limited
outcrop area.
During the succeeding glacial advance, the Delta Glaciation, ice formed a piedmont
lobe spreading about 50 km beyond the front of the Alaska Range, coming to within about
10 km of the Broken Mammoth site (Figure 2.3). The broad terminal moraine with relief
of up to 60 m is easily seen across the Tanana Valley from the site today. The Delta
Glaciation consisted of at least two advances represented by a pair of end moraines in the
terminal area. Delta-age terminal moraines are found in many of the north-flowing tributary
valleys of the Tanana River, such as the Gerstle River and Delta Creek. Delta moraines
consist of kame and kettle topography that is more subdued, weathered, and filled in with
peat bogs than younger, fresher-looking, DonneUy-age moraines.
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During the Delta Glaciation, the Tanana River floodplain

and its tributaries

experienced massive aggradation. The broad, unvegetated outwash plains formed by this
aggradation created large areas exposed to wind activity. The Delta Glaciation was a period
of widespread, intensive eolian activity in the project area (Figure 2.3; Pewe, 1965).
Strong, frequent winds blowing down the Delta and Tanana River Valleys across the Delta
outwash plain deflated large amounts of sand and silt that was then deposited in adjacent
areas. Ventifact cutting was widespread in the project area during the Delta glaciation on
wind swept surfaces along river bluff faces and moraine tops (Figure 2.3).
The Delta Glaciation was followed by a period of warmer temperatures during
which incision of valley floodplains occurred and the partial removal of Tanana River
valley fill lead to the formation of terraces (Blackwell, 1965; Pewe and Reger, 1983). As
downcutting proceeded and the local base level lowered, much of the eolian sediment on
the valley slopes was eroded and retransported, including ventifacts. Gullies formed and
filled with retransported gray eolian sand, loess, and ventifacts. Thin coUuvial units were
formed that lie between the gully sediments and subsequent overlying eolian sediments
deposited during the Donnelly Glaciation. Permafrost levels receded and fossil ice wedge
casts formed.
The late Wisconsin Donnelly Glaciation was less extensive than the preceding Delta
Glaciation and produced an arcuate teraiinal lobe which extended about 25 km in front of
the Alaska Range. Its furthest down valley limit is about 30 km southeast of the Broken
Mammoth site. Terminal moraine of the Donnelly Glaciation is well expressed south of the
project area near Donnelly Dome. Donnelly moraines are composed of kame and kettle
topography that is more pronounced, less weathered, and less filled in with bogs than Delta
moraines.
The Donnelly Glaciation was accompanied by aggradation of the Tanana Valley,
terrace formation, and widespread eolian activity. Pewe (1965) correlates loess and sand
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units in the project area to the Donnelly Glaciation (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). Dune formation
during the Donnelly Glaciations was restricted to areas adjacent to the Delta and Xanana
Elivers. Loess was deposited over a widespread area of central Alaska during Donnelly
time. Ventifact cutting was restricted to the wind-swept tops of Delta-age moraines near the
terminus of the Donnelly ice front.
Holocene glacial advances are recorded south of the project area up tributary valleys
to the Delta River near the front of modem glaciers. Small moraines are present within a
few hundred meters to a few kilometers of the modem glaciers. These Holocene advances
have been investigated at the Black Rapids, Castner, and Canwell Glaciers by Reger and
others (1993) and Reger and Pewe (1969). The paleoenvironmental implications of these
Holocene glacial advances are discussed in Chapter Five.
Only small areas of the low-lying Yukon-Tanana Uplands were glaciated during the
Quatemary (Coulter and others, 1965; Pewe and others, 1967).

Weber (1986) has

recognized six glacial episodes based on glacial drift deposits, outwash, and landforms.
Two of the most extensive advances, the Charley River and Mount Harper episodes, are of
probable early to middle Pleistocene age. The Eagle glacial episode is correlated to the
Delta Glaciation, though Weber believes it represents an early Wisconsin glaciation. The
Eagle episode, like the Delta Glaciation, is made up of at least two advances represented by
two prominent end moraines in most valleys in the uplands. Glaciers during this episode
descended to about 900 m elevation and the longest was about 19 km long . The Salcha
glacial episode is correlated to the late Wisconsin Donnelly glaciation and was made up of
3-4 advances. Glaciers during this episode flowed down to about 1200 m elevation
although a few of the longest glaciers (about 10 km long) reached 900 m elevation. The
last two glacial episodes are minor Holocene advances represented by fresh moraines in the
highest cirques and represent the least extensive advances in the area.
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Alluvium in the project area consists of older terrace deposits, more recent glacial
outwash, and modem, active floodplain deposits. Aggradation of the Tanana River valley
during the Delta and Donnelly glaciations deposited thick amounts of sand and gravel into
reentrants of the Yukon-Tanana Upland along the north side of the Tanana Valley. This
aggradation lead to the formation of several lakes in the region such as Harding, Birch, and
Quartz, and Healy Lakes. It also developed broad low alluvial plains in the reentrants
along the north side of the vaUey including Shaw Creek Flats. Subsequent downcutting
and incision created two terraces along the north side of the Tanana valley. The upper,
older terrace associated with aggradation during the Delta Glaciation is from 10-15 m above
the modem Tanana River and was responsible for the formation of die Shaw Creek Flats
alluvial plain (Pewe and Reger, 1983). The plain is now covered by more recent, finer,
organic-rich silt associated with retransported loess, muck, and the modem meandering
Shaw Creek.
Donnelly-age glacial outwash is located along the Delta River near its confluence
with the Tanana River (Figure 2.4). This outwash plain can be traced back upstream to the
Donnelly moraine.

Farther downstream, aggradation during DonneUey glaciadon and

subsequent downcutting has produced a discontinuous terrace along the north side of the
Tanana Valley, 4-5 m above the modem floodplain.
Active floodplain deposits are associated with the modem floodplain of the Tanana
and Delta Rivers. Upstream from the confluence of the Tanana and Delta river, the Tanana
River carries a finer-grained load and deposits occasional sand and silt bars. During flood
events, overbank silts and sands cover floodplain vegetation. Below die confluence, the
Tanana has a wide floodplain consisting of numerous braided channels and coarse gravel
bars similar to the Delta River. These gravel bars provide sources areas for wind to deflate
and create modem eolian sediments.
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The Shaw Creek Flats area is a site of extensive eolian sand dunes (Pewe, 1965;
Kreig and Reger, 1982; Lea and Waythomas, 1990). Eolian sediments in the study area
consist of sand dunes of at least two probable ages and loess which appears to be
predominately post glacial in age. Sand dunes appear to have formed during both the Delta
and Donnelly glaciations (Figure 2.3). Donnelly-age dunes are restricted to areas along the
Delta and Tanana Rivers and on Donnelly-age outwash fans. They are composed of brown,
well-sorted, fine to medium sand covered with up to a meter of loess (Figure 2.4; Sections
30 and 35; Appendix A).

The Donnelly-age dunes on Donnelly outwash near the

confluence of the Tanana and Delta Rivers have been dated to about 19,000 yr B.P. (Pewe
and Reger, 1983).
Stabilized sand dunes correlated to the Delta Glaciation consist of a blanket of gray
eolian sand with low ridges and parabolic dunes up to 60 m high covering an extensive area
in the northern and northwestern parts of Shaw Creek Rats, as well as a few low, linear,
isolated dunes on Shaw Creek Rats (Figures 2.3 and 2.4, Sections 13-19, 24, 25, 27;
Appendix A). The sand dunes cover approximately 100 sq. km. The gray eolian sand also
appears as bluff-top sand sheets overlain by loess (Figure 3.2). These units are exposed at
quarries, along Tanana River bluffs, and at the five main sections discussed in Chapter 3
(Figure 2.4, Sections 1-5; Appendix A). In total, the sand fades covers about a 2000 sq.
km area north of the Tanana River and thins to the north away from Shaw Creek Flats.
Pewe (1965) reports sedimentological data that indicates the gray sand has less quartz, is
more rounded and is coarser than the brown sand in the younger dunes.
Pewe (1965, 1975a) has correlated the gray eolian sand to deposition during the
Delta Glaciation. The actual age of these dimes is very poorly constrained. Pewe based the
correlation mainly on tenuous assumptions about the age of the overlying loess. Pewe felt
that the most of the loess in the area is of Donnelly age. Therefore, the gray sand found
stratigraphically beneath the DonneUy-age loess should be of Delta age.

Radiocarbon
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dating from this project now shows that much of the overlying loess is of Holocene age
(see Chapter Three). There is evidence that at least some of the gray sand was active into
Holocene times (Chapter Four).
There appears to have been two episodes of gray sand deposition. At some sites
such as the Broken Mammoth and Mead sites (Figure 2.4, Sections 1 and 2; Appendix A),
there is a gray eolian sand directly beneath and interfingered with loess that began
deposition about 11,800 yrs B.P. This gray sand appears to have been deposited during
the latter phases of the Donnelly Glaciation. At other sites, such as at the 288 Bluff and
Camp sections (Figure 2.4, Sections 4 and 5; Appendix A), there is a gray sand with
scattered ventifacts that fills gullies and shows fluvial cut and fill channel structures and
interbedded gravel lenses. It appears that gray sand was deposited originally as eolian sand
and then reworked downslope through fluvial processes in small gullies. The fluviallyreworked gray sand and ventifacts are stratigraphically below younger gray sand and loess.
There appears to have been substantial reworking of older eolian gray sand units, perhaps
during middle Wisconsinan time.
Loess deposits mantle most of the bedrock slopes in die project area (Figure 2.4
and 3.2). The loess is commonly calcareous and often contains buried paleosols. The
loess was originally mapped by Pewe (1965) as being of Donnelly age. Pewe feels that
during Delta time strong winds did not allow for loess deposition in the study area, rather
ventifacts were formed and sand was deposited. About 25 to 30 km from the former ice
front eolian silt begins to dominate. To the north, in Fairbanks, there is no sand fades of
Delta age and thick deposits of Delta-age loess are present and are termed the Gold Hill
Loess (Pewe, 1955, 1975a, 1975b).
During Donnelly time, with the ice front farther away, weaker winds supposedly
deposited loess in the project area. However, radiocarbon dating assodated with this
project has shown that much of the loess in the area is actually of Holocene age (post full
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glacial). At most sites it appears loess deposition began about 11,800 yr B.P. (Chapter
Three). This "late" initiation of loess deposition strengthens the hypothesis that much of
the underlying gray sand is associated with the latter phases of the Donnelly Glaciation.
Deflation and ventifact cutting probably represent full glacial conditions during Donnelly
time.
The general absence of older loess (i.e., of Delta and Donnelly age) can be
explained by deflation caused by large katabatic winds blowing off the ice front. A similar
situation has been described by Thorson and Bender (1985) to explain the absence of older
loess in the Nenana Valley. The presence of widespread ventifacts at the base of the loess
and sand contact with bedrock supports this scenario.
However, there does appear to be at least some older loess in the area. Guthrie
(1988) collected bone fragments of late Pleistocene megafauna from a fossil Pleistocene
carnivore den exposed in loess during construction of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline crossing
of the Tanana River (Figure 2.4). Two radiocarbon dates on the collagen fraction from
bones of woolly mammoth {Mammuthus primigenius) and steppe bison {Bison priscus)
averaged about 26,000 yr B.P. The dates indicate that at least some of the loess in the
project area dates to the early phase of the Donnelly Glaciation. This exposure was
subsequently destroyed by construction of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline.

Thick loess,

possibly of Donnelly age, exists on the high ridge to the southwest of Quartz Lake (Figure
2.4, Section 32; Appendix A) near Guthrie's section. Unfortimately, permafrost stopped
deeper excavation of a test pit conducted during this study.
Loess has continued to be deposited throughout the Holocene in the project area.
Even today, silt can be observed being deflated from the extensive, unvegetated gravel bars
of the Tanana and Delta Rivers during strong winds and being transported downvalley and
over the forested uplands (Pewe, 1951). Radiocarbon dates presented in Chapter Three
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indicate that up to 40 cm of loess has been deposited in the last 4500 yr in the Shaw Creek
area.
Volcanic ash layers found in the loess in the eastern and southern portions of the
project area further confirm a Holocene age for much of the loess. At the Gerstle Quarry
site (Figure 2.1; Appendix A), the White River Ash is found approximately 15 cm below
the surface.

The White River Ash is an approximately 1500 yr B.P. tephra found

throughout east-central Alaska and the adjacent Yukon Territory from a large eruption in the
Wrangell-SL Elias Mountains (Lerbekmo and Campbell, 1969; Pewe, 1975a). At XMH297, a deeply stratified archaeological site near the Delta River (Figure 2.1; Appendix A),
two tephra occur in the eolian sediments. The upper tephra, 278 cm below the surface,
probably correlates to the Jarvis Creek Ash that dates to about 3500 yr B.P. (Beget and
others, 1991). The lower tephra, 383 cm below the surface, is not correlative to any
known tephra. Volcanic ash layers have not been foimd in the loess sections around Shaw
Creek Flats.
Organic silt and peat is widespread in the Shaw Creek Flats area and is the dominate
unit in the Flats proper (Figure 2.4; Table 2.3). Boreholes (Figure 2.4, Sections 19, 22,
and 23; Appendix A) performed during the construction of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline reveal
organic silt up to 1.5 m thick overlying either eohan loess and sand or retransported silt and
sand. Weber and others (1978) report silt and peat up to 90 m thick. These poorly-drained
areas, with numerous oxbow and thaw lakes, are underlain by nearly continuous
permafrost.
The project area is in the discontinuous permafrost zone (Ferrians, 1965) and the
ice is considered warm with a temperature, just below the base of the active zone, of greater
than -1.5°C. Permafrost is generally restricted to north-facing slopes and poorly-drained
muskeg lowlands with thick sphagnum moss ground cover, especially on Shaw Creek
Flats. Permafrost reaches depths of up to 50 m in the project area and the depth to
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permafrost varies from 0.3 to 1.5 m where it is present It is commonly developed on fine
grained deposits. Ground ice can be abundant in the form of lenses and wedges often
arranged in a polygonal pattern. Permafrost may be locally absent near larger water bodies.
Permafrost in the project area has an intimate association with forest succession and the
development of a thick sphagnum moss ground cover as discussed in the Vegetation
section of Chapter Two.

Shaw Creek Flats
The loess stratigraphy and soils of three Paleoindian archaeological sites around the
edges of Shaw Creek Flats is the primary focus of this project (Figure 2.5). In particular,
the southern and western parts of the Flats were investigated more thoroughly due to easier
access and the nearby road system. This is also where the known sites are located. The
northern and eastern sections of Shaw Creek Flats are removed from any road or decent
trail and are extremely difficult to access.
Shaw Creek Flats is a broad low-lying alluvial plain deposited by the Tanana and
Delta Rivers during the Delta Glaciation. Technically, it is a Delta-age outwash terrace, but
does not have the appearance of a typical outwash terrace for several reasons. First, it is
wider than it is long (Figure 2.4). The reentrant of Shaw Creek Flats reaches back into the
Yukon-Tanana Upland to the northeast for approximately 22 km following the Shaw Creek
Fault It's length along the Tanana River is only about 14 km. This gives a terrace surface,
which is approximated by the 304 m contour Une, a roughly horseshoe shape, with the
opening of the horseshoe being along the Tanana River. The original terrace scarp is
discontinuous and largely obscured (Figure 2.4, Section 31; Appendix A). The Shaw
Creek Fault (Hudson and Weber, 1977) follows the axis of the flats and is responsible for
Shaw Creek Valley north of the flats. The fault, and erosion by the Tanana River, at some
earlier date, are responsible for the position of the reenu-ant Shaw Creek Flats occupies.
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2 Mead

INTERVAL
(250 ft)

Figure 2.5 Map of Shaw Creek Flats/Shaw Creek Bluff area. Numbered solid circles
mark sections discussed in text. Detailed soil/stratigraphic studies conducted at:
1) Broken Mammoth (BM), 2) Mead, 3) Swan Point, 4) 288 Bluff, and 5) Camp Section.
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Shaw Creek and its tributaries drain an area of about 1000 sq. km. Uplands along
the southeastern divide range from about 900 m to above 1250 m in elevation. The
northern and western ridgelines are not as steep ranging from 600 to 900 m elevation.
Near the confluence of Shaw Creek with the Tanana River the elevation is about 275 m
giving a total relief in the drainage basin of about 975 m.
The surface of the original terrace has been heavily modified by the action of Shaw
Creek. Tanana River gravel is overlain by 1 to 3 m of fluvial silty sand and up to 1.5 m of
organic silt. Shaw Creek and its tributaries have meandered extensively over the upper
surface of the terrace redepositing loess washed down from the surrounding slopes and
leaving behind a variety of oxbow lakes and meander scars. There are several larger lakes
on the flats and numerous smaller ones. Quartz Lake is the largest lake associated with the
Shaw Creek Flats. Quartz Lake is a shallow lake with an area of about 550 ha and was
formed when aggradation danmied a smaller reentrant within Shaw Creek Flats. Several
other lakes and ponds range in size from about 40 to 110 ha. There are tens of ponds, 10
to 40 ha in size, and innumerable smaller thaw ponds and oxbow lakes.
In places, the flats have been mantled by a thick cover of eoUan silt and sand. Sand
dunes up to 60 m high flank the northern and northwestern parts of the flats and are draped
up onto the surrounding uplands. Several smaller, isolated dunes occur on the flats. The
dunes can be mantled by up to 45 cm of loess (Figure 2.4; Sections 24, 25, 27; Appendix
A).
The latter stages of forest succession have combined with the low relief to produce
a vast area of marshy, muskeg bog underlain by permafrost and dotted with thaw ponds.
Extensive stands of black spruce and larch cover most of the terrace. Palsas and ice wedge
polygons are present (Kreig and Reger, 1982). It is likely that Shaw Creek Flats has
undergone increased paludification throughout Holocene time.
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Bedrock ridges, knobs, and bluffs overlooking Shaw Creek Flats have a high
potential for the discovery of additional multicomponent, stratified Paleoindian sites. Shaw
Creek Flats appears to have been rich in natural resources throughout Holocene time. The
I to 2 m-thick loess capping most of the bedrock in the region has been shown to contain
buried paleosols representing past surfaces.

Pedogenic conditions in these dry,

permafrost-free locations include the accumulation of soil carbonate at depth to help
preserve any potential faunal remains.
archaeological survey.

The conditions are excellent for further
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CHAPTER THREE
LOESS STRATIGRAPHY,
DATING, AND SOILS
Introduction
Three Paleoindian archaeological sites are located in deeply-stratified loess sections
on the edges of Shaw Creek Flats. These three sites are the Broken Mammoth site, the
Mead site, and the Swan Point site (Figure 2.5).

The sites are especially notewordiy

because of their antiquity, excellent stratigraphic and radiocarbon-age control, wellpreserved fauna, worked mammoth ivory artifacts, and in the case of Swan Point, evidence
of early use of microblade technology. Preliminary investigations revealed a broadly
similar eolian stratigraphy among the sites, including sand and loess units, buried
paleosols, pedogenic carbonate features, cultural horizons, and similar modem surface
soils. In order to better understand the geological and environmental history, the formation
of these sites, and how they fit into a regional context, field and laboratory investigations
into die loess stratigraphy, soils, and radiocarbon dating of the sites was initiated. In order
to differentiate between cultural influences upon site stratigraphy, two additional geological
sections were studied to provide a non-archaeological component to the study. These two
sections are the 288 Bluff section and die Camp section (Figure 2.5). The two sections
were selected based on their stratigraphic similarity to the Paleoindian sites. The similarity
between the geologic sections and the Paleoindian sites suggests an environmental conu-ol
on die formation of the stratigraphic sequences.

The data derived from the field and

laboratory investigations of these five sections is presented here in Chapter Three.
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BROKEN MAMMOTH ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE
Setting
The Broken Mammoth archaeological site (XBD-I31) is located on a 20 meterhigh, south-facing bedrock bluff overlooking the Tanana River approximately 700 meters
downstream of its confluence with Shaw Creek (Section 1, Figure 2.5). The landform
appears to be a small bedrock terrace remnant formed on a south-projecting bedrock ridge.
The site has been extensively disturbed by construction of a new segment of the
Richardson Highway (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). Prior to highway construction, the landform
projected about another 30 meters farther to the south and rose slightly to form a small
knob before dropping off steeply to the Tanana River below (Figure 3.2).

Highway

construction has removed about 30 meters of the bedrock bluff creating a roadcut which
exposes a 2 meter-thick, bluff-top cap of eolian sand and loess overlying gneissic bedrock.
Highway construction has undoubtedly destroyed a major portion of the site.

Several

bulldozer scraping piles in the area contained numerous artifacts and faunal remains. The
remaining landform has a nearly flat to gently sloping surface about 25 meters wide and
about 50 meters long. After highway construction, the location was further impacted by
bedrock quarrying operations which created a long exposure perpendicular to the Tanana
River, up the hillslope, to the location of the old Richardson Highway and the Camp
section. This quarry cut exposes older, underlying Quaternary

fluvial and colluvial

sediments (Figure 3.2).
Vegetation at the site consists of closed spruce-hardwood forest typical of the welldrained, south-facing slopes in the area. Tree species include aspen, white spruce, and a
few scattered paper birch, with an understory of rose, Labrador tea, highbush cranberry,
and scattered grasses. The site has a southem aspect, is well-drained, and no permafrost is
present.

Figure 3.1
Photograph of the Broken Mammoth Archaeological site.
Approximately 2 meters of gray eolian sand and brown loess overlie yellowishbrown gneissic bedrock. Exposure is a roadcut at Milepost 287 of the
Richardson Highway. Richardson Highway and Tanana River immediately
behind viewer. Note archaeologists for scale.
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Figure 3.2 Schemtic composite cross-section showing relationships between geologic units, landforms, and
topography at the Broken Mammoth Archaeological Site (XBD-131) and the Camp Section. Geologic units
describe in Table 3.1. The thickness of geologic units is exaggerated to show detail.
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Stratigraphy and Dating
The stratigraphy of the Broken Mammoth site consists of over 2 meters of eolian
sand, loess, and paleosols overlying frost-shattered, weathered bedrock of the YukonTanana Terrane (Figure 3.3 and Table 3.1).

The stratigraphy has been previously

described by Dilley (1991), Crossen and others (1991, 1992), Crossen and Dilley (1992),
Yesnerand others (1992) and by Dilley in Holmes (1996). The sequence is firmly dated
by 23 stratigraphically-consistent radiocarbon dates spanning the last 11,800 yr B.P.
(Holmes, 1996).

The relationship between the geologic units, soil horizons, cultural

zones, and radiocarbon dates is illustrated in Figure 3.3. The geologic units are described
in Table 3.1 and information on the radiocarbon dates is presented in Table 3.2. Horizontal
relationships between the geologic units and soil horizons for a 20 meter-long profile
perpendicular to the bluff face are Ulustrated in Figure 3.4.

Soil characteristics are

described in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 and are graphically Ulustrated on Figure 3.5.

Soil

properties will be described further in the soils section.
The oldest unit (Unit 1) (Figure 3.3 and Table 3.1) exposed at the site is the frostshattered and weathered bedrock of the Yukon Crystalline Terrane (Yukon-Tanana Terrane)
(Templeman-Kluit, 1976).

The bedrock is composed of late Precambrian to early

Paleozoic felsic gneiss that is the dominate rock type in the area.

It is intruded with

numerous white milky quartz veins up to 20 cm thick. The bedrock is heavily weathered
and oxidized to a brownish yellow color and is broken into angular fragments ranging from
silt to cobble size in the upper 2 meters of the unit. Carbonate features are common and
small nodules and thin coatings of calcium carbonate occur on the undersides of many of
the fragments. Numerous quartz ventifacts, up to cobble size, commonly occur along the
upper contact of this unit. The numerous well-developed ventifacts, derived from the quartz
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Table 3.1 Description of geologic units at the Broken Mammoth Archaeological Site.

UNIT 5

UPPER LOESS

Sandy silt, pale brown (lOYR 6/3), up to 110 cm thick, micaceous. Massive bedding
containing occasional sand lenses up to 20 cm long and 3 cm thick and diffuse sandy zones
in lower portion. Upper 45 cm contains modem Subarctic Brown Forest soil (Cryochrept)
consisting of 5 cm organic-rich layer (very dark gray lOYR 3/1) overlying oxidized silt
(brown 7.5YR 4/4) with abundant charcoal fragments to 1 cm. Bottom of Bw horizon
occasionally marked by thin (0.2-0.5 cm), discontinuous, strong brown (7.5YR 4/6),
undulating oxidized, clay band. Sharp undulating lower contact.

UNIT 4

UPPER SAND

Very fine sand, light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2), 1-5 cm thick, continuous across bluff.
Abrupt smooth lower contact.

UNIT 3

LOWER LOESS

Silt, pale brown (lOYR 6/3) in upper portion to light yellowish brown (lOYR 6/4) in lower
portion. Unit 50-65 cm thick. Massive bedding containing 3 paleosol complexes (dark
grayish brown lOYR 4/2) representing buried, cumulative A horizons, and occasional organic
layers between complexes. Lower portion of unit more indurated, containing abundant
pedogenic carbonate features (vertical root casts and discontinuous thin horizontal
laminations). Lower contact intercalated with underlying sand gradational, sharp or
interfingered.

Unit 3C Upper Paleosol Complex
Complex 8-13 cm thick consisting of 2-7 thin, discontinuous, dark grayish brown (lOYR 4/2),
undulating organic layers. Each organic layer less than 1 cm thick, often difficult to
distinguish, and separated from others in complex by no more than 5 cm. Upper paleosol
complex separated from middle complex by at least 10 cm of loess.

Unit 3B Middle Paleosol Complex

Complex 5-10 cm thick consisting of 2-3 undulating organic layers. Middle layer
continuous across bluff, consists of 1-5 cm thick, highly organic, reddish gray (5YR 5/2)
layer exhibiting strongest soil development of all the paleosols at site. No layer within
complex separated by more than 5 cm. Complex is separated from the lower complex by 5 15 cm of loess.

Unit 3A Lower Paleosol Complex
Complex 3-10 cm thick, consisting of 2-3 continuous to discontinuous, dark grayish brown
(lOY^ 4/2), undulating, organic layers each up to 4 cm thick with abundant charcoal and
diffuse organic matter. Separated from others by less than 6 cm. Reddish coloration often
present.

UNIT 2

LOWER SAND

Fine eolian sand interbedded with silty sand, Ught brownish gray (lOYR 6/2), up to 60 cm
thick. Horizontal bedding with 1-10 cm thick beds of silt intercalated with sand, both
gradational and sharp contacts between beds. Vertical carbonate root casts in upper portion.
Lower contact abrupt and irregular with quartz ventifacts occurring at or near contact widi
weathered bedrock.

UNIT 1

WEATHERED BEDROCK

Felsic gneiss of Yukon-Tanana crystalline terrane (Birch Creek Schist). Oxidized brownish
yellow (lOYR 6/6), frost-shattered, angular rubble grading from sand and pebbles at top of
unit to large boulders and solid bedrock within 2 m below contact. Carbonate features near
upper contact consist of thin (<lmm), discontinuous laminae and pebble coatings in the form
of nodules (<lmm) and thin (<lmm) veneers.
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Table 3.2 Radiocarbon dates from the Broken Mammoth Archaeological Site (XBD-131).
Modified from Holmes (1996).
Date
rvr. B.P.I

Laboratory
number

Material
dated

Strati graphic
position

Comments

2040 + 65

WSU-4267

charcoal

upper Bw
horizon

2815 ±180

UGA-6255D

charcoal

Bw horizon

C.Z. lA

4525 ±90

WSU-4458

charcoal

upper B/C
horizon

C.Z. IB, probable
hearth assoc. with
WSU-4457

4545 ±90

WSU-4457

charcoal

upper B/C
horizon

C.Z. IB probable
hearth assoc. with
WSU-4458

4540 ±90

WSU-4456

charcoal

upper B/C
horizon

C.Z. IB

4690 ±110

WSU-4350

charcoal

upper B/C
horizon

C.Z. IB, central
hearth

7201 ±205

UGA-6281D

charcoal

base of B/C
horizon

C.Z. 2, hearth
spUt with WSU-4264

7600 ±140

WSU-4264

charcoal

base of B/C
horizon

C.Z. 2, hearth
split with UGA-628 ID

7700 ±80

WSU-4508

charcoal

base of B/C
horizon

C.Z. 2, hearth

9310 ±165

WSU-4266

charcoal

upper stringer C.Z. 3A, 3 samples
middle paleosol combined
complex

9690 ±960

UGA-6256D

charcoal

middle stringer C.Z. 3, central hearth,
middle paleosol split with WSU-4263
complex

Cultural Zone lA

10,270 ±110

WSU-4263

charcoal

middle stringer C.Z. 3, central hearth,
middle paleosol split with UGA-6256D
complex

10,790 ±230

WSU-4019

charcoal

middle paleosol C.Z. 3, probably same
hearth as WSU-4263
complex

10,290 ±70

CAMS-5357

charcoal

middle stringer C.Z. 3, hearth,
middle paleosol AMS date
complex

(continued on next page)
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Table 3.2 (continued)
Date

Laboratory
niimhpx

Material
dated

Strati graphic
position

Comments

11,040 + 80

CAMS-7203

large mammal
bone

between middle
C.Z. 3/4A?,
paleosol complex AMS date
and lower paleosol
complex

11,060 ± 90

CAMS-7204

wapiti bone
{Cervus
elaphus)

between middle
C.Z. 3/4A?,
paleosol complex AMS date
and lower paleosol
complex

11,040 ±260

UGA-6257D

charcoal

upper stringer
lower paleosol
complex

C.Z. 4A?

11,280 ±190

WSU-4265

charcoal

middle stringer
lower paleosol
complex

C.Z. 4B, 2 samples
combined

11,420 ± 70

CAMS-5358

charcoal

middle stringer
lower paleosol
complex

C.Z. 4B, hearth,
AMS date

11,500 ± 80

CAMS-8261

swan bone
(Cygnus)

middle stringer
lower paleosol
complex

C.Z. 4B,
AMS date

11,510 ± 120

WSU-4262

charcoal

middle stringer
lower paleosol
complex

11,540 ±140

AA-17601

ivory
imammuthus)

lower paleosol
complex

C.Z. 4, tusk
fragment,
AMS date

11,770 ±210

WSU-4351

charcoal

lower stringer
lower paleosol
complex

C.Z. 4C

11,770 ± 220

WSU-4364

charcoal

lower stringer
lower paleosol
complex

C.Z. 4C

15,830 ± 70

Beta-67690

ivory
imammuthus)

lower stringer
lower paleosol
complex

C.Z. 4C,
ivory artifact
"old" "scavenged,'
ivory used for
artifact manufacmre, AMS date

C.Z. 4B, hearth
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Figure 3.4 Stratigraphy of Broken Mammoth Achaelogical site. Profile is a 20 meter-long north-south section perpendicular
to bluff edge along a continuous line of pits to the northernmost excavation site. Described, measured and drawn by T.
Dilley and K. Crossen, August 1990.
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veins, indicate a period(s) of wind deflation and erosion prior to the deposition of the
overlying gray eolian sand.
The oldest sedimentary unit exposed at the site is a gray eolian sand (Unit 2). The
sand exhibits horizontal bedding and is fine-grained sand with intercalated thin beds of silt
and silty sand. The sand is up to 60 cm thick along the bluff face and thickens to almost 2
meters towards the hillslope (Figure 3.2 and 3.4). The sandier beds within this unit are
over 90% sand and less than 1% clay (Table 3.4). The sand is composed primarily of
well-sorted, subrounded quartz grains with minor amounts of mica and feldspar. Vertical
carbonate root casts and thin horizontal carbonate laminations are common in the upper
portion of the unit and quartz ventifacts occur at the lower contact. The upper contact with
the overlying loess is intercalated and can be gradational, sharp, or interfingered. The sand
appears to have been deposited as a blufftop sand sheet as the strong deflationary winds,
which created the ventifacts along the lower contact, lessened in intensity and sand
deposition occurred.
Age conu-ol on the timing of the sand deposition is limited to a series of radiocarbon
dates at the base of the overlying loess (Figure 3.3 and Table 3.2).

There are no

radiocarbon dates from the sand unit. Based on two nearly identical radiocarbon dates
from the base of the overlying loess, sand deposition occurred prior to about 11,800 yr
B.P. The timing on the initiation of sand deposition remains problematic. The occurrence
of well-developed ventifacts at the lower contact of the sand with the underlying bedrock
indicates a period of strong winds, bare ground with little or no vegetation, and blowing
sand. This time period most likely correlates to fiiU glacial conditions during the Donnelly
Glaciation. The transition from a deflationary, ventifact-forming episode to a period of
blufftop sand deposition probably occurred with the vegetation changes associated with the
beginning of the Birch Period and the development of the shrub birch mndra in the area.
Throughout Beringia, beginning about 14,000 yr B.P. shrub birch tundra replaced the
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steppe-tundra which dominate the late Pleistocene. The strong peak of birch pollen found
in pollen cores from the region spanning the time interval from about 14,000 to 9000 yr
B.P. has been termed the Birch Period or Interval (Hopkins and others, 1982; Ager, 1975,
1983; Ager and Brubaker, 1985).
However, Pewe (1965, 1975a) feels the gray eolian sand in the project area is
associated with the Delta Glaciation of Dlinoian age. This correlation was made primarily
based on the assumption that the overlying loess was deposited during the Donnelly
Glaciation. This counting back method assumed that if the loess was formed during the
Wisconsin Glaciation then the underlying sand must represent the Dlinoian Glaciation. It
can now be shown, with the radiocarbon age control developed by this project, that the
overlying loess is primarily of Holocene age. Furthermore, other studies indicate that
much of the sand in the middle Tanana Valley was deposited during the Birch Period. At
the Canyon Creek section (Section A, Figure 2.1; Appendix A), about 18 km down river
from Broken Mammoth, Weber and others (1981) have shown that ventifacts and sand
wedges formed during full Donnelly time are overlain by eolian sand which began to be
accumulated during the Birch period and continued to be deposited for some time after
9500 yr B.P. As Hopkins (1982) points out, the late age of the ventifact-eolian sand-loess
sequence at Canyon Creek discredits the significance of a loess blanket as an age criterion.
In the upper Tanana Valley , both Carter and Galloway(1984) and Femald (1965)
present radiocarbon evidence that eolian sand deposition occurred primarily during the
Birch period. At Riverside Bluff, southeast of Tok, Alaska, Carter and Galloway (1984)
dated a pond deposit immediately below the lowest eoUan bed to 12,230+120 yr B.P.
(USGS-1037) and a pond deposit in the middle of the eolian section to 11,880+180 yr
B.P. (I-l 1704). Femald (1965) also dated eolian sections in the area and reports ages of
dune stabilization at 12,400±450 yr B.P. (W-1212), 11,250+250 yr B.P. (1-302), and
8200±300 yr B.P. (W-1206).
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In addition, a pollen core taken by Thomas Ager from Quartz Lake, 14 km to the
east of Broken Mammoth, records the uransition from sand to silt deposition at the 10,000
or 11,000 year level (Hopkins, 1982). Based on this information, and the demonstrated
Holocene age of the overlying loess, it is believed that deposition of the gray eolian sand of
Unit 2 was initiated at the beginning of the Birch Period about 14,000 yr B.P. and ended
by about 12,000 yr B.P. with the initiation of loess deposition.
Above and in part interfingered with the gray sand is Unit 3. Unit 3 is the Lower
Loess at the site. The loess is massive compact eolian silt up to 65 cm thick containing
three paleosol complexes. The loess is well-sorted and is composed of between 81-87%
silt, 10-15% sand, and minor amoimts of clay (Table 3.4).

The loess is primarily

composed of silt-size grains of mica, quartz, and minor amoimts of feldspar and mafic
minerals. Three paleosol complexes occur in die Lower Loess each consisting of several
discontinuous buried organic A horizons.

Abundant archaeological material, including

faunal remains are found on the lower two paleosol complexes.

Abundant pedogenic

carbonate features occur in the Lower Loess in the form of vertical root casts and thin
horizontal laminations.
Based on radiocarbon dates from the site (Figure 3.3 and Table 3.2), loess
deposition began sometime just prior to 11,800 yr B.P.

Two radiocarbon dates of

11,770±210 yr B.P. (WSU-4351) and 11,770±220 yr B.P. (WSU-4364) from the lowest
organic stringer of die Lower Paleosol Complex are 5-10 cm above the base of the loess.
Loess deposition was interrupted by the deposition of a thin bluff-top sand sheet sometime
between 9310±165 yr B.P. (WSU-4266) and 7700±80 yr B.P.(WSU-4508).

The

interruption of loess deposition and the subsequent deposition of the overlying thin sand
may be due to changes in climate, vegetation, glacial activity, or more likely, changes in the
position of the Tanana River. These changes will be presented in the discussion section
and in Chapter 5 after additional soil evidence is presented.
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The three paleosol complexes (Units 3A, 3B, and 3C, Figure 3.3; Table 3.1) found
in the Lower Loess are each composed of several thin, undulating, discontinuous, buried
organic-rich A horizons. No organic layer within a complex is separated by more than
about 5 cm of loess and the complexes are usually separated from one another by 10-15
cm of loess. Abundant pedogenic carbonate features in the form of vertical root casts and
thin horizontal laminations are associated with the paleosol A horizons and the separating,
underlying loess layers.
The Lower Paleosol Complex (Unit 3A) lies 5-10 cm above the base of the loess,
is 3-10 cm thick, and composed of 2-3 nearly continuous to discontinuous, undulating
organic layers (buried A horizons) composed of abundant small charcoal fragments and
diffuse organic matter. A faint reddish gray (5YR 5/2) coloration is often associated with
the complex possibly indicating a weakly developed Bw horizon. However, due to the
abimdant archaeological material and wood ash associated with hearth features it is hard to
tell how much of the coloration is due to burning and how much from soil development
The coloration is localized and is not laterally continuous with the paleosol.

Low

pedogenic iron and aluminum values do not indicate extensive weathering.
Radiocarbon dates from the Lower Paleosol Complex are from archaeological
charcoal. The Lower Paleosol Complex contains archeological Cultural Zone 4 (Figure
3.3) which can be separated into three subcomponents 4A, 4B, and 4C based on their
location on the upper, middle, or lower organic stringers of the Lower Paleosol Complex.
This may be attempting too fine of a stratigraphic subdivision, but the radiocarbon dates,
microstratigraphy, and cultural components support such a subdivision.

The lowest

stringer of the Lower Paleosol Complex has two nearly identical radiocarbon ages of
11,770±210 yr B.P. (WSU-4351) and U,770±220 yr B.P. (WSU-4364). These dates
provide firm evidence for the initiation of loess deposition, the earliest soil-forming period,
and initial occupation of the site by humans. An AMS date of 15,380+70 yr B.P. (Beta-
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67690) is from a mammoth ivory artifact found on the lowest stringer of the Lower
Paleosol Complex and is associated with archaeological component 4C.

The middle

stringer of the Lower Paleosol Complex has four radiocarbon ages ranging from
11,510±120 yr B.P. (WSU-4262) to 11,280±190 yr B.P. (WSU-4265) and is associated
with archaeological component 4B. The upper stringer of the Lower Paleosol Complex has
one radiocarbon date of 11,040±260 yr B.P. (UGA-6257D). Based on the radiocarbon
dates the Lower Paleosol Complex spans about 800 years of soil formation and intermittent
loess deposition.
The Lower Paleosol Complex contains the oldest archaeological component at the
site. Cultural Zone 4 and has produced abundant chipping flakes of rhyolite, basalt,
obsidian, chert, and quartzite, including bifacial thinning flakes, and abimdant weUpreserved faimal remains (Holmes, 1996). The few finished stone tools include retouched
flakes, various scrapers, and a large chopper formed on a quartz ventifacL No microblades
or microblade technology has been found associated with the Lower Paleosol Complex.
Several mammoth ivory tusk fragments have scratches and grooves that were probably
produced by stone tools. Other ivory artifacts include two ivory points (rods) and a
possible handle or atlad (Holmes, 1996: Yesner, 1994).

The radiocarbon date of

15,830+70 yr B.P. (Beta-67690) was obtained from this cache of ivory tools. The old age
and the absence of any other mammoth elements, besides ivory, suggests the ivory was
collect from an older context for tool manufacmre. A recentiy obtained radiocarbon age of
11,540±140 yr B.P. (AA-17601) on mammoth ivory from the Lower Paleosol Complex
suggests mammoth and humans may have coexisted.

However, there is no evidence

hiunans were hunting or scavenging mammoth. A few of the more important fauna
identified by Yesner (1994, 1996) from the Lower Paleosol complex include steppe bison
{Bison priscus), eUc (wapiti) (Cervus elaphus), Arctic fox {Alopex lagopus), Arctic ground
squirrel (Spermophilus parryi) and abundant waterfowl, primarily tundra swan {Cygnus
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columbianus) and several species of geese (Branta canadensis and Anser spp.). The fauna
is discussed further in Chapter Five.
Two nearly identical radiocarbon dates from large mammal bones are associated
with thin, discontinuous, organic stringers between the Middle and Lower Paleosol
complexes. An AMS date of 11,060+90 yr B.P. (CAMS-7204) was obtained from an elk
(Cervus elaphus ) bone and an AMS date of 11,040±80 yr B.P. (CAMS-7203) was
derived from an unidentified large mammal bone.
The Middle Paleosol Complex (Unit 3B) is composed of 2-3 thin, discontinuous,
undulating, buried organic layers (A horizons) consisting of abundant fine charcoal
fragments and diffuse organic matter.

The middle stinger of the complex is nearly

continuous across the site, is the thickest layer (1-5 cm thick), and often has a faint reddish
gray (5YR 5/2) coloration associated with it The middle and lower stringers of the Middle
Paleosol Complex often form a strong easily identifiable couplet that is nearly continuous
across the site.
Five radiocarbon dates are available for the Middle Paleosol Complex and range in
age from about 10,800 to 9300 yrs B.P. Two of these dates from the middle stringer of
the complex are nearly identical dates. These are an AMS date on hearth charcoal of
10,290+70 yr B.P. (CAMS-5357) and a conventional date on a different hearth of
10,270+110 yr B.P. (WSU-4263).

A split sample from this last hearth gave a

conventional date with a large standard deviation, 9690+960 yr B.P. (UGA-6256D). A
sample probably from this same hearth, but obtained along the eroded bluff face gave a
conventional date of 10,790±230 yr B.P. (WSU-4019). A single date of 9310+165 yr
B.P. (WSU-4266) has been obtained from the upper stringer of the Middle Paleosol
Complex and consists of three samples combined together. This date is the only upper
limiting date on the deposition of the Lower Loess. The Middle Paleosol Complex appears
to span about 1500 years from about 10,800 to about 9300 yr B.P.
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Cultural Zone 3 is associated with the Middle Paleosol Complex and is the richest
of the Paleoindian components. Artifacts include numerous chipping flakes, primarily of
rhyolite and chert, retouched flakes, biface fragments, hammerstones made on quartz
ventifacts, and several triangular points and point fragments (Hohnes, 1996).

No

microblades or microblade technology has been found to date on the Middle Paleosol
Complex. Abundant faunal remains identified by Yesner (1994, 1996) include steppe
bison, elk, caribou (Rangifer tarandus), moose (Alces alces), Dall sheep {Ovis dalli ),
mammoth tusk fragments, and abundant bird remains of ducks (Anas spp.) and geese. An
eyed sewing needle made on bird bone was recorded from this unit.
The Upper Paleosol Complex (Unit 3C) is less well-developed than either the
Middle or Lower Paleosol complex and consists of 2-7 thin (<5mm) discontinuous,
undulating organic layers (buried A horizons). The layers are often difficult to distinguish
and difficult to trace for more than a few meters. The organic horizons are extremely thin
and are primarily composed of very fine diffuse organic matter.

The Upper Paleosol

Complex has 15% sand making it the coarsest portion of the Lower Loess. No radiocarbon
dates have been obtained from the Upper Paleosol Complex at the Broken Mammoth site
due to the lack of any sizable charcoal fragments. A stratigraphically-correlative unit from a
the 288 Bluff Section, approximately 1.5 km downstream (Figure 2.5), has yielded a
single AMS radiocarbon date of 10,350+220 yr B.P. (AA-18850). No archaeological
material has been recovered from the Upper Paleosol Complex. The thin, discontinuous
nature of the A horizons, the coarser nature of the loess, and the absence of cultural
remains seem to indicate the site was experiencing increased wind and faster accumulation
of loess after about 9300 yr B.P. This culminated in the deposition of the overlying thin
upper sand sheet capping the Lower Loess.
Overlying the Lower Loess is a thin (<5 cm) bluff-top eolian sand sheet which is
continuous across the site. This thin gray sand sheet, (Upper Sand, Unit 2), is composed
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of light brownish gray, very fine sand that is well-sorted, consisting of predominately
subroimded quartz grains with minor amounts of mica, feldspar, and mafic minerals. The
unit is over 90% sand with less than 0.5% clay. Pedogenic carbonate is present but not as
abundant or in the obvious root casts and laminations found in the Lower Loess. The thin
sand sheet forms a continuous unbroken layer across the site capping the underlying lower
loess. The thin unbroken nature of this unit provides stratigraphic integrity to the Lower
Loess and its artifact-bearing paleosols. No significant cryoturbation has occurred at the
site or this thin unit would otherwise be broken and disrupted.
The sand has the same composition as the lower imderlying gray eolian sand of
Unit 2 and appears to have been derived from it.

Erosion by the Tanana River and

undercutting of the bluff face would have exposed the older, lower gray eolian sand (Unit
2). Winds blowing up the bluff face, as they commonly do today, would have transported
the lower gray sand up and across the bluff covering the Lower Loess (Unit 3) with a thin
bluff-top sand sheet No radiocarbon dates are available from this unit and the timing and
duration of this eolian event is unknown. However, given the lack of any soil development
or weathering and the thinness of the unit, the unit may have been deposited in possibly
just a few years or decades. If a Tanana River gravel bar had been the source area, it seems
the event would have lasted longer and would have produced a thicker unit with a slightly
different mineralogy than the Lower Sand. Alternatively, there may have been more sand
deposited initially, then subsequent deflation may have removed part of the record. Further
explanations and environmental implications of this unit are discussed in Chapter 5.
Overlying the thin gray eolian sand is Unit 5, the Upper Loess. The Upper Loess
is up to 110 cm thick, composed primarily of mica and fme quartz and has the modem
Subarctic Brown Forest (Cryochrept) soil developed on its upper 45 cm. The Upper Loess
contains occasional sand lenses up to 20 cm long and 3 cm thick and diffuse sandy zones in
the lower 60-70 cm. of the unit. Sand ranges from 20 - 35% in the lower portion of the
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unit with 63-76% silt and minor amoimts of clay. The upper 35 cm is composed primarily
of silt ranging from 86-88%, and has only 5-8% sand, with 5-8 % clay (Table 3.4). The
unit shows an overall fining upwards sequence. There is no pedogenic carbonate in the
upper 45 cm corresponding to the modem soU.

Only a slight amount of pedogenic

carbonate exists in the lower portion of the Upper Loess increasing with depth from 0.150.81%. There is no visible reaction to 10% HCl. No paleosols exist in the Upper Loess.
Age control for the Upper Loess is provided by nine radiocarbon dates associated
with 3 culmral zones. At a depth of approximately 55 cm. Cultural Zone 2 is associated
with three radiocarbon dates ranging from about 7200 to 7700 yr B.P. A split sample from
the same hearth feature yielded two conventional dates of 7600±140 yr B.P. (WSU-4264)
and 7200±205 yr B.P. (UGA-6281D).

A single date from another hearth feature

associated with Cidtural Zone 2 yielded a date of 7700±80 yr B.P. (WSU-4508), which
seems to support the older date from the first hearth feature. These three dates provide an
upper limiting date for the formation of the Upper Paleosol Complex, deposition of the thin
Upper Sand and of the coarse, sand-rich lower portion of the Upper Loess. Cultural Zone
2 has so far only yielded a few flakes, hearthstones, and hearth features with associated
faunal remains. Faimal remains consist of bison (Bison bison ), moose, caribou, beaver
{Castor canadensis ), and numerous small mammals and unidentified birds (Holmes,
1996).
Four radiocarbon dates associated with Culmral Zone IB at a depth of about 40 cm
average 4565±47 yr B.P. using the method outlined by Long and Rippeteau (1974). These
four dates in the upper portion of the BC horizon of the modem soil provide a lower
limiting date on the formation of the modem surface soil.

Two radiocarbon dates of

2815±180 yr B.P. (UGA-6255D) and 2040±65 yr B.P. (WSU-4267) are from the Bw
horizon of the modem Cryochrept soil and date Cultural Zone I A. These six dates
associated with the modem soil formed on the upper portion of the Upper Loess allow for
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the interpretation of rates of late Holocene soil forming processes and loess accumulation
rates. Artifacts from Cultural Zone 1 include numerous flakes of chert, rhyolite, basalt and
obsidian, retouched flakes, scrapers, bifaces, burins, microblades, and small wedgeshaped microblade cores. Only a few, small, burned, unidentifiable bone fragments have
been recovered from Cultural Zone 1.

Soils
Soils at the Broken Mammoth site consist of the modem incipient surface soil and
paleosols developed on the sedimentary units described above. The relationships between
the soil horizons and the geological units are presented in Figure 3.3. The physical and
chemical characteristics of the soils and sediments are presented in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 and
are illustrated graphically in Figure 3.5.
The modem incipient surface soil is an Alfic Cryochrept formed on the upper
portion of Unit 5, the Upper Loess. Cryochrepts are the typical soil developed on upland
loess on weU-drained, south-facing slopes of interior Alaska (Rieger, 1983; Rieger and
others, 1979). The soil has a thin organic surface mat (O horizon) underlain by a dark A
horizon. In lower portions of the A horizon are occasional grayish brown patchy areas
indicative of the development of an incipient leached E horizon.

This horizon has

properties of both an A and E horizon and has been designated an A/E horizon. The
horizon has the lowest pH values of the entire section probably due to the production of
organic acids derived from the acidic organic matter associated with the coniferous boreal
forest. However, instead of being leached, the pedogenie iron and aluminum content of this
horizon shows a slight increase, especially the organic-bound pyrophosphate-extractable
forms. Iron and aluminum being weathered from minerals in the A horizon are complexing
with organics in the A/E horizon.

Table 3.3 Description of soil units at the Broken Mammoth Archaeological Site.

Location: SEl/4 SEl/4 Sec.34, T7S, R8E
Vegetation: Aspen, white spruce, grasses, rose
Aspect: South
Horizon
Pgpth gtTl

Color
Giry)

o

10YR2/1

Texture
(USDA)

Elevation: 295m
Slope: Rat to gentle slope
Drainage: Well drained

Structure

Consistence
(dry)

Landform: Bedrock terrace remnant

ReacUon
(U)%HCL)

Boundarv

none

abrupt
wavy

2-0

Parent
Material

A
0-5

lOYR 3/1

silt

fine granular

soft

none

abrupt
wavy

loess

A/E
5-8

lOYR 5/2

silt

f. granularfine platy

soft

none

abrupt
wavy

loess

Bw
8-35

7.5YR4/4

silt

massive

softsi. hard

none

abrupt
wavy

loess

BC
35-45

lOYR 5/4

silt

massive

soft

none

clear
wavy

loess

CI
45-65

lOYR 5/3

silt
loam

massivesingle grain

softloose

none

gradual
wavy

loess

C2
65-105

lOYR 6/3

silt
loam

massivesingle grain

softloose

none

abrupt
wavy

loess

2Ck
105-110

lOYR 6/2

V. fine
sand

single
grain

loose

strong

abrupt
smooth

eolian
sand

(continued on next page)

Table 3.3 (continued)
Horizon and
Depth cm

Color
((Iry)

Texture
(USDA)

Structure

Consistence
(dbO

3Abk

10YR4/2

silt

massive

soft

3Ck
120-130

lOYR 6/3

silt

massive

4Abk
130-140

lOYR 4/2

silt

4Ck
140-150

lOYR 6/3

5Abk
150-155

Reaction
no%HCU

Boundary

Parent
Material

strong

abrupt
smooth

loess

soft

strong

abrupt
smooth

loess

massive

soft

strong

abrupt
smooth

loess

silt

massive

soft

violent

abrupt
smooth

loess

lOYR 4/2

silt

massive

soft

strong

abrupt
smooth

loess

5Ck
155-165

lOYR 6/4

silt

massive

soft

strong

abrupt
wavy

loess

6Ck
165-210

lOYR 6/2

silt loam

single grain

loose

shghl

abrupt
irregular

eolian
sand

7Crk
below 210

lOYR 6/6

ex. gravel
coarse sand

single grain

loose

strong

110-120

-

gneissic
bedrock

vO

00

Table 3.4 Physical and chemical characteristics of soil unit.s at the Broken Mammoth Archaeological Site.
Depth
cm

Particle Size (%)
Sand
Silt
Clav

Feo

Alp

Alo

(%)

Organic
Carbon (%)

Fep

CM

(%)

m

m

m

A

0-5

8.1

87.1

4.9

6.32

0.0

4.44

0.19

0.63

0.09

0.18

A/E

5-8

7.3

87.1

4.9

6.17

0.0

3.26

0.24

0.61

0.11

0.18

Bw

8-10

5.6

88.1

6.3

6.60

0.0

1.92

0.14

0.88

0.08

0.19

10-15

5.8

87.4

6.8

6.70

0.0

1.74

0.07

0.87

0.05

0.13

15-20

6.1

86.3

7.6

6.97

0.0

1.29

0.08

0.97

0.05

0.15

20-25

6.9

87.7

5.4

6.71

0.0

0.77

0.14

1.00

0.07

0.16

25-30

6.4

86.8

6.7

7.03

0.0

0.65

0.06

1.03

0.03

0.15

30-35

7.4

86.1

6.5

7.15

0.0

0.42

0.04

0.88

0.02

0.12

35-40

19.4

76.5

4.1

7.23

0.0

0.34

0.04

0.71

0.02

0.10

40-45

22.3

74.5

3.2

7.26

0.0

0.13

0.07

0.67

0.03

0.09

CI

45-65

35.3

63.5

1.2

7.52

0.15

0.13

0.08

0.50

0.02

0.07

C2

65-80

26.0

73.3

0.7

7.89

0.29

0.24

0.08

0.53

0.02

0.08

80-105

26.4

72.7

0.9

8.12

0.81

0.21

0.07

0.45

0.01

0.07

105-110

90.8

8.9

0.3

8.55

1.93

0.04

0.04

0.32

0.01

0.05

Horizon

BC

2Ck

(continued on next page)

CaC03

Hori/on

Depth
cm

Particle Size (%)
Sand
Sill
Clav

CaC03

m

(%)

Organic
Carbon (%)

Fep

31

Table 3.4 (conlinued)

Alp

(%)

Alo

m

3Abk

110-120

15.0

83.8

1.2

8.22

1.73

0.49

O.ll

0.52

0.03

0.09

3Ck

120-130

11.0

87.2

1.8

8.41

2.48

0.15

0.09

0.54

0.02

0.08

4Abk

130-140

11.1

85.8

3.1

8.27

3.86

1.58

0.12

0.59

0.04

0.12

4Ck

140-150

13.4

81.6

5.0

8.48

11.61

0.60

0.14

0.47

0.04

0.07

5Abk

150-155

9.3

86.9

3.8

8.23

2.93

1.66

0.12

0.61

0.06

0.16

5Ck

155-165

10.9

83.8

5.3

8.40

3.42

1.10

0.11

0.52

0.03

0.09

6Ck

165-170

82.0

17.5

0.5

8.78

2.02

0.09

0.03

0.37

0.02

0.07

170-175

66.4

33.2

0.4

8.85

1.23

0.09

-

-

-

-

180-185

91.5

8.4

0.1

9.12

0.68

0.09

-

-

-

-

185-210

45.4

53.8

0.8

8.85

1.65

0.09

-

-

-

-

210-220

92.8

5.3

1.9

8.78

1.69

0.04

0.03

0.10

0.05

0.04

7Crk

Grain Size %

0
Depth
cm
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Figure 3.5 Selected soil properties at the Broken Mammoth Site. Numerical values for graphs present
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The B horizon of this soil is a typical reddish brown cambic B horizon (Bw)
associated with Cryochrepts. Organic carbon values show a steady downward decrease in
the B horizon. There is an increase in pH values with depth. Carbonate is being leached
from the modem soil.

Brunification, the in-situ weathering and release of iron and

aluminum, and the decay of organics, with little to no illuviation, is the dominate process
affecting the development of the Bw horizon. Pedogenic iron and aluminum have their
highest values in the Bw horizon of the modem soil. The peaks for these values, at the
base of the Bw horizon, is associated with a thin clay layer commonly found in these soils
at the base of the Bw horizon. These clay bands were shown by DeMent (1962) to be
largely inherited from the loess parent material. Clay-rich zones in the original parent
material are further concentrated by seasonal freezing pressures and by a small amount of
subsequent illuviation of clays and organics and weathering products. The pyrophosphateextractable iron and aluminum peak in the middle of the Bw horizon may reflect the
formation of an incipient clay band or an unidentifiable paleosol surface. Archaeological
material indicates there are buried former surfaces in the Bw horizon.

Organic matter

associated with these former surfaces may be binding with iron and aluminum released by
weathering. The peak may represent a paleo-Bw horizon which is being masked by the
reddish color of the modem Bw horizon. The middle of the Bw horizon shows an increase
in clay content but litde of it is probably pedogenic in origin. DeMent (1962) showed that
the clays found in soils in the region are largely inherited. Easily weathered minerals in the
parent material still persist and are unweathered, and most of the clays are derived from
other materials.
The underlying BC horizon exhibits a further decrease in organic matter and a
decrease in pedogenic iron and aluminum values. There is a gradual rise in pH with depth
but carbonate has been leached from this horizon. The BC horizon has a yellowish brown
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color and a coarser grain size than the overlying Bw horizon. Sand content increases from
about 7% to almost 20%.
The CI and C2 horizons of the modem soil were defined based on their differing
grain sizes, pH, carbonate, and organic carbon content.

Pedogenic carbonate has

accumulated in these horizons but not enough to be visible or to react to 10% HCl. It is
only detectable by laboratory ananysis. There is an associated rise in pH values. These
horizons are unweathered, primary, coarse-grained, sandy loess.
The next soil horizon at the site is 2Ck developed on the Upper Sand of Unit 4.
This soil horizon shows no soil development and is a different parent material than the
overlying loess, hence the designation of 2Qc. This horizon show a dramatic increase in
pedogenic carbonate and an associated rise in pH values. It is difficult, however, to assess
how much of the carbonate was accumulated during the time this horizon was a surface
versus how much has accumulated from leaching of the overlying loess in more recent
times.
In the Lower Loess (Unit 3) are three paleosol complexes composed of cumulative
A horizons consisting of numerous thin buried A horizons and the associated intervening
loess they are developed on.

The A horizons of these paleosols consist of thin,

discontinuous organic layers composed of diffuse organic matter and small charcoal
fragments.

The b subscript denotes a buried horizon.

The k subscript indicates

accumulation of pedogenic carbonate. The complexes are designated as follows:

the

Upper Paleosol Complex is composed of horizons 3Abk and 3Ck; the Middle Paleosol
Complex is composed of horizons 4Abk and 4Ck; and the Lower Paleosol Complex is
composed of horizons 5Abk and 5Ck. Each paleosol complex has been given distinct soil
sequence nimiber (3, 4, 5) to demonstrate that each complex is a distinct soil forming
interval that can be shown using radiocarbon dates and archaeological components.
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The Upper Paleosol Complex, horizons 3Abk and 3Ck, is the least developed of
the three complexes. Horizon 3Abk is a cumulative A horizon is composed of up to seven
thin, discontinuous buried A horizons spanning a thickness of up to 13 cm.

Each A

horizon is separated by 1 to 3 cm of loess. Pedogenic carbonate has been superimposed on
this horizon and is present in the form of vertical root casts and thin horizontal laminations.
No cultural material has been found on the Upper Paleosol Complex and it is not well
dated. The thin, discontinuous nature of the A horizons and its being overlain by the blufftop sand sheet of Unit 4 seems to indicate that eoUan deposition was overwhelming soil
formation during this period.
The Upper Paleosol Complex has the least amount of accumulated organic carbon
and pedogenic carbonate of any of the paleosol complexes. It also exhibits the lowest
amounts of pedogenic iron and aluminum of any of the complexes. These chemical
characteristics indicate the Upper Paleosol Complex underwent less weathering than did the
other complexes, probably for a shorter amount of time. The 3Ck has been designated as
such since there does not appear to be any alteration of the parent material other than the
accumulation of pedogenic carbonates. Vertical root casts and thin horizontal laminations
of pedogenic carbonate are visible in the horizon. This horizon was not designated as a Bk
horizon since the actual timing of the carbonate accumulation can not be accurately
associated with the formation of the Upper Paleosol Complex.

It may represent later

precipitation of carbonates leached from the overlying loess.
The Middle Paleosol Complex, horizons 4Abk and 4Ck, contains cultural material
and is dated to between 9300 and 10,800 yr B.P. Horizon 4Abk is a cumulative A horizon
composed of two to three organic-rich, buried A horizons. The middle stinger, up to 5 cm
thick, is the most prominent and is nearly continuous across the site. It commonly forms
an easily identifiable couplet with the underlying A horizon that can be traced unbroken
nearly across the site. Horizon 4Abk exhibits the second greatest amount of organic carbon
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and pedogenic iron and aluminum of any of the paleosols. There is an associated drop in
pH value probably related to the presence of organic acids in the buried A horizons. The
4Qc horizon has the highest pedogenic carbonate values of the entire section rising to over
11.6%. Abundant pedogenic carbonate features in the form of vertical root casts and thin
horizontal laminations are present in the horizon. In other sections around the region, a
thin (1-3 cm), white horizon of up to 50% carbonate is found in correlative stratigraphic
positions.

This carbonate layer will be discussed further after additional soil data is

presented for the other sections. There is a slight increase in clay content in the 4Ck
horizon compared to the overlying 4Abk horizon, from 3.1% to 5.0%, but this may be just
a reflection of slight changes in the loess parent material. The horizon also shows an
increased sand content. It is unlikely any pedogenicaUy-derived clays were formed and
illuviated, though a small amount of inherited clay may have washed into the underlying
horizon.
The Lower Paleosol Complex, horizons 5Abk and 5Ck, also contains cultural
material and is dated to between 11,000 and 11,800 yr B.P. Horizon 5Abk is a cumulative
A horizon composed of two to three thin, discontinuous, buried A horizons consisting of
diffuse organic matter and small charcoal fragments. It exhibits the greatest amount of
orgaruc carbon and pedogenic iron and aluminum accumulation of any of the paleosols at
the site. This horizon exhibits greater amounts of chemical weathering than does the
Middle Paleosol Complex, even though the Middle Paleosol Complex experienced soil
genesis for a longer time than the Lower Paleosol Complex. The Middle Paleosol Complex
underwent soil-forming processes for about 1500 years as opposed to the Lower Paleosol
Complex undergoing about 800 years of pedogenesis. Horizon 5Ck shows an increase in
pedogenic carbonate and associated rise in pH values over the 5Abk horizon. Like the
other Ck horizons, there are pedogenic carbonate features in the form of vertical root casts
and thin horizontal laminations. The horizon also has the highest amount of organic carbon
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of any of the other Ck horizons. This material may have been leached down from the
overlying 5Abk horizon or it may reflect organic matter incorporated as the loess accreted.
There is a slight increase in clay and sand content in the 5Ck horizon similar to the increase
shown by 4Ck. It also probably reflects slight changes in the loess parent material.
Based on the physical and chemical characteristics examined both in the field and
laboratory, the three paleosol complexes are classified as Typic Cryorthents. Cryorthents
are immature soils that show little alteration of the parent material, beyond the accumulation
of organic matter, are developed on materials, including loess, that have a texture finer than
loamy fine sand, do not have a high water table and are permafrost free with a cryic soil
temperature regime (Soil Survey Staff, 1975; Rieger, 1983).

Typic Cryorthents are

developed in material that is more than 50 cm thick over bedrock. While Entisols should
have no subsurface horizons, Rieger and others (1979) have mapped modem Cryorthents
developed on calcareous loess along the Yukon River in interior Alaska that have
subsurface accumulations of pedogenic carbonate similar to the paleosols discussed here.
Rieger (1983) states that Cryorthents developed on loess in upland positions may have
subsurface accumulations of pedogenic carbonate and carbonate coatings on the undersides
of pebbles. Another reason these soil are classified as Entisols, rather than Inceptisols, is
the difficulty of assessing the timing of carbonate accumulation. It can not be determined
how much of the pedogenic carbonate is from the original pedogenesis and how much has
been superimposed by subsequent leaching and precipitation from the overlying younger
sediments.

The lack of any reddish cambic B horizons further supports the Entisol

classification. Compared to the modem surface Cryochrept, the paleosol complexes are
very immature soils.
Horizon 6Ck represents Unit 2, the Lower Sand. No pedogenic alteration is seen
in 6Ck except for the accumulation of carbonate.

Even though the loess of Unit 3

interfingers with the sand of Unit 2, a distinct soil sequence number was given to this unit
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because of the different parent materials. There is very little organic carbon and pedogenic
iron and aluminum in horizon 6Qc indicating little to no weathering. Pedogenic carbonate
features in the form of vertical root casts and thin horizontal laminations are common.
The oldest soil horizon at the site is 7Crk developed on the weathered bedrock. The
gneissic bedrock is oxidized to a brownish yellow and is frost shattered into angular rubble
of silt to cobble size. The unit appears oxidized but has very low pedogenic iron and
aluminum values. This may reflect the extract methods utilized in the laboratory. Oxalate
extracts amorphous inorganic and organic-bound forms of iron and aluminum.
Pyrophosphate extracts the amorphous organic-bound forms of iron and aluminum. The
iron oxides causing the oxidized nature of the weathered bedrock may be crystalline forms
and would need to be extracted using dithionite extracts. There is a slight increase in clay
content in 7Crk that may reflect pedogenesis or it may be clay washed in from the overlying
sand. Pedogenic carbonate features are common as thin laminations and coatings on the
undersides of pebbles. Well-developed quartz ventifacts along the upper contact of the unit
indicate a period(s) of erosion and deflation by wind. It can not be determined how long
the bedrock has undergone weathering and how many glacial/interglacial cycles have
affected it.
The main soil-forming processes affecting the sediments at the Broken mammoth
site are the influx of new parent material, the accumulation of organic carbon, the
redistribution and formation of pedogenic carbonate, and brunification associated with the
modem soil. The repeated influx of new parent material in the form of eolian sand and silt
has had the effect of burying old soil profiles and creating a cumulative profile reflected by
the numerous soil sequences. The paleosol complexes in the Lower Loess represent
immature soils formed by the accumulation of thin A horizons and the development of
pedogenic carbonate features. They represent fairly short-lived features created by the
constant interplay of organic accumulation and loess deposition. The increased carbonate
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content of each paleosol's Ck horizon as compared to the associated A horizon suggests
that at least some of the carbonate is the result of accumulation during each paleosol's
period of pedogenesis. The carbonate was not entirely precipitated at a later date from the
overlying younger sediments. The modem Cryochrept soil is primarily the result of
brunification, in-situ weathering and the accumulation of iron and alimiinum, and the decay
of organics, at the site of weathering. There is some suggestion of Uluviation taking place
on a small scale. The development of the thin clay layer at the base of the B horizon is in
part due to the illuviation and accumulation of minor amounts of clay, iron, alimainum and
organics. Eluviation has leached carbonate from the upper portion of the Upper loess.
There is no evidence for permafrost or cryoturbation affecting the late Quaternary eolian
sediments at the site.

Discussion
The sediments and soils at the site contain a record of past geological and
environmental changes in the Tanana Valley.

They document the change from a late

Wisconsin periglacial environment during the Donnelly Glaciation to one during the
Holocene of alternating episodes of eolian deposition and soil formation. The primary
episodes that can be interpreted from the sedimentary/soil record are presented below.
Envirormiental changes are discussed more fully in Chapter Five.
1)

An early period(s) of intense weathering and frost shattering to form the

weathered bedrock of Unit 1. It can not be determined how long this occurred or under
what types of changing climatic conditions. At least several glacial/interglacial episodes
have affected the bedrock at the site. During the Delta Glaciation of either lUinoian or Early
Wisconsinan age, the ice front was only about 10 km from the site and it would have been
an extreme periglacial environment
away.

Any previous soils or sediments have been eroded
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2)

A deflationary, erosional period probably representing the late Wisconsin

Donnelly Glaciation when the ice front was approximately 30 km to the southeast of the
site.

Winds scoured the blufftop partially removing the upper part of the weathered

bedrock, concentrating clasts from the quartz veins, and forming quartz ventifacts.
Vegetation in the region at this time consisted of a treeless herbaceous steppe-tundra typical
of late Wisconsinan Beringia (Ager, 1975, 1983; Hopkins and others, 1982). The site
itself was most likely an unvegetated wind-swept surface of blowing sand and exposed
bare ground. There were perhaps a few scattered grasses and low-lying tundra plants
between the exposed areas.
3) A decrease in wind intensity and/or an increase in vegetation allowed for the
change from an erosional setting to a depositional one. Sand began to accumulate and a
bluff-top sand sheet (Unit 2) was deposited. This probably correlates to the beginning of
the Birch Period about 14,000 yr B.P. Hopkins (1982) feels many of the bluff-top sand
sheets in the Tanana Valley were deposited during this interval as increased vegetation
slowed winds and allowed for saltating sand to be trapped.
4)

By about 12,000 yr B.P., wind intensity had decreased and/or increased

vegetation had stabilized surfaces enough for loess to begin to be deposited.

This

correlates well with the beginning of a warm interstadial interval, dating from 11,800 to
10,500 yr B.P., identified by TenBrink and Waythomas (1985) in the glacial record from
the Alaska Range. The switch from eolian sand deposition to loess deposition is seen in
other sections in the Tanana Valley and may be related to the development of a scrub forest
of poplar and willow dated to about 11,500 yr B.P. in pollen cores from the region (Ager,
1975,1983). Hopkins (1982) suggests the ventifact-eolian sand-loess sequence may reflect
little more than a decline in wind effectiveness due to successional vegetation changes in
response to a moister climate. Changes in the course of the Tanana River and the location
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of large unvegetated gravel bar source areas would also have greatiy affected local eolian
sedimentation at the site.
5) Culmination of these factors allowed stabilization of the surface and the
development of the Lower Paleosol Complex beginning about 11,800 yr B.P. This also
marks the initial occupation of the site by humans. The formation of the Lower Paleosol
Complex correlates well with the arrival of the poplar in the region and the warm
interstadial noted by TenBrink and Waythomas (1985). The Lower Paleosol Complex
represents well-drained, permafrost-free, dry conditions that allowed for the accumulation
of pedogenic carbonate and the intermittent accumulation of loess that did not become
leached of its carbonate content. At least some of the pedogenic carbonate accumulated at
this time under alkaline soil conditions or otherwise the abundant well-preserved bones
associated with archaeological material from the Lower Paleosol Complex would have
become more weathered and decayed. Their excellent preservation further indicates rapid
burial by loess and an accreting cumulative soil profile.
The position of the Tanana River may have played an important role in the
formation of the Lower Paleosol Complex and the initial occupation of the site. The site
would have been a more favorable location and would have been much more accessible to
humans traveling along the Tanana floodplain if the river was not immediately in front of
the site as it is today. If the river migrated away from the bluff face and Shaw Creek
flowed for some distance across the Tanana floodplain in front of the site, it could result in
the stratigraphy seen at the site and would have made the site much more attractive to
humans. Migration of the river away from the bluff face and the removal of immediate
nearby gravel bar source areas would result in a fining-upwards sequence seen in the site's
eolian stratigraphy as represented

by

the eolian sand-loess-paleosol

sequence.

Alternatively, this sequence may be the result of climatic and/or vegetational changes not
noted by other workers.

Ill

6) By about 11,000 yr B.P. loess deposition overwhelmed soil formation at the
site and the Lower Paleosol complex was buried. There are a few faint, discontinuous
buried A horizons and some archaeological material between the Lower and Middle
Paleosol complexes indicating the site was still somewhat favorable and was not totally
abandoned during this period.
7) Decreased wind effectiveness due to lessening winds, increased vegetation, or
changing sediment sources, allow for soil formation and the development of the Middle
Paleosol Complex from about 10,800 to 9300 yr B.P. This correlates to a cooler and
wetter period as represented by the last glacial advance of late Pleistocene age in the Alaska
Range (TenBrink and Waythomas, 1985).

This time period was marked by heavy

utilization of the site by humans. Similar soil conditions existed during this time period as
did during the formation of the Lower Paleosol complex. By about 9500 yr B.P. spruce
arrived in the Tanana Valley (Ager, 1975, 1983). At the Canyon Creek section, Weber and
others (1981) correlate a red paleo-Bw horizon dating to about 9500 yr B.P. with the
arrival of spruce. There is no stratigraphic or soil evidence of spruce growing at the
Broken Mammoth site during Middle Paleosol times. If spruce had grown at the site, one
would expect to see acidic soil conditions, the leaching of carbonates, and a cambic Bw
horizon similar to the modem soil. The soil evidence suggests just the opposite. Alkaline
son conditions, carbonate accumulation, and immature Entisols formed with cumulative A
horizons. The large amount of pedogenic carbonate in the 4Ck horizon of the Middle
Paleosol Complex suggests warm, dry, well-drained soil conditions with vegetation
consisting of an open poplar-willow scrub forest parkland.
8) Beginning about 9300 yr B.P. and lasting till about 7700 yr B.P., increased
wind effectiveness lead to rapid coarse loess and sand deposition which resulted in the
burial of the Middle Paleosol Complex and the deposition of almost one meter of eolian
sediments in about 1600 years. The site was abandoned by humans during this time
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interval.

This correlates well with a warm arid period identified by TenBrink and

Waythomas (1985) in the glacial record of the Alaska Range and by Hamilton and others
(1988) at the Fox permafrost timnel near Fairbanks. During the early part of this period
son formation was barely able to keep pace with loess deposition and the weakly-developed
Upper Paleosol Complex was formed. The thin, discontinuous, cumulative nature of this
unit indicates rapid loess deposition. The Upper Paleosol Complex was soon buried by a
thin bluff-top sand sheet (Unit 4, Upper Sand). The lack of any significant weathering and
the thin, abrupt nature of the unit suggests the sand may have been deposited and buried in
a short time interval, perhaps a few years to few decades. The color and mineralogy of this
bluff-top sand sheet indicate it was derived from the underlying sand of Unit 2 (Lower
Sand). The bluff-top sand sheet was buried by coarse sandy loess of the lower portion of
Unit 5, the Upper Loess.
This sequence of eolian sediments can be explained by lateral migration of the
Tanana River. During Lower and Middle Paleosol times, the Tanana River may have
flowed further away from the site allowing for the deposition of fine-grained loess and soil
formation. Beginning about 9300 yr B.P. the Tanana River may have begim to migrate
closer to the bluff face leading to coarser loess being deposited. Soil formation during
Upper Paleosol time was barely keeping pace with loess deposition as the river and its
gravel bar source areas moved closer to the site. As the river began to erode the base of the
bluff, slumping and mass wasting would have exposed the underlying gray eolian sand of
Unit 2 along the bluff face. Winds blowing up the bluff face could have transport sand
from the underlying sand to the top of the bluff creating a short-lived bluff-top sand sheet.
As the river stabilized its position near the bluff, vegetation would have covered the Lower
Sand cutting off the sand supply. Coarse sandy loess derived from nearby gravel bars
could then have been rapidly deposited to form the lower portion of Unit 5. This scenario
not only explains the stratigraphic sequences observed at the site, but also the abandonment
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of the site by humans. The site location is much less favorable if the Tanana River is
flowing immediately at the base of the bluff. Altematively, this sequence may represent
climatic and/or vegetational changes not noted elsewhere.
The thin bluff-top sand sheet has only been found at one other section, the 288
Bluff section, located in a similar geomorphic position, about 1.5 km downstream of the
Broken Mammoth site. The lack of the thin sand in other sections suggests it is not the
result of regionally important climatic or vegetation changes. Rather, the limited extent of
the unit suggests local factors, such as the location of the Tanana River, conttolled the
deposition.
While the bluff-top sand of Unit 4 has only been found in one other location, the
coarse nature of the overlying loess can be observed at many of the sections studied. It is
common for the loess in the middle of profiles, throughout the region, to be coarse-grained
and free of paleosols indicating rapid deposition. The regional nature of this coarse loess
suggests a climatic or regional vegetation control on its deposition.
9) Around 7700 yr B.P. the site was briefly occupied again, leaving the sparse
cultural remains of Cultural Zone 2. These remains are found at the back of the site near
the slope away from the bluff face, possibly to avoid strong sand-laden winds. The other
archaeological components are concentrated near the bluff face (Holmes, 1996). Between
7700 and 4500 yr B.P., deposition rates slowed but coarse loess was still being deposited,
possibly due to alluviation of the Tanana River. Around 6000 yr B.P. a small glacial
advance in the Alaska Range, documented by TenBrink and Waythomas (1985) and Calkin
(1988), caused minor alluviation of the Tanana River (Hamilton and Robinson, 1977;
Femald, 1965). This alluviation event would have provided abundant gravel bar source
areas along the Tanana River for the continued deposition of coarse-grained eolian
sediments.
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10)

A period of slow, fine-grained loess deposition began about 4500 yrs B.P.

and continues today. Environmental conditions began to approach those of today with the
onset of Neoglacial cooling (Ager, 1975, 1983; Hamilton and Robinson, 1977, Hamilton
and others, 1988). About 40 cm of loess has been deposited in the 4500 years. This
corresponds to the Bw horizon of the modem surface Alfic Cryochrept soil. Even though
there was slow, fine-grained

loess deposition occurring, and archaeological remains

indicate old buried surfaces, there were no paleosols developed during the late Holocene.
The lack of late Holocene paleosols may be related to bioturbation by tree roots and tree
windthrow. Tree windthrow has been shown by numerous studies to greatly dismrb soil
horizonation and characteristics (for a review, see Shaetzl, 1987). The site has probably
been more forested during the late Holocene than in any other time during the late
Quaternary. Winds blowing along the bluff could have created numerous tree windthrows
bioturbating the soil. However, the tight, flat, horizontal nature of the archaeological
components suggests windthrow has not greatiy affected the site.
Soil chemistry conditions during the late Holocene may have inhibited paleosol
formation and preservation. The modem soil is acidic and brunification is the dominate
process. The acidic conditions and the decay of organics associate with bmnification may
have destroyed any paleo-A horizons which may have formed. Any color Bw horizons
which may have formed in the past would be masked by the current reddish brown color of
the modem Bw horizon. There are two peaks of pedogenic iron and aluminum in the
modem Bw horizon (Figure 3.5) which may reflect weathering associated with paleo-Bw
horizons.

While brunification is the dominate soil-forming process occurring today,

carbonates are also being leached from the profile. The acidic nature of the late Holocene
soils, caused by the decomposition of acidic coniferous forest litter, has leached carbonate
from the upper portion of the Upper Loess.

This late Holocene carbonate has been

reprecipitated lower in the profile superimposed on older pedogenic carbonate. Today the
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site continues to experience slow, fine-grained loess deposition and the accumulation of
surface organics.
The site was reoccupied by humans several times in the late Holocene. Again, the
position of the Tanana River may have affected site occupation and the sedimentary record.
The last occupation of the site is dated about 2000 yr B.P. and is associated with fine
grained loess, possibly indicating the Tanana River is flowing some distance away from the
site. The upper 8 cm of the modem soil shows an increased sand content perhaps related to
the Tanana River migrating back against the bluff, where it is today, making the site less
favorable for human occupation.

MEAD ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE
Setting
The Mead archaeological site (XBD-071) is located on a 10 meter-high, east-facing,
bedrock terrace remnant overlooking Shaw Creek and the Shaw Creek Flats (Section 2,
Figxire 2.5; Figure 3.6). It is located about 1.5 km northeast of the Broken Mammoth site
and is about 1.1 km north of the Tanana River and its confluence with Shaw Creek. Shaw
Creek flows about 600 m to the east of the site. The site has been heavily disturbed by
bedrock quarrying operations which occurred in die 1950's and early 1960's.

The

quarrying operations have exposed almost 2 meters of late Quaternary coUuvial, fluvial,
and eolian sediments overlying felsic gneiss bedrock (Figure 3.7). Vegetation at the site
consists of white spruce, paper birch, and aspen with an understory of rose, Labrador tea,
and heaths. The site has an eastern aspect and is well drained. However, due to the
eastern aspect, the site is slightly cooler and shadier than the Broken Mammoth site. In
places, sphagnum moss makes up the groundcover and sporadic permafrost is occasionally
encountered at depths of about 2 meters in some of the upslope excavation pits under heavy
forest cover. The bluff face is warmer and permafrost-free.
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Stratigraphy and Dating
The stratigraphy of the Mead site consists of almost 2 meters of eolian sand, loess,
and paleosols overlying frost-shattered, weathered bedrock. In places, the upper contact of
the bedrock has discontinuous layers of coUuvial rubble, small gully-fillings, and sand
wedges. Before the discovery of the Paleoindian site at the location, the stratigraphy
exposed along the quarry face was originally described by Pewe (1965). Pewe focused on
correlating the sediments with the glacial sequence he had developed for the Delta Valley.
As discussed previously, Pewe relied on a "counting back method". Assuming the loess
represented the Donnelly Glaciation, Pewe felt the sand must represent the Delta Glaciation
(considered to be Illinoian by Pewe), and the underlying cryogenic features must represent
an even earlier cold phase. Pewe did note the occurrence of a mammoth tusk fragment
eroding from the loess along the quarry face. That location and stratigraphic position of the
tusk fragment is now known to be part of the Paleoindian site.
The stratigraphic sequence at the site is firmly dated by 11 radiocarbon dates
spanning the last 11,600 yr B.P. (Holmes, pers. comm., 1996). The relationship between
the geological units, soil horizons, cultural zones, and radiocarbon dates is illustrated in
Figure 3.8.

The geologic units are described in Table 3.5 and information on the

radiocarbon dates is presented in Table 3.6.

Horizontal relationships between the

geological units and soil horizons for a 10 meter-long profile of the quarry face are
illustrated in Figure 3.9. Soil characteristics are described in Tables 3.7 and 3.8 and are
graphically presented in Figure 3.10. Soil properties will be described further in the soils
section.

Figure 3.6 Photograph of the Mead Archaeological site looking to the west.
The Mead site is located along the bluff of the light-colored abandoned rock
quarry (center). Mead's house and garden (Geologic Section 21) upslope
behind the quarry. Loess-covered bedrock ridge and slope with birch-aspenwhile spruce upland forest typical of the Yukon-Tanana Upland. Tanana River
in far distance beyond the ridge. Poorly-drained, peat and black spruce
lowlands of Shaw Creek Flats' in foreground.
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Figure 3.7 Schemtic composite cross-section showing relationships between cultural levels, geologic units,
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The oldest unit (Unit 1) (Figure 3.8 and Table 3.5) exposed at the site is the frostshattered and weathered gneissic bedrock. It is intruded by occasional thin veins of white,
milky quartz. The bedrock is heavily weathered and oxidized to a brownish yellow and is
broken into angtilar fragments ranging from silt to cobble size in the upper 2 meters of the
unit. Carbonate features are common and thin veneers and small nodules occur on the
undersides of many of the fragments. Pebble-size quartz ventifacts occur along the upper
contact indicating a period(s) of deflation and wind erosion.
In places, exposed along the quarry face at the upper contact of the bedrock, are
discontinuous layers, up to 1 meter thick, of sandy angular rubble which exhibits crude
downslope imbrication interpreted as solifluction deposits by Pewe (1965) (Figure 3.7 and
3.9). The colluvial layers occupy lower gully-like depressions in the bedrock. A small one
meter-wide gully filled with pebbly sand and occasional ventifacts is developed on one of
the coUuvial layers (Figure 3.9). Several small (up to a meter long) sand or ice wedge
casts occiu- along the upper contact of the bedrock.
Overlying the bedrock and colluvial units is a gray eolian sand (Unit 2), the Lower
Sand. The sand exhibits the morphology of small dunes up to 1 meter high thinning to a
few cms over the lower-lying, gully-like depression in the bedrock. Pewe (1965) reports
the sand as exhibiting cross-bedding, but the quarry face has undergone considerable
slumping in the intervening years and only a few good exposures of the sand remain. At
these exposures, and in the excavation pits, the sand displays low-angle horizontal
bedding. The sand is composed of fine-grained, well-sorted, subrounded quartz grains
with minor amounts of mica and feldspar. It is occasionally frozen in the deeper, shadier
sections of the site. Pedogenic carbonate features in the form of vertical root casts and thin
horizontal laminations occur in the upper portion of the imit. The upper contact with the
overlying loess can be sharp, gradational, or interfingered. The sand appears to have been
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Figure 3.8 Stratigraphy, radiocarbon dates, cultural zones, soil horizons, and
geologic units at the Mead Archaeological Site. See Figure 3.3 for explanation of
symbols.
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Table 3.5 Description of geologic units at the Mead Archaeological Site.

UNIT 4

UPPER LOESS

Sandy silt, light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2), up to 110 cm thick, micaceous. Massive
bedduig containing occasional sand lenses up to 20 cm long and 3 cm thick and diffuse
sandy zones in lower portion. Upper 50 cm contains modem Subarctic Brown Forest soil
(Ctyochrept) consisting of 5 cm organic-rich layer (dark brown 7.5YR 4/6) overlying
oxidized silt (strong brown 7.5YR 4/6) with abundant charcoal fragments to 1 cm. Bottom
of B horizon occasionally marked by thin (0.2-0.5 cm), discontinuous, reddish brown
(5YR 4/4), undulating, oxidized, clay band. Abundantiy mottled to yellowish brown
(lOYR 5/6) with pedogenic carbonate features (vertical root casts and discontinuous thin
horizontal laminations) increasing in lower portion. Sharp to gradational, undulating lower
contact.

UNIT 3

LOWER LOESS

Silt, light yellowish brown (lOYR 6/4), 30-45 cm thick. Massive bedding containing 3
paleosol complexes (dark brown 7.5YR 3/2 to black lOYR 2/1)) representing buried,
cumulative A horizons, and occasional organic layers between complexes. Lower portion
of unit more indurated with increasing pedogenic carbonate features (vertical root casts and
discontinuous, thin horizontal lanunations). Occasional sandy lenses up to 1 m long and
10 cm thick in lower portion. Lower contact intercalated with underlying sand sharp,
gradational, or interfingered.

Unit 3C Upper Paleosol Complex
Complex 5-15 cm thick, consisting of 3-7 thin, discontinuous, dark brown (7.5YR 3/2),
undulating organic layers. Each organic layer less than 1 cm thick, often difficult to
distinguish, and separated from others in complex by no more than 5 cm. Upper paleosol
complex separated from middle complex by at least 8 cm of loess.

Unit 3B Middle Paleosol Complex
Complex 5-10 cm thick, consisting of 2-3 undulating, continuous to discontinuous, dark
brown (7.5YR 3/2), organic layers. Upper layer, nearly continuous across bluff, exhibits
strongest soil development of all the paleosols at the site being highly organic, 2-4 cm
thick, and containing reddish gray (5YR 5/2) zones. No layer within complex separated by
more than 5 cm. C horizon of this complex contains abundant pedogenic carbonate
features, including occasional lenses of carbonate up to 5 cm long and 0.5 cm thick.
Complex is separated from the lower complex by 5-10 cm of loess.

Unit 3A Lower Paleosol Complex
Complex 5-8 cm thick, consisting of 2-3 continuous to discontinuous, dark brown (7.5YR
3/2), undulating, organic layers each up to 2 cm thick with abundant small charcoal
fragments and diffuse organic matter. Each layer in complex separated by no more than 4
cm.

(continued on next page)
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Table 3.5 (continued)

UNIT 2

LOWER SAND

Fine eolian sand interbedded with silty sand, well-sorted, light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2),
10- 60 cm thick. Exhibits dune morphology but with low-angle horizontal bedding.
Vertical carbonate root casts in upper portion. Occasionally frozen in deeper, shadier
sections of the site. Lower contact abrupt and irregular with quartz ventifacts occurring at
or near contact with weathered bedrock.

UNIT 1

WEATHERED BEDROCK

Felsic gneiss of Yukon-Tanana Crystalline Terrane (Birch Creek Schist). Oxidi2Kd
brownish yellow (lOYR 6/6), frost-shattered, angular rubble grading from sand and
pebbles at top of unit to large boulders and solid bedrock within 2 m below contact.
Pedogenic carbonate features near upper contact consist of thin (<lnmi), discontinuous
laminae and pebble coatings in the form of nodules (<lmm) and thin (<lmm) veneers.
Upper contact exhibits evidence of frost and coUuvial activity in the form of solifluction
layers of sandy rubble with crude downslope imbrication, gully fillings of pebbly sand
(including ventifacts) and sand wedges.
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Table 3.6 Radiocarbon dates from the Mead Archaeological Site (XBD-071).
(C. E. Holmes, pers. comm., 1996).
Laboratory
number

Material
dated

Stratigraphic
position

Comments

WSU-4348

charcoal

upper Bw
horizon

Cultural Zone 1

2565 ±290 GX0254

charcoal

Bw horizon

from Pewe and
others, 1965

4050 ±140 WSU-4349

charcoal

lower Bw

C.Z. 1,
lower portion

6070 ±170 Beta-59115

charcoal

upper BC

C.Z. 2

7620 ±100

WSU-4261

charcoal

upper paleosol
complex

unreliable date,
scattered charcoal
fragments

9220 + 370 Beta-59117

charcoal

base of
C horizon

small sample

charcoal

upper stringer
middle paleosol
complex

C.Z. 3,
AMS date

10,460 ±110 Beta-59119

charcoal

main stringer
middle paleosol
complex

C.Z. 3,
AMS date

10,760 ± 170 WSU-4425

charcoal

lower stringer
middle paleosol
complex

C.Z. 3, associated
with bison bone,
mammoth ivory

11,560 ±80

Beta-59121
CAMS-5198

charcoal

main stringer
lower paleosol
complex

C.Z. 4, associated
with worked mammoth
ivory, AMS date

11,600 ±80

Beta-59120
CAMS-4877

charcoal

main stringer
lower paleosol
complex

C.Z. 4, associated
with worked mammoth
ivory, AMS date

17,370 ±90

NSRL-2000
CAMS-17408

collagen/ivory lower paleosol
(Manvnuthus) complex

(vr. B.P.)
1430 + 60

10,410 ±80

Beta-59118
CAMS-5197

C.Z. 4, dates "old,"
"scavenged" ivory
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Figure 3.9 Stratigraphy of a 10 meter-long measured profile at Mead Archaelogical site. Profile is along the north-south face
of the quarry bluff. Black triangles are quartz ventifacts. Vertical exaggeration is 2x.
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deposited as a bluff-top sand sheet with some small dune morphology. The site is located
on the southern edge of the extensive Shaw Creek Flats dune field discussed in the
Quaternary Geology section of Chapter Two (Figure 2.4) (Pewe, 1965; Lea and
Waythomas, 1990) and is probably derived from reworking of these dunes.
Age control on the timing of the sand deposition is limited to a series of radiocarbon
dates at the base of the overlying loess (Figvire 3.8 and Table 3.6).

There are no

radiocarbon dates from the sand unit. Based on two nearly identical AMS radiocarbon
dates from the base of the overlying loess, sand deposition occurred prior to about 11,600
yr B.P. As discussed in the Broken Mammoth section, timing on the initiation of sand
deposition remains problematic. A similar ventifact-eoUan sand-loess sequence occurs at
the Broken Manmioth site. Sand deposition most likely occurred during the Birch Period.
See the Broken Mammoth section for a fuU discussion on the information related to this
interpretation.
Above and in part interfingered with the gray sand is Unit 3, the Lower Loess. The
loess is a massive compact eolian silt up to 45 cm thick containing three paleosol
complexes. The loess is well-sorted and is composed of between 82-89% silt, 6-11%
sand, and minor amounts of clay (Table 3.8). The loess consists of silt-size grains of
mica, quartz,, and minor amounts of feldspar and mafic minerals. There are occasional
sandy lenses up to 1 meter long and 10 cm thick. Three paleosol complexes occur in the
Lower Loess, each consisting of several discontinuous, buried, organic A horizons.
Archaeological material, including faunal remains are found on the lower two paleosol
complexes. Abundant pedogenic carbonate features occur in the Lower Loess in the form
of vertical root casts and thin horizontal laminations.
Radiocarbon dates from the site (Figiu:e 3.8 and Table 3.6) indicate loess deposition
began sometime just prior to 11,600 yr B.P.

Two nearly identical AMS dates of

11,600±80 yr B.P. (Beta-59120) and 11,560±80 yr B.P. (Beta-59121) from the Lower
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Paleosol Complex are 5-10 cm above the base of the loess. A date of 9220+370 yr B.P.
(Beta-59117) at the base of the overlying Upper Loess provides an upper limiting date on
the deposition of the Lower Loess.
The three paleosol complexes (Units 3A, 3B, and 3C, Figure 3.8; Table 3.5) found
in the Lower Loess are each composed of several thin, undulating, discontinuous, buried
organic-rich A horizons. No organic layer within a complex is separated by more than 5
cm of loess and the complexes are usually separated from one another by 5-10 cm of loess.
Abundant pedogenic carbonate features are associated with both the paleosol Abk horizons
and the separating, underlying loess layers which make up the Ck horizons of the
complexes.
The Lower Paleosol Complex (Unit 3A) lies 5-10 cm above the base of the loess
and is from 5-8 cm thick, and consists of 2-3 continuous to discontinuous, undulating,
organic layers (buried A horizons) composed of abundant small charcoal fragments and
diffuse organic matter. Radiocarbon dates from the Lower Paleosol Complex are from
archaeological charcoal. The Lower Paleosol Complex contains Cultural Zone 4. The two
nearly identical dates of about 11,600 yr B.P. provide firm evidence for the initiation of
loess deposition, the earliest soil-forming period, and the initial occupation of the site by
humans. An AMS date of 17,370+90 yr B.P. (NSRL-2000) is from worked mammoth
ivory found on the Lower Paleosol Complex. The old age and the absence of any other
elements of mammoth, besides ivory, suggests the ivory was collected from an older
context for tool manufacture.
The oldest archaeological component at the site. Cultural Zone 4 (Figure 3.8), has
produced abundant chipping flakes, well-preserved faunal remains, hearth features, and
worked mammoth ivory. The faunal remains from the site have not yet been thoroughly
studied, but include numerous bird bones, elk, and bison remains (Holmes and Yesner,
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1992). There are several worked pieces of mammoth ivory including a possible ivory point
or fragment of an ivory rod (Holmes and Yesner, 1992; Yesner and others, 1992).
The Middle Paleosol Complex (Unit 3B) is composed of 2-3 buried A horizons
consisting of abundant small charcoal fragments and diffuse organic matter. The upper
stringer is up to 4 cm thick and is nearly continuous across the site. Three radiocarbon
dates ranging from about 10,400 to 10,800 yr B.P. are derived from cultural charcoal.
Archaeological material from Cultural Zone 3, associated with the Middle Paleosol
Complex, consist of flakes, worked mammoth ivory, hearth features, and faunal remains
of birds and large mammals.
The Upper Paleosol Complex (Unit 3C) is the least developed of the paleosol
complexes at the site. It consists of up to 7 thin discontinuous buried A horizons. The
layers are often difficult to distinguish and trace for more than a few meters. The organic
horizons are very thin and are composed of very fine diffuse organic matter. A radiocarbon
date of 7620+100 yr B.P.OVSU-4261) from the Upper Paleosol complex is considered to
be unreliable. The sample was composed of scattered charcoal fragments combined into a
single sample. An overlying date of 9220±370 yr B.P. (Beta-59117) is considered a
reliable upper limiting date on the deposition of the Lower Loess and the termination of the
Upper Paleosol Complex. The date of 9200 yr B.P. correlates closely with an upper
limiting date of 9310+165 yr B.P. (WSU-4266) at the Broken Mammoth site for the
deposition of the Lower Loess.
Overlying the Lower Loess is Unit 4, the Upper Loess. The upper stringer of the
Lower Paleosol Complex and an increase in sand content in the overlying Upper Loess
forms the contact between the Upper and Lower Loess units. The Upper Loess is up to
110 cm thick, composed primarily of mica and fine quartz, and has the modem Subarctic
Brown Forest soil developed on its upper 50 cm. The Upper Loess does not contain any
paleosols. The lower portion of the Upper Loess shows an increase in sand content from
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about 10% up to about 21% sand in the middle of the unit. This correlates well with the
"sand bulge" in the lower portion of the Upper Loess at the Broken Mammoth site (Figure
3.5). Pedogenic carbonate features occur in the lower portion of the unit. The upper 35
cm of the unit, corresponding to the solum of the modem soil is fine-grained loess
consisting of between 82-86% silt and the unit shows an overall fining upwards sequence.
There are no carbonate features in the upper portion of the unit
Age control for the Upper Loess is provided by five radiocarbon dates from the unit
(Figure 3.8, Table 3.6). A date of 9220+370 yr B.P. (Beta-59117) at the base of unit
provides a lower limiting date for the deposition of the Upper Loess. A date of 6070±170
yr B.P. (Beta-59115) associated with Cultural Zone 2, at a depth of about 40 cm, is near
the top of the coarse-grained portion of the unit Three dates associated with Cultural Zone
1 provide information on late Holocene loess deposition rates and the development of the
modem soil. A date of 4050+140 yr B.P. (WSU-4349) is from the lower portion of the
modem Bw horizon. A sample collected by Pewe (1965) from near the middle of the Bw
horizon dates to about 2500 yr B.P. The upper Bw horizon provided a date of 1430+60 yr
B.P. (WSU-4348). Artifacts from Cultural Zone 1 include numerous flakes, retouched
flakes, biface fragments, microblades, and hearth features. Only a few, small, burned
unidentifiable bone fragments have been recovered from Cultural Zone 1.

Soils
Soils at the Mead site consist of the modem incipient surface soil and paleosols
developed on the sediments described above. The relationships between the soil horizons
and geological units are presented in Figure 3.8. The physical and chemical characteristics
of the soils and sediments are presented in Tables 3.7 and 3.8 and are illustrated graphically
in Figure 3.10.
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The modem incipient surface soil is an Alfic Cryochrept formed on the upper
portion of Unit 4, the Upper Loess. The soil has a thin surface O horizon, which in some
of the shadier parts of the site, away from the bluff, is composed of a ground cover of 5-10
cm of sphagnum moss. The O horizon is underlain by a dark A horizon containing a high
amount of organic carbon, up to 20%. Underlying the A horizon is a thin, light gray E
horizon. In the field this horizon has the light color and platy structure of a leached albic
horizon and exhibits low pH values. However, chemical analysis indicates there is no
leaching of iron, aluminum, or organics. There is an increase in pedogenic iron and
aluminum probably related to the organically-bound, pyrophosphate-extractable forms.
The modem soil has been leached of carbonate.
The Bw horizon is a typical reddish brown cambic B horizon associated with
Cryochrepts. Organic carbon values show a steady decrease with depth. Besides a slight
reversal at about 15 cm depth, pH values increase with depth. This reversal may be due
cultural influences. Pedogenic iron and aluminum have their highest values for the entire
section in the Bw horizon. The peaks for these values, at the base of the Bw horizon, is
associated with a thin clay layer commonly found in these soils. The nature and origin of
these bands has been discussed in the soils section of Chapter Two. There is an increase in
clay content from abut 6% in the surface horizons to over 10% in the lower portion of the
Bw horizon. This probably reflects changes in the loess parent material rather than an
increase in illuviated pedogenic clay.
The underlying yellowish brown BC horizon is coarser grained, with an increase in
sand content from about 7% in the overlying Bw to about 12-15% in the BC horizon. Soil
conditions remain acidic and the horizon is leached of carbonate, but pH values continue to
rise with depth. Organic carbon and pedogenic iron and aluminum continue to decrease
with depth.

Table 3.7 Description of soil units at the Mead Archaeological Site.

Location: NEl/4 NWl/4 Sec.35, T7S, R8E
Vegetation; Poplar, white spruce, grasses, rose
Aspect: East
Hori/on and
Depth cm

Color
(dry't

O

lOYR 2/1

Texture
(USDA)

Elevauon: 29()m
Slope: Flat to gentle slope
Drainage: Well drained

Structure

Consistence
to)

Landform: Bedrock terrace remnant

Reaction
(10%HCU

Boundary

none

abrupt
wavy

2-0

Parent
Material

A
0-5

7.5YR 3/2

silt

medium granular

soft

none

abrupt
wavy

loess

E

lOYR 6/1

silt

fine platy

soft

none

abrupt
wavy

loess

Bw
8-35

7.5YR 4/6

silt

massive

slightly hard

none

abrupt
clear wavy

loess

BC
35-50

10YR 5/4

silt

massive

softslighlly hard

none

gradual
wavy

loess

CI
50-90

lOYR 5/3

silt loam

massive

soft

none

gradual
wavy

loess

Ck
90-110

lOYR 6/2

silt

massive

soft

strong

abrupt

loess

2Abk
110-115

7.5YR 3/2

silt

massive

soft

strong

abrupt
broken

loess

5-8

(continued on next page)

Tabic 3.7 (continued)
Horizon and
Depth cm

Color
(dry)

Texture
(USDA)

Structure

Consistence
(drjO

2Ck
115-120

lOYR 6/4

silt

massive

soft

strong

abrupt
smooth

loess

3Abk
120-125

10YR2/1

silt

massive

soft

violent

abrupt
smooth

loess

3Ck
125-133

lOYR 6/4

silt

massive

soft

violent

abrupt
smooth

loess

4Abk
133-138

10YR2yi

silt

massive

soft

strong

abrupt
smooth

loess

4Ck
138-142

lOYR 6/4

silt

massive

soft

strong

abrupt
wavy

loess

5Ck
142-160

lOYR 6/2

loamy
fine sand

single grain

loose

strong

abrupt
wavy

eolian
sand

6Ck

lOYR 6/6

ext. gravelly
coarse sand

single grain

loose

strong

160+

Reaction
no%HCu

Boundarv

-

Parent
Material

gneissic
bedrock

Table 3.8

Physical and chemical characlerislics of soil units at the Mead Archaeological Site.
Particle Siz£: (%)
Sand
Silt
Clav

HH

m

Organic
Carbon (%)

6.2

5.94

0.0

20.75

0.27

0.54

0.08

0.11

85.8

6.9

5.44

0.0

11.44

0.32

0.64

0.13

0.17

5.7

86.0

8.3

5.79

0.0

1.20

0.23

0.94

0.09

0.18

15-20

5.2

86.3

8.5

5.43

0.0

0.93

0.18

1.01

0.08

0.17

20-25

6.3

83.2

10.5

5.90

0.0

0.70

0.12

1.07

0.06

0.18

25-30

7.2

82.1

10.7

5.92

0.0

0.44

0.08

1.09

0.03

0.16

30-35

7.8

82.0

10.2

6.18

0.0

0.44

0.15

1.27

0.11

0.14

35-40

12.3

81.2

6.5

6.45

0.0

0.30

0.06

0.76

0.02

0.11

40-50

15.0

80.3

4.7

6.69

0.0

0.21

0.06

0.70

0.02

0.10

50-60

17.1

79.8

3.1

6.91

0.0

0.37

0.11

0.62

0.03

0.09

60-70

21.1

77.3

1.6

7.23

0.29

0.46

0.08

0.58

0.02

0.09

70-80

16.2

82.1

1.7

7.34

0.55

0.44

0.11

0.56

0.02

0.08

80-90

16.1

81.6

2.3

7.46

0.42

0.29

0.13

0.52

0.02

0.07

90-100

11.5

86.5

2.0

8.23

1.17

0.61

0.13

0.50

0.02

0.07

Horizon

Depth
cm

A

0-5

8.4

85.4

E

5-8

7.3

Bw

8-15

BC

CI

Ck

(continued on ncxl page)

CaC03

Fep

Feo
(%)

Alp
1^)

Alo

Table 3.8 (continued)
Particle Size (%)
Sand
Silt
Clay

Hori/on

Depth
cm

Ck

100-110

9.6

86.8

2Abk

110-115

6.5

2Ck

115-120

3Abk

CaC03

Organic
Carbon (%)

Fep

Feo

Alp

Alo

m

m

m)

m

m

m

3.6

8.34

1.76

0.40

0.12

0.42

0.02

0.07

89.3

4.2

8.38

1.79

1.01

0.15

0.51

0.02

0.08

6.1

88.3

5.6

8.47

2.08

0.60

0.14

0.50

0.02

0.08

120-125

7.9

85.1

7.0

8.43

3.52

1.52

0.14

0.46

0.03

0.08

3Ck

125-133

8.4

84.6

7.0

8.49

3.11

0.09

0.13

0.38

0.02

0.07

4Abk

133-138

6.7

86.4

6.9

8.56

2.39

1.85

0.11

0.34

0.02

0.08

4Ck

138-142

11.5

82.2

6.3

8.63

2.17

0.75

0.08

0.28

0.02

0.07

5Ck

142-160

78.9

19.8

1.3

8.63

0.92

0.12

0.04

0.30

0.01

0.05

6Crk

160+

Grain Size %
0

50

sand

silt

CaC03 %

pH

Organic Carbon
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Figure 3.10 Selected soil properties at the Mead Site. Numerical values for graphs presented in Table 3.
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The CI horizon is composed of sandy loess with sand content ranging from, about
16-21%. At about 90 cm depth, pedogenic carbonate becomes visible in the soil as root
casts and thin horizontal laminations. This Ck horizon is composed of finer loess than the
overlying C horizon and shows an increase in pH, carbonate, and organic carbon.
The next soil horizon is the Upper Paleosol Complex, consisting of horizons 2Abk
and 2Ck. This complex is the least developed of the three paleosol complexes at the site.
Horizon 2Abk is a cumulative A horizon composed of 3-7 thin, discontinuous buried A
horizons spanning a thickness up to 15 cm. The Upper Paleosol Complex has the least
amount of accumulated organic carbon of any of the complexes, though it exhibits slighdy
higher amounts of pedogenic iron and aluminum. Carbonate and pH values increase in the
underlying 2Ck horizon and pedogenic carbonate features are abundant.
The Middle Paleosol Complex consisting of horizons 3Abk and 3Ck dates to
between 10,400 and 10,800 yr B.P. Horizon 3Abk is a cumulative A horizon composed
of 2-3 organic-rich buried A horizons. This horizon shows the second highest value for
accumulated organic carbon of any of the paleosols and the highest carbonate values.
Pedogenic carbonate feamres are abundant in this horizon and in the underlying 3Ck
horizon. The higher amount of carbonate in the A horizon rather than in the C horizon of
the complex suggests that some of the carbonate has been precipitated from overlying
younger loess. Pedogenic iron and aluminum values remain low and suggest the reddish
gray (5YR 5/2) zones associated with this paleosol in the field may represent burned zones
or former hearth smears rather than paleo-Bw horizons.
The Lower Paleosol Complex composed of horizons 4Abk and 4Ck is dated to
about 11,600 yr B.P.

The 4Abk horizon is a cumulative A horizon consisting of 2-3

discontinuous undulating buried A horizons which exhibit the greatest amount of
accumulated organic carbon of any of the paleosols and the lowest amounts of pedogenic
iron and aluminum, Pedogenic carbonate values are higher in the 4Abk horizon than in the
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4Ck horizon and pH values continue to increase with depth. Pedogenic carbonate features
in the form of vertical root casts and thin horizontal laminations are abundant in the Lower
Paleosol Complex and cultural fauna! remains are well-preserved. The 4Abk horizon has
only about 7% sand compared to the coarser-grained underlying 4Ck horizon which
contains about 11% sand. This decrease in grain size, probably related to changes in the
loess parent material, suggests finer-grained loess deposition allowed soil-formation and
the accumulation of organics to form the 4Abk horizon.
As discussed in the soils section from the Broken Mammoth site, the three paleosol
complexes at the Mead site, like those of the Broken mammoth site, are classified as Typic
Cryorthents. These are weakly-developed immature soils. There has been little alteration
of the original loess parent material besides the accumulation of organic matter to form A
horizons and the accumulation of carbonate to form Ck horizons. There is no evidence to
support any extensive weathering during the formation of these paleosols.

The low

amoimts of pedogenic iron and aluminimi, the lack of a color Bw horizon, and the high pH
carbonate values suggests minimal weathering under dry, warm, well-drained, permafrostfree, alkaline soil conditions.
Horizon 5Ck represents Unit 2, the Lower Sand. No pedogenic alteration is seen
in 5Ck except for the accumulation of pedogenic carbonate in the form of vertical root casts
and thin horizontal laminations.

Even though this unit in part interfingers with the

overlying loess, a distinct soil sequence number was given to this unit because of the
different parent materials.

Low values for organic carbon, and pedogenic iron and

aluminum suggest little to no weathering and quick burial of the surface.
The oldest soil horizon at the site is 6Crk developed on the weathered bedrock. The
gneissic bedrock is oxidized to a brownish yellow and is frost-shattered into angular rubble
of silt to cobble size. Chemical analyses were not performed on this horizon due to its
similarity to the weathered bedrock at the Broken Mammoth site, where it was analyzed.
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Pedogenic carbonate features are common in the form of pebble coatings and small
nodules. The well-developed quartz ventifacts along the upper contact indicate a period(s)
of deflation and erosion by wind. The discontinuous, sporadic colluvial layers and sand
wedges indicate the bedrock has undergone a series of different weathering regimes
diroughout the late Quaternary.
As at the Broken Mammoth site, the main soil forming processes affecting the
sediments at the Mead site are the influx of new eohan parent material, the accumulation of
organic matter, the redistribution and formation of pedogenic carbonate, and brunification
associated with the modem soil. The repeated influx of new parent material in the form of
eoUan sand and silt has had the effect of burying old soil surfaces and creating a cumulative
profile reflected by the numerous soil sequences. The paleosol complexes in the Lower
Loess represent immature soils formed by the accumulation of thin A horizons and the
development of pedogenic carbonate features.
The modem Cryochrept soil is primarily the result of brunification. There is some
suggestion of illuviation taking place in the formation of the thin clay band at the base of the
Bw horizon. Eluviation has leached carbonate from the upper portion of the Upper Loess.
While sporadic permafrost is found in the shadier, deeper sections of the site, there is no
evidence that cryoturbation has greatly affected the sediments.
Discussion
The stratigraphy, radiocarbon ages, and soils at the Mead site correlate closely with
those at the Broken Mammoth site.

The Mead site is not as well dated, especially the

paleosol complexes in the Lower Loess, which leads to some uncertainty regarding the
duration of these soil complexes at the Mead site. Rather than repeat much of the same
information, see the discussion section for the Broken Mammoth site for the environmental
implications of the various sedimentary/soil units. Presented below is a discussion of the
similarities and differences between the two sites.
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1) Both sites share an early period of intense, periglacial weathering resulting in the
weathering of the bedrock and deposition of sporadic, overlying colluvial and fluvial units.
Given that the sites are located within 1.5 km of one another, in similar geomorphic
positions, it should be expected that features with a coarse resolution on their formation
should be similar. The two sites have experienced the same changes in regional climate and
vegetation. The basic stratigraphic sequence at both sites should be similar.
2)

At both sites, a deflationary erosional period, probably representing the

Donnelly Glaciation is recorded by a layer of quartz ventifacts. Overlying the venufacts is a
gray bluff-top eolian sand sheet probably deposited during the Birch Period.
3) Beginning about 12,000 yr B.P. loess deposition was initiated at both sites.
The beginning of loess deposition can be correlated with the development of scrub forest of
poplar and willow (Ager, 1975, 1983) and the beginning of a warm interstadial (TenBrink
and Waythomas, 1985; Hamilton and others, 1988). Surfaces soon stabilized and soil
formation outpaced loess deposition and the Lower Paleosol Complex formed. This was
accompanied by the initial human occupation of the area. Statistically similar radiocarbon
dates from both sites indicate initial human occupation and Lower Paleosol Complex
formation began about 11,800 to 11,500 yr B.P.

Similar values for organic carbon

accumulation, carbonate, pH, and pedogenic iron and aluminum, indicate very similar soUforming processes and time intervals affected both sites.
4) Loess deposition buried the Lower Paleosol Complex, which in mm was
interrupted by the formation of the Middle Paleosol Complex beginning at both sites about
10,800 yr B.P. Reoccupation of both sites occurred at this time. Based on the radiocarbon
dates, the Middle Paleosol Complex seems to have persisted longer at the Broken
Mammoth site, until about 9300 yr B.P., compared to an upper limiting date of about
10,400 yr B.P. at the Mead site. However, soil chemistry values suggest similar soil
forming processes and surface exposure time intervals for the Middle Paleosol Complex at
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both sites. The seemingly shorter duration at the Mead probably reflects radiocarbon
sampling variation.
5) Overlying the Middle Paleosol Complex at both sites is a layer of loess and the
weakly-developed Upper Paleosol Complex, which in turn is buried by coarser-grained
eohan sediments. Stratigraphic and soU-chemical characteristics at both sites indicate this
stratigraphic sequence developed rapidly. Two statistically-similar radiocarbon dates from
the sites further support a short time interval for the burial of the Middle Paleosol Complex,
and the formation and burial of the Upper Paleosol Complex. A date of 9310±165 yr B .P.
(WSU-4266) from the upper stringer of the Middle Paleosol Complex at Broken Mammoth
marks the beginning of this interval. A date of 9220±370 yr B.P. (Beta-59117) at the base
of the Upper Loess overlying the Upper Paleosol Complex at the Mead site marks the end
of this interval. If the Upper Paleosol Complex is correlative at the two sites, these dates
suggest that in perhaps as few as a hundred years, the Middle Paleosol Complex was
buried, and the Upper Paleosol Complex was formed and subsequently buried.
Alternatively, the Upper Paleosol Complex at the two sites may not be correlative and the
Middle Paleosol Complex at the Mead site may not be as long-lived as at Broken
Mammoth, which would allow for more time to have elapsed prior to burial of the Upper
Paleosol Complex.
Both sites appear to have been abandoned during this time interval and during the
subsequent interval of rapid deposition of coarse-grained, sandy loess in the lower portion
of the Upper Loess. No cultural material has been found at the Broken Mammoth site for
the interval from about 9300 to about 7700 yr B.P. The Mead site appears to have been
abandoned from about 10,400 to about 6000 yr B.P.
The Lower Loess at both sites is remarkably similar. The similarity of the color,
thickness, and field and chemical characteristics of the soil/sediment units at both sites
suggests a regional climatic and/or vegetational controls on the formation of the sequences.
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These have been discussed already for the Broken Mammoth site and are generally similar
for the Mead site.

These environmental conditions will be discussed further in the

discussion section of this chapter and in Chapter Five after more data is presented.
The sites do show a difference in the grain size of the Lower Loess. All of the units
in the Lower Loess of the Broken Mammoth site are coarser-grained than those from the
Mead site, except for a slight difference in the lowest loess beneath the Lower Paleosol
Complex. Sand content in the Lower Loess at Broken Mammoth ranges from about 11 to
15%. Sand content in the Lower Loess at the Mead site ranges from about 6 to 11%. The
units at Broken mammoth are sandier because of the closer proximity of the Tanana River
gravel bar source areas.
6) A significant difference in the stratigraphy of the two sites is the absence of the
Upper Sand at the Mead site. The absence of this thin, bluff-top sand sheet at a location
away form the Tanana River further supports the hypothesis presented in the Broken
Mammoth section for its formation. The occurrence of the sand at Broken mammoth is
probably due to the Tanana River migrating up against the bluff causing erosion and
exposure of the Lower Sand which was then retransported by winds blowing up the bluff
face to creates a thin, localized, bluff-top sand sheet. The Tanana River has probably not
encroached upon the Mead site during the Holocene.
7) Both sites show an increase in sand content in the lower portion of the Upper
Loess. The occurrence of this "sand bulge" (grain-size graphs; Figures 3.5 and 3.10) at
both sites suggests a regional control on its formation. The rapid deposition of this thick
sandy loess corresponds to a time of warm arid climate and a decline in spruce (Ager,
1975, 1983; TenBrink and Waythomas, 1985; Hamilton and others, 1988).
8) The late Holocene at both sites is represented by slow, fine-grained loess
deposition and the formation of an acidic Alfic Cryochrept soil profile leached of carbonate.
The Upper Loess at both sites does not contain any paleosols. Both sites were reoccupied
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several times during the late Holocene. The Mead site has the latest occupation dating to
about 1400 yr B.P. This occupation is not present at the Broken Mammoth site possibly
due to the location of the Tanana River up against the bluff making the site a less favorable
location. Both sites show an increase in sand content in the uppermost 8 cm of modem
soil. This may reflect the migration of the Tanana River and its gravel bar source areas to a
position up against Shaw Creek Bluff, where it is today.

SWAN POINT ARCHAEOLOGICAf. STTH
Setting
The Swan Point archaeological site (XBD-156) is located on a 30 meter-high
bedrock knoll that forms the eastern edge of a one km-long isolated bedrock ridge on the
northern edge of Shaw Creek Rats (Section 3, Figure 2.5; Figure 3.11). The site lies
within a 7 km radius of the Broken Mammoth and Mead sites and is about 6 km north of
the Tanana River. Several ponds, the largest covering about 100 ha, lie within 1.5 km to
the southeast of the site. These ponds conunonly attract a wide range of wildlife in the
summer, such as moose and nesting waterfowl, including swans. Several smaller ponds
are within several hundred meters of the site and a small, ephemeral stream channel is at the
base of the bedrock bluff (Figure 3.12). The site lies at the southern and eastern edge of
the extensive Shaw Creek Flats dune field (Pewe, 1965; Lea and Waythomas, 1990).
Several small dunes, up to 2 m high and several hundred meters long, are located on Shaw
Creek Flats near the site (Figure 2.4).
Vegetation at the site consists of a mixed upland forest of aspen, white spruce, and
occasional paper birch with an imderstory of Labrador tea, highbush cranberry, and rose.
In shadier portions of the site, away from the south-facing bluff, the groundcover is made
of a thin layer of sphagnum moss. The site has a southern aspect, is well-drained, and
permafrost-free.
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Stratigraphy and Dating
The stratigraphy of the Swan Point site consists of over 1 meter of late Quaternary
eolian sand, loess, and paleosols overlying frost-shattered, weathered bedrock (Figure
3.13 and Table 3.9). The stratigraphy at the site has been described in Holmes and others
(1996, 1994). The sequence is firmly dated by 9 stratigraphically-consistent radiocarbon
dates spanning the last 11,800 years (Holmes and others, 1996). The relationship between
the geologic units, soil horizons, cultural zones, and radiocarbon dates is illustrated in
Figure 3.13.

The geologic units are described in Table 3.9 and information on the

radiocarbon dates is presented in Table 3.10.

Horizontal relationships between the

geologic units and soil horizons for a 6 meter-long profile perpendicular to the bluff face
are illustrated in Figure 3.14. Soil characteristics are described in Tables 3.11 and 3.12
and are presented graphically in Figure 3.15. Soil properties will be described further in
the soils section.
The oldest unit (Unit 1) exposed at the site is frost-shattered weathered gneissic
bedrock (Figure 3.13 and Table 3.9).

The bedrock is weathered and oxidized to a

brownish yeUow and is broken into angular fragments ranging in size from silt to pebble
size. The frost-shattered bedrock grades to solid bedrock within 10 cm of the surface.
Some of the quartz-rich fragments show wind polishing and slight ventifacting. Unlike the
Broken Mammoth and Mead sites, quartz veins are rare in the bedrock at Swan Point and
ventifacts are uncommon. Pedogenic carbonate is also rare at the Swan Point site due to
the thinner loess cover allowing the modem acidic soil to leach carbonate from the profile.
Only occasionally are there thin veneers of pedogenic carbonate on the undersides of
bedrock pebbles. The upper surface of the bedrock has a very irregular topography with
up to 50 cm of relief over several meters. The irregtilar topography developed on the
bedrock surface is due to numerous, small to large, frost cracks and weathered, enlarged

Figure 3.11 Photograph of Swan Point Archaeological site. The Swan Point
site is located at the high point of the bedrock hill in the background (center
distance). Typical poorly-drained peat and black spruce lowland of Shaw
Creek Flats in foreground.
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joints filled with sand. Some of these sand-filled features may be sand wedges, but they
do not show typical sand-wedge morphology, and appear more likely to be filled-in
weathered joints.
Overlying the bedrock is the Lower Sand (Unit 2). Two distinct types of sand
make up the Lower Sand. An olive brown sand of subangular grains of quartz and
oxidized bedrock fragments is poorly sorted, derived from the local bedrock and occurs as
lenses in the more abundant gray sand. The gray sand is fine-grained and composed of
subrounded, frosted quartz grains similar to the eolian gray sand found throughout Shaw
Creek Rats as bluff-top sand sheets and in the large dune field near the site. The gray sand
appears to have been deposited as a bluff-top sand sheet mixing with the brown sand
derived from the weathering of the gneissic bedrock. The Lower Sand fills the cracks and
weathered joints in the underlying bedrock. It is absent from the higher, subsurface,
bedrock irregularities, indicating a period of deflation and/or downslope movement
Conversely, the sand may never entirely covered the bedrock highs. Unlike at the Broken
Mammoth or Mead sites, the Lower Sand at Swan Point does not exhibit pedogenic
carbonate features.
Age control on the timing of the sand deposition is limited to a series of radiocarbon
dates from the base of the overlying loess. Three AMS dates on charcoal from the base of
the overlying loess average 11,660+40 yr B.P. and provide an upper limiting age on the
deposition of the Lower Sand. It is most likely that the gray eolian sand was deposited
during the Birch Period, from about 14,000 to 12,000 yr B.P., based on the evidence
presented in the Broken Mammoth section.
Overlying the Lower Sand is a thin coUuvial layer termed the Pebbly Layer (Unit
3). The Pebbly Layer is a thin (2-10 cm), grayish brown, silty sand with abundant pebbles
of angular quartz and oxidized gneiss derived from the underlying bedrock. The unit
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Table 3.9 Description of geologic units at the Swan Point Archaeological Site.

UNIT 4

LOESS

Sandy silt, light olive brown (2.5Y 5/4), up to 80 cm thick, micaceous. Massive bedding
with 1-3 buried A horizons, each consisting of a 1-2 cm thick, discontinuous, organic-rich
layer with abimdant smaU charcoal fragments and diffuse organic matter. Upper 40 cm of
unit contains modem Subarctic Brown Forest soil (Cryochrept) consisting of 5 cm organicrich layer (very dark gray lOYR 3/1) overlying oxidized silt (strong brown lOYR 4/6) with
abundant charcoal fragments to 1 cm. Bottom of Bw horizon occasionally marked by thin
(0.2-0.5 cm), discontinuous, reddish brown (5YR 4/4) undulating, oxidized, clay band.
Lower 15-20 cm of unit grades to grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2) silt. Sharp, straight lower
contact.

UNIT 3

PEBBLY LAYER

Pebbly silty sand, grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2), massively bedded, 2-10 cm thick, with
abundant pebbles of angular quartz and oxidized gneiss up to 5 cm in size. Some pebbles
wind polished and slighdy ventifacted. Upper 2 cm of unit has discontinuous patches of a
1-2 cm thick, organic-rich layer composed of small charcoal fragments and diffuse organic
matter. Unit overlies both bedrock and sand units with a sharp, straight contact and can be
traced back to higher, subsurface bedrock irregularities.

UNIT 2

LOWER SAND

Fine eolian sand, dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2), massively bedded, consisting of
abundant, subrounded, frosted quartz grains and lenses of fine to medium, light olive
brown (2.5Y 5/3) sand composed of subangular quartz and oxidized gneissic rock
fragments. Unit up to 45 cm thick. Fills frost cracks and weathered joints in underlying
bedrock (possible sand wedges) and is absent on the higher, subsurface bedrock
irregularities. Sharp, irregular lower contact

UNIT 1

WEATHERED BEDROCK

Felsic gneiss of Yukon-Tanana Crystalline Terrane (Birch Creek Schist). Oxidized
brownish yellow (lOYR 6/8), frost-shattered, an^ar rubble grading from sand and
pebbles at the top of the unit to solid bedrock withm 10 cm below contact Some quartzrich fragments wind polished and slighdy ventifacted. Occasional thin pedogenic carbonate
veneers on undersides of pebbles. Upper surface of bedrock has very irregular topography
(up to 50 cm of relief) with numerous small to large frost cracks and weathered, enlarged
joints filled with sand (possible sand wedges) and zones of clayey, sandy grus.
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Table 3.10 Radiocarbon dates from the Swan Point Archaeological Site (XBD-156).
Modified from Holmes and others (1996).

Date
rvr. B-P.")

Laboratory
number

Material
dated

Stratiyraphic
position

Comments

1220 ±70

WSU-4523

charcoal
{Betula)

upper Bw
horizon

Cultural Zone la

1570 ±70

WSU-4524

charcoal
{Picea)

upper Bw
horizon

C.Z. la

1670 ±60

WSU-4522

charcoal

upper Bw
horizon

C.Z. la

1750± 80

WSU-4521

charcoal/
resin

upper Bw
horizon

C.Z. la

7400 ±80

WSU-4426

charcoal

upper BC
horizon

C.Z. 2

10,230 ± 80

Beta-56666
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charcoal
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C.Z. 3, hearth,
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Beta-56667
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charcoal
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Salix)

organic stringer C.Z. 4, AMS date
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CAMS-12389
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base of loess
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charcoal
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base of loess
residue from core
tablet artifact associated
with microblades, AMS
date, (C.E. Holmes,
pers. comm., 1997)

12,060 ±70
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CAMS-1704
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ivory
(Mammuthus)
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Figure 3.14 Composite geologic cross-section of the Swan Point Archaelogical site. Measured section is a composite of the
two faces of a 6-meter long excavation trench. Vertical exaggeration 2x.
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overlies both bedrock and the Lower Sand with a sharp, straight contact (Figure 3.14). It
can be Graced back to the higher subsurface bedrock irregularities. It appears the Pebbly
Layer was deposited by downslope frost movement or sheetwash from the higher bedrock
irregularities over a frozen, or partially frozen, sand perhaps during Spring snowmelt. The
sand must have been at least partially frozen or it would have mixed more with the pebbly
layer. The formation of the Pebbly Layer may have occurred over a short time interval,
perhaps even a single season. The sharp lower contact of the unit indicates a rapid event
with no mixing of the underlying sand.
Developed on the Pebbly Layer is the oldest paleosol at the site. The paleosol,
consisting of a thin, patchy, buried A horizon, lies direcdy on the Pebbly Layer and
contains the oldest cultural material at the site. The paleosol is overlain by up to 80 cm of
loess. Three AMS dates on archaeological charcoal of about 11,700 yr B.P. provide an
age on the initiation of loess deposition, the earliest soU-forming period, and the first
occupation of the site.
The oldest archaeological component at the site. Cultural Zone 4 (Figure 3.13) has
produced worked mammoth tusk fragments (one over 50 cm in length), microblades,
microblade core preparation flakes, blades, burins, red ochre, hammerstones, and
choppers, including several made on well-developed ventifacts of exotic lithology (Holmes
and others, 1996). One flaked, ventifacted cobble of basalt porphyry exhibited additional
wind polish on the flaked surfaces, apparently after it was discarded. Faunal remains are
poorly preserved compared to those from the Broken Mammoth and Mead sites, due to the
lack of pedogenic carbonate. Goose {Branta spp.) and large cervid remains have been
identified from Cultural Zone 4 (Holmes and others, 1996)

The occurrence of these

artifacts, including the microblades, is well-dated based on three overlapping AMS dates
from associated charcoal (Table 3.10).

One of the dates, 11,770+140 yr B.P. (AA-

19322), is from fine charcoal scrapped off of a core tablet artifact associated with
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microblade manufacmre. An AMS date of 12,060±70 yr B.P. (NSRL-2001) was obtained
on a fragment of worked mammoth ivory from this level. This date overlaps at two
standard deviations with the cultural dates from the level, leading to speculation that
mammoth may have been contemporary with the human occupation of the site. However,
until other elements are found, beside ivory, it is most likely that humans were collecting
ivory from older contexts for tool manufacture. Several of the microblades were found
under a large tusk fragment, precluding the possibility of them being intrusive from
younger, overlying strata. The three dates (Figure 3.13 and Table 3.10), in excess of
11,600 yr B.P., strongly indicate the presence of early microblade technology at the Swan
Point site. There is no evidence supporting mixing of these artifacts from overlying units.
A light oUve brown, sandy silt loess (Unit 4) up to 80 cm thick, overlies the Pebbly
Layer and its associated buried A horizon. Numerous cultural levels and three buried
paleosols are found in the loess (Figure 3.13). The modem Subarctic Brown Forest soil
(Alfic Cryochrept) is developed at its surface. The loess does not contain any pedogenic
carbonate. The lower portion of the loess is coarser-grained and contains up to about 53%
sand in the middle portion of the unit. The upper portion of the unit exhibits a finingupward sequence typical of other sections in the region.
The paleosols, located from about 45-55 cm in depth, are thin, discontinuous,
buried A horizons (Figure 3.14) composed of small charcoal fragments and diffuse fine
organic matter. The lower two paleosol stringers, at about 50-55 cm in depth, contain
Cultural Zone 3. Hearth charcoal from the lowest stringer produced an AMS date of
10,230±80 yr B.P. (Beta-56666). Cultural Zone 2 has produced a variety of bifaces,
including lanceolate and triangular points, flakes, and quartz pebble choppers and
hammers. About 25 cna of culturally-sterile loess separate Cultural Zones 3 and 4. This
loess represents approximately 1500 years of deposition and provides stratigraphic integrity
to the underlying microblade-bearing zone.
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A date of 7400+80 yr B.P. (WSU-4426) from near the top of the BC horizon of the
modem soil dates Cultural Zone 2 and provides an upper limiting date on the deposition of
the coarse-grained middle portion of the loess. Artifacts from this level include lanceolate
and notched points, microblades, microblade cores, burins, and flakes. Faunal remains of
moose have been recovered from this level.
The upper portion of Unit 4 has the modem Alfic Cryochrept soil developed on its
upper 40 cm. A thin (5 mm), discontinuous, reddish clay layer is commonly noted at the
base of the Bw horizon. Four radiocarbon dates indicate the upper 15 cm of loess spans
the last 1700 years. This late Holocene loess exhibits the finest grain size of any of the
units at the site.
Soils
Soils at the Swan Point site consist of the modem incipient surface soil and
paleosols developed on the sediments described above. The relationships between the soil
horizons and the geologic units are presented in Figure 3.13. The physical and chemical
characteristics of the soils and sediments are presented in Tables 3.11 and 3.12 and are
illustrated graphically in Figure 3. 15.
The modem surface soil is an Alfic Cryochrept formed on the upper portion of the
loess (Unit 4). The soil has a thin surface O horizon underlain by a dark A horizon
containing a high amount of organic carbon (Table 3.5). Underlying the A horizon is a
thin, Ught gray E horizon. In the field, this horizon appears to be a leached albic horizon.
Chemical analyses indicate the horizon has the lowest pH values of the entire profile and
that a small amount of pedogenic, oxalate-extractable iron is being leached from the
horizon.
The Bw horizon is a typical reddish brown cambic B horizon associated with
Cryochrepts. Organic carbon values show a steady decrease with depth, and pH values
rise. The highest amount of pedogenic iron is associated widi the thin clay layer at the base
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of the Bw horizon. The lower portions of the Bw horizon are developed on a coarsergrained loess than the upper portion reflecting changes in the loess parent material during
the late Holocene. The modem soil has been leached of carbonates due to the acidic nature
of the overlying surface mat of decomposing coniferous forest vegetation.
The underlying BC horizon is a coarser-grained silt loam, with an increase in sand
content from about 15% in the overlying Bw horizon to about 30-35% in the BC horizon.
Soil conditions remain acidic and the horizon is leached of carbonate, but pH values
continue to rise with depth. Organic carbon and pedogenic iron and aluminimi values
continue to decrease with depth. The CI horizon is composed of a silt loam with a sand
content of about 43%.
The next soil horizon is the uppermost paleosol at the site, composed of horizons
Abl and C2. Unlike at the Broken mammoth and Mead sites, the buried paleosols at the
Swan Point are not complexes of cimiulative A horizons composed of numerous thin
buried A horizons and intervening loess. At Swan Point, the paleosols consist of a single
thin, very discontinuous, organic-rich A horizon overlying loess. The discontinuous and
immature nature of the soils, along with radiocarbon evidence, suggest the soils were very
short-lived events.

The soils are not considered large enough discontinuities in the

sediment record to give each paleosol stringer a separate soil sequence number. Rather,
they appear to represent a series of weakly developed A horizons, associated with litde
pedogenesis, hence the horizon designations of Abl, Ab2, and Ab3, as opposed to 2Ab,
3Ab, and 4Ab.
The uppermost organic stringer, Abl, is the least developed of the paleosols in the
loess. It is the thinnest and most discontinuous of the units. Ab 1 has the lowest amounts
of accumulated organic carbon and pedogenic iron and aluminimi of any of the paleosols
developed in the loess. It is developed on the most coarse-grained section of the loess with

Tabic 3.11

Description of soil units at the Swan Point Archaeological Site.

Location: SEl/4 SEl/4 Sec.18, T7S, R9E
Vegetation: Poplar, white spruce, grasses, rose
Aspect: South
Horizon and
Depth cm

Color
(dry)

O

10YR2/1

Texture
riJSDA)

Elevation: 32()m
Slope: Flat to gentle slope
Drainage: Well drained

Structure

Consistence
(drjO

Landform: Isolated bedrock hill

(10%HCL)

Boundary

none

abrupt
wavy

2-0

Parent
Matericd

10YR3/1

silt

fine granular

soft

none

abrupt
wavy

loess

E
2-3

10YR6/1

silt

fine platy

soft

none

abrupt
smooth

loess

Bw
3-10

lOYR 4/6

silt

massive

slightly hard

none

abrupt
smooth

loess

Bw
10-32

lOYR 4/4

silt loam

massive

slightly hardsoft

none

abrupt- clear
smooth

loess

BC
32-40

lOYR 5/4

silt loam

massive

soft

none

clear
wavy

loess

CI
40-45

2.5Y 5/4

silt loam

massive

soft

none

abrupt
smooth

loess

Abl
45-46

lOYR 3/2

fine sandy
loam

massive

soft

none

abrupt
broken

loess

A
0-2

(continued on next page)

Table 3.11 (continued)
Horizon and
Depth cm

Color
(dry)

Texture
(USDA)

Structure

Consistence
(dry)

C2
46-50

2.5Y 5/4

fine sandy
loam

massive

soft

Ab2
50-51

lOYR 3/2

silt loam

massive

C3
51-55

2.5Y 5/4

silt loam

Ab3
55-57

10YR2/1

C4
57-62

Reaction
(1()%HCU

Boundary

Parent
Material

none

abrupt
smooth

loess

soft

none

abrupt
broken

loess

massive

soft

none

abrupt
smooth

loess

silt loam

massive

soft

none

abrupt
broken

loess

2.5Y 5/4

silt loam

massive

soft

none

clear
wavy

loess

C5
62-78

2.5Y 5/2

silt loam

massive

soft

none

abrupt
smooth

loess

2Ab
78-80

lOYR 3/2

loamy fine
sand

fine granularsingle grain

soft

none

abrupt
broken

colluvium

2C
80-85

2.5Y 5/2

loamy fine
sand

single grain

loose

none

abrupt
wavy

colluvium

3C
85-125

2.5Y 4/22.5Y 5/3

fine
sand

single grain

loose

none

abrupt
irregular

eolian
sand

4Cr
125+

lOYR 6/8

sand

single grain

loose

slight

gneissic
bedrock

LA

Table 3.12

Physical and chemical characteristics of soil uniLs at the Swan Point Archaeological Site.

Horizon

Depth
cm

A

0-2

7.1

83.1

E

2-3

7.3

Bw

3-5

Particle Siz£ (%)
Sand
Silt
Clav

I2H

(%)

Organic
Carbon (%)

(%)

Feo
m

Alp
m

Alo
m

9.8

5.04

0.0

18.7

0.18

0.64

0.08

0.11

82.8

9.9

4.31

0.0

12.2

0.23

0.60

0.10

0.17

7.2

82.1

10.7

4.42

0.0

1.92

0.24

0.83

0.12

0.18

5-10

7.8

82.4

9.8

5.27

0.0

0.84

0.22

0.95

0.10

0.18

10-15

11.4

77.1

11.5

5.46

0.0

0.66

0.14

0.95

0.06

0.15

15-20

14.2

77.2

8.6

5.86

0.0

0.48

0.10

0.99

0.05

0.14

20-25

10.0

78.2

11.8

5.94

0.0

0.48

0.10

1.06

0.05

0.15

25-32

15.1

73.1

11.8

5.77

0.0

OAl

0.14

1.11

0.12

0.14

32-35

30.67 61.4

7.9

6.12

0.0

0.28

0.07

0,69

0.03

0.09

35-40

35.4

58.5

6.1

6.41

0.0

0.43

0.08

0.62

0.03

0.09

CI

40-45

42.9

52.6

4.5

6.53

0.0

0.23

0.06

0.56

0.03

0.09

Abl

45-46

6.57

0.0

0.85

0.17

0.57

0.07

0.12

C2

46-50

6.69

0.0

0.21

0.07

0.44

0.03

0.06

Ab2

50-51

6.73

0.0

1.02

0.18

0.68

0.15

0.28

BC

-

53.6
_

-

42.4

-

4.0

CaC03

Fep

(continued on next page)
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Table 3.12 (continued)
Hori/.on

Depth
cm

Particle Size (%)
Sand
Silt
Clav

m

C3

51-55

35.5

60.3

4.2

6.85

0.0

Ab3

55-57

30.2

65.8

4.0

6.76

C4

57-62

27.2

68.3

4.5

C5

62-65

25.7

70.0

65-70

22.4

70-75
75-78

CaC03

Organic
Carbon (%)

Fep

Feo

m

m

Alp
1%)

m

Alo

0.16

0.08

0.52

0.03

0.08

0.0

4.80

0.19

0.59

0.08

0.17

7.32

0.0

0.45

0.09

0.54

0.03

0.09

4.3

7.45

0.0

0.38

0.08

0.43

0.03

0.07

73.4

4.2

7.53

0.0

0.21

0.06

0.39

0.03

0.08

20.1

75.7

4.2

7.61

0.0

0.18

0.08

0.35

0.02

0.07

16.7

79.1

4.2

7.67

0.0

0.17

0.07

0.25

0.02

0.08

-

7.66

0.0

0.32

0.08

0.37

0.02

0.08

2Ab

78-79

2C

79-85

73.1

24.0

2.9

1.66

0.15

0.14

0.04

0.44

0.02

0.07

3C

85-125

92.7

5.8

1.5

7.60

0.17

0.06

0.02

0.63

0.02

0.06

4Cr

125+

94.5

2.6

2.9

8.26

0.73

0.28

0.09

0.27

0.03

0.05

-

-

Grain Size %

50

100%

silt

clay

Depth
cm

n' I
sand

0

CaC03 %

pH

4.0

6.0

I • I
8.0

10.0

I
0

Organic Carbor

I • I
1.0

2.0

0

1

2

3

:k.

'Bw

501

loess
-J

pj

100

•

Bedrock
130-

Figure 3.15 Selected soil properties at the Swan Point Site. Numerical values for graphs presented in Tab
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Organic Carbon %

nerical values for graphs presented in Table 3.12.

Pedogenic Iron %
pyrophosphate
oxalate

Pedogenic Aluminum %
pyrophosphate
oxalate
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a sand content of over 50%, making it a fine sandy loam. The paleosol is acidic and has
been leached of carbonates.
The middle stringer, Ab2, exhibits a greater accumulation of organic carbon and
pedogenic iron and aluminiun. This middle stringer has the highest values of pedogenic
iron and aluminum of any of the paleosols at the site and is developed on a silt loam.
The lowest stinger, Ab3, has the highest amount of accumulated organic carbon of
any of the paleosol stringers and contains abundant cultural material dated to about 10,200
yr B.P. Several large hearths occur in this horizon and may contribute to the high organic
carbon content

There is a rise in organically-bound, pyrophosphate-extractable iron

indicating some of the organic matter is from weathering and not solely cultural.
The soil is slightly acidic and is free of carbonate.
Underlying the lowest paleosol in the loess are two C horizons, C4 and C5. Both
are silt loams with similar chemical characteristics, but show a color change from light olive
brown (2.5Y 5/4), in the overlying C4 horizon associated with Ab3, to a grayish brown
(2.5Y 5/2) in the underlying C5 horizon.
The next soil unit at the site is the paleosol developed on the Pebbly Layer
consisting of horizons 2Ab and 2C.

This weakly-developed, discontinuous soil is

developed on the loamy fine sand of the Pebbly Layer, hence the soil sequence nimiber 2.
The 2Ab horizon has a low amount of organic carbon and Uttle pedogenic iron and
aluminum. This soil horizon contains Cultural Zone 4 and has been dated to about 11,700
yr B.P. The close spacing of the radiocarbon dates from this horizon, the low values for
chemical weathering and the thin, patchy nature of this paleosol indicate it was a very short
lived soil-forming event developed after the Pebbly Layer was deposited and prior to loess
deposition. The underlying parent material, the Pebbly Layer, (horizon 2C) exhibits a
small amount of carbonate. However, no pedogenic carbonate features were noted in the
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field for this horizon and the carbonate is only noticeable with laboratory tests so it was not
designated a Ck horizon.
Horizon 3C represents Unit 2, the Lower Sand. This horizon shows very little
pedogenic alteration. It has very low organic carbon accumulation and a slight increase in
carbonate. This horizon does, however, exhibit the highest values of oxalate-extractable
iron of any of the horizons in the lower part of the section. This may be due in part to the
incorporation of oxidized brown sand derived from the underlying bedrock.
The oldest soil horizon at the site is 4Cr developed on the weathered bedrock. The
gneissic bedrock is oxidized to a brownish yellow and is frost shattered into angular
fragments. Many of the joints in the bedrock appear to have been exploited by weathering
and are enlarged. The horizon shows a slight increase in clay and there is often small clayrich zones in the bedrock cracks. There is an increase in carbonate and a rise in pH values
in this horizon. Rarely, thin, discontinuous veneers

of pedogenic carbonate coat the

underside of bedrock pebbles. It can not be determined how many cycles of glacial and
interglacial weathering the bedrock at the site has undergone.
The main soil forming-soil processes affecting the sediments at the site are the
repeated eoUan influx of new parent material, the accumulation of organic matter, the
leaching of carbonate, and brunification associated with the modem soil. The paleosols
represent short soil-forming intervals in which the accumulation of small amounts of
organic carbon accumulated and carbonate was leached from the profile. The modem soil
is developing by accumulation of organics at the surface and brunification of the underlying
sediments. Acidic soil conditions have leached the profile of carbonates. From other sites
in the area it appears that about one meter of loess is necessary to buffer the acidity of the
modem soil and allow for the precipitation of carbonates. Being farther from the Tanana
River source areas, the loess at Swan Point is thinner than at the Broken Mammoth or
Mead sites. Being thinner, the modem surface soil was able to leach the entire profile of
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carbonates, except for a small amount in the lowest levels. It may also be that spruce have
grown at the site location beginning at an early date creating acidic soil conditions and
leaching early profiles free of carbonate. However, there are no paleo-Bw horizons which
would indicate long-term habitation of the site by spruce.

Discussion
The stratigraphy, soils and radiocarbon ages from the Swan Point site generally
agree with those from the Broken Mammoth and Mead sites. The sequence is not as
closely correlative as those at the Broken Mammoth and Mead sites. The sedimentary units
and their timing of deposition are correlative, but here are differences in the sequences
probably due to the distance to the Tanana River and geomorphic setting of the sites.
All three sites have similar weathered bedrock overlain by a bluff-top eolian sand.
The rarity of ventifacts at the Swan Point site is due to the lack of abundant quartz veins in
the bedrock. Swan Point lies at the very summit of an irregular bedrock topography and the
eolian sand has only been preserved in low-lying depressions created by frost cracks and
weathered joints. Frost activity, slope processes and possibly sheetwash created a pebbly
coUuvial layer derived from the higher bedrock knobs. It is most likely this occurred
during Spring breakup when colluvial material could have been emplaced over stiU partially
frozen underlying sand. The other sites do not have this colluvial pebbly layer because the
underlying bedrock has a smoother upper surface and was entirely buried by bluff-top sand
sheets burying any possible source for pebbly coUuvium.
At all three sites, loess deposition began between 11,600 and 11,800 yr B.P.
Using the averaging methods outlined by Long and Rippetteau (1974), seven radiocarbon
dates from the base of the loess at the three sites average 11,645±70 yr B.P.

The

contemporaneity of loess deposition at the sites suggest it was controlled by regional
changes in climate or vegetation probably related to the beginning of a warm interstadial
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period and the development of a scrub forest of poplar and willow (Ager, 1975, 1983). It
is informative to note that two of the older dates from Swan Point of about 11,700 yr B .P.
are from charcoal identified as willow and from the Salix/Populus group (Table 3.10).
This time period also marks the initial occupation of all three sites by humans utiliTing
worked mammoth ivory apparently collected from older contexts. At the other sites, both
Cultural Zones 3 and 4 produced worked mammoth ivory, while at Swan Point only
Cultural Zone 4 has produced worked mammoth ivory.
The presence of microblade technology associated with dates of about 11,700 yr
B.P. at the Swan Point site documents the earliest occurrence of microblades in eastern
Beringia (West, 1996). These "early " microblades call into question previous models
concerning the peopling of the New World (Hoffecker and others, 1993; Goebel and
others, 1991; and Powers and others, 1989). The occurrence supports Cook's (1969,
1996) position that microblades associated with 11,000 yr B.P. dates at the nearby Healy
Lake are not intrusive into the lower units at that site. The Healy Lake site is discussed
further in Chapter 4. Since these "early" microblades at the Swan Point site have important
archaeological implications, it is instructive to review the evidence from the site which
indicates the microblades are in-situ, and are in a primary context in good association with
the reported radiocarbon dates.
Microblades and associated preparation flakes are found in several of the cultural
zones at the Swan Point site. The ones in Cultural Zone 4, at the base of the loess, do not
appear to be intrusive from overljdng horizons.

There is no evidence of permafrost

activity, frost heaving, or cryoturbation during the Holocene at the site. There are no
convoluted horizons, no gleyed horizons, and no pebble streams being frost jacked into the
overlying loess. No pebbles from the underlying bedrock are more than a few cm up in the
loess due to soil movement The Pebble Layer itself, upon which the microblades rest, has
sharp upper and lower contacts and is not convoluted.

All of the cultural horizons
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demonstrate tight stratigraphic depth range and there is about 25 cm of sterile loess
separating Cultural Zone 4 from the nearest overlying component.

Some of the

microblades were located under a large mammoth tusk fragment resting on the Pebbly
Layer and could not possibly have been intrusive from above. The radiocarbon dates
associated with the microblades are all AMS dates on charcoal, not soil organic matter. As
previously mentioned, one of the dates, 11,770±140 yr B.P. (AA-19322), was from fine
charcoal scrapped off of a microblade core tablet There is good provenience information
documenting the association of the dates with the microblades. The dates are not aberrant
as they correlate well with the regional stratigraphy and other known dates from the base of
the loess at other sections. Loess deposition rates from the region indicate that it would
require at least 1000 to 1500 years to deposit the overlying 25 cm of sterile loess indicating
the overlying date of 10,230+80 yr B.P. (Beta-56666) has a proper relationship to the
underlying dates.

There are no disruptions in soil chemistry trends, grain-sizes, or

microstratigraphy to indicate a period of erosion, reworking, or redeposition of the
materials. The few rodent burrows at the site occur mainly in the Lower Sand unit ,
beneath the microblade zone, and are quite evident and recognizable. No microblades have
been recovered from areas identified as rodent burrows. Based on this evidence, without
invoking complicated scenarios, it is difficult to explain away the early occurrence of
microblades at the Swan Point site. Rather, archaeologists need to reassess their models on
the peopling of the New World, and the assumed tool kits used by these early immigrant,
to include the presence of microblades at one of the oldest sites in the New World.
All three sites exhibit a coarse "sand bulge" in the middle of the loess sections
which was deposited about 9300 to 6000 yr B.P.(grain-size graphs. Figures 3.5, 3.10,
and 3.15). All three sites appear to have been abandoned for long periods of time during
this interval. This sand bulge will discussed further after more data from other section is
presented.
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Paleosols at the Swan Point site are of a different character than those at the Broken
Mammoth and Mead sites. The individual stringers have similar physical and chemical
characteristics, but at the Swan Point site there are not complexes of cumulative A
horizons, rather there are several distinct, single, buried A horizons. The loess at the Swan
Point site has been entirely leached of its carbonate content. The site is farther from the
Tanana River and has a thinner loess cap than the other sites. This has allowed the acidic
modem soil to leach the profile of carbonates. This lower deposition rate has also affected
the development of the paleosols.

At sites closer to the river, faster deposition rates

commonly bury incipient A horizons leading to cimiulative complexes of a series of A
horizons, which in tum would occasionally be overwhelmed by loess deposition giving
rise to three paleosol complexes. Even with the slower deposition rates at Swan Point, the
paleosols are weakly developed. A seeming paradox is the coarse-grained nature of the
loess at Swan Point. Even though the site is farther from the river, it is sandier throughout
much of the profile than the sites nearer the river. This suggests some of the nearby sand
dunes on Shaw Creek Flats remained active into mid to late Holocene time. Alternatively,
the bluff face at Swan Point may have remained unvegetated for extended periods of time
providing a source for the sand.
The modem Alfic Cryochrept is remarkably similar at all three sites. The physical
and chemical similarity of the horizons indicate the same soil-forming processes have
influenced the late Holocene soils in the area.

This similarity is probably due to the

development of the late Holocene closed spruce-hardwood forest that exists at the sites
today.
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288 BLIJFF
Setting
The 288 Bluff section is a late Quaternary geological section exposed at the top of a
30 meter-high, south-facing, river-cut bluff overlooking the Tanana River 1.7 km
downstream of the Broken Mammoth site (Section 4, Figure 2.5; Figure 3.16). The bluff,
originally eroded by the Tanana River, has become a roadcut created during the
construction of a new segment of the Richardson Highway. It is located at Milepost 288 of
the Richardson Highway. The road cut exposes over 3 meters of late Quaternary fluvial,
colluvial, and eolian sediments overljdng weathered mica schist bedrock (Figure 3.17).
Vegetation at the site consists of white spruce, aspen, and paper birch with an
understory of rose and grasses. The site has a southern aspect, is well-drained, and
permafrost-free.
The section was selected for investigation because its stratigraphy is very similar to
Broken Mammoth, but 288 Bluff is not an archaeological site. No cultural material has
been found at 288 Bluff. It was selected as a geological control, in order to determine the
influence of natural processes on site stratigraphy and formation compared to the impact
humans have had on the stratigraphy and soils at the Broken Mammoth site.

Strati graphv and Dating
The stratigraphy at 288 Bluff consists of over 3 meters of eolian sand, colluvium,
loess, and paleosols overlying frost-shattered, weathered bedrock (Figure 3.18).

In

places, away from the main eoUan profile investigated for this project, are fluvial and
colluvial units between the bedrock and overlying gray eohan sand (Figure 3.17 and Table
3.13). The relationship between the geological units, soil horizons, and radiocarbon dates
is illustrated in Figure 3.18.

The geological units are described in Table 3.13 and

information on the radiocarbon dates is presented in Table 3.14. Horizontal relationships
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between the geological units and soil horizons for a 20 meter-long profile along the bluff
face are illustrated in Figure 3.19. Soil characteristics are described in Tables 3.15 and
3.16 and are graphically presented in Figure 3.20. Soil properties will be described further
in the soils section.
The oldest unit (Unit I) at the site is the frost-shattered weadiered niica schist
bedrock. It is intruded by numerous white, milky quartz veins up to 10 cm wide. The
bedrock is oxidized to a yellowish red and is broken into angular, platy rubble ranging
from sand and pebbles at the top of the unit to solid bedrock within 50 cm of the upper
contact. Quartz ventifacts are common along the upper contact of the unit. Pedogenic
carbonate features are abundant in the form of thin laminations and pebble coatings.
In two places along the bluff, fluvial sediments are exposed lying on the upper
contact of the bedrock (Figiure 3.17) Near the east end of the bluff is a discontinuous, thin
lag gravel composed of rounded pebbles and cobbles of exotic lithologies (Table 3.13).
The nearest sources for these igneous rocks is in the Alaska Range to the south. Some of
the clasts show wind polishing and ventifacting, weathering rinds, and carbonate coatings
suggesting a significant amount of time has elapsed since their deposition. This lag gravel
is interpreted as a deposit of Tanana River gravel. The deposit is higher than terraces
previously described by Blackwell (1965) and Pewe (1965). An upper terrace, about 1015 m above the modem Tanana River was attributed to aggradation during the Delta
Glaciation. The gravel at 288 Bluff is about 25 meters above the modem Tanana River.
The weathered nature of the clasts and its high geomorphic position suggest this deposit is
older than the Delta Glaciation, possibly related to the Darling Glaciation or even older
events. There is also the possibility of neotectonic uplift of the material to a elevation
higher than the original deposition height
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Figure 3.16 Photograph of 288 Bluff at Miiepost 288 of the Richardson
Highway (foreground). Light-colored loess and eolian sand capping schist
bedrock roadcut. Tanana River immediately behind viewer.
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Figure 3.17 Schemtic composite cross-section showing relationships between geologic units, landforms, and
topography at 288 Bluff. Geologic units described in Table 3.1. The thickness of geologic units is exaggerated to
show detail.
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Table 3.13 Description of geologic units at 288 Bluff.

UNIT 6

UPPER LOESS

Sandy silt, yellowish brown (lOYR 5/6), up to 100 cm thick, micaceous. Massive bedding
containing occasional diffuse sandy zones in lower portion. Upper 40 cm contains modem
Subarctic Brown Forest soil (Cryochrept) consisting of 5 cm organic-rich layer (very dark
gray lOYR 3/1) overlying oxidized silt (brown 7.5YR 4/4) with abundant charcoal
fragments to 1 cm. Bottom of Bw horizon occasionally marked by thin (0.2-0.5 cm),
discontinuous, reddish brown (5YR 4/4), undulating oxidized, clay band. Lower portion
of unit abundandy mottled to light yellowish brown (2.5Y 6/4). Sharp undulating lower
contact

UNIT 5

UPPER SAND

Silty sand, light brownish gray (2.5Y 6/2), 1-5 cm thick. Continuous across bluff,
occasionally mixed with loess into a diffuse sandy zone Upper contact may have 1-2
discontinuous, faint, organic stringers (< 1 cm thick) developed on it. Abrupt smooth
lower contact.

UNIT 4

LOWER LOESS

Silt, light yellowish brown (10YR 6/4) Unit 40-50 cm thick. Massive bedding containing
3 paleosol complexes (dark brown lOYR 3/3) representing buried, cumulative A horizons,
and occasional organic layers between complexes. Lower portion of unit more indurated,
containing abundant pedogenic carbonate feamres (vertical root casts and discontinuous
thin horizontal laminations). Lower contact sharp and undulating.

Unit 4C Upper Paleosol Complex
Complex 4-10 cm thick consisting of 1-5 thin, discontinuous, dark brown (lOYR 3/3),
undulating organic layers. Each organic layer less than 1 cm thick, often difficult to
distinguish, and separated from others in complex by no more than 4 cm. Upper paleosol
complex separated from middle complex by at least 10 cm of loess.

Unit 4B Middle Paleosol Complex
Complex 5-10 cm thick consisting of 2-3 undulating, 1-3 cm thick, dark brown (lOYR
3/3), organic layers. Middle and lower layers nearly continuous across bluff. No layer
within complex separated by more than 5 cm. C horizon contains abundant pedogenic
carbonate including thin (0.5-1.0 cm ), discontinuous lenses of carbonate up to 5 cm long.
Complex is separated from the lower complex by 10-15 cm of loess.

Unit 4A Lower Paleosol Complex
Complex 5-10 cm thick, consisting of 2-3 discontinuous, dark brown (lOYR 3/3),
undulating, organic layers each up to 2 cm thick with diffuse organic matter and a reddish
gray (5YR 5/2) matrix. Each layer separated from others by less than 5 cm. Sharp,
undulating lower contact.

UNIT 3

PEBBLY SILT

Sandy silt, pale brown (lOYR 6/3), with abundant, flat, angular pebbles of mica schist and
quartz up to 2 cm in size. Unit 15-20 cm thick. Faint, thin horizontal bedding. Pedogenic
carbonate features abundant. Sharp to gradational, undulating lower contact.
(continued on next page)
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Table 3.13 (continued)

UNIT 2

LOWER SAND

Eolian fine silty sand interbedded with fine sand, well sorted, light brownish gray
(lOYR 6/2), up to 150 cm thick. Horizontal bedding with 1-10 cm thick beds of silty
sand intercalate with sand, both gradational and sharp contacts between beds. Vertical
carbonate root casts in upper portion. Unit becomes increasingly sandy with depth.
Lower contact abrupt and irregular with quartz ventifacts occurring at or near contact with
weathered bedrock.
Along lower part of slope, away from main profile, unit grades into fluvial, light brownish
gray (lOYR 6/2), fine to coarse sand with abimdant angular to subrounded pebbles of
quartz, oxidized schist, and quartz ventifacts up to 5 cm in size. Bedding ranges from
graded to horizontal, to sets of cross-beds with ripple marks and cut and fill structures in
lower part of unit (gray fluvial sand in Figure 3.17).

UNIT 1

WEATHERED BEDROCK

Mica schist of Yukon-Tanana Crystalline Terrane (Birch Creek Schist). Oxidized
yellowish red (SYR 5/8), frost-shattered, angular rubble grading from silt, sand and
pebbles at top of unit to large boulders and solid bedrock within 50 cm below contact.
Pebble-size quartz ventifacts common along upper contact. Carbonate features near upper
contact consist of thin (<lmm), discontinuous laminae and pebble coatings in the form of
nodules (<lmm) and tlidn (<lnmi) veneers.
Along a 20 meter section of the bluff, away from the main profile, the upper contact of the
weathered bedrock has a thin (< 20 cm), lag gravel composed of rounded pebbles and
small cobbles of granite, diorite, basalt, and meta-sandstone of exotic origin (Tanana River
gravel in Figure 3.17). Some clasts show wind polishing and ventifacting, weathering
rinds, and carbonate coatings.
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Table 3.14 Radiocarbon dates from 288 Bluff.

Date
(vr. B.P.)

Laboratory
number

Material
dated

Stratigraphic
position

Comments

10,080+70

AA-18852

charcoal

middle stringer inverted with respect to
middle paleosol AA-1850, AMS date
complex

10,350 ±220

AA-18850

charcoal

main stringer
upper paleosol
complex

inverted with respect to
AA-18852, AMS date

10,920 + 130

AA-18851

charcoal

upper portion
lower paleosol
complex

AMS date

CYROCHREPT
SOIL

UPPER

LOESS
100

UPPER PALEOSOL
COMPLEX
150
MIDDLE PALEOSOL
COMPLEX

CARBONATE'-

LOWER PALEOSOL
COMPLEX

oa'

CARBONATE'

LOWER SAND : iy.

Figure 3.19 Stratigraphy of a 20 meter-long measured profile at 288 Bluff. Vertical exaggeration 4x.
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On the west end of the bluff, a sequence of gray fluvial sand and fine gravels
occupies a notched cut which is probably a small terrace eroded into the bluff perpendicular
to the Tanana River by a smaU tributary stream. The gray sand, which is similar to the
widespread gray eolian sand in the area contains, transported ventifacts. The similarity of
the gray fluvial sand to the gray eolian sand and the presence of transported ventifacts
suggests at least two periods of ventifact formation and eolian gray sand deposition. Older
gray eolian sand and ventifacts were transported downslope by small streams and gullies
between the Delta and Donnelly Glaciation, as the Tanana River incised its channel and
small tributary streams responded to the lowering of base level (Pewe and Reger, 1983).
During Donnelly time, it appears that a new cycle of ventifacts were formed and gray eolian
bluff-top sand sheets were deposited. These gully fillings and small channels are found in
several sections in the region. Similar sediments are found along the quarry face near the
Broken Mammoth site and underlie the Camp section (Figure 3.2). At the Canyon Creek
section, about 16 km downstream of 288 Bluff, Weber and others (1981) have dated
similar sediments to the middle Wisconsin. At 288 Bluff, this gray fluvial sand grades
upwards into a gray eolian sand, as it does at Canyon Creek.
Overlying the bedrock and the fluvial units is Unit 2, the Lower Sand. The wellsorted, fine sand is intercalated with beds of silty sand and becomes increasingly sandy
with depth (grain size graph. Figure 3.20). The unit is up to 150 cm thick.

Vertical

carbonate root cast occur in the upper portion and ventifacts occur along the lower contact.
This unit is similar to the other lower gray eolian sands found at the Broken Mammoth and
Mead sites and represents a bluff-top sand sheet probably deposited during the last phase of
die Donnelly glaciation and the Birch Period.
Overlying the gray eolian sand is a colluvial pebbly silt (Unit 3).

The unit is

composed of sandy silt with abundant flat angular pebbles of schist and quartz. Pedogenic
carbonate features in the form vertical root casts and thin horizontal laminations are
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common. There is faint, thin horizontal bedding to the unit.

The unit is somewhat

analogous to the pebbly layer at Swan Point, except it is thicker and the lower contact is not
as sharp suggesting a longer time interval for its deposition. It is in similar stratigraphic
position and has similar characteristics. It probably represents coUuvial material derived
from higher bedrock irregularities that are presendy buried beneath the cap of eolian
sediments.
Overlying the Pebbly Silt is Unit 4, the Lower Loess. The loess is a compact eolian
silt, up to 50 cm thick, containing three paleosol complexes. The loess ranges from about
10% sand in the lower portion to about 28% sand in the upper portion. The loess is
composed of mica, quartz and minor amoimts of feldspar and mafic minerals. The three
paleosol complexes are composed of several, discontinuous, buried, organic-rich A
horizons. Abundant pedogenic carbonate feature occur in the Lower Loess and associated
paleosols.
The Lower Paleosol Complex (Unit 4A) consists of 2-3 discontinuous, buried A
horizons, up to 2 cm thick, composed of diffuse organic matter in a reddish gray (5YR 5/2)
matrix. Pedogenic carbonate features are common. The entire complex is up to 10 cm
thick. A single AMS radiocarbon date of 10,920±130 yr B.P. (AA-18851) was obtained
from the Lower Paleosol Complex about 5 cm above the base the loess . This date provides
the only age control at the site for the initiation loss deposition and the subsequent
formation of the Lower Paleosol Complex.
The Middle Paleosol Complex (Unit 4B) is composed of 2-3 buried A horizons.
The middle and lower stringer form a distinct couplet that is continuous for several meters
at a time. The lower stringer is underlain by a carbonate-rich zone composed of up to
almost 60% pedogenic carbonate. The zone (horizon 4Ck2) consists of discontinuous, thin
lenses of pedogenic carbonate up to 1 cm thick and 5 cm long. The surrounding loess is
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abundantly mottled with pedogenic carbonate features such as root casts and thin horizontal
laminations.
A single AMS date of 10,080+70 y r B.P. (AA-18852) was obtained from the
middle stringer of the Middle Paleosol Complex. This date agrees with the suite of dates
from the Middle Paleosol Complex from the Broken Mammoth site and matches with dates
from the Middle Paleosol Complex at the Mead site at two standard deviations.
The Upper Paleosol Complex (Unit 4C) is composed of up to 5 thin,
discontinuous, buried A horizons. The layers are often difficult to distinguish and trace for
more than a few meters. The A horizons are composed of very fine diffuse organic matter
with little to no charcoal. The discovery of a single small (< 5mm) piece of charcoal on the
most prominent stringer of the Upper Paleosol Complex, just under the overljdng Upper
Sand, gave an AMS date of 10,350+220 yr B.P. (AA-18850). This date, and the date
from the underlying Middle Paleosol Complex overlap at one standard deviation and
suggest rapid deposition of the intervening loess and development of the Upper Paleosol
Complex.
A thin, gray eohan sand layer (Unit 5, Upper Sand) overlies the Lower Loess and
buries the Upper Paleosol Complex. The unit is similar to the Upper Sand at the Broken
Mammoth site. At 288 Bluff, the sand is not as prominent and is occasionally a diffuse
sandy zone in the loess (Figure 3.19).

In places, 1-2 discontinuous buried A horizons

similar to the Upper Paleosol Complex occur developed on the sand, as if the sand did not
entirely overwhelm the Upper Paleosol Complex.
Overlying the Upper Sand is the Upper Loess (Unit 6). The Upper Loess is up to
100 cm thick. The unit is coarser in the lower portion and exhibits a fining upwards
sequence similar to the other profiles previously discussed. The upper 40 cm contains the
modem Alfic Cryochrept soil exhibiting a decrease in grain size in the upper portion.
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Commony, there is a thin, discontinuous, reddish clay horizon at the base of the Bw
horizon. There are no radiocarbon dates from the Upper Loess at 288 Bluff.

Soils
Soils at the 288 Bluff section consist of the modem incipient surface soil and
paleosols developed on the sediments described above. The relationships between the soil
horizons and geological units is presented in Figure 3.18.

The physical and chemical

characteristics of the soils and sediments are presented in Tables 3.15 and 3.16 and are
presented graphically in Figure 3.20.
The modem surface soil is an Alfic Cryochrept formed on the upper portion of the
Upper Loess (Unit 4). The soil is developed on fine-grained silt loess. A thin O horizon is
underlain by a organic-rich A horizon. A gray, leached E horizon exhibits a slight decrease
in oxalate-extractable pedogenic iron (Feo) and a decrease in organic carbon.

However,

there is an inexplicable increase in pyrophosphate-extractable iron (Fep). The modem soil
has been leached of carbonate.
There is evidence for illuviation occurring in the Bw horizon with peaks for Feo
occurring in the upper portion of the Bw directly beneath the E horizon and also at the base
of the Bw horizon associated with a thin clay layer. There is an associated peak in organic
carbon direcdy beneath the depleted E horizon. The Bw horizon shows a steady decrease
in organic carbon with depth and pH values increase except for a slight decline related to
the clay layer at the base of the Bw Horizon. The underlying BC horizon shows an
increase in grain size, is a silt loam, and has been leached of carbonate. The percentage
sand continues to increase with depth in the thick C horizon.

Pedogenic iron and

aluminum, and organic carbon values decrease with depth. While the horizon has been
leached of carbonate, pH values increase with depth.
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The next soil horizon is horizon 2Ck developed on the Upper Sand. There are 1-2
discontinuous, very thin (< 5mm), buried A horizons associated with this horizon, but are
too ephemeral to give horizon designations. Grain size increases to about 62% sand and
the horizon is a fine sandy loam. There is little evidence of pedogenesis affecting this
horizon, beside the accumulation of pedogenic carbonate. Pedogenic iron and aluminum,
and organic carbon values are low.
The Upper Paleosol Complex, consisting of horizons 3Abk and 3Ck, is composed
of up to five, thin, discontinuous, buried A horizons. There is an increase in organic
carbon and pedogenic iron values in the 3Abk horizon and a decrease in carbonate and an
associated decrease in pH values. The imderlying 3Qc horizon exhibits a strong increase in
pedogenic carbonate values and a decrease in organic carbon and pedogenic iron and
aluminum. Pedogenic carbonate features are common in the form of root casts and thin
horizontal laminations.
The Middle Paleosol Complex consists of horizons 4Abk, 4Ckl, 4Ck2, and 4Ck3.
The Middle Paleosol Complex contains abundant pedogenic carbonate features in the form
of vertical root casts, thin horizontal laminations, and lenses of carbonate up to 1 cm thick
and 5 cm long. The 4Abk horizon exhibits the greatest accumulation of organic carbon of
any of the paleosols and there is an associated slight decrease in pH values.

The

underlying 4Ckl horizon shows a decrease in organic carbon and pedogenic iron and
aluminimi compared to the overlying 4Abk horizon. The 4Ck2 horizon has a very large
amount of carbonate in the form of discontinuous lenses and is composed of almost 60%
carbonate. Carbonate values drop to 5% in the underlying 4Ck3 horizon and there is a
decrease in pH values from the overlying horizon. The decrease in carbonate content
continues for the rest of the profile. Pedogenic iron and aluminiun values remain low.

Tabic 3.15

Description of soil units at 288 BlulT.

Location: NEl/4 NEl/4 Sec.4, T8S, R8E
Vegetation: Poplar, white spruce, grasses, rose
Aspect: South
Texture
(USDA)

Elevation: 305m
Landform: High bedrock terrace remnant
Slope: Gentle to moderate slope
Drainage: Well drained

Hori/on and
Depth cm

Color
(dry)

0
2-0

10YR 2/1

A
0-4

lOYR 3/1

silt

fine granular

E
4-6

2.5YR 5/2

silt

Bw
6-30

7.5YR 4/4

BC
30-40

Structure

Consistence
(diy)

Reaction
(10% HCL)

Boundarv

Parent
Material

none

abrupt
wavy

soft

none

abrupt
wavy

loess

fine platy

soft

none

abrupt
wavy

loess

silt

massive

slightly hard

none

abrupt
wavy

loess

lOYR 6/6

silt loam

massive

soft

none

clear
wavy

loess

C
40-102

lOYR 5/6

silt loam

massive

soft

none

abrupt
wavy

loess

2Ck
102-104

2.5YR 6/2

fine sandy
loam

single grain

loose

slight

abrupt
smooth

loess

3Abk
104-108

lOYR 3/3

silt loam

massive

soft

strong

abrupt
wavy

loess

(continued on next page)
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Tabic 3.15 (continued)
Horizon and
Depth cm

Color
(dry)

Texture
(USDA)

Structure

Consistence
(dry)

3Ck
108-118

lOYR 6/4

.sill loam

massive

soft

4Abk
118-124

lOYR 3/3

.silt

massive

4Ckl
124-128

lOYR 6/4

sill

4Ck2
128-129

lOYR 8/2

4Ck3
129-138

Reaction
nO%HCL)

Boundarv

Parent
Material

strong

abrupt
wavy

loess

soft

strong

abrupt
smooth

loess

massive

soft

violent

abrupt
broken

loess

silt

massive

soft

violent

abrupt
broken

loess

SYR 5/2

silt

massive

soft

violent

abrupt
smooth

loess

5Abk
138-145

7.5YR 5/2

silt

massive

soft

strong

clear
broken

loess

6Ck
145-160

lOYR 6/3

pebbly
silt loam

massivesingle grain

softloose

strong

clear
wavy

colluvial
loe.ss

7Ck
160-310

lOYR 6/2

silt loam
loamy sand

single grain

loose

strong

abrupt
wavy

eolian
sand

8Crk
310+

5YR

exu-emely
single grain
gravelly
f. sandy loam

loose

.slight

-

.schist
bedrock

Table 3.16

Physical and chemical characierislics ol" soil units at 288 BlulT Section.

Horizon

Depth
cm

A

0-4

7.8

E

4-6

*

Bw

6-10

Particle Size (%)
Sand
Silt
Clav

m

87.3

4.9

7.67

0.0

*

*

7.19

6.3

86.4

7.3

10-15

7.1

87.5

15-20

6.7

20-30
BC
C

Fep

Feo

(%)

(%)

Alp
m

Alo
m

5.52

0.15

0.70

0.08

0.21

0.0

0.50

0.33

0.64

0.13

0.21

7.05

0.0

1.24

0.13

1.06

0.10

0.23

5.4

7.09

0.0

0.99

0.11

0.85

0.10

0.28

87.2

6.1

7.36

0.0

0.77

0.11

0.89

0.10

0.33

9.1

82.3

8.6

6.91

0.0

0.52

0.10

1.06

0.04

0.17

30-40

14.8

79.3

5.9

7.17

0.0

0.28

0.14

0.88

0.04

0.14

40-70

22.0

75.8

2.2

7.28

0.0

0.23

0.14

0.56

0.03

0.10

70-90

23.2

73.9

2.9

7.42

0.0

0.25

0.10

0.49

0.01

0.08

90-102

26.3

71.3

2.4

IM

0.30

0.28

0.13

0.50

0.02

0.08

2Ck

102-104

61.7

36.5

1.8

8.24

1.00

0.21

0.07

0.35

0.02

0.06

3Abk

104-108

28.6

68.9

2.5

0.82

1.26

0.13

0.62

0.03

0.12

3Ck

108-118

27.5

69.6

2.9

8.30

1.92

0.47

0.12

0.57

0.02

0.10

4Abk

118-124

9.7

85.3

5.0

8.20

2.94

1.48

0.15

0.55

0.04

0.12

(continued on next page)

8.11

CaC03
Organic
Carbon (%)
m

Table 3.16 (continued)
Horizon

Depth
cm

Particle Size (%)
Sand
Silt
Clav

m

CaC03
Organic
Carbon (%)
m

Fep
m

Feo
m

Alp

Alo

4Ckl

124-128

11.3

80.0

8.7

8.38

6.01

0.82

0.13

0.47

0.03

0.10

4Ck2

128-129

*

*

*

8.61

58.8

0.41

0.01

0.09

0.01

0.02

4Ck3

129-132

10.1

81.9

8.0

8.47

5.18

0.69

0.08

0.33

0.02

0.08

132-138

9.6

83.3

7.1

8.47

4.86

0.77

0.10

0.32

0.03

0.08

5Abk

138-145

13.8

77.9

8.3

8.42

3.07

1.21

0.10

0.29

0.04

0.07

6Ck

145-160

31.3

65.5

3.2

8.26

2.00

0.32

0.10

0.33

0.02

0.06

7Ck

160-170

45.6

52.0

2.4

8.45

2.57

0.28

0.05

0.44

0.02

0.08

220-230

21.1

75.7

3.2

8.63

2.40

0.08

-

-

-

-

300-310

74.3

22.0

3.7

8.48

0.47

0.03

-

-

-

-

310+

56.3

33.7

10.0

8.03

1.35

0.01

8Crk

* Same sample as sample above.

0.05

0.84

0.03

0.09

Grain Size %

Depth
cm

,

,

^

y

0

CaC03 %

PH

0

50

100%

sand

silt

clay

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

0 2.0 4.0

Organic

7.0

0

1

50,

mottled loess
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^

loess
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Figure 3.20 Selected soil properties at 288 Bluff. Numerical values for graphs presented in Table
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Organic Carbon %

alues for graphs presented in Table 3.16.

Pedogenic Iron %
pyrophosphate
oxalate

Pedogenic Aluminum %
pyrophosphate
oxalate
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The Lower Paleosol Complex consists of horizon 5Abk composed of 2-3 buried
organic-rich A horizons in a reddish gray (SYR 5/2) matrix with abundant pedogenic
carbonate features. Each A horizon is up to 2 cm thick and consists of diffuse organic
matter. The reddish matrix of the horizon suggests a paleo-B horizon, but pedogenic iron
and alimiinum values are low and indicate little weathering took place. Carbonate values
continue to decrease with depth, but pedogenic carbonate features are still abundant in the
Lower Paleosol Complex.
Horizon 6Ck represents Unit 3, the Pebbly Silt. There is Utde pedogenic alteration
of this horizon except for the accumulation of pedogenic carbonate. Grain size increases to
about 31% sand and there are abundant angular pebbles of schist and quartz making the
unit a pebbly silt loam.
Horizon 7Ck is developed on the Lower Sand (Unit 2). This horizon shows little
pedogenic alteration except for the accumulation of pedogenic carbonate in the form of
vertical root casts in the upper portion. Carbonate values drop from about 2.6% in the
upper portion of the unit to less than 0.5% in the lower part of the unit. Low organic
carbon, and pedogenic iron and aluminum values suggest littie to no weathering, and quick
burial of the surface.
The oldest soil horizon at the site is 8Crk developed on the weathered bedrock The
easily-weathered mica schist bedrock is oxidized to a yellowish red (5YR 5/8) and is frostshattered into angular rubble of sUt to boulder size. The horizon has a clay content of 10%
and the highest pedogenic iron values in the section outside of the modem soil. Carbonate
has accumulated in the form of pebble coatings and thin veneers. The color, clay content,
and pedogenic iron values indicate the bedrock has undergone considerable weathering in
the past Well-developed ventifacts along the upper contact indicate a period(s) of deflation
and wind erosion.
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The main soil-forming processes affecting the sediments at the 288 Bluff section are
the same as previously discussed for the Broken Mammoth and Mead sites. The most
important processes are the repeated influx of new eolian parent material, the accumulation
of organic matter, the leaching of carbonate from the upper profile and its precipitation
lower in the profile, and brunification associated with the modem soil.

The repeated

addition of new parent material buries preexisting soil surfaces creating a cumulative profile
with numerous paleosols and soil sequences. The paleosols in the Lower Loess represent
Typic Cryorthents formed by the accumulation of thin A horizons overlying relatively
unaltered parent material superimposed with pedogenic carbonate. The modem acidic soil
conditions have leached the upper profile of carbonate. There is some evidence of incipient
podzolization taking place due to the presence of an E horizon, slightly depleted in organic
carbon and oxalate-extractable iron, overlying an enriched upper Bw horizon.

Discussion
The stratigraphy at the 288 Bluff section shows a remarkable similarity to the
stratigraphy of the three Paleoindian sites previously discussed. The stratigraphy at 288
Bluff can be direcdy correlated to that at Broken Mammoth. The colors, thickness, relative
grain size changes, and stratigraphic position of the units between the sites is highly
correlative. The correlation of the units in terms of age relationships is somewhat
hampered by the low number of radiocarbon dates (3) from the 288 Bluff section.
Additional dating would undoubtiy strengthen the correlation.

A significant difference

between the sites is the scarcity of large (>1 cm) charcoal fragments at the 288 Bluff. It is
extremely difficult to find enough charcoal for radiocarbon sampling at 288 Bluff. While
large charcoal fragments are not common at the Broken Mammoth site, the occurrence of
several cultural hearths associated with the paleosols have allowed sufficient charcoal for
numerous radiocarbon dates. The Broken Mammoth and Mead archaeological sites do
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exhibit a slightly higher amount of organic carbon in the Lower and Middle Paleosol
Complexes than does 288 Bluff. The addition of reworked, fine hearth charcoal prior to
burial may accoimt for this difference.
The single date of 10,920±130 yr B.P. (AA-18851) from the Lower Paleosol
Complex at 288 Bluff overlaps at one standard deviation with the date of 11,040±260 yr
B.P. (UGA-6257D) from the upper stringer of the Lower Paleosol Complex at the Broken
Mammoth site (Figiu^ 3.3 and Table 3.2). The complexes from the two sites also exhibit
similar physical and chemical characteristics. The single date of 10,080+70 yr B.P. (AA18852) from the Middle Paleosol Complex at 288 Bluff correlates with the suite of dates
from the Middle Paleosol Complex at Broken Mammoth. The Middle Paleosol Complex at
both sites displays the highest values of pedogenic carbonate for their respective sections.
At both sites there is a dramatic increase in pedogenic carbonate in the C horizon associated
with the Middle Paleosol Complex.
The single date of 10,350+220 yr B.P. (AA-18850) from the Upper Paleosol
Complex at 288 Bluff, while seemingly inverted with respect to the Middle Paleosol date,
overlaps with that date at one standard deviation. Instead of being unreUable, the date
suggests rapid deposition of the upper portion of the Lower Loess culminating in the
deposition of the Upper Sand at both sites. This supports evidence from the other sites
indicating rapid deposition during this interval.
The Upper Sand has only been found at 288 Bluff and at Broken Mammoth.
Hypotheses about the formation have been presented in the Broken Mammoth section. The
occurrence of the Upper Sand at 288 Bluff, also located next to the Tanana Eliver, further
supports the hypothesis that bank erosion by the Tanana River exposed the underlying gray
eolian sand (Unit 2) which was then retransported to the top of the bluff and formed a thin
bluff-top sand sheet Vegetation quickly could have stabilized the exposed underlying gray
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sand, cutting off the sand supply, leaving a thin bluff-top sand sheet. The thin sand was
then rapidly buried by coarse loess derived from the now nearby Tanana River gravel bars.
The 288 Bluff section displays the same sand "bulge" in the lower and middle
portions of the Upper Loess that is evident at all of the sections analyzed. This pattem will
be discussed further in the discussion section at the end of the chapter.
The modem Alfic Cryochrept surface soil at 288 Bluff exhibits exu-emely similar
physical and chemical characteristics to the modem soils at the other sites previously
discussed. The late Holocene loess at all of the sites is a fine-grained silt that has been
leached of carbonate by the acidic soil conditions created by the decomposition of
coniferous forest organic matter.

CAMP SECTION
Setting
The Camp section is a late Quaternary geological section exposed in a roadcut along
an old segment of the Richardson Highway. It is near the top of a south-facing bedrock
bluff approximately 50 meters above the Tanana River and about 300 meters north of the
Broken Mammoth site (Figure 3.2). The location served as the camp site for the various
field schools conducted at the Broken Mammoth site, hence the name. An outstanding
overview of the regional Quaternary geology can be observed from the high vantage point
of this bluff, including the Tanana River, terminal moraines of the Delta Glaciation,
Donnelly Dome, and the eastern massif of the Alaska Range. The site has been a favorite
field trip locality for many years (Pewe, 1965; Pewe and Reger, 1983) because of the
excellent view and the exposure of over 2 meters of late Quatemary fluvial, colluvial, and
eolian sediments overlying weathered gneissic bedrock (Figures 3.2 and 3.21).
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Vegetation at the site consists of white spruce, aspen, and paper birch with an
understory of rose and grasses. The site has a southern aspect, is well-drained, and
permafrost-free.
The site was selected for investigation because its stratigraphy is similar to the
Broken Mammoth site, but the Camp Section is not an archaeological site. In addition to
288 Bluff, it provides a geological section as a control for determining the cultural
influences on site stratigraphy at the Paleoindian sites. It is also one of the few long
exposures in the area, ideal for the lateral investigation into the nature of the paleosol
stratigraphy. Quarrying operations associated with construction of a new segment of the
Richardson Highway have revealed a lower part of the section not previously exposed
during earlier investigations (Pewe, 1965; Pewe and Reger, 1983). Based on the new
exposures and radiocarbon dates from the project, the section provided an excellent
opportunity to revise and add to the previous interpretations of the setting.

Stratigraphy and Dating
The stratigraphy at the Camp section consists of over 2 meters of fluvial sand and
gravel, colluvium, eolian sand, loess, and paleosols overlying frost-shattered weathered
gneissic bedrock at depth (Figure 3.22 and Table 3.17). The bedrock is exposed in places
away from the main eolian section investigated for this study. It is similar to the weathered
bedrock exposed at the Broken Mammoth site and will not be discussed further in this
section (Figure 3.2). The relationship between the geological units, soil horizons, and
radiocarbon dates is illustrated in Figure 3.22. The geological units are described in Table
3.17 and information on the radiocarbon dates is presented in Table 3.18.

Horizontal

relationships between the geological units and soil horizons for a 5 meter-long profile along
the bluff face are illustrated in Figure 3.23. Soil characteristics are described in Tables

Figure 3.21 Photograph of the Camp Section exposed in a roadcut along the
Old Richardson Highway. Lower part of section composed of colluvial and
lluvial pebbly gray sand (folding shovel for scale). Upper part of section
composed of eolian gray sand, and brown loess with reddish brown modem
cryochrept soil at surface.
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3.19 and 3.20 and are graphically presented in Figure 3.24.

Soil properties will be

described further in the soil section.
The oldest unit exposed at the site, investigated in this study is the basal Pebbly
Sand (Unit 1). The Pebbly Sand is a fine gray sand with abundant pebbles of quartz,
oxidized gneiss, and quartz ventifacts. In the lower part of the unit, exposed by quarrying
operations, the bedding exhibits sets of horizontal and cross-bedded lenses of sand with
ripple marks and cut and full structures, including smaU chaimel fillings. The lower part of
the unit is interpreted to be fluvial sediment deposited by a hillslope stream occupjdng a
small gully. A low swale still exists at the site. Similar fluvial units are found at 288 Bluff
and Canyon Creek and were discussed in the 288 Bluff section. The lower fluvial material
grades upwards into overlying gray pebbly sand with bedding that is massive to crudely
horizontal.

Pedogenic carbonate features near the upper contact consist of thin,

discontinuous laminations and pebble coatings. The upper part of the unit is interpreted to
be a colluvial layer. As discussed in the 288 Bluff section, the underlying gray fluvial
sediments are probably middle Wisconsin gully fillings. The coUuvial portion may related
to the late Wisconsin Donnelly Glaciation.
Overlying the pebbly sand is a fine-grained eolian gray sand interbedded with silty
sand (Unit 2 Lower Sand). Pedogenic carbonate features are common in the form of
vertical root casts and thin horizontal laminations. The Lower sand is similar to the lower
gray eolian sands found throughout the project area.

As previously discussed it was

probably deposited during the Birch Period as a blufftop sand sheet, reworking the
underlying gray fluvial and colluvial sand, which in turn, had been derived from previous
gray eolian sand and ventifacts.
The Lower Loess (Unit 3) overlies the gray eolian sand. The Lower Loess is up to
80 cm thick and contains three buried paleosol complexes. The loess ranges from about
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Figure 3.22 Stratigraphy, radiocarbon dates, soil horizons, and geologic units at the
the Camp Section. See flgxire 3.3 for explanation of symbols.
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Table 3.17 Description of geologic units at the Camp Section.

UNIT 4

UPPER LOESS

Sandy silt, pale brown (lOYR 6/3), up to 110 cm thick, micaceous. Massive bedding.
Upper 40 cm contains modem subarctic brown forest soil (cryochrept) consisting of 5 cm
thick organic-rich layer (very dark gray lOYR 3/1) overlying oxidized silt (strong brown
lOYR 4/6). Bottom of Bw horizon occasionally marked by thin (0.2-0.5 cm),
discontinuous, strong brown (7.5YR 4/6), undulating, oxidized clay band. Sharp to clear
undulating lower contact.

UNIT 3

LOWER LOESS

Silt, yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4), 65-80 cm thick. Massive bedding containing 3 paieosol
complexes (dark brown 7.5YR 3/2) representing buried, cumulative A horizons, and
occasional organic layers between complexes. Lower portion more indurated with
increasing pedogenic carbonate features (vertical root casts and thin, discontinuous,
horizontal laminations). Sharp undulating lower contact

Unit 3C

Upper Paieosol Complex

Complex 5-10 cm thick, consisting of 1-3 thin (< 1 cm), discontinuous, dark brown
(7.5YR 3/2), undulating organic layers. Layers are often difficult to distinguish and are
separated from others in the complex by no more than 5 cm. Upper paieosol complex
separated from middle complex by at least 20 cm of loess.

Unit 3B

Middle Paieosol Complex

Complex 5-10 cm thick, consisting of 1-2, undulating, continuous to discontinuous, dark
brown (7.5YR 3/2), organic layers. Upper layer, up to 2 cm thick, and nearly continuous
across bluff, is best expressed. Two layers in complex never separated by more than 5 cm.
C horizon of this complex contains abundant pedogenic carbonate feamres, including
occasional lenses of carbonate up to 5 cm long and 0.5 cm thick. Complex separated from
lower complex by 20-25 cm of loess.

Unit 3A

Lower Paieosol Complex

Complex 5-10 cm thick, consisting of 2-3, undulating, continuous to discontinuous, dark
brown (7.5YR 3/2), organic layers up to 2 cm thick with scattered small charcoal fragments
and diffuse organic matter. Each layer within complex separated by no more than 5 cm.

UNIT 2

LOWER SAND

FineeoUan sand interbedded with sUty sand, grayish brown (10 YR 5/2), 5-30 cm thick.
Massive to horizontal bedding. Abundant pedogenic carbonate features (vertical root casts
and thin, discontinuous, horizontal laminations). Sharp to gradational, undulating lower
contact.

UNIT 1

PEBBLY SAND

Fine sand, light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2), with abundant angular to subrounded pebbles
of quartz and oxidized gneiss, including quartz ventifacts up to 15 cm in size. Unit over
2 m thick. Bedding ranges from massive to cmdely horizontal in upper part of unit, to sets
of horizontal and cross-bedded lenses of sand with ripple marks and cut and fill structures
in lower part of unit. Pedogenic carbonate features near upper contact consist of thin,
discontinuous laminations and pebble coatings
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Table 3.18 Radiocarbon dates from the Camp Section.

Date
(vr. B.P.t

Laboratory
number

Material
dated

Stradgraphic
position

Comments

10,050+95

AA-18853

charcoal

upper stringer
middle paleosol
complex

AMSdate

10,660 + 80

AA-18854

charcoal

upper stringer
lower paleosol
complex

AMSdate
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Figure 3.23 Stratigraphy of a 5 meter-long measured profile at the Camp Section. Black triangles in pebbly sand are quartz
ventifacts. No vertical exaggeration.
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8% to 19 % sand with the coarsest portion near the lower contact with the gray sand. The
loess is composed of mica, quartz, and minor amounts of feldspar and mafic minerals. The
three paleosol complexes are composed of several thin, discontinuous, buried A horizons
separated by C horizons of loess. There are abundant pedogenic carbonate features in the
form of vertical root casts and thin horizontal laminations.
The Lower Paleosol Complex (Unit 3A) consists of 2-3 discontinuous, imdulating
thin, organic-rich A horizons separated by thin beds of loess. Pedogenic carbonate features
are common. A single AMS radiocarbon date of 10,660+80 yr B.P. (AA-18854) was
obtained from the upper stringer of the Lower Paleosol Complex about 20 cm above the
lower contact of the loess with the underljdng gray sand. This date provides the only age
control at the site for the initiation of loess deposition.
The Middle Paleosol Complex is composed of 2-3 thin, discontinuous, buried A
horizons. The lower stringer is underlain by a carbonate-rich zone composed of up to 18%
carbonate. The zone (3Ck2) is composed of thin, discontinuous lenses of carbonate up to
1 cm thick and 5 cm long. The surroimding loess contains abimdant pedogenic carbonate
features. A single AMS date of 10,050±95 yr B.P. (AA-18853) was obtained from the
upper stringer of the Middle Paleosol Complex. This date correlates well with the Middle
Paleosol dates from the Broken Mammoth site, and 288 Bluff. It overlaps at two standard
deviations with dates from the Middle Paleosol Complex at the Mead site and the date from
the Ab3 horizon at Swan Point
The Upper Paleosol Complex is very weakly developed at the Camp section . It is
composed of 1-3 thin, discontinuous A horizons that are often difficult to trace for more
than a meter. Pedogenic carbonate features are common in the A horizons of this complex.
Overlying the Upper Paleosol Complex is the Upper Loess (Unit 4).

The Upper

Loess is up to 110 cm thick. The lower and middle parts of the unit exhibits the same
increase in sand as seen in the other sections in the area. There is a decrease in grain size
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from 15-30 cm below the surface, but then unlike other sections, the grain size increases
again in the upper 15 of the unit The modem Alfic Cryochrept surface soil has developed
on the upper 40 cm of the unit. A thin reddish clay layer is common at the base of the Bw
horizon. There are no radiocarbon dates from the Upper Loess at the Camp Section.

Soils
Soils at the Camp section consist of the modem incipient surface soil and paleosol
developed on the sediments described above. The relationships between the soU horizons,
geological units, and radiocarbon dates is presented in Figure 3.22. The physical and
chemical characteristics of the soils and sediments are presented in Tables 3.19 and 3.20 an
are presented graphically in Figure 3.24.
The modem surface soil is an Alfic Cryochrept formed on the upper portion of the
Upper Loess (Unit 4). There is an increase in the sand content in the upper part of the
modem soil to almost 50% in the A horizon. The rest of the soil is a silt, with sand content
ranging from almost 14% in the upper part of about 10 % in the BC horizon. The soU has a
typical reddish brown Bw horizon associated with Cryochrepts. Organic carbon values
decline with depth and there is an associated increase in pH values. Pedogenic iron and
aluminum values increase in the upper part of the Bw horizon and remain fairly consistent
until below the BC horizon. The modem soil has been leached of carbonate.
There is an increase in sand content in the BC and C horizons of the modem soil.
Organic carbon, and pedogenic iron and aluminum values decrease with depth. There is an
increase in pH with depth and carbonate becomes detectable near the base of the upper
loess at about 80-100 cm in depth.
The next soil horizon at the site is the Upper Paleosol Complex consisting of
horizons 2Abk and 2C.

The complex is composed of 1-3 weakly-developed, thin,

discontinuous, buried A horizons overlying a C horizon of silt loess. There is an increase
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in the amount of organic carbon and pedogenic iron and aluminum values in the Abk
horizon. The Abk is enriched in pedogenic carbonate and exhibits features such as thin
laminations and root casts. The underlying 2C horizon shows a decrease in carbonate from
about 1.6% in the overlying Abk to about 0.3% in the 2C horizon.
The Middle Paleosol Complex, consisting of horizons 3Abk, 3Ckl, 3Ck2, and
3Ck3, contains abundant pedogenic carbonate features in the form of vertical root casts,
thin horizontal laminations, and thin discontinuous lenses of carbonate up to 1 cm thick an
5 cm long. The 3Abk horizon is composed of 1-2 thin, discontinuous, organic-rich, buried
A horizons. The horizon shows a slight increase in organic carbon, while pedogenic iron
and alimiinimi values remain about the same as the surrounding loess, suggesting little
weathering. Carbonate values increase with depth in the complex and peak at about 18% in
the 3Ck2 horizon. The small amount of organic matter associated with 3Ck3 horizon is
probably a weakly-developed buried A horizon, that can be found in some parts of the
section.
The Lower Paleosol Complex consists of horizons 4Abk and 4Ck.

The 4Abk

horizon is a cumulative A horizon composed of 2-3 thin, discontinuous, buried A horizons.
The 4 Abk horizon contains the greatest amount of accimiulated organic carbon of any of
the paleosols at the site.

Pedogenic iron and aluminimi values remain similar to the

overlying loess. The underlying 4Ck horizon exhibits an increase in sand content from
about 9% in the overljdng 4Abk to about 19% in the 4Ck horizon. There is an associated
dramatic drop in organic carbon and carbonate values. These values continue to decline
with depth for the rest of the profile.
The lowest two horizons, the 5Ck horizon developed on the gray eolian sand, and
the 6Ck horizon, developed on the pebbly sand, show little alteration of the parent material
except for the accumulation of pedogenic carbonate in the form of root casts and thin
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Tabic 3.20

Physical and chemical characieristics of soil uniLs at the Camp Section.
Particle Size (%)
Sand
Silt
Clav

Feo

(%)

Organic
Carbon (%)

Fep

CH

(%)

(%)

0-3

49.2

4.5

6.12

0.0

13.2

0.07

E

3-5

*

*

6.25

3.38

Bw

5-10

13.9

80.1

6.0

7.99

0.0

10-15

12.0

80.1

7.9

8.12

15-20

8.6

80.2

11.2

20-30

7.6

80.9

BC

30-40

10.2

C

40-50

Horizon

Depth
cm

A

CaC03

Alp

Alo

m

m

0.26

0.03

0.06

0.18

0.43

0.07

0.09

0.91

0.06

0.69

0.04

0.12

0.0

0.69

0.06

0.61

0.03

0.11

8.18

0.0

0.47

0.04

0.63

0.02

0.09

11.5

8.04

0.0

0.40

0.03

0.65

0.02

0.11

80.9

8.9

7.86

0.0

0.29

0.03

0.58

0.02

0.10

14.6

81.8

3.6

7.51

0.0

0.23

0.03

0.45

0.01

0.07

50-70t

16.0

81.4

2.6

7.81

0.0

0.19

0.04

0.42

0.01

0.07
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13.4

84.0

2.6

7.98

0.21

0.26

0.05

0.47

0.02

0.07
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12.6

84.9

2.5

8.07

o.n

0.20

0.06

0.43

0.02

0.08
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9.3

88.0
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1.57
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0.07
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0.11

2C

105-130

8.0
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0.26
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0.06
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0.02

0.09
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Table 3.20 (continued)
Particle Siz£ (%)
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Figure 3.24 Selected soil properties at the Camp Section. Numerical values for graphs presented in Tab
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horizontal laminations.
Similar to the other sections already discussed, the main soil-forming processes
affecting the sediments at the Camp section are the repeated influx of new eolian parent
material, the accumulation of organic matter in the form of A horizons, the leaching of
carbonate from the upper part of the profile and precipitation lower in the profile. The
eolian influx has repeatedly buried former stuface A horizons creating a series of paleosol
complexes. The paleosols in the Lower Loess represent Typic Cryorthents formed by the
accumulation of thin A horizons overlying relatively unaltered parent material superimposed
with pedogenic carbonate. Brunification appears to be the dominate process in the modem
Alfic Cryochrept soil and there is little evidence of iUuviation of

pedogenic iron and

aluminum.

Discussion
The stratigraphy of the Camp Section exhibits the same pattern as the sections
previously discussed. The colors, thickness, and stratigraphic position of the units at the
sites is highly correlative. However, as with the 288 Bluff section, the age relationships at
the Camp section could be strengthened with additional radiocarbon dates.

The Camp

section, like 288 Bluff, does not have much large charcoal associated with the paleosols.
The paleosol complexes at the Camp section appear to be less developed than those at the
other sites. The thinness of the buried A horizons and the lower pedogenic iron and
aliraiinum values suggest less intense weathering than at other sites. The values for the
modem surface soil are also lower than at the other sites. This may be related to the high
topographic position of the site. Several steep rocky bluffs near the section are actively
undergoing slope erosion and expose lower-lying sand units available for transport and
redeposition at the Camp section. The high sand content of the modem A horizon is
probably related to the presence of a sandy roadcut bluff at the site since the 1940's.
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Winds would have blown the sand exposed at the base of the roadcut up to the top of the
bluff increasing the sand content in the modem A horizon. Like the other sites, the Camp
section exhibits an increase in sand content in the middle and lower parts of the Upper
Loess. While the percentages are not as high as for the other sections, there is a noticeable
"sand bulge" in the C horizon of the modem soil (grain size graph. Figure 3.24). Unlike
the other sites, however, the Camp section show an increase in grain size in the late
Holocene after a slight decline. This may be due to small, active coUuvial slopes providing
a local sand source. There is not a thin bluff-top sand sheet separating the Upper and
Lower Loess units at the Camp section, even though the site is in close proximity to the
Broken Mammoth site.

Again, the high topographic position probably influenced the

microstratigraphy at the site. The Camp section is on a bluff that is too high and too steep
for saltating sand grains to climb. It is also buffered from undercutting caused by the river
by an additional several hundred meters of bedrock between it and the river.
Correlation of the paleosol complexes to those at Broken Mammoth can be done on
a stratigraphic basis. However, for the Lower Paleosol Complex at the Camp section a
radiocarbon date of about 10,660+80 yr B.P.(AA-18854) appears to be too young and
would better be associated with the Middle Paleosol Complex. However, two things must
be considered in interpreting this date. First, the sample was taken from the upper stringer
of the Lower complex at the Camp Section. It should be expected to be an upper limiting
date on the Lower Paleosol Complex and it overlaps at two standard deviations with a date
from the upper stringer of the Lower Paleosol Complex from the Broken Mammoth site of
11,040+260 yr B.P. (UGA-6257D). Secondly, it appears based on the stratigraphy, that
the formation of the Lower Paleosol Complex at the Camp section may have been delayed
by continued coarse-grained deposition. The basal loess (4Ck) underlying the organic
stringers (4Abk) of the Lower Paleosol Complex at the Camp section is almost 20% sand,
which is twice as coarse as the corresponding unit at the Broken Mammoth site. This
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coarse loess may have inhibited and delayed the formation of the organic-rich A horizons
associated with the Lower Paleosol Complex. Another possibility is that the charcoal was a
burned root which had penetrated down from the Middle Paleosol Complex.
A single date of 10,050+95 yr B.P. (AA-18853) from the Middle Paleosol
Complex at the Camp section correlates well with the Middle complex at the Broken
Mammoth site. Further strengthening this correlation is the presence of the carbonate-rich
zone associated with the Middle Paleosol Complexes at both sites.

At the Broken

Mammoth, 288 Bluff, and Camp sections there is a zone of high carbonate enrichment
located in the C horizon of the Middle Paleosol Complex. At the Mead site, the Middle
Paleosol complex is also the most enriched in carbonate, but there the Abk horizon of the
complex has the highest value.

DISCUSSION OF MAIN SECTIONS
AU five sections selected for detailed analysis show a remarkable similarity and
correlation of their stratigraphic units, soils, radiocarbon dates, and for the Paleoindian
sites, the archaeological components (Figure 3.25). There is minor variation among the
sites due to local influences such as geomorphic position and proximity to the Tanana
River. Each site has already been discussed in their individual sections. This discussion
will present the similarities and differences among the sites. Environmental interpretation
will be limited and is discussed in Chapter Five after the presentation of additional
environmental information.
The stratigraphic units among the sites show similarities in the number and types of
units, the time of their deposition, thickness, color, mineralogy, and patterns and timing of
pedogenic alteration. The soils, both the modem surface soil and the paleosols show very
similar physical and chemical pedogenic characteristics. Archaeological components at the
Paleoindian sites show a pattern and timing of occupation. Radiocarbon dating of the sites
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shows a general agreement in the timing of the events This overall similarity among the
sites suggest a regional factor, such as climate, vegetation or changes in the Tanana River
system, controlling the development of the broad aspects of the observed stratigraphic
sequences. While there is a close general agreement among the sites, there are minor
differences due to local conditions.
There is a general correlation between the various geologic units at the sites. At the
bedrock contact, at all of the sites, there is evidence for older, periglacial weathering cycles.
Frost-shattered, oxidized bedrock occurs at aU of the sites. Overlying the weathered there
are sand wedges, rubble filled gullies, and colluvial solifluction layers. The Camp and 288
sections also have smaU-guUy-fill fluvial sediments composed of older reworked gray
eolian sand and transported ventifacts. At Swan Point, joints in the bedrock have been
weathered enlarged and filled with both sand derived from weathered bedrock and gray
eolian bluff-top sand.

The bedrock has undergone at least several glacial/interglacial

weathering cycles (Pewe, 1965). The area was probably an extreme periglacial
environment during the Delta Glaciation with the ice front only about 10 km away.
Extensive frost shattering, wind deflation and ventifact formation probably occurred. Wind
erosion removed any older loess deposits and soils from the exposed bedrock bluffs these
sites occupy. Pewe (1965, 1975a) would also have the bulk of the nearby Shaw Creek
dune field being deposited during Delta time. Many of older fluvial gully-fiUings of gray
eolian sand and ventifacts probably occurred during the middle Wisconsin as dated at the
Canyon Creek section (Weber and others, 1981).
All of the sections except for the Camp section underwent deflation and ventifact
formation probably during the Donnelly Glaciation. The Camp section was experiencing
colluvial activity as expressed by the pebbly sand of Unit 1. By Birch period time, 12,000
to 14,000 yr B.P., the sites were all experiencing blufftop deposition of gray eolian sand.
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derived from the Tanana River, from older dune source areas (which were probably active
themselves), and from older, retransported eolian gray sand from hillslope gullies.
Loess deposition began at all of the sites about 12,000 yr B.P. Surfaces soon
stabilized, and the Lower Paleosol Complex formed at the all of the sites except for Swan
Point, where a single patchy A horizon developed on a thin coUuvial layer. Swan Point,
being farther from the Tanana River source area, received less loess than the riverside
sections and the paleosol developed on a coarse pebbly layer.
The three Paleoindian sites were initially occupied soon after the stabilization of the
surfaces and soil formation began. Based on the amount of cultural material and the longer
span of radiocarbon dates, the Broken Mammoth sites appears to have received more use
than did the Mead or Swan Point sites. Based on the stratigraphic sequence at the Broken
Mammoth and 288 Bluff sections, the Tanana River may have been some distance from the
site at this time and Shaw Creek may have flowed across the Tanana floodplain in front of
the site. This situation would have made the Broken Manmioth site an extremely favorable
location with ready access to numerous environments.
At all three Paleoindian sites, the earliest inhabitants utilized and worked mammoth
ivory collected from older contexts. There is no evidence humans were hunting mammoths
at theses sites.

At the Swan Point site, the earliest occupation includes the use and

manufacture of microblades associated with three AMS dates of about 11,700 yr B.P. The
microblades and associated dates are in unambiguous association, in a primary geological
context, with no evidence for mixing, frost activity, or redistribution of the artifacts. No
microblades have been recovered from the oldest levels at the Broken Mammoth or Mead
sites.
Beginning about 11,000 yr B.P., the sites received increased loess deposition and
the Lower Paleosol Complex became buried. Surfaces stabilized again about 10,800 yr
B.P. and the Middle Paleosol Complex formed from about 10,800 to 10,000 yr B.P.
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Radiocarbon dates from the Broken Mammoth site suggest the Middle Paleosol Complex
may have been a surface until about 9300 yr B.P. All three Paleoindian sites were again
occupied and heavily utilized during Middle Paleosol time.
By 9300 yr B.P., the Middle Paleosol complex was buried and a period of rapid
deposition occurred until about 7700 yr B.P. The sites were abandoned during this time
interval The rapid deposition of almost 1 meter of eolian sediment occurred at all four of
the riverside sites: Broken Mammoth, 288 Bluff, Camp, and Mead. The Mead site is
considered a riverside site due to its close proximity to the Tanana River and its similar
stratigraphy to those sites. This rapid burial during a warm dry interval (TenBrink and
Waythomas, 1985; Ager, 1983) sealed the paleosol complexes and their associated cultural
remains, in the Lower Loess. Pedogenic carbonate precipitation during this time caused the
abundant faunal remains left by the Paleoindian occupations to be well-preserved. Being
further from the river. Swan Point received less loess and any carbonate from this time has
been leached by the acidic modem soil. The rapid deposition of loess and sand between
about 9300 and 7500 yr B.P. is postulated to be the result of the Tanana River migrating
against the north side of the valley. At the two sites nearest the river. Broken Mammoth
and 288 Bluff, a thin bluff-top sand sheet was deposited during this time burying the
weakly developed Upper Paleosol Complex. Erosion and undercutting of the bedrock
bluffs would have caused the underlying gray sand to be exposed by slumping and mass
wasting. The gray sand could then provide a source area for the deposition of the thin
bluff-top sand sheet overlying the Lower Loess at the Broken Mammoth and 288 Bluff
sections. As the exposed sand became vegetated, the source area would have switched to
the now nearby gravel bar of the Tanana River. This scenario would also account for the
abandonment of the site during this time period..
The Broken Mammoth and Swan Point sites, and possibly the Mead site were
briefly reoccupied about 7200 to 7700 yr B.P. before abandonment until late Holocene
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time. After about 7500 yr B.P., loess deposition slowed, but remained coarse-grained, at
all of the sites.
By about 4500 yr B.P., slow, fine-grained deposition began and continues today at
all of the sites, except the Camp section. This is probably when carbonate began to be
leached from the fresh, thick, newly-deposited Upper Loess, and was superimposed on the
Lower Loess and the paleosols. This leaching probably began due to the development of
the modem acidic soil under spruce forest conditions. About 20 cm of loess has been
deposited in the last 2000 years.
The soils at the sites are very similar in both physical and chemical characteristics.
All of the sites have a nearly identical Alfic Cryochrept developed on the upper 35-40 cm of
the Upper Loess. All the sites exhibit an incipient E horizon in the field but chemical
analyses show only slight depletion of iron, aluminum, and organics. The modem soils
are being leached of carbonate. The acidic conditions created by the late Holocene increase
in the boreal forest (Ager, 1975,1983) has leached the Upper Loess of carbonate. At all of
the sites there is no carbonate in the upper 90-100 cm of loess. Below about 100 cm depth,
the acidic conditions of the modem soil are buffered and pedogenic carbonate exists in the
profiles.
The Bw horizon of the modem soil at aU of the sites is similar in its chemistry.
There is a steady decrease in organic carbon with depth. Pedogenic iron and aluminum
usually peak associated with a thin clay-rich layer at the base of the Bw horizon.
Brunification appears to be the dominate process affecting the development of the Bw
horizon of the modem soils.
At the riverside sites, the paleosol complexes in the Lower Loess are all very
similar, in both their physical and chemical nature. All of the paleosol complexes have
cumulative A horizons consisting of several thin, discontinuous organic-rich buried A
horizons. The Middle Paleosol Complex is usually the best expressed in the field and
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commonly occurs as two closely-spaced organic stringers forming a couplet that can be
traced for tens of meters. The Upper Paleosol Complex is always the least developed of
the complexes and exhibits characteristics indicative of being overwhelmed by rapid loess
deposition.

The buried A horizons show increased organic carbon accumulation and

increases in pedogenic iron and aluminum.

Pedogenic carbonate accumulation is a

dominate process in the Lower Loess. At all of the riverside sites, the greatest amount of
pedogenic carbonate occurs in the Ck horizon associated with the Middle Paleosol
Complex. At the 288 Bluff and Camp sections, there is a carbonate zone composed of
about 50% carbonate which occurs as thin, discontinuous, white lenses of carbonate
mimicking a volcanic ash. It is difficult to determine how much of the pedogenic carbonate
in the Lower Loess was precipitated during pedogenesis of the paleosol complexes and
how much has been superimposed by leaching of the overlying Upper Loess. At least
some of the carbonate is contemporary with the genesis of the paleosols.

There are

variations in the carbonate content between some of the Abk horizons and the underlying
Ck horizons, which should have been obscured by secondary imprinting of carbonate from
the overlying Upper Loess.

The lack of paleo-Bw horizons, gleyed horizons, or

convolutions suggest the paleosols were well-drained, dry, warm, alkaline features during
their pedogenesis and Ck horizons were developing while the associated A horizons were
surfaces. The well-preserved nature of the faunal remains suggest internment in alkaline
soil conditions since their burial. The paleosol complexes have been classified as Typic
Cryorthents consisting of Abk and Ck horizons.
The presence of paleosols in the Lower Loess but not in the Upper Loess can be
explained by a combination of loess deposition rates, soil chemistry conditions, and the rate
of organic matter accumulation. In the Lower Loess thin A horizons formed during periods
of slow loess deposition and higher rates of organic accumulation. When loess deposition
rates increased the A horizons were buried and formed a paleosol. Under the alkaline
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condition of the Lower Loess the paleosols were preserved. In the Upper Loess, even
though there is known buried surfaces associated with archaeological components, there
are no identifiable paleosol horizons. Under the boreal forest conditions, which have
existed at the sites for about the last 4500 yrs B.P., slow, fine-grained loess deposition has
been occurring. Soil organic matter can accimiulate and keep pace with loess deposition.
The soil surface slowly accretes upwards allowing time for the organic matter to
decompose.

Chemical reactions associated with the acidic soil conditions of the late

Holocene Boreal forest decompose and destroy the incorporated organic matter before a
buried A horizon can form. Other processes which may destroy soil horizons are increased
root activity and tree windthrow bioturbating the upper soil destroying any paleosol
horizonation (Schaetzl, 1983).
The remarkable similarity between the stratigraphic sections investigate in this study
indicates a regional correlative regional eolian stratigraphy exists in the Shaw Creek Flats
area. This regional stratigraphy should aid in the discovery and interpretation of additional
Paleoindian sites in the region. It should also help in correlating and interpreting past
envirormiental events. There are no significant differences between the su-atigraphy seen at
the Paleoindian sites and the geological control sections, except perhaps the occurrence of
cultural charcoal aids in the radiocarbon dating of the Paleoindian sections. There may be
slight enhancement of the organic carbon in the A horizons of the paleosols due to cultural
influences.
The Swan Point site exhibits the greatest differences, mainly due to its distance
from the Tanana River. Less loess has been deposited and the modem acidic surface soil
strongly influences the chemistry of the profile. Carbonates have been leached from almost
the entire section causing poor faunal preservation in the Paleoindian levels. The paleosol
stringers also have a different character from those at the riverside sites.
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This project has shown, that contrary to past interpretations, the majority of the
loess in the region is Holocene in age and does not represent deposition during the
Doimelly Glaciation. The loess deposition was initiated with the development of scrub
poplar-willow forest conditions, about 12,000 yr B.P., and continues today under the
boreal forest conditions of today.
Modifying Hopkins' (1982) interpretation of similar sequences in the Tanana Valley
at the Canyon Creek section, the ventifact-eoUan sand-loess-paleosol sequences seen in the
lower sections of the riverside sites in this study most likely represent the climatic and
vegetational transition from fiill periglacial steppe-tundra environments, to shrub tundra
during die Birch Period, to the development of an open scrub parkland of aspen and willow
with warm, dry alkaline soil conditions. The transition to the open parkland also marked
the arrival of the first humans into the region.
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CHAPTER FOUR
REGIONAL COMPARISONS
Introduction
EoUan sediments are found throughout the Xanana Valley in a variety of settings.
In order to put the five main sections studied in this project into proper stratigraphic
context, over 60 late Quaternary eolian stratigraphic sections were measured and described
in the field.

Appendix A contains stratigraphic descriptions from 50 selected sections,

either personally described in the field or taken from the literature. This chapter is not
meant to be a definitive statement on the regional eolian stratigraphy of the Tanana Valley,
that would take a lifetime. Rather, given length considerations, these sections will be
briefly introduced, using the descriptions in Appendix A and numerous illustrations, and
their relative importance to the interpretation of the stratigraphy of the Shaw Creek Flats
sites discussed . This chapter also provides an opportunity to display the variation seen in
the regional eolian stratigraphy. The sections discussed in this chapter can be located on
the maps in Figures 2.1, 2.4, 2.5, and 4.1. Numbered sections on the maps of Figure 2.4
and 2.5 correspond to numbered descriptions in Appendix A. Archaeological sites in the
middle Tanana Valley and Nenana Valley are listed alphabetically in their own section of
Appendix A.

Shaw Creek Flats Area
Eolian sections in the Shaw Creek Flats area show considerable variation depending
on geomorphic positions and proximity to the Tanana River.

The five main sections

(Sections 1-5; Figures 2.4 and 2.5) described in Chapter Three are among the thickest and
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Figure 4.1 Map of the Tanana and Nenana Valleys showing locations of regionally important archaeological sites and
geologic sections discussed in the text.
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best expressed profiles in terms of number of units and record of environmental change.
Their location on bluff-tops of medium height allowed for a variety of factors to produce a
thick, consistent eolian stratigraphic sequence. These sections have been discussed on
Chapter Three
However, in other geomorphic positions, the loess stratigraphy can be thin,
monotonous, and relatively uninformative. For example. Sections 6, 12, and 29 exhibit
typical profiles with thin loess covers and no paleosols (Figure 4.2. All of the sections are
in upland positions around the edge of Shaw Creek Flats (Figure 2.4 and 2.5). They all
have loess overlying a basal gray eolian sand and have a Cryochrept soil developed on their
upper surface to a depth of about 30 cm and there is no pedogenic carbonate in the profile.
Similar profiles, not illustrated, include Sections 20 and 28.

The lack of pedogenic

carbonate in thin loess profiles, less than about 1 meter thick, with well-developed, modem
Cryochrept soil indicates the importance of the acidic soil conditions in leaching the profiles
of carbonate in the region. Thinner loess sections are associated with exposed upland areas
experiencing colluvial activity. The lack of paleosols in the thin loess sections supports the
hypothesis that the late Holocene was not a time of paleosol preservation and that the acidic
nature of the modem soil may be responsible. It is also possible that deflation may have
removed part of the section.
At thicker loess sections, over about one meter in depth, paleosols and pedogenic
carbonate become common (Sections 7 and 21; Figure 4.3). Section 21 is located in the
Mead family garden plot at the Mead site. It not only displays the paleosol complexes, but
a thin carbonate-rich zone between the middle and lower complexes, similar to that seen at
288 Bluff and the Camp section. Similar sections, not illustrated, containing paleosols, are
Sections 8 and 9. All of these sections are located on flat midslope areas or bluff tops.
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Thicker loess sections not containing paleosols are illustrated by Sections 10 and 26
(Figure 4.3). Section 10 is over 100 cm thick and contains pedogenic carbonate in the
lower sections. Section 26 is a profile about 1 meter deep but does not contain any
pedogenic carbonate features. A similar section, not illustrated, is Section 11, up to 100
cm thick but with no pedogenic carbonate or paleosols. These sections demonstrate the
control depth has on carbonate and paleosol preservation. Pedogenic carbonate features
conamonly occur below about 100 cm depth in the loess in the region. Some sections that
are about ICX) cm thick may or may not exhibit carbonate. These sections also demonstrate
that paleosol preservation is not strictly a matter of depth.

Some thick sections have

paleosols and some do not. Paleosol preservation is probably also dependent on factors
such as topographic position, site deposition rates, and vegetation growing at he site.
An extensive dune field exists in the north and northeastern part of Shaw Creek
Rats (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). The dune field has been reported on by several workers
(Pewe, 1965, 1975a; Pewe and Reger, 1983; Kreig and Reger, 1982; Lea and Waythomas,
1990). However, the timing of dune activity is not well-dated. The dune field been
previously discussed in the Quaternary geology section of Chapter Two. Soil borings
conducted in the dune field during the construction of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline were
reported by Kreig and Reger (1982) and show sand thickness of at least 22 m (Section 15),
though most of the borings stopped at 15 m depth (Sections 14, 16, 18, 19). Other soil
borings (Sections 22 and 23) on Shaw Creek Flats show frozen organic silt and sand
overlying Tanana river gravel. Pewe (1965, 1975a) reported that the gray eolian sand
which makes up the dune field was deposited both as dunes and bluff-top sand sheets
during the Delta Glaciation.
Examining loess profiles in the region which overlie dune sand suggests that at
least some of the dunes may have been active into middle Holocene time (Sections 13, 17,
and 24; Figure 4.4). The loess cap on these dunes is only about half of the thickness that
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should be expected given their distance from the Tanana River. The dimes are about the
same distance from the Tanana River as the Swan Point site. At Swan Point, 80 cm of
loess has been deposited in the last 12,000 years. The dunes nearby only have about 30-40
cm of loess overlying gray eolian dime sand. This suggests their upper surfaces have only
been stable for about half as long as Swan Point. Other sections, not illustrated, which
display the same pattern are Sections 25 and 27. In the absence of radiocarbon-dating
control, this is strong stratigraphic evidence for the continued activity of these dunes into
middle Holocene time.

This was a time of increased, coarse-grained, sandy loess

deposition in the main five sections discussed in the previous chapter The coarse sandy
zone in the middle of the loess at Swan Point may indicate bluff-top deposition of some of
this sand from nearby dumes. Obviously, further work is needed to establish the timing of
dune activity, especially the radiocarbon dating of numerous loess contacts overlying
stabilized dunes.
Small dunes, composed of brown sand , occur along the edge of the Tanana River,
on Shaw Creek Flats. Pewe (1965, 1975a) correlates them to the Donnelly Glaciation
(Figure 2.3). Section 30 (Figure 4.4) exhibits about 80 cm of loess overlying dune sand
with no pedogenic carbonate features in the loess or sand.

Delta Region
Dunes also occur in the Delta area (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). Pewe (1965, 1975a;
Pewe and Reger, 1983) reports on these dunes and attributes die timing of their formation
to the Donnelly Glaciation. Section 35 (Figure 4.4) is 2.3 m roadcut into a dune exposing
altemating layers of eolian sand, loess, paleosols, and charcoal-rich reddish zones
interpreted to be forest fire layers. Unit 3, a loess layer exhibits several thin paleosol
stringers. The altemating layers of loess, paleosols, and sand suggest several episodes of
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eolian sand activity, and periods of lesser wind intensity depositing loess and paleosol
formation. This is another section which demand further investigation and radiocarbon
dating of the stratigraphy.
Loess sections in the Delta area show similar characteristics to those in the Shaw
Creek Flats area. Archaeological test pits conducted at several locations reveal thick loess
and paleosol sequences similar to the main sections studied. At Quartz Lake, Sections 32
and 33 (Figure 4.5) exhibit paleosols and carbonate features in the lower parts of the loess
profile.
278 Terrace (Section 31; Figure 4.5) is a 6 m high cutbank of the Tanana River,
previously reported on by Fewe and Reger (1983). There is about 130 cm of loess with
associated paleosols and charcoal-rich forest fire layers, overlying eolian sand, and fluvial
sediments. Even though the section is thick, and should contain pedogenic carbonate, there
is none. This can be explained by a radiocarbon date of about 8000 yr B.P.( Figure 4.5)
from near the base of the loess and the presence large charcoal fragments, and paleo-Bw
horizons. Pollen studies (Ager, 1975, 1983) show spruce invaded the Tanana Valley
sometime around 9500 yr B.P.

If spruce has grown at a site, creating acidic soil

conditions, the profile can be leached of carbonate if there is not enough loess to buffer the
acidic conditions. The presence of large charcoal fragments and a Bw horizon associated
with a date of about 8000 yr B.P., and a thick profile entirely leached of carbonate indicate
spruce was growing at the site. This scenario suggests that spruce, while present in the
Tanana Valley beginning about 9500 yr. B.P., did not grow direcdy on the Broken
Mammoth or Mead sites until after the rapid early Holocene loess deposition occurred and
the Lower Loess was buried. The profiles at these sites would have been leached of
carbonate and the faunal remains would be more weathered and decomposed by the acidic
soil conditions. The lack of any paleo-Bw horizon and absence of large charcoal fragments
at the sites further support this hypothesis.
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Two archaeological test pits near the Tanana River have revealed thick loess
sequences overlying basal gray eolian sand (Sections 36 and 37; Figures 4.5 and 2.4).
Section 37 is a deeply stratified section containing numerous thin A horizons in the lower
portion of the loess with abundant pedogenic carbonate features. Overlying the loess and
paleosols is a thick, coarse, sandy loess which is overlain by late Holocene fine-grained
loess with an Alfic Cryochrept developed on its upper 45 cm. This profile exhibits many
of the same features as the riverside sites near Shaw Creek. Section 36 is a thick loess unit
but does not contain any paleosols or pedogenic carbonate. This section has one of the
thickest modem Bw horizons seen in the area extending to 65 cm depth. No carbonate
exists until about 135 cm depth in the underlying gray sand.
The occurrence of similar stratigraphic sequences, in the Delta area, of basal gray
eolian sand, a lower loess with pedogenic carbonate and paleosols, and an upper loess
without paleosols, containing a Cryochrept soil suggests there is a broadly correlative
eolian stratigraphy in the region. Unfortimately, supporting radiocarbon dates are lacking.

Archaeological sites in the Tanana Valley
In addition to the Paleoindian sites investigated in this study, there are several other
regionally important archaeological sites of early Holocene/late Pleistocene age. These sites
are located on Figures 4.1 and 2.1. The sites aU are located in eolian loess and sand and
are located on bluffs and terraces. Sites in the Tanana Valley are described in Appendix A,
after the numbered section and are listed in alphabetical order.
The Healy Lake site is located on the end of a ridge overlooking Healy Lake, about
70 km southeast of the Broken Mammoth site (Figure 4.1). The site has recendy been
included in extensive reviews on early Alaskan sites by Hamilton and Goebel (1996) and
by Cook (1996), so only a brief description follows here. The site stratigraphy (Figure
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Table 4.1 Radiocarbon dates from the Healy Lake Village Site (Cook, 1996). Dates are
ordered by excavation levels. See Figure 4.6 for stratigraphic position and depths of
excavation levels.
Date
fvr B.P.^

Laboratorv
number

Material
dated

Excavation
l?v?l

455±130

GX-2166

charcoal

1

900±90
modem

Gak-1886
GX-1945
GX-2160
Gak-1887
GX-2168
GX-2169
GX-2165
AU-4
Beta-76058
CAMS-16521
Beta-76068
CAMS-16524
GX-2176

charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
plant

1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

AMS date

plant

2

AMS date

charcoal
plant

3
3

AMS date

3

AMS date

4

Excavation levels 4-5
considered transistional

905±90
1360±80
1655±180
2875±140
3580±140
3655±426
380±50
4460±60
2660±100
1790±50
3350±50
2150±80
4010±110
8960±150
3020±50
modem
5000±600
10,250±380
7920±90
11,410±60

Beta-76059
CAMS-16522
Beta-76061
charcoal
CAMS-15915
GX-2161
charcoal
GX-2163
GX-1340
Beta-76063
CAMS-15916
GX-2162
Beta-76069
CAMS-16525
GX-2173

Comments
Excavation levels 1-3
considered Athapaskan.

charcoal
bone
charcoal

4
4
4

apatite fraction
AMS date

charcoal
plant

5
5

AMS date

charcoal

6

Beta-76062
soil
Beta-76060
charcoal
r'A
N>fC_ 1 so 1/I
CAMS-15914

6
6

(continued on next page)

Cultural levels 6-10
considered Chindadn
AMS date
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Table 4.1 continued
Date
^vr B.P.)

Laboratory
numiM

Material
dated

Excavation
level

5110±90

Beta-76064

charcoal

6

11,100±60

Beta-76067
charcoal
CAMS-15918

10,410±60

Beta-76071
charcoal
CAMS-15920

8655±280

GX-2171

charcoal

8680±240

GX-2170

charcoal

6 or 7

Comments

AMS date, associated
with microblades
AMS date

10,290±60

charcoal
Beta-76066
CAMS-15917

AMS date

8990±60

Beta-76070
charcoal
CAMS-15919

AMS date

Beta-76065
plant
CAMS-16523

AMS date

9245+213

AU-1

charcoal

split sample with GX2174 & SI-737

9895±210

GX-2174

charcoal

split sample with AU-1
& SI-737

10,150±210

SI-737

charcoal

split sample with AU-1 &
GX-2174

11,090±170

GX-1341

bone

8

apatite fraction

9401±528

AU-2

charcoal

9

split sample with GX2159 & SI-738

6645+280

GX-2159

charcoal

9

split sample with AU-2 &
SI-738

8210±155

SI-738

charcoal

9

split sample with AU-2 &
GX-2159

AU-3

charcoal

10

split sample with GX2175 & SI-739

GX-2175

charcoal

10

split sampe with AU-3 &
SI-739

10,040±210

SI-739

charcoal

10

split sample with AU-3 &
GX-2175

10,500±280

GX-1944

charcoal

10

ll,550±50

10,434±279
8465+360
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4.6) has been described by Cook (1996, 1969) and by Ager (1972). The archaeological
components have been described by Cook (1996, 1969). Healy Lake is the type site for
the Chindadn point style. Chindadn points are small triangular to teardrop-shaped points
found in early Holocene/late Pleistocene contexts.

At the Healy Lake site they are

associated with microblades and radiocarbon dates in excess of 11,000 yr B.P. (Table
4.1). Besides Swan Point, Healy Lake is the only other site in Alaska to have microblades
associated with radiocarbon dates older than 11,000 yr B.P. However, due to evidence of
mixing and stratigraphically-inverted dates, the association of the microblades and the older
dates has been called into question.
Healy Lake was formed by aggradation of the Tanana River damming the lower
course of the Healy River (Ager, 1972).

Up to 120 cm of eolian sediments overlie

weathered bedrock. Many of the bedrock fragments show evidence of wind polish and
ventifacting. Above the weathered bedrock is a pebbly sand interpreted as a beach deposit
containing unidentifiable bone fragments and reworked ventifacts.

Above the beach

deposit is an eolian fine sand which grades upwards into sandy loess and at the top of the
unit is a fine-grained, silt loess. This unit contains frost cracks, a buried podzolic soil
profile, and the solum of the modem soil. The buried podzolic soil consists of a leached
gray A2b horizon overlying a B2b horizon (Cook, 1996). There are clay bands in the
upper portion of the loess similar to those found in the Shaw Creek sites.
Even though the stratigraphy at Healy Lake is much different than that at the Shaw
Creek sites, there is still a broad similarity. A ventifacted bedrock surface is overlain by a
unit of pebbly sand, which has reworked underlying ventifacts (at Healy Lake, a pebbly
beach sand; at 288 Bluff and Camp section, fluvial and coUuvial units). This is overlain
by eolian sand which fines upwards into late Holocene fine-grained loess near the surface.
The sequence was interrupted by soil formation and a paleosol developed.

The

paleopodzolic soil represents very different environmental conditions than the paleosols at
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the Shaw Creek sites. The paleopodzolic soil formed under acidic forest conditions,
suggesting that spruce has grown at the site perhaps since the early Holocene. The age of
the paleopodzolic soil is difficult to determine given the widely discordant dates at the site
(Table 4.1).
The site was excavated in 5 cm levels (Excavation levels 1-10; Figure 4.6). The
early occupations, of interest here, are recorded in levels 6-10. There are 92 microblades
associated with levels 6, 7, and 8 (Cook, 1996). In level 7, a hearth area produced four
microblades, a biface fragment, and other cultural material associated with a date of 11,100
yr B.P. Levels 6-8 have radiocarbon dates ranging from about 5100 to 11,500 yr B.P.
Cook (1996) discards several of the younger dates based on technical reasons and
considering only dates on charcoal, there are two dates that are between 11,100 and 11,400
yr B.P. However, seven of the dates fall between 10,000 and 10,500 yr B.P., a time
when microblades are common in Alaska, and eight of the dates are younger than 10,000
yr B.P. The dating of microblades at Healy Lake remains somewhat problematic. With the
discovery of Swan Point, and the unambiguous occurrence of microblades dating to about
11,700, the early occurrence of microblades at Healy Lake becomes more probable. Taken
together, they indicate that microblades were part of the tool kit of some of the first people
into the New World.
The Chug water site is located on a bedrock ridge overlooking the Tanana Eliver
Valley about 35 km southeast of Fairbanks (Figure 4.1).

The site has recently been

reviewed by Lively (1996). A thin loess unit, up to 50 cm thick, overlies weathered
bedrock and discontinuous layers of coUuvium and eolian sand . Eolian sand forms a
discontinuous layer that fills in low depressions and cracks in the bedrock. Overlying the
sand is a discontinuous pebbly sand interpreted to as a colluvial layer. The loess shows
variable thickness over the considerable area of the site and averages 30 cm. There are
several thin Ab horizons in the middle of the loess. The upper portion of the loess supports
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an Alfic Cryochrept soil profile with a clay band at the base of the Bw horizon. Three
archaeological components have been identified. The lowest component contains Nenana
Complex points, though no radiocarbon dates are associated from the shallow context (<
30 cm). Component n artifacts include microblades and microblade cores and has been
assigned to the Denali Complex.

Two radiocarbon dates have been tentatively associated

with this component and range from about 8900 to 9500 yr B.P. (Figure 4.6). The site
has a total of 20 radiocarbon dates, but due to shallow contexts and poor stratigraphic
control. Lively (1996) states that none of the dates can be related to any of the diagnostic
artifacts recovered from the site.
The general stratigraphy at the Chugwater site is similar to the Swan Point site. A
basal eolian sand fills in cracks in the bedrock which is overlain by a thin pebbly colluvial
layer. A thin loess with Ab horizons in the middle overlies the colluvial layer. However, it
must be made abundantiy clear, that Swan Point does not have the dating and stratigraphic
control problems encountered at the Chugwater site.

The loess at Swan Point is

consistently 80 cm thick, the radiocarbon dates are stratigraphically consistent and are in
good association with the artifacts, and the cultural horizons are consistent in their
stratigraphic positions and depths. The geological units and Ab horizons at the Swan Point
site can be traced over meters with accuracy (Figure 3.14). The two sites are a good lesson
of how two sites with superficially similar stratigraphy can have quite different reliability
on their culmral artifact contexts.
Thicker eolian sections are found at two bluff-top sites east of Delta Junction near
the confluence of the Gerstle and Tanana Rivers. The North Gerstle Point site (Section C;
Figure 2.1) and the Gerstle Quarry site (Section E; Figure 2.1) were investigated as part of
this project. The North Gerstle Point site has over 2 meters of eolian sand and loess
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overlying weathered bedrock (Figure 4.7) (VanderHoek and Dilley, 1997). The site shows
correlative stratigraphy to the Shaw Creek sites.

A basal gray eoUan sand overlies

weathered gneiss bedrock. A thick loess unit with up to eight Abk horizons in the lower
portion overlies the gray eolian sand. A thick, massive, coarse-grained loess occurs in the
middle part o the section. Abundant pedogenic carbonate features occur below 100 cm
depth.

A Cryochrept soil profile is developed on the upper fine-grained loess.

A

radiocarbon date of about 4300 yr B.P., collected from a hearth at the base of the Bw
horizon, suggests similar late Holocene deposition rates to the Shaw Creek sites. A major
difference between the North Gerstle Point site and the Shaw Creek sites is the occurrence
of a paleo-Bw horizon from about 60-70 cm depth. The presence of this paleo-Bw horizon
below a date of 4300 yr B.P. indicates spruce grew at the site after the rapid deposition of
the coarse-grained middle section of the loess. Stratigraphic and archaeological correlation
suggests this paleo-Bw horizon may date from about 6000 to 7500 yr B.P. A single flake
of Livengood chert at about 175 cm depth suggests the presence of a Paleoindian
occupation.
At the nearby Gerstle Quarry site, radiocarbon dates document the ages for a series
of buried Bw horizons (Figure 4.7). The Gerstle Quarry site consists of over 220 cm of
loess overlying a basal gray eolian sand which overlies weathered bedrock with quartz
ventifacts. Four buried paleosols consisting of thin Ab horizons overlying 10 cm-thick,
reddish Bwb horizons which contain abundant large charcoal fragments occur in the loess.
Radiocarbon dates from these paleosols range from about 6200 to 8300 yr B.P. These
paleosols with Bwb horizons, and abundant large charcoal fragments, indicate spruce was
growing at the site by about 8300 yr B.P. A lower paleosol associated with two dates of
about 10,000 yr B.P. (Figure 4.7) does not have a Bwb horizon. It consists of an Abk and
Ck horizon similar to those in the Shaw Creek area. Spruce invaded the Tanana Valley
about 9500 yr B.P. (Ager, 1975, 1983) The lack of a Bwb horizon associated with this
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10,000 y B.P. paleosol suggest spruce occupied the site between 8300 and 10,000 yr B.P.
Pedogenic carbonate features occur only below the lowest Bwb horizon.
The White River Ash occurs in the upper 10-14 cm of the loess at the Gersde
Quarry site. The White River Ash is a widespread late Holocene tephra in east-central
Alaska that dates to about 1500 yr B.P. (Lerbekmo and Campbell, 1969). Its occurrence at
the GersUe Quarry site is one of the most westerly occurrences of the ash, and it does not
occur at any of the Shaw Creek sites. The tephra is common in the upper part of soil
profiles found in the upper Tanana Valley.
Two tephra beds occur in the profile of the XMH-297 site (Figure 4.7) located
south of Delta Junction, near DoimeUy Dome, overlooking the Delta River (Section F;
Figure 2.1).

XMH-297 is a multicomponent archaeological site located in over 4 m of

eolian sand, loess, and paleosols (Bacon and Holmes, 1980). A late Holocene bluff-top
sand sheet, 2 m-thick, overlies 2 m of loess which contains mmierous paleosols and two
tephras. The Jarvis Ash Bed lies between the base of the sand, dated to about 2300 yr
B.P., and an underlying date of about 4000 yr B.P. The Jarvis Ash is a widespread tephra
found throughout southcentral Alaska that dates to about 3500 yr B.P. (Beget and others,
1991). XMH-297 marks the northern known limit of this ash.
Near the base of the section, another volcanic ash lies between two paleosols that
date between 6700 to 8500 yr B.P. This volcanic ash is not known from other localities.
When the carbonate-rich zone between the Middle and Lower Paleosol Complexes was first
found at the 288 Bluff section, it was thought that the white disrupted lenses were a
volcanic ash that might correlate to this particular ash layer. Laboratory analysis of the
carbonate zone revealed it to be composed of almost 60% carbonate. Petrographic analysis
of a sample which had been dissolved of its carbonate content did not reveal any glass
tephra shards, only fine mica and quartz of the loess. Radiocarbon dates from the Middle
and Upper Paleosol Complexes would also preclude this correlation.
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The XMH-297 section illustrates the importance of local control on eolian
sedimentation.

The site overlooks the braided floodplain of the Delta River, which

provides abundant source areas for eolian sediment A radiocarbon date of about 2300 yr
B.P. at the base of over 2 m of eolian sand demonstrates the rapidity at which bluff-top
sand sheets can be deposited, given a close, abundant source for the sand.

Menana Valley Archaeological Sites
Like the Shaw Creek Rats area, the Nenana Valley has long been a focus of
Quaternary research. Wahrhaftig (1958) pioneered work on the extensive glacial record
and related terrace deposits found in the valley.

The discovery of the Dry Creek

Paleoindian site (Figure 4.8) (Thorson and Hamilton, 1977) led to intensified research in
the vaUey (Hoffecker, 1988). With the subsequent discovery of the Walker Road site
(Figure 4.8), and the Moose Creek, Owl Ridge, and Panguingue Creek sites (Figure 4.9),
the Nenana Valley became the premier Paleoindian research location in Alaska. The sites
have recendy been reviewed by Hamilton and Goebel (1996) and in West (1996). All of
the sites consists of bluff-top eolian sand, loess, and paleosol sequences overlying outwash
terrace gravels. Like the sites in the Shaw Creek area, the eolian stratigraphy and cultural
occupations of the Nenana Valley sites show a remarkable similarity among the sites,
however there are differences due to local influences.
The pattern of cultural occupations and the associated diagnostic artifacts in the
Nenana Valley has led to the development of one of the dominant models of the peopling of
Alaska. The earliest occupation levels in the sites in the Nenana Valley date between
11,800 and 11,000 and are termed the Nenana complex (Figures 4.8 and 4.9; Table 4.2).
The diagnostic artifact of the Nenana complex are small triangular to teardrop-shaped
Chindadn points. However, unlike at Healy Lake, the type site for the Chindadn complex.
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Table 4.2 Radiocarbon dates from Nenana Valley Paleoindian Sites. References are
listed with site names.

Dry Creek
(HofYecker and others. 1996: Bigelow and Powers. 1994:
Bigelow. 1991: Thorson and Hamilton. 1977')
Comments

Laboratory
nwmb?r

Material
dated

Stratigraphic
position

modem

SI-1933A

charcoal

Paleosol 4b

375±40

SI-1933B

peat and roots Paleosol 4b

1145±60

SI-2333

charcoal

Paleosol 4b

Component IV

3430±75

SI-2332

charcoal

Paleosol 4a

forest fire

3655+60

SI-1934

charcoal

Paleosol 4a

forest fire.
Component FV

4670±95

SI-1937

charcoal

Paleosol 4a

forest fire,
Component IV

6270±110

SI-2331

charcoal

Paleosol 3

6900±95

SI-1935C

charcoal

Paleosol 3

7985±105

SI-2328

charcoal

Paleosol 2(?)

8355±190

SI-1935B

charcoal

Paleosol 3

8600±460

SI-2115

charcoal

Paleosol 3

8915±70

AA-11730

charcoal

Paleosol 1
AMS date
(lower member)

9340±195

SI-2329

charcoal

Paleosol 2

9340±95

AA-11733

charcoal

Paleosol 2
Gower member) AMS date

9690±75

AA-11732

charcoal

Paleosol 2
(middle)

10,060±75

AA-11727

charcoal

Paleosol 1
AMS date
(upper member)

10,540±70

AA-11731

charcoal

Paleosol 2
(upper member) AMS date

10,600±580

SI-1935A

charcoal

Paleosol3

10,615±100

AA-11728

Dal?
fvr B.P1

(continued on next page)

stratigraphy not clear

Component II (Denali
Complex)

AMS date

coal contamination?

Paleosol 1
AMS date
Gower member)
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Table 4.2 (contiiiued)
Laboratory
number

Material
dated

Stratigraphic
position

Comments

(yr B,p,)
10,690±250

SI-1561

charcoal

Paleosol 1

Component n (Denali
Complex)

11,120±85

SI-2880

charcoal

Loess 2

Component I (Nenana
Complex)

12,080±1025

SI-1936

charcoal

Palesol 2

possible coal
contamination,

19,050±1500

SI-1544

charcoal

Paleosol 3

possible coal
contamination, small
sample size

23,930±9300

SI-1938

charcoal

Paleosol 2

possible coal
contamination, small
sample size

11,350±1000

TLDate

Loess 1

Hoffecker, 1988

Datp.

f^rpplc
(Hoffecker. 1996.1985: Pearson. 1997)
Date
(vr B.P.)

Laboratory
number

Material
dated

Stratigraphic
position

8160±260

A-2168

soil organics

lower paleosol
complex

8940±270

A-2144

soil organics

lower paleosol
complex

10,640±280

1-11227

soil organics

lower paleosol
complex

11,190±60

Beta-96627

charcoal

lowest-most
basal loess

11,730±250

GX-6281

soil organics

lower paleosol
complex

(continued on next page)

Comments

AMS date, Nenana
Complex, hearth,
Sa/ix, (G. Pearson,
pers. comm.)
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Table 4.2 (continued)

Owl Ridge
rPhippen. 19R8: Hoffeckerand others. 1996:)
Dafp.
fvr B.P.)

Comments

Laboratory
number

Material
dated

Strftpgraphi?
position

930±50

D-3071

charcoal

Unit 6/7

1480±110

B-11082

charcoal

Unit 5/6

discordant date

2380±90

B-11079

charcoal

Unit 2

discordant date

2470±120

B-11081

charcoal

Unit 4

discordant date

4400±70

B-11080

charcoal

Unit 6 (middle)

6900±265

D-3070

charcoal

Unit 5/6

Component EH

7035±380

GX-13009

charcoal

Unit 5a

Component DI

7230+100

B-11437

soil organics

Unit 4

7660±100

B-11436

soil organics

Unit 4

8130±140

B-5418

sou organics

Unit 4

9060±410

B-5416

charcoal

Unit 2

9325±305

GX-6283

soU organics

Unit 4

B-11209

charcoal

Unit 2

11,340±150

Component I

Component I

Panguingue Creek
(Goebel and Bieelow. 1996. 1992: Biselow. 1991)
Date
fvr B.P.)

Laboratory
number

Material
dated

5;r^pgr^phip
position

Comments

4510±95

GX-13011

charcoal

Paleosol 4

Component in

5620±65

SI-3237

charcoal

Paleosol 4

15-20 cm below
surface, bulk sample.
Component HI

7130±180

Beta-15094

charcoal

Paleosol 3

34-38 cm below
surface, bulk sample,
Component II

7430±270

AA-1688

charcoal

Paleosol 3

AMS date, 35-38 cm
below surface.
Component n

7595±405

GX-13012

charcoal

Paleosol 3

Component II

(continued on next page)
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Table 4.2 (continued)
Datp.
Laboratory
(vr B.P.-)
number

Material
dated

Stratigraphic
position

Comments

7850±180

Beta-15093

charcoal

Paleosol 3

Component II

8600+200

AA-1689

charcoal

Paleosol3

AMS date.
Component EL

8170±120

AA-1687

soil organics

Paleosol 2

AMS date
Component I

9836±62

GX-17457

natural
charcoal

Paleosol 2

Component I

10,180±130

AA-1686

natural
charcoal

Paleosol 1

AMS date.
Component I

13,535±400

A-6744

soil organics

basal silt loam

conventional date,
bulk soil organics, no
cultural material

Walker Road
CGoehel and others. 1996:
Bigelow. 1991: Powers and others. 1990")
Date
rvr B.P.')

Laboratory
number

Material
dated

Stratigraphic
position

3816+79

AA-1693

natural
charcoal

Paleosol 2

AMS date

4415±95

GX-12875

natural
charcoal

Paleosol 2

conventional date

8720±250

AA-1692

natural
charcoal

Paleosol 1

AMS date

11,010±230

AA-1683

natural

basal loess

AMS date, same
hearth as Beta-11254
and AA-1681, Nenana
Complex

11,170±180

AA-1681

charcoal

basal loess

AMS date, same
hearth as Beta-11254

Il,300±120

AA-2264

charcoal

basal loess

AMS date, hearth,
Nenana Complex

11,820+200

Beta-11254

charcoal

basal loess

conventional date,
same hearth as AA1681 and AA-1683

Comments
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the Nenana complex does not contain microblades or wedge-shaped microblade cores.
Overlying the Nenana complex is the Denali complex material consisting of lanceolate
points and the presence of microblades and wedge-shaped microblade cores.

In the

Nenana Valley, the Denali complex dates from about 10,700 to 7500 yr B.P. Seizing on
this pattem, archaeologist developed a model in which the earliest inhabitants of Alaska
(Nenana complex) did not use microblade technology and latter-arriving groups (Denali
complex) had microblades (Powers and Hoffecker, 1989; Goebel and others, 1991; and
Hoffecker and others, 1993). However, this pattem does not apply to the Tanana Valley
sites of Swan Point and Healy Lake.
The stratigraphy of the Dry Creek site has been described by Thorson and Hamilton
(1977) and consists of a series of loess, eoUan sand, and paleosol units. Nenana complex
artifacts are located below a thin eoUan sand and date to about 11,100 yr B.P. (Figure 4.8
and Table 4.2). Overlying the Nenana complex is the Denali complex located on a series of
thin Ab horizons dating from 8900 to 10,700 yr B.P. Other younger culmral material exists
higher in the section.
The Walker Road site (Figure 4.1) has been described by Goebel and others (1996)
and by Powers and others (1990). Bigelow (1991) has described the stratigraphy and soils
from the site. The stratigraphy consists of a series of eolian sands, loess, and paleosols
similar to Dry Creek (Figure 4.8). At the Walker Road site, the Nenana complex is beneath
a thin eolian sand similar to Dry Creeek and dates from about 11,800 to 11,000 yr B.P. .
There is no Denali occupation at Walker Road
The Moose Creek site has been described by Hoffecker (1996,1985) and was
recently rexcavated by Pearson (1997). The stratigraphy (Figure 4.9) consists of eolian
sands, loess and paleosols. The Nenana occupation occurs in the lowest loess immediately
above the gravel and has dates ranging from about 8100 to 11,700 yr B.P., based on dates
from soil organics. Pearson obtained an AMS date of about 11,200 yr B.P. on charcoal for
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the Nenana complex.

Pearson has recently recognized a Denali occupation overlying the

Nenana materiial which may be partially responsible for the 8100 to 10,600 yr B.P. dates
obtained during an early excavation by Hoffecker.
The Panguingue Creek site (Figure 4.1) has been described by Goebel and Bigelow
(1996,1992). The stratigraphy consists of a thick basal sand overlain by loess and several
paleosols. There is no Nenana occupation at the site. Denali complex material dates from
about 7100 to 10,200 yr B.P.
The Owl Ridge site (Figure 4.1) has been described by Phippen (1988) and by
Hofecker and others (1996). The site is located in the Teklanika Valley to the west of the
Nenana Valley, but shares similar geomorphic position and stratigraphy with the Nenana
Valley sites. The interpretation of the site is somewhat hampered by several discordant
radiocarbon dates (Table 4.2). Dates associated with Nenana complex range from about
2400 to 11,300 yr B.P. The Denali occupation has associated dates ranging from about
2500 to 9300 yr B.P.
The above site descriptions are brief since all of these sites have recently been
reviewed alsewhere. Most of the pertinent information for this comparison is provided in
Appendix A, Figures 4.8 and 4.9, and Table 4.2.
The Dry Creek and Walker Road sites exhibit similar correlative eolian stratigraphy
(Figure 4.8). The numerous geologic units found at the Dry Creek and Walker Road sites
has been simplified (Figure 4.8) for the purposes of more easily comparing the eoUan
stratigraphy between the Nenana Valley and the Shaw Creek sites. It should be noted ±at
this is not an attempt to redefine the stratigraphy of the Nenana Valley sites, rather just a
simplification, and grouping of subunits, so that patterns, correlations, and comparisons
may be more easily made between the areas. Both sites exhibit 5 major correlative units
(Figure 4.8; geologic units, this study; Appendix A). Unit 1 is the underlying outwash
gravel. Unit 2 consists of the initial loess deposited at the site beginning about 11,800 yr
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B.P. The thin sand separating the Nenana and Denali complexes is Unit 3. Unit 4 is a thick
sequence of early Holocene loess and paleosols, deposited between 10,700 and 6200 yr
B.P. Unit 5 consist of a series of late Holocene eolian sands, loess and paleosols which
began being deposited about 4600 yr B.P.
While the Dry Creek and Walker Road sites share a generally correlative eolian
stratigraphy, care must be taken in assigning the cause.

Bigelow and others (1990)

correlated the thin eolian sand (Unit 3, this study) to increased wind intensity related to the
Younger Dryas event. The lack of adequate radiocarbon-age control for such a correlation
was pointed out in a critical reply by Waythomas and Kaufman (1991) who suggest that
possible local factors may have influenced the site stratigraphy. It is good to keep this
warning in mind when attempting long distance correlations.
With a simplified classification of the units at the Dry Creek and Walker road sites,
broader patterns are more easily recognized. The generalized stratigraphic section of the
Nenana Valley sites shares some attributes with the Shaw Creek sites but diere are more
differences, reflecting more local, regional controls on the stratigraphic sequences. The
similarity and differences between the two regions are summarized below:
1) The basal units are different in the two regions. In the Nenana Valley, the loess
sequence rests on glacial outwash gravel of various ages. While deflation by katabatic
winds has been used as a reason for the absence of older eolian units in die Nenana Valley
(Thorson and Bender, 1985) there are relatively few ventifacts in the area. The upper
contact of the gravel is only slightly weathered and wind-polished. The Shaw Creek area
exhibits much more evidence for weathering and deflation of the upper bedrock contact.
The Nenana Valley also lacks the numerous colluvial and fluvial sediments of middle
Wisconsin age found in the Tanana Valley.
2) The Nenana Valley lacks the widespread basal gray eolian sand deposited as
dunes and bluff-top sand sheets found in the Tanana Valley. The Delta and Tanana Rivers
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must have formed a more extensive outwash plain during the late Wisconsin providing a
large volume of sand available for eolian deposition. The Nenana Valley is more restricted
and the outwash environment would have been much narrower. Gray eolian sand dunes
are found further downvalley close to the confluence of the Nenana and Tanana Rivers
where the valley widens (Lea and Waythomas, 1990). The narrowness of the Nenana
Valley furmeled eolian sand further downvalley, where it was deposited as dunes.
3) The main similarity between the regions is the initiation of loess deposition
seems to have been roughly coeval. In both regions, loess caps began being deposited
about 11,800 yr B.P. Unit 2, the lower loess, has basal dates of about 11,800 yr B.P.
which correlates well with the beginning of loess deposition in the Shaw Creek area. This
is probably related to the beginning of a warm interstadial beginning about 12,000 yr B.P.
recognized in the Alaska Range by TenBrink and Waythomas (1985).
4) In both regions, human occupation began soon after loess deposition began.
Radiocarbon dates from the Nenana occupations suggest that the Nenana Valley was
occupied later than the Shaw Creek sites. There are only two dates from ±e Nenana Valley
of about 11,800 yr B.P., one from the Moose Creek site, and one from Walker Road.
These dates are both conventional dates. The one from Moose Creek is on soil organics.
Recent redating of the Nenana occupation at Moose Creek by Pearson (1997) has provided
an AMS date of about 11,200 yr B.P. The Walker Road date of 11,800 yr B.P. is on a
hearth that also supplied two AMS dates of 11,000 to 11,100 yr B.P. (Table 4.2). A total
of six dates from the Nenana complex occupation in the Nenana Valley range from 11,100
to 11,300 yr B.P.

The suite of dates from the Shaw Creek sites indicates an early

occupation beginning about 11,700 yr B.P. There are six dates older than 11,600 yr B.P.
from the Shaw Creek sites and an additional four dates that are older than 11,400 yr B.P.
A total of ten dates from the Shaw Creek sites demonstrate an earlier occupation of the
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middle Tanana Valley. The lower elevation of the Shaw Creek area probably provided
warmer, less intense, conditions at that time than the Nenana Valley.
Another significant difference in the early occupations from the two regions is that
the Shaw Creek sites, cultural material was deposited on an organic-rich paleosol complex,
indicating a stabilized surface. The Nenana complex material is located in the loess of Unit
2, indicating less stable surfaces, perhaps only sparsely vegetated at the time. The lower
elevation of the Shaw Creek sites allowed for warmer conditions to occur there first and
vegetation stabilized the surface creating the Lower Paleosol Complex.
5) The thin eolian bluff-top sand of Unit 3 (Sand 1) does not correlate directly to
the Tanana Valley sites. However, the loess imit between the Lower and Middle Paleosol
Complexes does occupy the same stratigraphic position in the Tanana Valley. While the
thin sand in the Nenana Valley was probably related to local conditions (see Bigelow and
others, 1990, and Waythomas and Kaufinan, 1991, for a discussion), those local
conditions may have been driven by a larger factor which also resulted in the deposition of
the loess between the paleosol complexes in the Shaw Creek area. Additional work and
radiocarbon dating would be required before further correlation should be attempted.
6) Unit 4 in the Nenana Valley has some similarity to the Shaw Creek sites but in
general is quite different.

The main similarity is the lowermost, thin Ab horizons

associated with Paleosol 1 and the Denali occupation dating from 10,700 to 8900 yr B.P.
This unit correlates well with the Middle Paleosol Complex at the Shaw Creek sites.
However, the archaeological complexes appear inverse. In the Nenana Valley, microblades
occur on this paleosol, while at Swan Point, microblades occur in the early level. Rather
than suggesting different groups of people, this may reflect changing tool kits based on
environments utilized. The early environments at the Shaw Creek site may have been
similar to those 1(X)0 years later at the higher elevations of the Nenana Valley.
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Besides the similarity in the age of these paleosols, the rest of Unit 4 does not
correlate well with the Shaw Creek sites. The series of loess and paleosols of Unit 4 persist
until about 6300 yr B.P. In the Tanana Valley this time interval is marked by the weakly
developed Upper Paleosol Complex which is overlain by up to a meter of coarse eolian
sand and sUt with no paleosols present. This difference between the regions supports the
influence of the Tanana River location in controlling the deposition of this coarse loess in
the Shaw Creek area.
7) Unit 5 in the Nenana Valley consists of a series of buried Bw horizons, from
paleo-Cryochrept soils, overlain by eolian sands, and dates from about 4500 yr B.P. to the
present. This does not correlate well with the Tanana Valley. In the Tanana Valley, the late
Holocene, since about 4500 yr B.P., is dominate by widespread, slow, fine-grained loess
deposition with no buried paleosols. The Bw horizon of the modem surface soil dominates
the upper loess in the Tanana Valley. This difference indicates the Nenana Valley has had a
much more active landscape during the late Holocene than the Tanana Valley. This is again
probably related to elevation differences. The late Holocene spruce-hardwood forest of the
lower-lying Tanana Valley is denser, more mature, and covers more of the landscape than
does the forest in the Nenana Valley. This results in slower, finer-grained loess deposition
with a soil profile that can keep pace with deposition and not become buried.

In general the late Quaternary eolian stratigraphy of the two regions has more
differences than similarities. The main similarities are the initiation of loess deposition
about 11,800 yr B.P. in both regions. The Middle Paleosol Complex correlates with
Paleosol 1 and the Denali occupation at the Dry Creek site. The rest of the sections are
quite different in terms of both stratigraphy and soils. The three oldest soils (Paleosols

I-

3) are interpreted as immature timdra soils with dark organic-rich A horizons overlying
motded loess. They have been classified as cryepts by Thorson and Hamilton (1977).
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There are significant frost convolutions affecting these soils and there is no pedogenic
carbonate accumulation. The upper two paleosols are buried Cryochrept soils with reddish
brown Bwb horizons. There are no correlative paleosols at the Shaw Creek sites.

Discussion
Eolian sections in the Shaw Creek Flats area show variability based on the
geomorphic position of the site and the distance to the Tanana River.

Some sections,

especially those located on mid-level ridges, bluff-tops, and terraces, show remaikable
similarity, such as the five main sections discussed in Chapter Three. There are both thin
and thick loess sections in the area. The thin loess section do not display buried paleosols,
suggesting the late Holocene soil is in part responsible for their absence. Thick loess
sections may or may not contain paleosols mainly depending on geomorphic position.
Bluff-top sites near the Tanana, Delta, and Gerstle Rivers are the most Ukely to contain
buried surfaces and hold records of environmental changes. It appears that at least 100 cm
of loess is required to buffer the acidity of the modem soil and allow for pedogenic
carbonate too accumulate. The presence of many thick loess sections with paleosols and
pedogenic carbonate in the lower portion overlying a basal eolian gray sand, appears to be a
common occurrence in the area and indicates the presence of a broadly correlative eolian
stratigraphy in the region from the general vicinity of the Gersde River to 288 Bluff. There
is, of course, much variation and any given paleosol may not necessarily be correlative.
The presence of a correlative eolian stratigraphy, with buried carbonate-rich paleosols, in
the very locations that were favored by Paleoindians, such as bluff tops and terraces, holds
ttemendous potential for the discovery of addition archaeological sites with weU-preserved
fauna and for the correlation of geological units, archaeological components, and
environmental events.
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Stratigraphic evidence and loess deposition rates suggest that at least some of the
dunes in the Shaw Creek Flats were active until middle Holocene time. The occurrence of
buried Bw horizons associated with paleo-Cryochrepts at some of ±e sites correlates well
with arrival of spruce noted in the pollen record. The lack of paleo-Bw horizons at the
Shaw Creek Flats Paleoindian sites indicates that spruce did not grow at the sites until the
development of the modem surface soil about 4500 yr B.P.
Comparison across larger regions results in more variability seen the eolian
stratigraphy.

At the Healy Lake site, the interpretation of the early occurrence of

microblades is hampered by frost activity, mixing, and
stratigraphically-inverted dates.

numerous discordant,

The 20 radiocarbon dates at the Chugwater site are

essentially meaningless since they cannot be related to any specific diagnostic artifacts due
to thin loess and poor stratigraphic control.
The Nenana Valley Paleoindian sites show broad similarities to the Shaw Creek
sites, but there are many more differences, indicating important local controls on the
sedimentary record.

Stratigraphic correlations with world-wide climatic changes are

currentiy in vogue, but a danger exists in disregarding local factors. The Tanana Valley
appears to have been occupied prior to the Nenana Valley by as much as 500 years.
Surfaces stabilized and soils formed during the earliest occupations at the Shaw Creek
sites, while the early occupations in the Nenana Valley are in loess. The Nenana Valley
appears to have been more active in late Holocene time with the deposition of numerous
sand units not seen in the middle Tanana Valley.
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CHAPTER FIVE
ENVIRONMENTS

Introduction
In order to put the sites into an environmental context, and to aid in the
interpretation of the stratigraphy, various environmental records have been compared.
Evidence from the glacial geological record, the Tanana River record, pollen studies, and
cultural and faunal remains have been compared to the stratigraphy and soils record from
the sites (Figure 5.1).

The information selected has been limited to previous work

conducted in the Tanana Valley or interior Alaska and the northern part of the Alaska
Range. It was hoped that by limiting the geographical range of information a clearer, more
precise pattern would emerge of the late Quaternary environments of the middle Tanana
Valley.

Glacial Geologv Record
There have been multiple glaciations in the headwater areas of the Tanana River, in
the adjacent Alaska Range, south of the project area. Only the final phase of the late
Pleistocene Donnelly Glaciation and subsequent Holocene events will be discussed here
(Figure 5.1). Early events, their timing and correlation are presented in the Quaternary
geology section of Chapter Two.
The late Wisconsin Donnelly Glaciation was composed of several advances (Pewe
and Reger, 1983). Radiocarbon dates indicate the DonneUy Glaciation began about 25,000
yr B.P. and ended by 9500 yr. B.P. The individual advances of the Donnelly glaciation are
not well dated. In order to provide a finer resolution on the glacial influences on the site
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stratigraphy, the bettered-dated glacial sequence from the north Alaska Range and the
Nenana Valley will be used here as a proxy record. The late Wisconsin advance in that
area is termed the Riley Creek Glaciation (Wahrhaftig, 1958; TenBrink and Waythomas,
1985). There is no evidence to indicate the Donnelly and Riley Creek Glaciations were out
of phase.
The Riley Creek Glaciation has been subdivided into four main advances (TenBrink
and Waythomas, 1985) (Figure 5.1) The Eliley Creek I advance dates to about 17,000 to
25,000 yr B.P. This represents the maximum late Wisconsin Glaciation. The following
Riley Creek H advance dates to between 13,5(X) and 15,000 yr B.P. The Riley Creek EH
advance dates to about 11,800 to 12,800, and the last advance, the Riley Creek IV advance
dates to between 95(X) and 10,500 yr B.P.
TenBrink and Waythomas (1985) also recognized a Umited middle Holocene
advance to about 5800 to 6000 yr B.P. This advance is also been recognized in the eastem
Alaska Range at about 5700 yr B.P. (Calkin, 1988). Numerous Neoglacial advances have
been documented in the north Alaska Range and have been summarized by Calkin (1988).
Neoglacial advances occurred in the north Alaska Range at about 3600, 2600, 2200, 400,
and 110 yr B.P. In the eastem Alaska Range nearer the project area Neoglacial advances
have been document at 4700,4000, 3600, 1400, 800, and 390 yr B.P. (Reger and Pewe,
1969; Calkin, 1988). Reger and others (1993) have dated moraines at the Black Rapids
Glacier, a major tributary glacier to the Delta River. Advances have been dated to 4300,
3600, 3000, 1800, 580, and 60 yr B.P. However, the Black Rapid Glacier is a known
surging glacier and at least several of these advances are due to glacial surges include the 60
yr B.P. advance.
The glacial advances, especially those associated with the late Wisconsin advances
have had considerable affects on the site stratigraphy. By helping to control local climate
and vegetational changes, glaciers influence the sites' stratigraphy.

During fuU glacial
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times, increased windiness caused deflation and ventifact formation at the sites. The basal
gray eolian sand probably deposited between 12,000 to 14,000 yr B.P., as discussed in
Chapter Three, may correlate to the Riley Creek HI advance, the last cold advance before
loess deposition began. The initiation of loess deposition and the subsequent formation of
the Lower Paleosol Complex correlates well with the beginning of a warm interval between
the Riley Creek HI and Riley Creek IV advance, between about 11,800 and 10,500 yr B .P.
The Middle Paleosol Complex correlates with the cooler and wetter Riley Creek IV
advance.

While the cooler and wetter inferred climate of this time (TenBrink and

Waythomas, 1985) would have increased plant growth and aided in paleosol formation, it
can not have been wet enough to leach the paleosols of their carbonate content.
The early Holocene period of rapid coarse loess deposition at the sites correlates
with a very warm, arid interval between the last phase of the late Wisconsin glaciation and a
cooling which began about 6000 yr B.P. This cooling is marked by the 6000 yr glacial
advance recorded in the Alaska Range. The late Holocene Neoglacial advances correlate
with slow fine-grained loess deposition the sites. At first, this appears contradictory, but
there is an associated increase in the amount of spruce during this time which would have
decreased wind effectiveness and allowed for slower, fine-grained loess deposition. The
increase moisture under a more acidic vegetation cover would cause the leaching of
carbonates, seen in the upper soil profile of the sites.
As will be discussed in the Tanana River section, outside of the important influence
of the Donnelly Glaciation, the Holocene glacial advances have not had an affect of the
stratigraphy of the Shaw Creek sites due to aggradation. During the Neoglacial advances,
the sites experienced slow, fine-grained deposition. If the Neoglacial advances were to
affect the stratigraphy of the sites through aggradation, one would expect the opposite
effect, a coarsening of the sediments due to increased amount of gravel bars and higher
wind intensities.
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Tanana River Record
As it does today, the Tanana River has undoubtedly played an important role in the
environment of the middle Tanana Valley. Climatic data presented in Chapter Two indicate
the influences the river and its valley have on the local environment. The Tanana River has
been described in Chapter Two.

The Tanana River has undergone several cycles of

alluviation since the Donnelly Glaciation (Figure 5.1). BlackweU (1965) and Pewe (1965)
correlate a discontinuous gravel terrace 4-5 m above the modem river level to aggradation
during the Donnelly Glaciation. Another other pulse of alluviation was recognized by
Feraald (1965) in a study of terraces in the upper Tanana Valley. More than 1.5 m of
sediment was deposited between 6200±300 yr B.P. (W-1167) and 5380±260 yr B.P. (W979). The Healy Lake basin was a forested floodplain until sometime after about 6200 yr
B.P., when alluviation by the Tanana River dammed the lower course of the Healy River
and created Healy Lake by about 4000 yr B.P. (Hamilton and Robinson, 1977). Hamilton
and Robinson (1977) report the Delta River, the major tributary of the Tanana River in the
project area, underwent a rapid increase in sedimentation from about from about 3900 to
2800 yr B.P. Leehan (1981) working in the same area along the Delta River suggests high
rates of deposition from about 4000 to 2000 yr B.P. The Tanana has undergone minor
alluviation related to the Neoglacial advance of tributary glaciers during the last 1(X)0 yr.
In a study of the late Holocene flood history of the Tanana River, using terrace
exposures near Fairbanks, Alaska , Mason and Beget (1991) report large changes in flood
frequency occurred in the late Holocene. Three major units were observed. An interval of
large floods

represented by thick cross-bedded, unaltered silty sand were deposited

between 3000 and 2000 yr B.P. and record an interval of increased frequency of large
floods. A series of thin silty beds and paleosols dating to after 2000 yr B.P. represent a
period when large floods were uncommon and soils could form before being buried by rare
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floods. A sequence of sand units deposited in the last several hundred years represent large
floods. Mason and Beget correlate the two period o f increased frequency of large floods
to times of widespread alpine glacial advances in the Alaska Range and increased
storminess.
The late Pleistocene aggradation created an extensive braided river environment
from which abundant eolian sediments were derived. Eolian gray sand depositions
correlates well with this event. Other Holocene aggradation events do not seem to have
affected the sediment record at the Shaw Creek sites. The early Holocene rapid deposition
of sandy loess does not correlate with any aggradation event suggesting it was related to
changes in the position o the Tanana River, and perhaps, changes in vegetation, or climate
changes such as increased windiness or aridity. The late Holocene aggradation events
related to the Neoglacial advances do not seem to have affected the sites. All of the sites in
the area (except for the anomalous Camp section) have undergone slow, fine-grained loess
deposition during the last 4500 yr B.P.
The position of the Tanana River may have also played a role in controlling the
attractiveness of the Broken Mammoth site to humans through time. When the river is hard
up against the bluff face, the site is a much less favorable locality for hunter-gathers.
Access is restricted to approaching the site from the north down a ridgeUne. Times when
the Tanana River flowed out away from the site some distance with perhaps Shaw Creek
flowing across the Tanana floodplain before joining the Tanana River, would have made
the site very attractive to hunters and gathers. Access not only to the site, but to a wide
variety of microenvironments, would have been much easier. The abundance of waterfowl
in the preserved fauna from the Paleoindian occupations the Broken Mammoth site indicate
nearby wetland environments. Such environments would have existed in front of the site if
Shaw Creek rather than the Tanana River flowed in front of the site. Oxbow lakes and
abandoned sloughs would have been common in this scenario. Conversely, nearby Shaw
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Creek Flats could have supplied these environments as well, but access would stiU have
been difficulL The stratigraphic, sedimentological, cultiual record at the Broken Mammoth
can be interpreted as a result of changing positions of the Tanana River as discussed in the
Broken Mammoth section.

Vegetational Record
The vegetational history of the Tanana Valley has been described by Ager (1975,
1982, 1983) and summarized by Ager and Brubaker (1985). Ager has taken pollen cores
from several localities in the middle Tanana Valley including Birch Lake, Harding Lake,
Quartz Lake, and Healy Lake (Figure 2.1). Both Birch lake and Quartz Lake are within 30
km of the project area. Pollen cores at Harding Lake may extend back to the Middle
Wisconsin interstadial, though part of the record for the Late Wisconsin Glaciation may be
thin or in part missing. A core from Birch Lake extends back to about 16,000 yr B.P. A
composite pollen summary diagram for the Tanana Valley has been presented by Ager and
Brubaker (1985). A brief description of the pollen zones developed for the Tanana Valley
by Ager are presented below and in Figure 5.1.
1) A basal Herb Zone represents full-glacial pollen spectra composed of high
amounts of Gramineae (grasses), Cyperaceae (sedges), Artemisia and a variety of tundra
forbs. The Tanana Valley samples tend to have high amounts of grass and Artemisia
compared to other Beringian poUen cores of similar age. The full-glacial vegetation of the
area appears to have been dominated by herbaceous tundra communities with a shrub
component willow (Salix) and very small amounts of dwarf birch {Betula) and heaths. This
zone represents the classic herbaceous steppe-mndra of Beringia.
2) Overlying the Herb Zone is the Betula Zone. By about 14,000 yr B.P. a birch
shrub tundra had replace the steppe-tundra. Birch pollen dominates the Betula Zone giving
rise to the term Birch Period. Smaller amounts of grasses, sedges, willow, and herbs are
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common components. The Birch Period marks the demise of the full-glacial steppe tundra
and the beginning of a shrub tundra dominate by shrub birch.
3) The Populus-Salix zone overlies the Betula zone. Populus pollen is usually
poorly preserved in sediments, but a core from Harding Lake has a well-preserved record
for poplar expansion from about 11,500 to 9,500 yr B.P. There are still high amount of
birch pollen in the cores from this time interval suggesting the vegetation was an open
poplar scrub woodland with shrub birch tundra. Ager (1982) suggests the poplar was
probably Populus balsamifera (balsam poplar) rather than Populus tremuloides (aspen).
Other components of this interval are willow, grasses and sedges with a steady decline in
Artemisia.
4) The Picea-Betula Zone marks the arrival Picea (spruce) in the Tanana Valley
about 9500 yr B.P. There is are sharp decrease in birch, poplar, willow, grass and sedge
pollen. Core from Birch Lake during this interval show an increased eolian influx of loess
and fine sand into the lake from about 92(K) to 8500 yr B.P. This zone probably represents
a open parkland or gallery forest of spruce-birch interspersed with shrub tundra and
thickets of willow.
5) The Picea-Betula-Alnus Zone spans the past 8400 yr B.P. in the Tanana Valley.
This zone suggests a lowland boreal forest similar to that of today. Some cores suggest a
regional decline in spruce from about 8000 to 6000 yr B.P. Ager (1983) suggests that this
decline may be related to an episode of warm, dry climate in central Alaska during this
time. By about 6000 yr B.P., the boreal forest seems to have attained its present
composition. There is no clear evidence of any significant changes in the vegetation of
lowland sites in the Tanana Valley in the last 6000 yr. Some of the cores, however, at
Harding Lake and Healy Lake, show an increase in spruce in the upper portion. Anderson
(1975) presents several cores from the Healy Lake area that extended to about 4600 yr
B.P., that also show little late Holocene vegetational change but there is an increase in
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spruce in the upper portion. Hamilton and other (1983) report an increase in both peat
accumulation and spruce, along with ice wedge growth, related to cooler, more moist
conditions of the late Holocene. While the boreal forest has remained the same general
makeup, some sites have undergone a gradual transition from predominately a deciduous
forest to one with increased spruce and peat muskeg areas.

Cultural and Faunal Record
The Shaw Creek Flats area was part of the classic full-glacial steppe-tundra of
Beringia. Pleistocene faunal remains are common in the region (Pewe, 1965; Guthrie
1988, 1990; Matthews, 1982). Among those remains are the cultural and faunal remains
from the Shaw Creek Flats Paleoindian sites (Figure 5.1). The sites are noted for the wellpreserved faunal remains, including steppe bison, elk, mammoth tusk fragments and
abundant waterfowl, and a variety of small mammals. Mammoth ivory artifacts are one of
the features of the Shaw Creek sites (Yesner, 1994; Holmes, 1996; Holmes and others,
1996). Four AMS radiocarbon dates from the mammoth ivory range from about 17,300 to
11,500 yr B.P. (Tables 3.2, 3.6, and 3.10). Two of these dates are much older than the
cultural material. A date of 17,370+90 yr B.P. (NSRL-2000) from the Lower Paleosol at
the Mead site and a date of 15,830±70 yr B.P. (CAMS-9898) from the Broken Mammoth
site imply that the earliest occupants were collecting old "fossil" ivory for artifact
manufacture. Prior to the excavations of the Shaw Creek site, mammoth appeared to have
gone extinct in Alaska before the arrival of humans (Matthews, 1982; Guthrie, 1990).
Two other dates from the sites, however, suggest the possibility that mammoths were
contemporaneous with humans at the sites.

A date of 12,060+70 (NSRL-2001) on

mammoth ivory from Swan Point nearly overlaps at two standard deviations with the
cultural occupation. This by itself would not be convincing. However, a recendy obtained
date of 11,540±140 (AA-17601) on mammoth ivory from the Lower Paleosol Complex at
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Broken Mammoth makes the possibility of contemporaneous mammoth much stronger.
Until elements other than tusk fragments are recovered, there will probably not be a
definitive answer.
Faunal remains from the Lower Paleosol Complex at Broken Mammoth site include
a mix of grassy parkland forms such as elk, steppe bison, and tundra forms suchas arctic
fox, ground squirrel, and an abundance of waterfowl.
Faunal remains from the Middle Paleosol Complex include steppe bison and elk but
also caribou and Dall sheep. The presence of waterfowl, river otter and beaver suggest
marshy wetlands. The occurrence of porcupine (Erethizon dorsatum) and red squirrel
(Tamiasciurus hudsonicus) suggest that coniferous forests were nearby. However, both
can live in deciduous or mixed forests.
Fauna from the two lower paleosol complexes at Broken Mammoth suggest an
open mix of tundra and grassy parkland environments (Yesner, 1994,1996). Faunal
remains from the upper components include caribou moose, bison, beaver and ground
squirrel. These forms indicate conditions much like those of today.

Discussion
The environments at the Shaw Creek Flats sites has undergone tremendous change
in the last 16,000 yr B.P.(Figure 5.1). During fuU-glacial time, the area was a treeless
steppe-tundra environment with a host of late Pleistocene megafauna grazers. The sites,
themselves , were likely unvegetated bluff tops undergoing deflation, ventifact formation,
and periglacial conditions. Beginning about 14,000 yr B.P., with the transistion from
herbaceous steppe-tundra to birch shrub tundra, eolian sand began to be deposited on the
blufftops. Associated with a warm interstadial beginning about 12,000 yr B.P., loess
deposition began, followed shortly by the development of a stable surface and the
development of the Lower Paleosol Complex. The stabilization of the surface and soil
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formation was probably due to changing regional vegetation patterns. The arrival of poplar
into the area and the development of a scrub open parkland forest interspersed with shrub
timdra dominated the landscape for the next two thousand years.
This poplar-willow parkland was initially developed during a warm interval
between the two final phases of the Late Wisconsin glaciation about 11,800 years ago.
Common animals on the landscape included steppe bison, elk, ground squirrels, arctic fox,
waterfowl, and possibly a few last surviving mammoths. A newly arrived animal began to
occupy the recendy-stabilized, vegetated bluff-tops, utilizing them as overlooks and
campsites. The human colonization of the Tanana Valley had begun.
Soil conditions were warm, dry, and dusty. Even though surfaces had stabilized,
there was continued influx of loess from the still largely unvegetated gravel bars of the
Tanana River in the distance. Out in front of the bluff-top site, was a small meandering
stream draining a nearby flats, that still may have had some active sand dunes blowing
across its grassy surface, where bison and elk grazed. Tusks of mammoths, now extinct,
would occasionally be uncovered and collected by the humans. Broken stands of scrub
willow and poplar lined the small meandering stream, and the larger river in the near
distance. Shrub birch covered much of the area, though there was still bare ground in
places, especially on rocky hillslopes covered with a sparse amount of Artemisia. Sedgelined oxbow lakes from the small meandering stream and abandoned sloughs of the larger
river provided abundant nesting areas for a wide variety of waterfowl that provide relatively
easy hunting for the humans.
The environmental conditions during the formation of the Lower Paleosol Complex
were similar to the above description.

By about 11,000 yr B.P. loess deposition

overwhelmed the surface and buried the Lower Paleosol Complex. But only for a few
hundred years. By 10,800 yr B.P. and the onset of a cooler, moister climate associated
with the Riley Creek IV glacial advance, the Middle Paleosol Complex formed and the site
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was reoccupied. While perhaps a moister climate accompanied the formation of the Middle
Paleosol Complex, it could not have been too moist, as the soils were not leached of their
carbonate.

Pedogenic carbonate forming in the Ck horizon of the Middle Paleosol

Complex was superimposed on faunal remains left on the Lower Paleosol Complex helping
to preserve them. Conditions were generally similar during the poplar-willow parkland
time with dry, warms soils, pedogenic carbonate formation, and episodic influxes of loess
creating a series of buried cumulative A horizons.
Beginning about 9500 yr B.P., condition became warmer, drier, and windier. The
Tanana River may have moved closer to the bluff face. A thick sandy loess was rapidly
deposited, interrupted occasionally in the beginning by the development of minor A
horizons of the Upper Paleosol Complex. The sites were abandoned. Carbonate leached
from this thick unit was superimposed on the Middle and Lower Paleosol complexes. By
7500 yr B.P. loess deposition slowed but was still coarse-grained, due to the decline of
spruce in the region.. The sites became reoccupied for a brief period of time.
By about 6000 yr B.P. conditions had assumed those of today and the sites may
have finally become occupied by spruce. The boreal forest took foothold and an acidic
Alfic Cryochrept soil began to form by about 4500 yr B.P. Carbonates were leached and
redeposited lower in the profile. The late Holocene has been dominated by slow, fine
grained loess depostion under a thick spruce-hardwood forest.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS

Summaries of the geological and environmental history of the project area have
been provided in several places in this dissertation, including the end of the preceding
chapter and Chapter Three, and in Figure 5.1. Rather than repeat those summaries, a series
of conclusions about the loess stratigraphy, soils, and environments of the Shaw Creek
Flats Paleoindian sites will be presented below:
1) The Shaw Creek Flats Paleoindian sites are located in undisturbed, well-dated,
primary geological contexts.

An initial series of occupations occurred starting about

11,800 yr B.P. and lasted until about 11,000 yr B.P.

A second series of occupations

began about 10,800 yr B.P. and lasted until about 9500 yr B.P.
occupations occurred about 7500 yr B.P. inthe area.

Another series of

There have been numerous late

Holocene occupations of the sites. The archaeological components have not been mixed,
redeposited, or affected by cryogenic processes. The solid foundation of their stratigraphy
allows for confident interpretations of the cultural units.
2) There is a correlative regional eolian stratigraphy in the Shaw Creek/Delta
region. A basal gray eolian sand overlying ventifacts and deflated, weathered bedrock
appears to has been deposited during the Birch Period from about 12,000 to 14,000 yr
B.P. A lower, fine-grained loess containing numerous buried cumulative A horizons was
deposited beginning about 12,000 yr B.P.

Soon after initiation of loess deposition,

surfaces stabilized and Cryorthent soils developed on the loess consisting of thin, organicrich, cumulative A horizons overlying Ck horizons with abundant pedogenic carbonate
features. Soil conditions were warm, dry, and alkaline associated with a scrub poplarwillow parkland. The initial human occupation of the region occurred with the earliest soil
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formation at about 11,800 yr B.P.

Artifacts and well-preserved faunal remains may be

present at this horizon or just beneath it on the lower contact of the loess.
Begiiming about 9500 yr B.P., loess deposition increased and buried the
uppermost A horizons. A thick, coarse-grained, paleosol-free unit of sandy loess was
rapidly deposited between 9500 and 7500 yr B.P. Loess deposition slowed but remained
coarse-grained, gradually fining upwards. By 4500 yr B.P., slow, fine-grained loess
deposition allowed an acidic Cryochrept soil to form, probably related to the initial
occupation of these bluff-top sites by spruce. The modem soil, with consistent reddish
brown Bw horizon 35-40 cm thick, has leached the upper profile of its carbonate and it has
been precipitated lower in the profile.
3) The loess in the Shaw Creek area is primarily of Holocene age and does not
represent deposition during the full-glacial conditions of the Donnelly Glaciation as
reported by Pewe (1965, 1975a; Pewe and Reger, 1983).
4) There is general agreement between the stratigraphy at the sites and
independently reconstructed paleoenvironmental events (Figure 5.1).
5) A great potential exists in the Shaw Creek region for the discovery of additional
Paleoindian sites with well-preserved fauna, worked mammoth ivory, and organic tools.
There are demonstrable buried surfaces that consistently date to about 12,000 yr B.P. with
correlative units and abundant pedogenic carbonate to preserve faunal remains and organic
tools.
6) The old microblades at Swan Point are in good primary geological context and
three AMS radiocarbon dates solidly date them to about 11,700 yr B.P.
7) The Shaw Creek sites were occupied up to 500 years earlier than the Paleoindian
sites in the Nenana Valley. The suite of radiocarbon dates from the Shaw Creek sites
indicates initial occupation at about 11,700 yr BP., while dates associated with the Nenana
Complex in the Nenana Valley indicate an initial occupation from about 11,100 to 11,300
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yr B.P.

The Shaw Creek sites have a more consistent stratigraphy and less variation in

radiocarbon dates.
sequences.

The two areas share only broad similarities in their stratigraphic

Loess deposition began both areas about 12,000 yr B.P. The earliest

occupations in the Shaw Creek area occur associated with a buried paleosol, while in the
Nenana Valley, the Nenana occupation occurs in loess units. The Denali occupation at the
Dry Creek site occiors on a paleosol that may be correlative to the Middle Paleosol Complex
in the Shaw Creek area.
8) The presence of pedogenic carbonate in the lower loess and associated paleosol
complexes indicate that while spruce has been in the Tanana Valley since about 9500 yr
B.P. they did not grow at the sites until mid to late Holocene time. The lack of paleo-Bw
horizons further supports this conclusion. Soil evidence supports the concept of a warm,
dry, poplar-willow scrub forest parkland from about 9500 to 11,800 yr B.P.
9) The dominant soil-forming processes during the early Holocene were the
accumulation of organic matter in thin horizons, the accumulation of pedogenic carbonate,
and the repeated addition of new eolian parent material to form a cumulative series of Abk
horizons overlying Ck horizons. The dominant soil forming processes in the late Holocene
have been die development of an Alfic Cryochrept soil profile formed on the upper 40 cm
of fine-grained late Holocene loess through brunification. The upper soil profile has been
entirely leached of it carbonate. There is only a small amount of pedogenic iron and
aluminum, and organic carbon translocation. An thin incipient clay band is forming at the
base of the Bw horizon in the Cryochrepts in the region
10) Paleosols do not occur in the upper loess. The lower part of the upper loess
was deposited too rapidly for paleosols to form. The upper portion is affected by acidic
conditions of the modem Cryochrept soil.
11)

The position of the Tanana River has played an important role in the

development of the stratigraphic sequence observed at any given site. The occurrence of a
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localized, thin sand (Upper Sand) at the Broken Mammoth site and at 288 Bluff is due to
site specific factors and does not reflect a regional pattern. However, the thick sandy loess
which overlies the sand is consistent throughout the region and dates to a warm, arid
interval about 9500 to 7500 yr B.P.
12) There is sedimentological and stratigraphic evidence that some of the dunes on
Shaw Creek Flats were active in early to middle Holocene time.

Further work and

radiocarbon dating is required.
13) Early inhabitants of the area utilized scavenged, "fossil", mammoth ivory from
older contexts for tool manufacture. However, two radiocarbon dates on mammoth ivory
suggest mammoth may have persisted in the area until about 12,000 to 11,500 yr B.P. and
be contemporaneous with initial human occupations. This is a critical question for future
resolution.
14) The pattern and timing of the occupation of the Broken Mammoth site may be
related to the proximity of the Tanana Eliver. Times when the Tanana River is some
distance from the site, Shaw Creek would have flowed across the floodplain in front of the
site making it a much more favorable location with a wider variety of envirorunents to
exploit. Slower, finer-grained loess deposition would have allowed A horizons to form.
Times when the Tanana River flowed immediately against the bluff, higher sedimentation
rates, and difficult access would have made the site a less favorable location.

Eolian

deposition would bury surfaces with previously discarded cultural material forming artifactbearing paleosols separated by loess units.
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APPENDIX A
STRATIGRAPHIC DESCRIPTIONS
This appendix presents stratigraphic descriptions for geologic and archaeologic
stratigraphic sections ^scussed in the text, but whose geologic units are not described.
Sections whose units are described in the text are not included in the appendix. The
appendix is divided into three parts based on location. The stratigraphic sections in the
Shaw Creek Flats/Delta area are described first, in numerical order, and can be located on
Figures 2.4 and 2.5. Stratigraphic sections of regional importance in the Middle Tanana
V^ey are described next, in alphabetical order, and can be located on Figures 2.1 and 4.1.
Last, important sections in the Nenana Valley are described, in alphabetical order, and can
be located on Figure 4.1.

STRATIGRAPHIC SECTIONS IN THE SHAW CREEK FLATS
AND DELTA REGIONS
SECTION

NAME AND DESCRIPTIONS

1

Broken Mammoth site described in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.3.

2

Mead site described in Table 3.5 and Figure 3.8.

3

Swan Point site described in Table 3.9 and Figure 3.13

4

288 Bluff described in Table 3.13 and Figure 3.18

5

Camp Section described in Table 3.17 and Figure 3.22

SECTION 6 (Figures 4.2; SEl/4 SWl/4 Sec. 35. T7S R8E)
Section 6 is located at the eastern end of Shaw Creek Bluff, a 60 meter-high bedrock ridge
overlooking Shaw Creek Flats and the confluence of Shaw Creek and the Tanana River.
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

3
0-40 cm
eolian silt loess, pale brown (lOYR 6/3), micaceous.
massive. Modem Subarctic Brown Forest soil (Cryochrept) developed on upper 30 cm
consisting of organic-rich A horizon (very dark gray lOYR 3/1) with decomposed organic
matter and small (< 1 cm) charcoal fragments overlying a brown (7.5 YR 4/4) Bw horizon
of oxidized silt. No clay band in Bw horizon. Gradational undulating lower contact

2
40-55 cm
pebbly silt; grayish brown (lOY 5/2) weathered, angular
gneissic bedrock fragments in silt matrix. Sharp undulating lower contact
1

below 55 cm

oxidized, brownish yellow (10 YR 6/8) gneissic bedrock.

SECTION 7 (Figures 4.3: NEl/4 SEl/4 Sec. 34. T7S R8E)
Section 7 is a 2 m high roadcut exposed along an abandoned section of the Old Richardson
Highway.
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UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

3
0-133 cm
eolian silt loess, pale brown (lOYR 6/3), micaceous,
massive bedding. Upper 40 cm contains modem Cryochrept soil consisting of 10 cm thick
A horizon (very dark gray 10 YR 3/1) overlying a 30 cm thick Bw horizon of brown (7.5
YR 4/4) oxidized silL No clay band in Bw horizon. Pedogenic carbonate features in form
of thin horizontal laminations and vertical root casts below 120 cm. Paleosols stringers in
the form of thin (< 1 cm), discontinuous, buried organic A horizons (very dark gray 10 YR
31) are present at 72, 89, 93, 120, 124, and 127 cm below surface. Sharp undulating
lower contact.
2
133-160 cm
eolian sand, light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2), granular,
well-sorted, pedogenic carbonate horizontal laminations and vertical root casts. Ventifacts
along lower contact Sharp undulating lower contact.
1
160-200 cm
angxdar gneiss bedrock fragments in sand matrix, oxidized
brownish yellow (lOYR 6/8). Thin, discontinuous carbonate coatings on undersides of
bedrock fragments.

SECTION 8 rNWl/4 SEl/4 Sec. 34. T7S R8E>
Section 8 is a 1.6 m high roadcut exposed along an abandoned section of the Old
Richardson Highway.
UNIT

DEPTTH

DESCRIPTION

2
0-144 cm
eolian silt loess, pale brovm (lOYR 6/3), micaceous,
massive bedding. Upper 35 cm contains modem Cryochrept soil consisting of 10 cm thick
A horizon (very dark gray 10 YR 3/1) overlying a 25 cm thick Bw horizon of brown (7.5
YR 4/4) oxidized silL No clay band in Bw horizon. Pedogenic carbonate features in form
of thin horizontal laminations and vertical root casts below 110 cm. Paleosols stringers in
the form of thin (< 1 cm), discontinuous, buried organic A horizons (very dark gray 10 YR
31) are present at 67, 107, 135, and 138 cm below surface. Sharp undulating lower
contact.

1
144-160 cm
eolian sand, light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2), granular,
well-sorted, pedogenic carbonate horizontal laminations and vertical root casts.
SECTION 9 (SEl/4 SEl/4 Sec. 33 T7S R8E)
Section 9 is a 1.3 m high roadcut exposed along an abandoned section of the Old
Richardson Highway.
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

2
0-120 cm
eolian silt loess, pale brown (lOYR 6/3), micaceous,
massive bedding. Upper 35 cm contains modem Cryochrept soil consisting of 10 cm thick
A horizon (very dark gray 10 YR 3/1) overlying a 25 cm thick Bw horizon of brown (7.5
YR 4/4) oxidized silt. No clay band in Bw horizon. No pedogenic carbonate features.
Paleosol sUinger in the form of thin (< 1 cm), discontinuous, buried, organic A horizon
(very dark gray 10 YR 31) is present at 97 cm below surface. Sharp undulating lower
contact.
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1
120-130 cm
eolian sand, light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2), granular,
well-sorted, pedogenic carbonate laminations and vertical root casts below 120 cm.

SECTION 10 (Figure 4.3: SEl/4 SWl/4 Sec. 33. T7S R8E)
Section 10 is a 1.5 m high roadcut exposed along an abandoned section of the Old
Richardson Highway.
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTTONT

3
0-110 cm
eolian silt loess, pale brown (lOYR 6/3), micaceous,
massive bedding. Upper 40 cm contains modem Cryochrept soU consisting of 10 cm thick
A horizon (very dark gray 10 YR 3/1) overlying a 30 cm thick Bw horizon of brown (7.5
YR 4/4) oxidized silL No clay band in Bw horizon. Pedogenic carbonate features in form
of thin horizontal laminations and vertical root casts below 100 cm. No paleosols
observed. Sharp undulating lower contact
2
110-145 cm
eolian sand, light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2), granular,
well-sorted, pedogenic carbonate horizontal laminations and vertical root casts. Ventifacts
along lower contact Sharp undulating lower contact.

1
145+ cm
angular gneiss bedrock fragments in sand matrix oxidized,
brownish yellow (lOYR 6/8). Thin, discontinuous carbonate coatings on undersides of
bedrock fragments.
SECTION 11 fNWl/4 NWl/4 Sec. 33. T7S R8E)
Section 11 is a 1.5 m high roadcut exposed along a dirt firewood-cutting road along
Tenderfoot Creek.
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

2
0-100 cm
eolian silt loess, pale brown (lOYR 6/3), micaceous,
massive bedding Upper 35 cm contains modem Cryochrept soil consisting of 5 cm thick
A horizon (very dark gray 10 YR 3/1) overlying a 30 cm thick Bw horizon of brown (7.5
YR 4/4) oxidized silt No clay band in Bw horizon. No pedogenic carbonate features. No
paleosols observed. Sharp undulating lower contact
1
100-150+cm
eolian sand, bedded, light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2),
granular, well-sorted, no pedogenic carbonate.
SECTION 12 (Figures 4.2: SWl/4 SWl/4 Sec. 28. T7S R8E)
Section 12 is a 1.2 m high roadcut exposed along a dirt firewood-cutting road along
Tenderfoot Creek.
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

2
0-80 cm
eolian silt loess, pale brown (lOYR 6/3), micaceous,
massive bedding. Upper 35 cm contains modem Cryochrept soil consisting of 5 cm thick
A horizon (very dark gray 10 YR 3/1) overlying a 30 cm thick Bw horizon of brown (7.5
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YR 4/4) oxidized silt. No clay band in Bw horizon. No pedogenic carbonate features.
Sharp undulating lower contact.
1
80-120+cm
colluvium; angular pebbles of mica schist in silty sand
matrix; oxidized brownish yellow (lOYR 6/8).
SECTION 13 (Figure 4.4; r^l/4 SEl/4 Sec. 4. T7S R8E)
Section 13 is 1.2 m high exposure in a quarry located in a large dune field along the TransAlaska Pipeline Access road.
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

2
0-30 cm
eolian silt loess containing modem Cryochrept soil.
Upper 5 cm consists of organic-rich A horizon (very dark gray 10 YR 3/1 overlying a 3 cm
thick, leached light gray (lOYR 6/1) E horizon underlain by a 22 cm thick Bw horizon of
brown (7.5 YR 4/4) oxidized silt. No clay bands in Bw horizon. Sharp undulating lower
contact.
1
30-120+cm
eolian sand, light brownish gray (10 YR 6/2), coarse,
massive bedding. No pedogenic carbonate features. Upper 5 cm is oxidized brown
(7.5YR 4/4) portion of modem Bw horizon. Eolian sand is part of extensive late
Pleistocene dune field located in northwestem portion of Shaw Creek Flats (Pewe, 1965;
Pewe and Reger, 1983).
SECTION 14 (NEl/4 NEl/4 Sec. 9. T7S R8E)
Section 14 is a log of a soil boring conducted during the construction of the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline (Kreig and Reger, 1982, p. 37). It is located in a large dune field in the
northwestern portion of Shaw Creek Flats (Pewe, 1965; Pewe and Reger, 1983).
DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

0-15 m

sand, no permafrost; no silt or soil development noted.

SECTION 15 (SWl/4 NEl/4 Sec. 15. T7S R8E)
Section 15 is a log of a soil boring conducted during the construction of the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline (Kreig and Reger, 1982, p. 37). It is located in a large dune field in the
northwestern portion of Shaw Creek Flats (Pewe, 1965; Pewe and Reger, 1983).
DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

0-22 m
sand with trace (4-12%) of silt, no soil development noted; permafrost
from 6 m to 13 m in depth.
SECTION 16 (SEl/4 SEl/4 Sec. 15. T7S R8E)
Section 16 is a log of a soil boring conducted during the constmction of the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline (Kreig and Reger, 1982, p. 37). It is located in a large dune field in the
northwestern portion of Shaw Creek Flats (Pewe, 1965; Pewe and Reger, 1983).
DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

0-3 m
silt with trace (4-12%) of sand; no soil development noted. Water
table encountered at 1.25 m depth.
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3-15 m
sand with trace (4-12%) of silt; permafrost from 6 m to 13 m in depth.
SECTION 17 (Figures 4.4; NEl/4 NEl/4 Sec. 22. T7S R8E)
Section 17 is a 1.4 m high roadcut in a sand dune exposed along a dirt road off of the
Trans-Alaska Pipeline access road. Dune is part of extensive due field in northwest portion
of Shaw Creek Rats (Pewe, 1965; Pewe and Reger, 1983).
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

2
0-35 cm
eolian sUt loess, pale brown (lOYR 6/3), massive
bedding. Upper 30 cm contains modem Cryochrept soil with upper 5 cm consisting of
organic-rich A horizon (very dark gray 10
3/1 overlying 25 cm thick Bw horizon of
brown (7.5 YR 4/4) oxidized silt. No clay bands in Bw horizon. Sharp undulating lower
contact.
1
35-140 +cm
eolian sand, light brownish gray (10 YR 6/2),
coarse, horizontal bedding, no pedogenic carbonate features.
SECTION 18 fSWl/4 NWl/4 Sec. 23. T7S R8E)
Section 18 is a log of a soil boring conducted during the construction of the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline (Kreig and Reger, 1982, p. 37). It is located in a large dune field in the
northwestern portion of Shaw Creek Flats (Pewe, 1965; Pewe and Reger, 1983).
DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

0-15 m
sand with trace (4-12%) of silt; no soil development noted.
Permafrost from 0-15 m in depth.
SECTION 19 fSEl/4 NWl/4 Sec. 23. T7S R8E)
Section 19 is a log of a soil boring conducted during the construction of the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline (Kreig and Reger, 1982, p. 37). It is located in a large dune field in the
northwestern portion of Shaw Creek Flats (Pewe, 1965; Pewe and Reger, 1983).
DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

0-1 m

organic material; no soil development noted.

1-3 m

silt with trace (4-12%) of sand.

3-15 m

sand with some (12-30%) silt. Permafrost from 0-15 m in depth.

SECTION 20 fSWl/4 SWl/4 Sec. 23. T7S R8E)
Section 20 is a shallow archaeological test pit located on a high point of a ridge projecting
to the east overlooking Shaw Creek Flats. Numerous waste flakes were found at
approximately 15 cm in depth.
UNIT

DEPTH

DF^SCRIPTION

2
0-30 cm
eolian silt loess, pale brown (19YR 6/3), massive
bedding. Upper 25 cm contains modem Cryochrept soil with upper 5 cm consists of
organic-rich A horizon (very dark gray 10 YR 3/1) underlain by a 20 cm thick Bw horizon
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of brown (7.5YR 4/4) oxidized silt. No clay bands in Bw horizon. Sharp undulating lower
contact
1
30-40 cm
angular gneiss bedrock fragments in sand matrix,
oxidized, brownish yellow (lOYR 6/8)
Section 21 TFigure 4.3: NEl/4 NWl/4 Sec. 35. T7S R8E)
Section 21 is a test pit excavated in the Mead's garden plot approximately 200 m east of the
Mead Archaeological site (Figure 3.7).
UNIT

DEPTH

PFSCRTPTION

3
0-110 cm
eolian silt loess, light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2),
micaceous, massive. Upper 20 cm is disturbed plowed zone, Ap. Modem Cryochrept Bw
horizon (strong brown 7.5YR 4/6) from 20-30 cm in depth. No clay bands in Bw horizon.
Thin (< 1 cm), discontinuous Ab horizons at 56,63, 70, 86,90, and 96 cm below surface.
Pedogenic carbonate features in the form of thin horizontal laminations and vertical root
casts abundant below 75 cm depth. Carbonate-enriched, white (lOYR 8/2) zone from 7580 cm depth. Sharp, undulating lower contact.
2
110-140 cm
eolian sand, light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2), granular,
well-sorted, pedogenic carbonate horizontal laminations and vertical root casts. Sharp
undulating lower contact.
1
140+cm
angular gneiss bedrock fragments in sand matrix,
oxidized, brownish yellow (lOYR 6/6). Thin, discontinuous carbonate coatings on
undersides of bedrock fragments.
Section 22 fNWl/4 SEl/4 Sec. 36. T7S R8E^
Section 22 is a log of a soil boring conducted during the construction of the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline (Kreig and Reger, 1982, p. 35). It is located in the permafrost-rich, thick peat and
silt deposits of Shaw Creek Rats.
DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

0-1.5 m

organic silt

1.5-4 m

silt with trace (4-12 % ) sand and organic material

4-9.5 m
gravel with some (12-30%) cobbles, sand and silt.
from 0-9.5 m in depth.

Permafrost

Section 23 (NEl/4 NWl/4 Sec. 4. T8S R9E)
Section 23 is a log of a soil boring conducted during the construction of the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline (Kreig and Reger, 1982, p. 35). It is located in the permafrost-rich, thick peat and
silt deposits of Shaw Creek Flats.
DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

0-1 m

organic silt
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1-2 m

sand with some (12-30%) silt

2-3 m

sandy gravel with cobbles. Permafrost from 0-3 m depth.

Section 24 (Figure 4.4: NWl/4 NWl/4 Sec. 19. T7S R9E)
Section 24 is located on a small sand dime on Shaw Creek Flats near Swan Point.
UNIT

DEPTH

DF^SCRrPTION

3
0-10 cm
dense Sphagnum peat deposit, O horizon, abundant, large
(< 4 cm) charcoal fragments at base of unit. Sharp undulating lower contact.
2
10-45 cm
eolian silt loess, micaceous, massive bedding, oxidized to
strong brown (7.5 YR 4/6) Bw horizon. Sharp, undulating lower contact.
1
45-160 +cm
eolian sand, light brownish gray (10 YR 6/2), medium to
coarse-grained, coarsens with depth, massive bedding. No pedogenic carbonate features.
Upper 10 cm is oxidized brown (7.5YR 4/4) portion of modem Bw horizon. Eolian sand is
part of extensive late Pleistocene dime field located along northwestern portion of Shaw
Creek Flats (Pewe, 1965; Pewe and Reger, 1983).
Section 2S (NWl/4 SWl/4 Sec. 18. T7S R9E)
Section 25 is located on a small sand dune on Shaw Creek Flats near Swan Point.
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

3
0-7 cm
dense Sphagnum peat deposit, O horizon, abundant, large
(< 4 cm) charcoal fragments at base of unit. Sharp undulating lower contact.
2
7-32 cm
eolian silt loess, micaceous, massive bedding, oxidized to
strong brown (7.5 YR 4/6) Bw horizon. Sharp, undulating lower contact.
1
32-65+ cm
eolian sand, light brownish gray (10 YR 6/2), coarse
grained, massive bedding. No pedogenic carbonate features. Eolian sand is part of
extensive late Pleistocene dune field located along northwestern portion of Shaw Creek
Flats (Pewe, 1965; Pewe and Reger, 1983).
Section 26 fSWl/4 SEl/4 Sec. 18. T7S R9E)
Section 26 is an archaeological test pit excavated at the west end of the bedrock hill on
which Swan Point is located.
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

2
0-99 cm
eolian silt loess light olive brown (2.5YR 5/4), micaceous,
massive bedding. Upper 35 cm contains modem Cryochrept soil consisting of 5 cm thick
A horizon (very dark gray 10 YR 3/1) overlying a 30 cm thick Bw horizon of brown (7.5
YR 4/4) oxidized silt. No clay bands, paleosols, or pedogenic carbonate features. Sharp
undulating lower contact.
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1
99 + cm
angular gneissic bedrock fragments in sandy matrix,
oxidized, brownish yellow (lOYR 6/8) grading to solid bedrock by 110 cm below surface.
Section 27 fNEl/4 SEl/4 Sec. 19 . T7S R9E)
Section 27 is located on a small sand dune on Shaw Creek Flats near Swan Point 1-2 m
above nearby pond.
UNIT

DEPTH

DRSCRIPTION

3
0-20 cm
eolian silt loess, grayish brown (2.5YR 5/2), micaceous,
massive bedding. Upper 10 cm composed of thick, dense Sphagnum peat moss overlying
10 cm of oxidized silt (su-ong brown 7.5YR 4/6). Intercalated lower contact.
2
20-50 cm
eolian sand, dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2), mottled to
olive brown (2.5Y 5/4). Sharp undulating lower contact.
1
50-80 + cm
silt, grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2), massive with interbedded
thin (< 1 cm), discontinuous, peaty layers at 50, 65, and 70 cm depth. Frozen below 80
cm.
Section 28 fSEl/4 SEl/4 Sec. 7. T7S R9E)
Section 28 is a shallow test pit located on a prominent south-facing bedrock ridge to the
north of Swan Point.
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

2
0-35 cm
eolian silt loess, light olive brown (2.5YR 5/4). No clay
bands, paleosols, or pedogenic carbonate features. Sharp undulating lower contact.
1
35-40+cm
angular gneissic bedrock fragments in sandy matrix,
oxidized, brownish yellow (lOYR 6/8).
Section 29 (Figure 4.2: NEl/4 SWl/4 Sec. 7. T7S R9E)
Section 29 is a shallow test pit located on a prominent south-facing bedrock ridge to the
north of Swan Point.
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

2
0-30 cm
eolian silt loess, light olive brown (2.5YR 5/4),
micaceous, massive bedding. Upper 30 cm contains modem Cryochrept soil consisting of
5 cm thick A horizon (very dark gray 10 YR 3/1) overlying a 25 cm thick Bw horizon of
brown (7.5 YR 4/4) oxidized silt. No clay bands, paleosols, or pedogenic carbonate
features. Sharp undulating lower contact
1
30-60+cm
eolian sand, light brownish gray (10 YR 6/2), coarse
grained, massive bedding. No pedogenic carbonate features. Eolian sand is part of
extensive late Pleistocene dime field located along northwestern portion of Shaw Creek
Flats (Pewe, 1965; Pewe and Reger, 1983).
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Section 30 (Figure 4.4: SEl/4 SEl/4 Sec. 17. T8S R9E1
Section 30 is a roadcut in a small (1-2 m high) dune exposed along the Richardson
Highway near milepost 282. The highway follows a discontinuous string of sand dunes
along the edge of a low terrace next to the Tanana River (Pewe and Reger, 1983; Weber,
1971; Weber and others, 1978).
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

2
0-80 cm
eolian silt loess, pale brown (lOYR 6/3), massive
bedding. Upper 30 cm contains modem Cryochrept soil with upper 5 cm consists of
organic-rich A horizon (very dark gray 10 YR 3/1) underlain by a 25 cm thick Bw horizon
of brown (7.5 YR 4/4) oxidized silt. No clay bands in Bw horizon. No pedogenic calcium
carbonate features. Sharp undulating lower contact.
1
80-120+cm
eolian dime sand, brown (lOYR 4/4), well-sorted,
medium-grained, and cross-bedded. No carbonate features.
Section 31. 278 Terrace (Figure 4.5: NEl/4 SEl/4; Sec. 26. T8S R9E)
Section 31, 278 Terrace, is a cut bank exposure of a 6 m high terrace next to the Tanana
River at milepost 278 of the Richardson Highway (Pewe and Reger, 1983).
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

4
0-1.3 m
eolian silt loess, pale brown (lOYR 6/3), micaceous,
massive bedding. Upper 40 cm contains organic-rich, silty, cumulative A horizon.
Discontinuous, 5-10 cm thick, charcoal-rich, forest fire layers (reddish gray 5 YR 5/2)
occur at 70, 90, 110, and 120 cm below surface. Two, discontinuous, 1 cm thick, Ab
horizons occur in lowest forest-fire layer. No pedogenic carbonate features. Radiocarbon
date of 8,040 + 190 (GCS-0255) from near base of loess (Pewe and Reger, 1983). Sharp
straight lower contact.
3
1.3-2.7 m
eolian dune sand, brown (lOYR 4/4), fine-medium
grained, cross-bedded. No carbonate features. Sharp, straight lower contact.
2
2.7-4.0 m
fluvial sandy silt, yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4), faint
horizontal bedding. Sharp, straight lower contact.
1
4.0-5.8 m +
Tanana River alluvium; gravel and cobbles in sandy
matrix, rounded, multilithologic, crudely bedded.
Section 32 (SEl/4 NEl/4 Sec. 24, T8S R9E)
Section 32 is a deeply-stratified archaeological test pit excavated at the summit of Hill 1269
immediately south of Quartz Lake.
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

2
0-115 cm
eolian silt loess, pale brown (lOYR 6/3), micaceous,
massive. Upper 30 cm contains modem Cryochrept soil with 10 cm thick A horizon (very
dark gray 10 YR 3/1) overlying 20 cm thick brown (7.5 YR 4/4) Bw horizon of oxidized
silt. No clay bands in Bw horizon. Buried paleosols, 10 cm thick, consisting of an Ab
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and Bwb horizons occur at 65 and 115 cm depth. Cultural material found at 20 cm and 45
cm depth. Gradational, undulating lower contact.
1
115-220 +cm eolian silt loess, grayish brown (lOYR 5/2), micaceous,
massive, cold, hard, compact. Pedogenic carbonate horizontal laminations and vertical root
casts below 120 cm. Thm (< 1 cm), discontinuous Ab horizons at 160 and 180 cm depth.
Peraiafrost below 220 cm.
Section 33 (Figure 4.5: SEl/4 NWl/4 Sec. 17. T8S RlOE)
Section 33 is an archaeological test pit excavated on a loess-covered bedrock ridge on the
north shore of Quartz Lake.
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

3
0-175 cm
eolian silt loess, brown (10YR5/3), micaceous, massive.
Upper 45 cm contains modem Cryochrept soil consisting of 10 cm thick A horizon (black
5^ 2.5/1) overlying a 35 cm thick, strong brown (7.5YR 4/6) Bw horizon of oxidized
silt. Thin (< 1 cm), discontinuous, Ab horizons at 102, 122, 126,152, and 160 cm below
surface. Pedogenic carbonate, horizontal laminations and vertical root casts below 120 cm.
Sharp, straight lower contact.
2
175-190 cm
eolian sand, grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2), medium-grained,
massive, granular, well-sorted. Sharp, straight lower contact
1
190 + cm.
angular bedrock fragments of gneiss in coarse sandy
mauix, yellowish brown (lOYR 5/8). Thin, pedogenic carbonate coatings on underside of
clasts.
Section 34 (SWl/4 NWl/4 Sec. 6. T9S RIQE)
Section 34 is an exposure in a bedrock quarry at milepost 276 of the Richardson Highway.
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

4
0-55 cm
eoUansilt loess, brown (lOYR 5/3), micaceous, massive.
Upper 35 cm contains modem Cryochrept soil consisting of 10 cm thick A horizon (black
5^^ 2.5/1) overlying a 25 cm thick brown (7.5YR 4/4) Bw horizon of oxidized silt. No
carbonate features or paleosols present. Sharp, straight lower contact.
3
55-170 cm
eolian silt and sand layers, 5-10 cm thick, yellowish
brown (lOYR 5/8) interlayered with organic-rich Ab horizons at 55, 75, 95, 110, 135, 155
and 17() cm below surface. Pedogenic carbonate below 135 cm. Sharp, undulating lower
contact.
2
170-220 +cm
eolian dime sand, brown (lOYR 4/4), no carbonate
features, well-sorted, medium-grained, and cross-bedded.
1
220 + cm
angular bedrock fragments of gneiss in coarse sandy
matrix, yellowish brown (lOYR 5/8). Thin, pedogenic carbonate coatings on underside of
clasts.
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Section 35 (Figure 4.4: NEl/4 SWl/4 Sec. 9. T9S RlOE)
Section 35 is a 2.3 m high road cut in a sand dune exposed along the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
access road off of Tanana Loop Road. Dune is part of Donnelly-age dune field, which was
deposited about 19,000 yr B.P., located on an extensive Donnelly-age outwash fan (Pewe
and Reger, 1983).
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

5
0-94 cm
eolian silt loess, pale brown (lOYR 6/3), micaceous,
massive. Upper 30 cm consists of a 20 cm thick mat of dense Sphagnum peat moss
overlying a 10 cm brown (7.5YR 4/4) Bw horizon of oxidized silL Discontinuous, 3-5 cm
thick, charcoal-rich, forest fire layers (reddish gray 5 YR 5/2) occur at 66, 78, and 88 cm
below surface. No pedogenic carbonate features. Sharp, straight lower contact.
4
94-114 cm
eolian sand, grayish brown (lOYR 5/2), granular,
medium-grained. No pedogenic carbonate. Sharp, straight lower contact.
3
114-181 cm
eolian silt loess, light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2),
micaceous, massive. Thin (< 1 cm), discontinuous Ab horizons occur at 150, 157, 160,
and 168 cm below surface. No pedogenic carbonate. Gradational, straight lower contact.
2
181-206 cm
eolian silt loess, grayish brown (lOYR 5/2), micaceous,
with interbedded sand lenses. No pedogenic carbonate. Sharp, straight lower contact.
1
206-228 + cm eolian dune sand, brown (lOYR 4/4), no carbonate
features, well-sorted, medium-coarse grained, horizontal to faintly-dipping cross-beds. No
pedogenic carbonate features.
Section 36 (Figure 4.5: NEl/4 SWl/4 Sec. 35. T8S RlOE)
Section 36, Rose Point, is 2.3 m deep archaeological test pit excavated on a 25 m high
isolated bedrock hill overlooking the Tanana River.
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

3
0-120 cm
eolian silt, loess, pale brown (10 YR 6/3), micaceous,
massive. Upper 65 cm contains modem Cryochrept soil consisting of 5 cm thick A
horizon (very dark gray 7.5YR 3/1) overlying a 60 cm thick Bw horizon of brown (7.5 YR
4/4) oxidized silt. No clay bands in Bw horizon. Abundant charcoal fragments. No
paleosols or pedogenic carbonate features in loess. Cultural material encountered at 40 and
85 cm below surface. Sharp, straight lower contact.
2
120-230 cm
eolian sand, gra5dsh brown (lOYR 5/2), massive,
medium-grained, granular, well-sorted. Pedogenic carbonate below 133 cm depth. Sharp,
straight lower contact.
1
230 + cm
angular bedrock fragments of schist in coarse sandy
matrix, yellowish brown (lOYR 5/8). No ventifacts. Thin, pedogenic carbonate coatings
on underside of clasts.
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Section 37. Bluff Cabin Ridge fXBD-074) (Figure 4.5: NWl/4 SWl/4 Sec.
8. T9S RUE)
Section 37 is a 2 m deep archaeological test pit at XBD-074 at the southeast section of 25 m
high Bluff Cabin Ridge overlooking the Tanana River.
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTIONT

3
0-195 cm
eolian silt loess, light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2),
micaceous, massive. Upper 45 cm contains modem Cryochrept soil consisting of 5 cm
thick A horizon (very dark gray lOYR 3/1) overlying 40 cm thick dark brown (7.SYR 4/3)
Bw horizon of oxidized silt. Discontinuous, thin (< 1 cm), reddish brown (5YR 4/4) clay
band at base of Bw. Horizon thin (< 1 cm), discontinuous Abk horizons at 120, 125, 135,
143, 152, 155, 166, 170, 175 and 195 cm below surface. Pedogenic carbonate horizontal
laminations and vertical root coasts below 120 cm depth. Cultui^ material encountered ai
20,40 and 55 cm below surface. Sharp, straight lower contact.
2
195-210 cm
eolian sand, grayish brovm (lOYR 5/2), mediumgrained, granular, well-sorted. Pedogenic carbonate horizontal laminations and vertical
root casts. Gradational, straight lower contact
1
210 +cm
weathered, angular, bedrock fragments of schist in a
sandy matrix, yellowish brown (lOYR 5/8), thin pedogenic carbonate coatings on the
undersides of clasts.
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTIONS OF REGIONAL IMPORTANCE
IN THE MIDDLE TANANA VALLEY
Canvon Creek (64° 17 21 N 146°28 36 W)
Canyon Creek is an important late Pleistocene vertebrate-fossil locality located along a
roadcut of a south-facing bluff overlooking the confluence of Canyon Creek with the
Tanana River at milepost 300 of the Richardson Highway.
Key References: Weber and others, 1981.
Stratigraphic descriptions below modified from Weber and others (1981).
UNIT

DESCRIPTION

10 and 11 eolian dune sand and colluvial aprons of sandy silt, up to 9 m thick,
discontinuous, contains erosional cut and fill features and abundant charcoal from forest
fires.
9
eolian sandy silt; light gray (lOYR 6/1); 1-3 m thick contains abundant
rootlets and thin, discontinuous peat zone at 1.6-1.7 m depth. Upper 0.5 m bears modem
Subarctic Brown Forest (Cryochrept) soil profile.
8
eolian sandy silt; brown (lOYR 5/3), 5-9 m thick, contains pulmonale
gastropod shells.
7
eolian sandy silt; 1-5 m thick, faint horizontal laminations; lenses of peaty
sand; abundant root fragments; upper 0.5 m bears paleosol consisting of 10-20 cm reddish
gray (lOYR 5/1) organic silty fine sand above 30-40 cm of oxidized sand. Dark organic A

Ill
horizon of this paleosol dated 9460 + 155 yr B.P. (1-8291). A small spruce cone was
recovered from this organic horizon.
6
coUuvium and solifluction deposits containing ventifacts, ice-wedge
casts, and rodent burrows; grades into grus and schist fragments in sandy matrix, up to 0.5
m thick.

4 and 5
up to 1 meter thick sand and gravel of Canyon Creek; fossiliferous; unit 5
contains redeposited volcanic ash lenses.
3

sand, bedded, Tanana River channel bar deposits; up to 2.5 m thick.

2

non-fossiliferous arkosic gravel of Canyon Creek; up to 0.5 m thick.

1
Tanana River gravel, rounded pebbles and cobbles of diverse lithologies
in sandy matrix; 2 + meters thicL
Chugwater (Figure 4.6: 64°41 30'N 147°13^05^ W)
Chugwater is a shallow archaeological site (FAI-035) situated on the bluff of an isolated
bedrock ridge rising 67 m above the floodplain of Moose Creek overlooking the Tanana
Valley (Lively, 1996).
Key reference: Lively, 1996
Stratigraphic units presented below are from Lively (1996).
STRATUM

DEPTH

1
0-5 cm
modem cryochrept soil.

DESCRIPirTON
finely divided humus, charcoal fragments, A horizon of

2
5-18 cm
upper silt layer, eolian silt loess, upper portion contains
Bw horizon of reddish brown, oxidized silt. Lower contact consists of several Ab
horizons of a buried paleosol. In places, lower contact is a thin, convoluted "marker" line
(clay band) of enriched in oxides of iron, manganese, magnesium, and aluminum. Cultural
material found 1-11 cm (component HI) and 12-21 cm (component 11) below surface.
3
18-30 cm
lower silt layer; eolian silt loess. Sharp lower contact with
underlying coUuvium or weathered bedrock. Lowest cultural material found below Ab
paleosol stringers at 22-29 cm below surface.
4
30-35 cm
discontinuous.

coUuvium,

rubble,

sand

5

35-50 cm

eolian sand, discontinuous.

6

30-50 +

weathered schist bedrock.

and

silt;

pebbly

sand,
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Gerstle Quarry (Figure 4.7: 63°49ni N 144°53 12 W)
See Figure 4.7 for stratigraphic profile and radiocarbon dates.
Gerstle Quarry is a multicomponent, deeply-stratified archaeological site (XMH-246)
located on a 25 m bluff above an abandoned granite quarry near the Alaska Highway bridge
across the Gerstle River.
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

3
0-225 cm
eolian silt loess, yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4), micaceous,
massive, interbedded with buried paleosols and volcanic ash. Upper 10 cm composed of
decomposed organics and a dense Sphagnum peat moss mat. White River Ash
(approximately 1500 yr B.P., Lerbekmo and Campbell, 1969; Pewe, 1975a, 1975b), light
brownish gray (lOYR 6/2), silt tephra from 10-14 cm below surface overlies a dark grayish
brown (lOYR 4/2) cumulative A horizon composed of silt loess mixed with finely
decomposed organic matter. Dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) Bw horizon of modem
Cryochrept soil from 25-45 cm below surface. No clay band in modem Bw horizon. Four
buried pdeosols consisting of thin ( 1 cm), discontinuous Ab horizons composed of
finely decomposed organic matter and charcod fragments overlying Bw horizons (brown,
7.5YR4/4), with abundant, large ( 5 cm) charcoal fragments and lenses, at 50, 75, 110,
and 130 cm below surface. Pyogenic carbonate horizontal laminations and vertical root
casts below 140 cm. Loess, below 150 cm, abundantly mottied to strong brown 7.5YR
4/6, motdes 1-2 cm wide. Organic paleosol Ab (< 1 cm) horizon occurs at 170 cm below
surface, permafrost occurs between 125 to 140 below surface down to depth.
2
225-240 cm
eolian sand. Light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2), medium
grained, granular stmcture. Sharp to diffuse, undulating lower contact.

1
240 + cm
weathered, decomposed, granitic bedrock, angular pebbles in
a grayish brown (lOYR 5/2) gms matrix. Quartz ventifacts at upper contact.
Healv Lake Village Site TFiyure 4.6: 64°00 20 N 144°45'14 W) (See
Figure 4.6 for stratigraphic profile and Table 4.1 for radiocarbon dates).
Healy Lake Village site is an important stratified archaeological site located at the tip of a
westward-trending ridge projecting into Healy lake. It is one of 9 Paleoindian sites in
Alaska with radiocarbon dates older than 11,0()0 yr B.P. Beside Swan Point, Healy Lake
is the only other archaeological site in Alaska to have microblades associated with
radiocarbon dates older than 11,(M)0 yr B.P.
Key references: Cook, 1996, 1969; Ager, 1972.
Stt^atigraphic units presented below are from Cook (1996), and Ager, (1972). Depth of
units varies across site.
UNIT

DESCRIPTION

Humus & sod organic mat composed of plant fragments, humus, and sod up to 15
cm thick, contains historic-period cultural material.
Loess
eolian silt, 60 to 120 cm thick, upper 30-35 cm contains modem
Subarctic Brown forest soil profile (Cryochrept) with a reddish brown Bw of oxidized silt.
Thin, reddish-brown clay bands in Bw horizon. A buried, paleopodzolic soil profile occurs
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25-30 cm below the sod layer and is up to 25 cm thick. The paleopodzol consists of a thin,
faint gray, leached A2b horizon overlying a reddish, brown-oxidized B2b horizon. Lower
portion of loess becomes increasingly coarse downward grading into a sandy silt.
Prehistoric cultural material is found throughout the loess in arbitrary 5 cm excavation
levels (levels 1-10).
Eolian sand
sandy silt grading to fine to medium sand, becoming coarser
with depth, oxidized in places, thickness varies considerably within site, at least 15-40 cm
thick.
Pebbly sand
pebbly sand with unidentifiable bone fragments, beach deposit
from higher level DonneUy-age lake, up to 15 cm thick.
Weathered bedrock
angular gravelly grus with oxidized sand matrix, weathered
Birch Creek Schist and granodiorite bedrock. Ventifacts occur at upper contact
.rack Warren Road (64°04 13 \ 145°42'16''W>
Roadcut in Delta-age terminal moraine deposits overlain by 1 m of eolian silt and sand.
Well developed ventifacts at eolian sand/till contact In front of the terminal moraine, to the
north, is an extensive outwash plain predominately deposited during the Donnelly
glaciation. Blanketed by a thin cover of eolian silt and sand with numerous longitudinal
dunes, up to 10 m high, 30 m wide and 1.6-2.4 km long. The dunes have been dated to
about 19,000 yr B.P. (Pewe and Reger, 1983).
Key Reference: Pewe, 1965; Pewe and Reger, 1983
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

3
0-80 cm
eolian silt loess, yellowish brown (lOYR 5/6), micaceous;
massive bedding; upper 30 cm contains modem Subarctic Brown Forest soil (Cryochrept)
consisting of 10 cm thick organic rich A horizon (very dark gray lOYR 3/;l) overlying a 20
cm thick of Bw horizon oxidized silt (brown 7.5YR 4/4). Sharp undulating lower contact.
2
80-90
eolian silty sand interbedded with fine sand; light
brownish gray (lOYR 6/2). No carbonate features. Sharp undulating lower contact.
1
90-200+
subangular to sub-rounded cobbles and pebbles in a silty
sand matrix; glacial till, multilithologic; ventifacts to 10 cm in diameter common along
upper contact.
North Gerstle Point (Figure 4.7: 64°03 04 N 145°11 52 W)
North Gerstle Point is a multicomponent, deeply-stratified archaeological site located on a
25 m high bedrock knob overloolang the confluence of a small unnamed stream and the
Tanana River just downstream from the confluence with Gerstle River.
Key reference: VanderHoek and Dilley, 1997
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UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

3
0-230 cm
eolian silt loess, pale brown (lOYR 6/3), micaceous.
Upper 40 cm contains modem Subarctic Brown Forest soil (Cryochrept) consisting of 5
cm thick, organic-rich A horizon (lOYR 2/1 black) overlying 35 cm thick Bw horizon of
oxidized silt (7.5YR 5/6 strong brown). A radiocarbon date of 4290+285 yr. B.P. (WSU4887) was obtained on hearth charcoal at 45 cm depth (Vander Hoek and Dilley, 1997). A
buried paleo Bw horizon (7.5YR 4/6 strong brown) occurs from 60-70 cm in depth.
Upper portion contains abundant archaeological material. The middle section of loess from
100-150 cm in depth is massive and contains pedogenic carbonate features in the form of
thin (< 5 mm) horizontal laminations and vertical root casts. The lower portion from 150230 cm depth contains up to 8 thin, discontinuous, buried A horizons (lOYR 4/1 dark
gray) composed of decomposed organic matter and small (< 1 cm) charcoal fragments at
155, 163, 170, 177, 187, 205, 216, and 230 cm below surface. Some of paleosol
stringers contain cultural material. Abundant pedogenic carbonate features present below
105 cm. Sharp undulating lower contact.
2
230-250 cm
eolian sand, massive, granular structure (lOYR 6/2 light
grayish brown), thin discontinuous organic stringer on upper contact sharp, su-aight lower
contact.
3
250-270 cm
angular pebbles of frost shattered decomposed gneissic
bedrock in a sandy mauix (lOYR 4^3) dark brown. No ventifacts or permafrost.
XMH-297 fFigure 4.7 64°53 58 N 144°51 15
XMH-297 is a multicomponent, deeply-stratified archaeological consisting of over 4.5 m
of eolian sediments and paleosols locat^ on a bluff overlooking the Delta River.
Key reference: Bacon and Holmes, 1980.
Stratigraphic units described below modified from Bacon and Holmes (1980).
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

3
0-230
eolian sand, light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2), coarse,
medium and fine-grained laminated sand becoming coarser with depth, uniform, parallel,
laminated beds interlayered with numerous, organic-rich peaty zones composed of fine
wood, bark, and charcoal fragments. Brown (lOYR 5/3), organic-rich loess beds, 5-10
cm thick with abundant large wood and charcoal fragments occur at 88 and 206 cm below
surface. Poorly-developed Entisol occurs at surface. Sharp, straight lower boundary.
2
230-450 cm
eolian silt loess, yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4) to light
brownish gray (2.5YR 6/2), micacious, massive, no pedogenic carbonate features,
interbedded with buried organic-rich paleosols and tephra units. Seven, discontinuous
paleosols, dark reddish brown (5YR 2.5/2) to very dark gray (5YR 3/1), up to 10 cm
thick, consisting of Ab horizons composed organic-rich silt and charcoal fragments occur at
275, 295, 307, 325, 350, 370, and 400 cm below surface. Two discontinuous tephra,
light gray (lOYR 6/1), up to 1 cm thick, occur at 275 and 383 cm below surface. Upper
tephra probably correlative to 3500 yr B.P. Jarvis Ash Bed (Pewe, 1975a; Beget and
others, 1991). Lower tephra not correlative to any known tephra in the region. No
pedogenic features noted. Sharp, undulating lower contact
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1
450+ cm
sandy gravel, outwash, light yellowish brown
(10YR6/4), rounded, multilithologic.
STRATIGRAPHIC SECTIONS FROM PALEOINDIAN SITES IN THE
NENANA AND TEKLANTKA VALLEYS
Dry Creek (Fiffure 4.8: 63°52 41 N 149°02 2r^W: Elevation: 470 m)
Dry Creek (HEA-005) is a multicomponent, deeply-stratified archaeological site located on
a southeast-facing, 25 m high terrace bluff on Ae north side of Dry Creek in the Nenana
Valley.
Key references: Thorson and Hamilton, 1977; Powers and others, 1983; Powers and
Hoffecker, 1989; Bigelow and Powers, 1994; Hoffecker and others, 1996.
Numbered stratigraphic units presented below are this author's condensed version of
numerous loess and sand units used by previous workers. Radiocarbon dates from Dry
Creek are presented in Table 4.2.
UNIT

DEPTH

DRSCRTPTION

5
0-70 cm
eoUan silt loess and sand, light yellowish brown (lOYR
6/4) in upper portion to brownish yellow (lOYR 6/6) in lower portion, poorly sorted,
micaceous, massive. Up to 5 distinct, alternating beds, 1-10 cm thick, of sandy silt (Loess
6 and 7) and sands with minor silt (Sands 2, 3 and 4). Upper 10 cm composed of modem
root mat with peaty texture and sandy matrix. Two buried paleosols (4a and 4b) are
developed on ^e finer-grained loess beds. Paleosol 4b, composed of 5-10 cm, thick,
reddish brown (5YR 5/4), Bwb horizon of oxidized silt overlain by thin, discontinuous,
dark, organic-rich Ab horizon with abundant charcoal fragments is developed on Loess 7.
Paleosol 4a composed of 5-10 cm thick, reddish brown (5YR 5/4) Bwb horizon of
oxidized silt with charcoal lenses and root casts. Paleosol 4a contains archaeological
Component FV. Sharp, undulating lower contact.
4
70-158 cm
eolian sandy silt loess (loess 3, 4, and 5), mottled strong
brown (7.5YR 5/6) to light olive gray (5Y 6/2), poorly sorted, micaceous, massive,
strongly contorted, folded and faulted. Paleosol 3, 75-100 cm below surface, is developed
on Loess 5 in upper portion of imit, composed of 5-10 cm thick, contorted, single band of
dark (5YR 6/2 light olive gray) organic Ab horizon overlain by up to 8 less welldeveloped, thin, discontinuous organic-rich Ab horizons separated by yellowish brown
(lOYR 5/6) C horizons. Paleosol 3 has radiocarbon dates ranging from about 6300 to
8600 yr B.P. Loess 4, 20 cm thick, lies beneath Paleosol 3 and contains archaeological
Component EI. Paleosol 2, lies 120-130 cm below surface and is composed of a nearly
continuous 5-10 cm thick dark organic-rich Ab horizon with several associated thinner,
discontinuous Ab horizons. Paleosol 1, 135-150 cm below surface consists of series of
thin(< 2 cm), discontinuous organic-rich Ab horizons and contains archaeological
Component n (Denali Complex). No pedogenic carbonate features. Sharp lower contact
3
158-163 cm
eolian sand, yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4), mediumgrained, discontinuous sand lenses, very well-sorted. Sharp lower contact.
2
163-200 cm
eolian silt to sandy silt loess, poorly sorted, micaceous,
massive. Upper portion mottled yellowish brown (lOYR 5/6) to light olive gray (5Y 6/2)
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coarsens upward, burrow casts common, contains archaeological Component I (Nenana
Complex). Lower portion olive (5Y 5/3) finer grained, occasional pebbles intruded from
below. No pedogenic features. Sharp lower contact.
I
200+ cm
outwash gravel, cobbles, pebbles and sand with minor silt;
poorly sorted round to subrounded muItiJithologic clasts. Clasts wind polished at upper
contact, frost cracked, stained, and carbonate encrusted to 30-40 cm below contact.
Moose Creek (Figure 4.9 64' 04 00 N 149°06 04^^: Elevation: 500 m)
Moose Creek (FAI-206) is a multicomponent, deeply-stratified archaeological site located
on a southwest-facing bluff on the north side of Moose Creek 210 m above modem
floodplain of the Nenana River.
Key References: Pearson, 1997; Hoffecker, 1996, 1988, 1985; Powers and Hoffecker,
1989.
Stratigraphic descriptions modified from Hoffecker (1985) using this author's field notes
from University of Alaska, Fairbanks' 1996 archaeological field school at Moose Creek
(Pearson, 1997). Radiocarbon dates for Moose Creek are presented in Table 4.2.
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

4
0-45 cm
eoUan sandy silt loess, yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4),
micaceous, massive. Upper 15 cm contains modem soil composed of 5-8 cm thick A
horizon, very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2) overlying 8-10 cm thick, reddish brown
(5YR 4/4) weakly developed, reddish brown (SYR 4/4) Bw horizon with interbedded
organic lenses and silt. Increasing sand and coarser grained with depth. Buried paleosols
consisting of 3-4, discontinuous, weakly-developed Bw horizons, reddish brown (5YR
4/4), 2-10 cm thick, with associated organic matter and charcoal fragments occur at 20, 25
and 36 cm below surface. Contains archaeological components HI and IV. Sharp, straight
lower contact.
3
45-70 cm
eolian sand, yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4) medium to
coarse-grained, coarser with depth, crude horizontal bedding. Upper part of unit has 1-2,
thin (< 1 cm), discontinuous reddish brown(5YR 4/4), organic, Ab horizons. Clay peds
(1-2 mm) common in lower part of unit. Lowest 5 cm of unit composed gray (lOYR 3/4)
toe sand. Sharp, straight lower contact.
2
70-90 cm
eolian silt loess, grayish brown (2.5YR 5/2), micaceous,
massive. Upper contact consists of paleosol complex of 3-5, thin (< 1 cm), discontinuous
Ab horizons, very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2), composed of fine charcoal fragments
and decomposed organics. Archaeological component n (Denali) associated with this
paleosol complex. No pedogenic carbonate features present. On lower contact with gravel
and in lowest 10 cm of loess. Component I (Nenana) artifacts associated with hearth dating
to 11,190 ± 60 (AMS date Beta-96627). Occasional pebbles in lower 15 cm of unit
derived from underlying gravel. Sharp, straight lower contact.
1
90-hcm
gravel, poorly-sorted, subangular to roimded pebbles to
cobbles in coarse sandy matrix. Some pebbles appear slightly wind polished but no real
ventifacts. Several cobbles show frost cracking.
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Owl Ridge (Figure 4.9: 64'flO 45 N 149° 33 25 "W: Elevation: 470 m)
Owl Ridge (FAI-91) is a multicomponent, deeply-stratified archaeological site located in
1.2 m of eolian sediments on an 80 m high south-facing bluff overlooking the confluence
of a small unnamed creek and the Teklanila River.
Key Reference: Phippen, 1988; Hoffecker and others, 1996
Stratigraphic units described below are from Phippen (1988). Radiocarbon dates for Owl
Ridge are presented in Table 4.2.
UNIT

DESCRIPTTON

8
surface organic mat, dark brown, charcoal fragments, minor silt and
sand, 5-25 cm thick.
7

eolian silty sand, yellowish brown to gray, 10 cm thick.

6
eolian silty sand with minor small, platy, lag schist fragments. Up to 5
buried paleosols consisting of thin gray A horizons overlying reddish brown B horizons,
abundant charcoal 20-40 cm thick. Archaeological Component HI along lower contact.
Clear to abrupt lower contact.
5
eolian sand, yellowish brown to grayish brown, bedded, fine to coarse
grained, abundant small (1-10 cm), platy, lag schist fragments 5-30 cm thick.
4
eolian silty sand, gray brown, 0-25 cm thick, contains 2-3, discontinuous
Ab horizons, very dark brown to black with minor associated oxidation. Archaeologic
Component n along upper contact and throughout unit Gradational lower contact.
3
eolian sand, olive brown, medium to coarse-grained, 0-15 cm thick. Abrupt
lower contact.
2
eolian silt loess, grayish brown, 15-30 cm thick, contains Archaeological
Component I. Gradational to abrupt lower contact.
1
matrix.

outwash gravel, rounded to angular, pebbles and cobbles in clay to sand

Panguingue Creek (Figure 4.9: 63°54"47^"N 149°05"22""W: Elevation:
490 m)
Panguingue Creek (HEA-137) is a multicomponent archaeological site located on a narrow
promontory of an outwash terrace 200 m above the modem floodplain on the north side of
Panguingue Creek in the Nenana Valley.
Key Reference: Goebel and Bigelow, 1992, 1996; Powers and Hoffecker, 1989.
Stratigraphic units described below are from Goebel and Bigelow (1992, 1996).
Radiocarbon dates for Panguingue Creek are presented in Table 4.2.
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UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

6
0-30 cm
eolian silt loam. Upper portion contains modem soil
consisting of a surface A horizon of decomposed organics overlying a Bw horizon and a
gleyed BC horizon. Two discontinuous, organic-rich lenses comprise the Ab horizons of
buried paleosols. The upper paleosol, Paleosol 4, contains archaeological Component EH
and dates to between 4500 to 5600 years B.P. The lower paleosol, Paleosol 3, is
associated with Component n and has produced five radiocarbon dates that average about
7700 yrs B.P.
5
30-60 cm
loam with intermittent lens of granules and small pebbles.
Contains two buried soils composed of discontinuous organic stringers. The upper
paleosol, Paleosol 2, forming the upper contact of this unit, is a 1-10 cm, discontinuous,
contorted, organic horizon often associated with a buried Bw horizon. Two radiocarbon
dates from P^eosol 2, associated with Component I, average about 9900 yrs BP. The
lower paleosol, Paleosol 1, consists of 1-2 thin (< 1 cm), discontinuous, organic stringers.
4

60-70 cm

unweathered eolian silt loam.

3
70-170 cm
medium sand intercalated with 2 cm thick bands of coarse
sand, pebbles and granules, horizontally bedded.
2
170-180 cm
eolian silt loam, gleyed with minor oxidation mottles,
some with preserved roodets, yielded conventional radiocarbon date of 13,535 ± 380 (A6744) on a bulk sample of organic matter.
1
180+cm
Wisconsinan).

outwash gravels of Healy glaciation (Dlinoian or Early

Walker Road rFigure 4.8: 63°S7 51 N 149°04 28 W: Elevation 430 m)
Walker Road (HEA-130) is a multicomponent, stratified, archaeological site located on a 60
m high, south-facing terrace bluff overlooking the confluence of a small unnamed creek
with the Nenana River.
Key Reference: Goebel and others, 1996, 1991; Bigelow, 1991; Powers and others, 1990;
Powers and Hoffecker, 1989; Hoffecker, 1985
Numbered stratigraphic units presented below are this author's condensed version of
numerous loess and sand units used by previous workers. Radiocarbon dates for Walker
Road are presented in Table 4.2.
UNIT

DEPTH

DESCRIPTION

5
0-40 cm
eolian silt loess and sand, yellowish brown to grayish
brown, micaceous, massive. Up to 5 distinct, alternating beds, 0-10 cm thick, consisting
of loams (Sand imits 2, 3, and 4) and silt loams (Loess 5 and 6). Upper 20 cm contains
modem soil composed of O, A, AE and Bw horizons developed on Sand 4 and Loess 6.
Loess 6 contains archaeological Component 0. Underlying the modem soil is Paleosol 2
developed on Sand 3 and Loess 5. Paleosol 2 is characterized by several discontinuous,
thin, Ab horizons overlying reddish brown Bwb horizons of oxidized sUt. Lower portions
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has yielded two radiocarbon dates of about 3800 and 4400 yr B.P. (Table 4.2). In places,
sand 3 is absent and the modem soil rest directly on Paleosol 2 and is difficult to
distinguish the separation between the two.
4
40-70 cm
eolian silt loess, light gray to yellowish brown,
micaceous, massive. Upper portion contains Paleosol 1, a gray-brown pedocomplex
developed on Loess 4 composed of several, thin, highly contorted, organic-rich Ab
horizons overlying gleyed Bg and Cg horizons. Ara^ocarbon date of about 8700 yr B.P.
was obtained from Paleosol 1. Lower portion of unit (Loess 3) is composed of silt loam
with a series of small gravel lenses and thin, discontinuous Ab horizons. Sharp,
undulating lower contact.
3
70-80 cm
eolian sand, grayish brown, nearly continuous band of
sandy loam (Sand 1), up to 10 cm thick. Clear straight lower contact.
2
80-l(X) cm
eolian silt loess, grayish brown, silt loam (Loess 1 and 2),
gleyed, weakly oxidized. No pedogenic carbonate features. Contains archaeologicd
Component I (Nenana Complex). Four radiocarbon dates from about 11,000 to 11,800 yr
B.P. from this unit (Table 4.2). Sharp, straight lower contact.
1
lOO-i- cm
outwash gravel of Healy
multilithologic, pebbles and cobbles in a coarse sandy matrix.

glaciation,

well-rounded
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